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Abstract 

 

Western economic ideology and practices are well-known to have had a detrimental 

influence on the relationship humans have with the natural world. Recent studies 

also argue that there is an urgent need to determine alternative economic models 

which address the continual adverse impact of human economic activity on the natural 

world. Tangata Whenua worldviews and the contribution these values have to 

addressing environmental issues have also become to some extent accepted as a 

feature of environmental management in Aotearoa. However, there are few studies 

that express a unique or even novel Tangata Whenua perspective of what an 

alternative economy could be when based on a Tangata Whenua view of the 

relationship humans have with the natural world. My study responds to this 

knowledge gap in the form of a Tangata Whenua autoethnography based on my lived 

experiences. In the first instance I provide my insights about te mana o te Ao Tūroa 

(the rights and power of the natural world) and the relationship of humans to this 

mana. It is from this foundation that I demonstrate how a paradigm shift in the 

dominant western eurocentric view of economics could be realised. I further 

contextualize this philosophy in what I have termed as koru economies. In these 

insights, I have uncovered the multiplicity of meaning concerning what an economic 

paradigm may look like when based on a Tangata Whenua view of our human 

relationships with the natural world and each other. 

 

Keywords: Tangata Whenua worldview, natural world, mana, relationships, paradigm 

shift, economies, multiplicity, mana o te AoTūroa 
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Te Tauākī o Kawiti 

 

E te iwi, 

I te pakanga ahau ki ngā atua i te pō kīhai ahau i mate. 

Nā reira, takahia te riri ki raro i ō koutou waewae 

kia ū kite whakapono,  

kei poai Pākehā koutou i muri nei  

Waiho kia kākati te namu i te whārangi o te pukapuka, 

Hei konei ka tahuri atu ai. 

Kei takahia e koutou ngā papa pounamu a ō koutou tūpuna e takoto nei 

Titiro atu ki ngā taumata o te moana.  

 

Te Tauākī o Kawiti, 1846: 

My illustrious warriors and people 

I had a war with the gods during the night, but I survived.  

Therefore, I call upon you to suppress war underfoot. 

Hold fast, have faith, for the day will come when you will become like the Pākeha. 

Await therefore until the sandfly nips the pages of the book. 

Then and only then shall you arise and oppose. 

Do not desecrate the sacred covenant endorsed by your forebears. 

Look beyond the sea to the transfiguration of the future. 

 

Te Tauākī o Kawiti that begins this thesis provides the scholarship upon which this study is 

founded.In this powerful tauākī (proclamation), Kawiti gifts us his self-reflections and insights to 

assist and guide his people through change that would alter the very fabric of our culture. Kawiti 

made this statement after the last northern war he fought at Ruapekapeka Pā in1846. We were 

defeated, but not conquered, in this war with the British.This defeat was not as a result of British 

military force, but of British deceit and religious manipulation. In this proclamation are the many 

codes and messages to guide our tribal welfare going into a future dominated by the ‘west’. 

 

Kawiti is my ancestor, a high-ranking chief of Ngātihine (my tribe), an illustrious warrior most 

renowned for his strategic prowess in war and as a Tohunga Matakite (prophetical master) with 

the ability to see into the future.This tauākī is my pou herenga waka (anchor post for a canoe) as I 

navigate through my research project. 
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I draw personal and academic strength from this tauākī so that I can also have the courage to face 

tension and self-confrontation; to express my insights, reflections, and thoughts that I may 

contribute to the well-being of my people and culture. “I pakanga au ki ngā atua i te pō kīhai au i 

mate (I battled with the gods during the night and I did not die). My ancestor had to confront 

unimaginable personal and internal conflict; however, he worked through this conflict and 

emerged with further clarity for himself and his people. I cannot even begin to fathom how that 

must have felt like for a man of that time. Kawiti concludes “Titiro atu ki ngā taumata o te 

moana”. Look beyond the sea to the transfiguration of the future. Our tūpuna did not see us as 

being constrained by the disruption bought to our land by the English. We come from an ancestry 

of great explorers and of wisdom. We have mana that binds us to the land and each other. Mana is 

our strength that can never be taken from us. Mana is what I hear in te tauākī of my tūpuna 

Kawiti. 

 

Mana is the taonga (gift) that cascades through the words and lines of te tauākī o Kawiti. I      

respond to this mana because it is implicit within my being as a TangataWhenua and Māori 

wahine (woman). It is with mana that I undertake this study; to express te mana o te Ao Tūroa as 

the foundation of my own self-reflections. My tūpuna (ancestor) in this statement gives me the 

confidence to look deeply within my own cultural ways of knowing and insights to find the 

answers for what may seem insurmountable issues. As an academic, I can only aspire to the 

insightfulness and intelligence of my ancestor to produce meaningful and useful kōrero 

(statements) based on my own views and experiences as a TangataWhenua and Māori wahine; 

where my ideas contribute into a larger tapestry that displays the irreplaceability and 

contemporary relevance of our knowing and knowledge. 

 

It is an immense honour and a privilege to present my reflections of te mana o te Ao tūroa; the 

rights and power of the natural world as te papa (ground) upon which this study is firmly planted. 

I honour mana before all else because it provides me with the privilege of life. It is what binds me 

to the natural world. Mana is my papa pounamu (ancestral legacy) that remains as powerful as the 

times of my ancient ancestors.  I cannot discuss mana objectively; there is nothing ‘objective’ 

about my Tangata Whenua/Māori worldview when mana guides me. Mana has no beginning, 

middle or end. It is ever-present, continuous and forever unfurling. I do not have the right to 

undermine te mana o te Ao tūroa; mind is simply to reflect on what this means to me in terms of 

how I view our relationship to the natural world. 
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Figure 1. Te Ruki Kawiti, He Rangatira nō Ngātihine. 
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Whakataki Kōrero: Te Mana o te AoTūroa 

Introduction: The power and rights of the Natural World 

 

In this study I explore the relationship humans have with the natural world, in particular, the 

influence of western economics to that relationship.My study is grounded in my views as Tangata 

Whenua of te mana o te AoTūroa, the power and rights of the natural world. Mana is a taonga 

(gift) from nature to enable humans the privilege to exist. This exploration ventures across many 

relational landscapes to challenge what I see as economic seduction.   Hegemonic western 

economic ideology and practice has had a devastating impact on our Tangata Whenua/Māori 

world. However, I argue that it is possible to shift from this paradigm toward something 

completely different without forsaking the sacred covenant of our forebears. 

 

In the pursuit of an alternative system, or as Kuhn (1970) suggests a change or shift in a 

paradigm, I explore what could be a possible Tangata Whenua alternative model which I call 

Koru economies.  Koru economies embody te mana o te Ao Tūroa to guide how we fulfil our 

obligations to the natural world. In doing so, I form concepts that interpret uniquely Tangata 

Whenua/Māori understandings and expressions which embody our relationships with the natural 

world in other ways when we view the notion of economy through a different lens. 

 

I have chosen evocative autoethnography as the research approach for this study. Ellis (2004) 

describes autoethnography as a form of qualitative research in which an author uses self-

reflection and writing to explore their personal experience and connect this autobiographical story 

to wider cultural, political, and social meanings and understandings.Whitinui (2008) also argues 

that autoethnography as a culturally informed research practice is not only explicit to Māori ways 

of knowing but can be readily validated and legitimated as an authentic “Native” method of 

inquiry. Implicit in this process is also the desire to ground one’s sense of “self” in what remains 

“sacred” to us as indigenous peoples. 

 

Autoethnography is not a new phenomenon for Tangata Whenua/Māori as a means of making 

sense of the world and our behaviours as humans. Indeed, we are a culture that has built our 

knowledge and practices based on personal experiences, self-reflection, and introspection.  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualitative_research
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The reason I have chosen to use evocative autoethnography in my approach to this research 

project, is because it resonates with my desire to reveal my own truth about the natural 

environment and economics with a sense of new horizons and possibilities. I want to take a 

voyage of discovery by looking through my own eyes however, guided by the intellect and 

scholarship of my ancestors and fuelled by the richness of my native language. I see 

autoethnography demonstrated in te tauākī o Kawiti which gives me courage to undertake this 

research project. 

 

There is an acceptance of tension in te tauākī o Kawiti. Kawiti did not see these tensions as 

representing an end state (i.e. it did not kill him) rather more as a constant exploration that 

could lead to new horizons and discoveries. I also hear in this proclamation how learning and 

growth is organic, unfolding and continuous movement. I embrace this process even though in 

my academic and professional career it has been denied to me. My voyage is one where I 

bounce around on stormy seas; sometimes being blown off course but always allowing myself 

to be navigated by the spirit of my tūpuna (elders). So much has changed in our natural world 

as a result of the adverse impacts of western economic seduction. 

 

For this reason, I follow the spirit and codes of my ancestors to find each destination where I 

land in this study. This research project is not a traditional thesis. I do not present in sections but 

rather paint a picture with different words and voices. This is what I know as critical thinking 

and intellectual inquiry. I am therefore not guided by research questions, rather by my heart as a 

Tangata Whenua/Māori. My intention is to reveal my ethnographic self; to explore economic 

alternatives that speak to my heart; to weave all the strands of this research project together as a 

means to contribute to a wider conversation about shifting the western economic approach 

toward new economies and relationships founded on te mana o te Ao  Tūroa. 
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Tōku Reo, Tōku Ohoho 

My power, my privilege 

 

Hikurangi te maunga 

Te raparapa o ngā waewae o Whē te awa 

Puta noa ki Taumārere  

Ngatokimataawhaorua te waka 

Ngāpuhi te iwi 

NgātiHine te hapū 

Te Kau-i-mua te hapū ririki 

Hineāmaru te tupuna whaea 

Kawiti te rangatira 

Ko Matawaia te marae  

 Rangimārie te wharenui 

Miri te whare kai 

Ngā Pāremata o ngā momo Kino o Ngakopa Paraha tōku māmā 

 Ko Maxwell Stuart Walker tōku papa 

I heke mai ngā whenua o Ingarangi, Aerani me Kōtirana  

Ko Wiki Walker ahau 

Hikurangi is my mountain 

Te Raparapa o ngā waewae o Whē my river 

 as it flows out to Taumārere 

Ngatokimataawhaorua is my canoe  

Ngāpuhi is my tribe 

Ngātihine is my sub-tribe  

Hineamaru is my elder chieftaness 

Kawiti is my chief 

Matawaia is my sacred space  

Te Rangimārie is my meeting house 

Mīria is my dining house 

Ngā Pāremata o ngā momo Kino o Ngakopa Paraha is my mother 

Maxwell Stuart Walker is my father 

Whose origins are from England, Ireland and Scotland  

I am Wiki Walker 
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When I communicate my mana tangata (personal power and rights) to others; I affirm the 

unique natural features and landmarks within my specific geographic area. This establishes who 

I am and where I come from. I am sharing my mana. This is a special taonga (gift) to others 

because it comes from my personal place within the natural world; through my maunga 

(mountain), awa (river) my sacred places within the community in which I grew up. Pepeha can 

have very elaborate and detailed description of the relationship between even plants and 

animals and humans within a particular ecosystem. This is the mana of the tribe and chiefly 

ancestry from which I descend. I begin with this pepeha to establish my world in my being and 

who I am in the vastness and continuity of life.  

 

This is the mana of my native mother who has embodied in me the original source where I have 

acquired what I know of my culture and heritage. I am Tangata Whenua; a person from the 

land; born from the land. This is what identifies me. This is my Pepeha (statement), my tribal 

proverb that honours te mana o te AoTūroa.Tama Iti an elder from the Tūhoe tribe elaborates 

this beautifully when he states that: Mana comes from knowing who you are, where you come 

from and connection toyour land. Mana grounds you, mana makes you solid, mana roots you to 

your past, present and future. Everyone has some form or another of mana regardless of where 

you come from or who you are (Iti, 2015). 

 

Kia mārama ko wai ahau 

To be clear about who I am 

 

Why are you using Tangata Whenua/Māori together Wiki? Are you not a Māori? Is that not your 

identity? 

 

I need to state that I have not liked being called ‘Māori’ for a very long time. It is a word that has 

been forced upon me so that I have an ethnic identity. It is what I must accept because that is 

what my culture has been named. I am Tangata Whenua first (person of the land); I belong to the 

land, to the water, to the air. I see myself by this concept. I am Tangata Whenua. This concept 

informs me and shares with others where I am from, my people, and my place. The word ‘Māori’ 

robs me of my uniqueness, my conceptual self and places me in a box not of my choosing. 

I know who I am when I am Tangata Whenua.  
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I call myself ‘Māori’ because that is what my people and society have come to accept. So, I use 

both terms to be accepted and to have a shared identity. ‘Māori’ is a word that has various 

meanings including being’ normal’ or ‘common’. The knowledge of my native mother’s tūpuna 

in my view is far from normal, indeed in my world their knowledge is a taonga (gift). I have been 

reared and immersed in this knowledge and continuously marvel at the knowledge within this 

wisdom. However, I do not hold a romantic view of my culture. As with any living culture, there 

is always room to challenge, learn and gain new insights.  

 

Furthermore, when I am identified as ‘Māori’, I am constrained to the assumptions and 

boundaries of a ‘Māori worldview’ which I may not necessarily agree with. According to 

Meredith (1998), prior to European contact, there was no notion of a dominant ‘Māori 

hegemony’. There was no concept of a ‘Māori identity’ predicated around cultural or national 

semblance. My pepeha is how I identify myself through the mana of geographical features such 

as our mountain and rivers. We recited our whānau (family) and ancestral connections to each 

other. There was no ethnic category. Royal (2012) also notes that the concept of ‘Māori’ arose 

with the arrival of the biblical worldview in our communities of the 19th century. Royal (2012) 

further explains that in the Bible, atua māori are pre-Christian deities and tohunga māori are 

magicians, wizards and adepts of pre-Jehovah gods. I find references to our concepts in religion 

somewhat objectionable because they have been misappropriated to serve a Christian dogma. 

 

In this sense, historically, mātauranga Māori was referred to as the knowledge arising from atua 

māori or non-Christian gods, which was the preserve of tohunga māori, the non- 

Christian priests. Also, initially the term ‘Māori’satisfied the process of identifying the aboriginal 

inhabitants in relation to the European ‘other’or supposed superiority. According to Durie 

(1998), among themselves, tribal identities remained the norm. Today, Royal (2012) notes 

almost universally, that the concept of Māori is used as an ethnic and cultural label, hence, the 

Māori people. Meredith (1998) further states that homogeneity of ‘Māori’has also served a 

government politics of expedience and pragmatism in their attempts to deal with one voice. I am 

Tangata Whenua who is a person from and of the land. I recognise environmental sovereignty; 

Te Mana o te Ao Tūroa is central to my existence and being.  
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It is from this space that I returned the whenua (placenta) of my newborn children to the land as a 

symbolic reaffirmation of coming from the land. Pocock (1992) states something important by way 

of the plurality of meanings conveyed by the word whenua, which is understood to mean both  

land and placenta, thus making the land a birthplace and a source of identity. Notwithstanding my 

dilemma about the word Māori, I also understand that the appropriation of this kupu (word) is so 

embedded in our collective psyche, modern history and literature, that I am compelled to use both 

terms.  

 

It also can be a lonely road when one attempts to strip away the appropriation of a language. Our 

language has become standardized. The richness of our distinct tribal and whānau language have 

become a ‘second’ language within a language. In my view, the standardisation of our Māori 

language as a means to assist in the ‘saving’ of the language represents the continual domination of 

western political and economic forces that brings us into ‘line’ by creating a language that literally 

translates English words and processes of knowledge. How can we hear nature when the words, 

which we used to communicate our own knowledge of the natural world, are becoming lost in the 

language of our children? 

 

Ko au he Kairangahau, ko au te Rangahau 

Positioning myself as the researcher and the subject of the research 

 

When I position myself as the researcher and the subject of the research, it is most perceived to 

situate ourselves within our whakapapa (genealogy) and tūrangawaewae (place in the world). 

Whilst this is true, there is more to who I am than my genealogy and where I come from.  As 

Tangata Whenua I belong to a cultural collective, however I am an individual who as Rambo 

(2006, p.273) explains has a particular perspective based on his/ her individual life experiences. 

Recently I had the privilege of meeting and reading the autoethnographic study of Iosefo (2014). 

In her study, she presents her insights and reflections through three different distinct voices as an 

Aotearoa/NZ Samoan in her experiences as a higher education student. Iosefo uses this approach to 

clarify with the reader that there are many sides to her being which influences her views. By 

doing this, one can observe her position as the researcher from her being the subject of the 

research.  
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In this approach I found clarification and resolve on how to find my own voice as Tangata 

Whenua/Māori. Throughout this study I have struggled with finding my ‘voice’. What I mean in 

this context is that there was a frequent negotiation between the many voices that inform this 

study.  There are so many different elements and emotions that are involved with this type of 

study that the role of the Researcher and being the ‘researched’ becomes clouded. I have found 

that by identifying my own multiple voices (Ellis, 1991), I am able to provide my own narrative 

and interwoven analysis (Iosefo, 2014).   

 

The concept of speaking with many voices is not unfamiliar to our culture. Kawiti illustrates this in 

his tauākī. It is not the fierce warrior who is speaking in this instance, but a wise leader feeling 

aggrieved for his people. This study is not one where there is one voice, indeed it represents the 

collective voices of my history and experiences as Tangata Whenua/Māori. I cannot be the 

‘researched’ without enabling my many voices to be heard; that is the joy, anger, grief, and 

hopefulness, which travel within a study of this nature. 

 

Aku Reo Kōrero 

My many voices 

 

Te Reo o ngā Tūpuna 

The voice of the ancestors 

 

Te reo o ngā tūpuna are the multiple voices of my ancestors who are implicit within the position I 

take in this study. Te reo o ngā tūpuna flows through the Tangata Whenua/Māori words, proverbs, 

songs, and vignettes throughout this research. These are the voices that speak only from the heart 

and the soul. Briggs (1992) implies this space as being the unseen spaces of our ancestors because 

this is where our traditional language originates. These are my ancestral voices because my 

language I speak and know is one which was handed from generation to generation. Te reo o ngā 

tūpuna is so very important and yet now so fragile. I am honored to have these voices. However, I 

also find it most difficult voices to express because it is a language of emotion. It is not static, and 

although it may appear simple, it is far from simple. 
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Te Reo Wairua 

The voice of spirit 

 

During one of the many hui (gatherings) I have attended in my life, I met a kaumātua (elder) with 

whom I found myself in wānanga (deep conversation) about my thoughts on the rights of a Tangata 

Whenua/Māori woman to have ideas and feelings that may be counter-narratives to what may be 

perceived as cultural norms. Our wānanga (deep conversation) became centred on the concept of 

wairua (spirit). I have always found the modern word wairua to describe spirituality, especially in a 

religious context, somewhat distasteful.  

 

This is one of the advantages of being a first language native speaker; we can debate our cultural 

concepts drawn from ‘inner language’, unrestricted by the conformities of the modern ‘Māori’ 

language use. So, after a lengthy discussion, this kaumātua gave me his very insightful thoughts 

on the matter after considering my perspective. In his view the kupu (word) wairua is made up of 

two separate words, wai (water) and rua (two). 

 

When we look into the water (wai) we see a reflection of ourselves or more, so it reflects our inner 

selves. Therefore your ‘spirit’ is what is being reflected back at you. In humans this ‘inner self’ is 

where consciousness, reflection and insightfulness reside.  Wairua is that other parts of ourselves 

and nature which reflects who we are. I mention this here because Māori culture is written about 

as if it is monocultural, that we have the same definitions for all our values and therefore these 

definitions are not subject to debate or challenge. 

For example, there is a well-known whakataukī which says: 

 

He aha te mea nui o te Ao 

Māku e kī atu 

He tangata 

He tangata 

He tangata 

What is the greatest thing in the world 

I will respond 

It is people 

It is people 

It is people 
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This whakataukī has mantra status in Aotearoa/New Zealand. However, I do not necessarily believe 

that humans are the greatest thing in the world. Humans are the waka (vessel) that conveys mana 

which comes from the natural world. I do not only see this whakataukī as meaning collectively 

‘people’ but also implies the importance of individual thought which could bring value to the 

collective welfare of our people. My wairua is therefore one that desires to express its own 

reflections about the world. My wairua kōingo (yearning spirit) constantly looks inward to my 

cultural self for meaning. The multiple voices who I introduce in this study are the reflection of 

wairua, my inner self, who I am and what I know. 

 

Te Reo o tee Ngākau 

The voice of the heart 

 

This voice comes from being born into and raised in te reo me ōna tikanga. This is the main 

voice in this narrative who believes deeply that the language and its customs is the only 

pathway to understanding the complexities of te Ao Tangata Whenua/Māori. 

In this voice is the responsibility of passing on the language learnt from my native mothers to my 

children and grandchildren.  

 

One of my favourite mantras is “te wā kei te hīkoi au i te mata o te whenua e kore te reo ā ōku 

tūpuna e mate - While I walk on this earth, I will never let the language of my ancestors die”. I 

was reared in one of the last two rural communities left in Aotearoa/New Zealand who spoke only te 

reo (our own language). I did not leave this valley until I was in my early thirties. I reared my 

young family in this community amongst their native mothers. This voice speaks, writes, and 

lives by the heart of my native language. My entire lifetime has been one dedicated to and 

abiding by te mana o te Ao Tūroa. Te reo ngākau is one of deep love and respect for the natural 

world which drives the urgency for change. 

 

Te Reo Kaingaki (The Cultivator) 

The voice of the Cultivator 

 

Te reo kaingaki is my voice as a cultivator of land; the gardener who tilled the land with my native 

mother and learnt how to feed the soil; who has embraced  the  practices  and  principles of 

permaculture as a means to alleviate the use of chemicals in food production.  
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This is also the voice that is the environmental and conservation practitioner, the technocrat, who is 

always trying to find ways to regenerate, repair, sustain and protect the natural world she knows as a 

Tangata Whenua/Māori. This voice speaks with anyone who is sympathetic to the plight of the 

natural world and fragility of Tangata Whenua/Māori culture and heritage. This is my Tangata 

Whenua/Māori voice who engages with systems that work with and for the natural world. This 

voice has been in many environmental, conservation and Māori development roles as a Planner, 

Strategist, Policy Analyst, Researcher, Tikanga Advisor and Businesswoman. In this voice I do not 

want to offend but rather be action oriented.  However, I desperately seek a new paradigm to 

address the urgency I feel with what I see as the continual desecration of the natural world which 

goes hand in hand with loss of culture and heritage. This is my voice that encourages alternatives 

that can help shift the dominant economic paradigm and its destructive impact on the natural world. 

 

Te Reo Riri me te Pouri 

The voice of anger and grief 

In this voice is anger and grief. It is my anger and pain as a Whaea (mother, grandmother) who 

has witnessed the harm and damage being done to the natural world and my people as a result of 

western economic influences. I have discovered this study as a space to express my anger and 

grief. This is the most difficult character in this study because there is a lot that I have had to 

work through to explain my anger and grief in the context of this research. However, this voice is 

also a key character in a study of this nature because there is a lot of riri me te pouri (anger and 

grief) that has resulted from what I have experienced as Tangata Whenua/Māori. There is a lot of 

history behind te reo riri me te pouri and it is important to take account of this in an ethnographic 

focused study. 

 

Te Reo Mātauranga Pākehā 

The Voice of Academia 

This is the voice of the academic in this study. In this voice is the belief in education to broaden 

the horizons of the mind. Te reo mātauranga Pākehā provides the academic literacies required to 

undertake a study that challenges what may seem to be an insurmountable topic.  
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This is my voice which brings to western higher education a taonga (gift) of insight into the 

world view of Tangata Whenua/Māori. It is my voice which finds how to share cultural 

knowledge in a western learning space. 

 

Kia Tūpato 

Practice Caution 

As I position myself as the Researcher and the researched, I note that Chang (2007) recommends 

caution when we focus only on self in autoethographic research. A focus on self could lead to 

becoming self-indulgent whereby others are excluded. The autobiographical element of 

autoethnography may produce an interesting narrative but may not be an academic 

autoethnography. Furthermore, Chang notes that an emphasis on self could miss cultural analysis 

and interpretation. The western academic concept of ‘auto’ is one of ‘self’ which connects to a 

wider ethno- graphic space. However, when I express from ‘self’, I do not speak only for myself 

or in isolation of my heritage. Doloriert and Sambrook (2009, p.30) outline that moving towards 

the researcher‐is‐researched autoethnography, the researcher is the central focus of the research 

and therefore the “auto” becomes the “ethno.” In this case, the researcher is the sole participant 

and focus of the research, she is the intellectual idea and her voice speaks as the cultural 

framework and her lived experience is co‐constructed through multiple reflections. 

 

As noted, before, I am also speaking from te reo o ngā tūpuna (the voices of the ancestors).  

These voices come through in the whakataukī (proverbs), waiata (songs), tauākī o Kawiti which 

navigates me through this study. Therefore, from my ‘native’ view, I cannot focus only on the 

individual because it is impossible to exclude ancestry and intergenerational transmission of te reo 

o ngā tūpuna (language and customs) gifted to me from many people in my whānau (family) and 

tribe. When I refer to the many voices of who I am in the research, there are also many sides to 

my being that influence my views (Losefo, 2014).  I do not separate myself from the loss of our 

culture and heritage. Nor am I separated from the grief and anger which is born out of our history 

of colonisation as well as economic pillaging of our lands and sea. When I come to 

autoethnography, I bring with me the collective voices of this impact on our people. For example, 

the voice of grief and anger because of our cultural loss; the voice of frustration at my own people 

who cannot see past a western economic framework; the voice of pride and joy at some of our 

achievements; the voice of optimism and hope for our future. 
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Te Ahikā kei Roto 

Motivation 

 

Te Ahikā kei roto - Fire in my belly 

 

Kua paruparu te takiwā   the atmosphere is polluted  

Ka heke ki runga o Papatūānuku  which settles back on earth mother  

Te wahine e tiaki nei    this woman who is caring  

I ana tamariki     for her children 

Ka wairangi te tangata    People become unbalanced 

Ngā kai kua pīrau kē    Our food contaminated 

Ka horongenge ngā tinana    Our bodies fatigued 

Ka horongenge ngā hinengaro   Our minds fatigued 

Ngā kai kua pirau kē     Our food contaminated 

E kore taea te tangata     Humans will never be able to stop  

te whakatū te tere o te ao   the ebb and flow of the world 

Te tangata tū teitei     Arrogant people  

Ngatata ana Paku ana    Will come crashing 

I te tatunga ki te whenua    Smashing back down to earth 

Ka horongenge ngā tinana   Our bodies fatigued 

Ka horongenge ngā hinengaro   Our minds fatigued 

Ngā kai kai pīrau kē     Our food contaminated 

Whakakīia te waka korero    Confront and talk about these issues 

Hangaia te whakaro e    Build upon these thoughts 

Kia tere te waka hou     Create a new vessel to take us forward 

Kia tere te waka hou    A new vessel to take us forward 

 

I composed this song 30 years ago as a response to the impact of climate change. At that time 

climate change had not been popularised through the media. There was also huge resistance 

from both the science and business communities that climate change and global warming was as a 

result of adverse economic behaviour. No one was really that interested, not in my world or any 

other. So, I did my own submissions to government, talked to anyone who was interested; and in 

frustration composed a song to express myself. I was young and I was going to take on the 

economic juggernaut single handed. 
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I was called a fanatic (amongst other names I will not repeat here). I was not a scientist; I was 

young woman and I was indigenous. It felt like my ‘voice’ meant nothing. However, I had a “fire 

in my belly” te Ahikā kei roto and it kept me strong and motivated. Today many people have 

been sensitised to these and other issues in relation to the natural environment. However, over the 

last 30 years, I have seen the increased presence in western economic order and the impact on our 

natural world. My song was a form of expression back then. Today it has not changed much 

since the time I composed it. This study is another composition that addresses the same issues. 

The difference is that I am using another medium. My motivation continues to be fuelled by my 

Ahikā kei roto (internal fire) to respect, care and love our natural environment. No matter what 

our age, this never dims when we are reared to love and respect nature. However, I have always 

believed that nature would fight back, and we would come ‘crashing to the ground’ when that 

happens. 

 

When I started this research project, it was natural magic that I wanted to study. I wanted to 

embody an ethnographic philosophy to bring back the magic and enchantment I once felt and saw 

in the natural world and in my people. I have been battling on the side of nature and how we as 

Tangata Whenua/Māori are in that world for so long, I was battle fatigued, disillusioned, and 

frankly, had enough with the compromises we were making as Tangata Whenua/Māori. I had 

exhausted my support of cross–culturalism and ‘diverse realties’ while the machinery of 

westernisation continued to plough up and destroy my world. 

 

It is grim reading when I see that we have around 4000 species threatened or at risk of extinction 

in our country (Ministry for the Environment: National Policy Statement for Indigenous 

Biodiversity 2019, p 10). What more should motivate all of us when our whanaunga (family 

relations), the birds and trees, water, land and air are under this level of threat, that is, literal 

extinction. We have just had an extinction event in Aotearoa/NZ of the Eyrewell ground beetle as 

a result of economic interests being placed before the threat to the existence of this insect. This 

event was a major disaster and yet there was no immediate action or law change to the Resource 

Management Act 1991 or any other law, in response to this tragedy. In my view the lack of 

visibility about the adverse impact of economic development on our natural world tends to 

demonstrate the lack of will nor courage to challenge the economic machine which is at the core 

of the serious decline in our indigenous biodiversity. 
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I hear so many people now talking about a sense of urgency in relation to the environmental crisis 

that is threatening the world. We seem to think that the problem is elsewhere when in fact it is 

happening right here and now in our country. I have felt this urgency nearly all my life because I 

have seen and experienced it, and it is not getting better, not to the degree that is required. I 

further refer to the WAI 262 Waitangi treaty claim (201. P.2), which states ‘Many were also 

concerned that mātauranga Māori concerning indigenous flora and fauna was being lost, as were the 

species themselves’. Twenty or so years later the action to address this claim is finally being 

actioned through a government committee. How can it take so long to figure out that Tangata 

Whenua/Māori were seriously concerned with what commercialisation was doing to our flora and 

fauna? All the claimants to the WAI 262 have now died. Most of our children and grandchildren 

in my experience know very little about our native flora and fauna. 

 

Being a mother and grandmother is no doubt a motivator to undertake a research project of this 

nature, to try and make the world a better place for future generations although it seems more like 

simply fighting to have a future world for them. It is also not my right to abdicate responsibility 

to our ‘rangatahi’ (youth, young people). Whina Cooper the ‘whaea o te motu’ (mother of the 

land) could barely walk when she led the protest march to Parliament from the Far North to 

Wellington with the message ‘not one more acre of land’. ‘Fire in the belly’ does not only belong 

to the young. My motivation for this research project is firmly based on the fire in my belly. This 

fire is constantly fuelled by my tupuna (ancestors) and from many native mothers.  

 

My internal ‘ahikaa’ (burning fire) at times lies smothering and hiding amongst the ashes; then at 

other times, my ahikaa is a searing volcano that spews out against the destruction of culture and 

identity and the impact this has had on the natural environment. It is this fire in my belly that has 

bought me to this research project; a constant yearning for the well-being of our natural world and 

my indigenous culture. I want to save the entire world; however, it is my world that I see every day 

being whittled away and reshaped by the western economic order. It is the ahikaa I roto that 

motivates me to continue pursuing alternatives that strived to change the way we live in a 

westernised economic society. 
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The motivation born from the lament of my native mother 

 

I was born into te reo me ōna tikanga. The Māori language and its customs were how I was raised. 

My mother was Tangata Whenua/Māori and was my sole parent. My father was Pākehā who died 

when I was 3 years old. There was nothing else I knew as a child except my Tangata 

Whenua/Māori world. We lived in an isolated rural Māori community in the Bay of Islands area. 

Much of our whānau and others in the community were covered in first or second-generation native 

forest. We fished for tuna (eels) in our creeks, foraged for wild food, drank water straight from the 

sky, played amongst the native trees, ate berries and chewed the sap of the kauri tree. We would 

travel to the sea and fish and collect seafood, sometimes trading our tuna or other ‘inland’ delicacies 

with our coastal relatives. One of my constant memories was how my mother would work at 

cleaning out my kutu (head lice) from my waist long hair during breaks from working on our 

garden or as a ‘rest’ as we moved around our whānau land doing various jobs. I can still feel the 

warmth from the sun and the soft forest breeze sitting there as my mother patiently parted each 

section of my hair searching for the elusive kutu. There was nothing more beautiful in those 

important times of my development as a human than my culture and the natural world from 

which it seemed to emanate. 

 

I was the youngest in the whānau. My mother birthed me in her mid-forties, so I only knew my 

mother as older and then as a kuia (elder). I’m not sure if it was because I was the youngest or that 

I was a child of a mature woman that it seemed I was always with her either clinging on behind her 

as we pererua (double ride) on a horse or in our dusty old Mark 2 Zephyr. However, we never 

went too far out of our region. Most of the time it was to visit relatives, attend hui mate (funerals) 

and other gatherings at the marae, food gathering or sharing, and to be with our whānau old and 

young who needed our support. Whanaungatanga was all-important to my mother and it seemed 

that she could recite everyone’s whakapapa (genealogy) and tātai hono (blood connections).  

 

Her ‘girlfriends’ were other mature Tangata Whenua/Māori women and kuia in our tribe. The 

gossip was always ripe and juicy, and the food sweet and delicious. However, the Tangata 

Whenua/Māori rongoa (medicine) medicine I was fed when I was unwell or injured was not so tasty.  

These women seemed to have their own concoctions that they willingly shared to cure a scab or boil, ease 

private female mate (troubles), cut the teeth of a baby. They seemed to have a rongoa (cure) for everything. 
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We were warned of places we were not allowed to go because they were tapu (sacred) and could 

cause harm and illness. Stories of kehua (ghosts), mākutu (black magic) and taniwha (monsters) 

ensured that we heeded these warnings. I was nurtured not only in te reo Tangata Whenua/Māori 

but had a parent who actively enforced and conscientised us that our language and customs was 

central to our being; it was the mauri (life-force) of our identity. Also, that it was our 

responsibility, not choice, to keep our language and customs alive regardless of the pressures of 

our Pākehā ancestry on our being and culture. This is where my passion and education about nature 

as a Tangata Whenua/Māori originates, amongst the native forests and waters nurtured by my native 

mothers. The textures, smells, sounds and taste of the natural world filled my soul with wonder, fear 

and love. The native language I heard constantly around me seemed to come from nature itself. I 

could hear it in the voice of the wind, the birds, the trees and the water. Even in the very rhythm 

and energy of the earth. Magic was all around me and I had eyes that could see it and a heart that 

could feel it. Although we were poor, we did not live in poverty because we were resourceful and 

knew how to live from the land. 

 

At a young age, I became aware of the adverse impact human activity was having on the natural 

world. It was this awareness that motivated me to take action in our community. I was ten years 

old when I enrolled in the Department of Conservation Kids Club that provided free native seeds 

and litterbags to collect roadside rubbish. I would walk our roads picking up litter and planting 

my seeds as I went along. Litter and rubbish were not new, there was more of it around and more 

people could see it. The childhood innocence of my natural surroundings however changed to 

anger when the pine forests arrived in our valley. This is the point when I realised the magnitude 

of the western economy; a system, which seemed to be driven by an insatiable hunger for natural 

resources to feed its commercial appetite. Areas that once were rejuvenating native forest became 

classified as underutilised Māori land. There was no recognition of the wildlife, which lived in 

these areas. Neither was there any value for these forests in the stabilisation of our soils which were 

regenerating from intensive kauri milling, or the impact that deforestation would have on our water 

bodies. I recall a stand of native forest, which was adjacent to our marae. This area was 

regenerating secondary Northland native forest previously subjected to intensive milling of kauri 

trees, as with most of the valley.  
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This area was classed as underdeveloped, and the whānau who owned it had left to pursue 

employment in the city. As a result, the land rates that had to be paid to the local council slid into 

huge arrears. To develop this underutilised land, it was decided to turn it into pine forest. The 

native forest was literally crushed with a gigantic roller to clear it for the pine. My mother 

opposed the clearing of this ngahere (forest) without success. I can still recall standing at the 

marae with my mother looking at the crushed remains of the ngahere. It looked like a bomb had 

been dropped on it. My mother wailed and wept calling out a tangi waiata (a grieving lament). 

She wept for the loss of our ngahere, for the annihilation of our visible history, for the whānau 

who had lost their turangawaewae (standing place). Her lament still haunts me to this day. I often 

feel and remember that day. This event took the innocence of my childhood as I watched my 

mother grieve.  

 

This had a profound and lasting impact on me. I became angry at both Pākehā and Māori alike that 

they could let this happen. I was 14 years old. Now we are in a time of the NZ Emissions Trading 

Scheme which I supported many years ago when it was simply known as carbon credits. I 

supported it as a monetary incentive that I believed back then would help save our native forests. 

This has changed somewhat over the years as I began to understand it as a way for polluters to get 

around the pollution they create. I wondered what the income stream would be in carbon credits 

had that forest not been wiped out.  

 

However, this was only the beginning. Waterways and wetlands where we would fish for eels 

were being drained and destroyed because of land modification. Abandoned car bodies and 

discarded rubbish from both the locals and outsiders were leaching into our streams. More and 

more rubbish was being discarded on the roadside and on the land. Pollution and waste became 

my enemy. From the haunting of my mother’s lament, I spent the next 40 years dedicating my 

life as a Tangata Whenua/Māori trying to alleviate the adverse impact of human behaviour on 

the natural world. During that time, I became involved in various roles related to Māori 

environment and conservation management, strategy, policy and planning. This included with 

whānau (families), hapu (subtribes), and iwi (tribes) as well as local and central government.  
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The battle against pollution and waste driven by human consumption and desires however 

seemed insurmountable at times. I have seen the continuous erosion of our language and culture, 

which has disconnected us from our natural world.  One of our greatest losses has perhaps been the 

capacity to feel and interpret what is the ‘unseen’ in the natural world. As a result, it seemed that 

most Tangata Whenua/Māori have forgotten how we once lived in touch with the seen and 

unseen, the possible, and impossible of our natural environment. 

 

Māori Environmental Activism – Ka whawhai tonu 

 

Māori environmental activism became a driving force that pushed back on the adverse effects 

of economic activity on the natural world. Often these activists were older Tangata 

Whenua/Māori women. As a young person I was so inspired by these women. They could speak a 

native language I could understand; they spoke from their hearts with grief and anger about 

environmental degradation, the loss of our taonga, pollution of our lands, water and air and the 

consequence this has on the weakening of our culture. I viewed these women as activists fighting 

against the western system and for the recognition in contemporary law of Tangata Whenua/Māori 

rights in regard to the natural environment. They were the native mothers and grandmothers of 

that time in our history.  However rural Māori community living continued to decline, and with 

it, our love and commitment to our natural surroundings. Much of our environmental knowledge 

is now recorded, our living culture made a part of the public record. 

 

The accessibility of our knowledge in my view has had both a positive and negative effect. On the 

positive side, it enabled our people to draw from those sources to relearn and reclaim our Tangta 

Whenua/Māori environmental knowledge. On the negative, it meant that our knowledge also 

was open to the scrutiny, interpretation and exploitation of all and sundry. What we knew could 

be further rationalised and made to ‘fit’ into the westernised view of the world. Then in the 

1980’s, the concept of sustainability became the new trend that would fix  the ‘environmental 

crisis’. As a result, there was an explosion in the business of being sustainable. The concept of 

sustainability became written into legislation, and with it kaitiakitanga (guardianship/ care) as 

the Māori equivalent also found a legislative home.  
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As a young woman I participated as a ‘young Māori voice’ in the sections of the Resource 

Management Act 1991 which directly related to /Tangata Whenua/Māori rights to environmental 

and resource management, kaitiakitanga, and the government obligations to the Treaty of 

Waitangi. I was so excited with the RMA; finally, our environmental values and practices were 

being recognised in contemporary law. Sustainable development seemed to me to be like a gift 

from our gods. Finally, I thought we were going in the right direction to build a better future that 

put the environment before economics that could also affect positive social outcomes. 

 

With the introduction of the Resource Management Act (1991), came a huge demand for 

Tangata Whenua/Māori cultural and heritage values. Indeed, a whole industry has developed around 

Tangata Whenua/Māori and the environment. Our knowledge of the natural world was being 

appointed value to be drawn upon as part of this sustainability phenomenon. Kaitiakitanga 

(Guardianship, stewardship) became the ‘mantra’ for all things to do with the protection of the 

natural world. Even non-Māori were referring to the concept of kaitiakitanga, redefining it as 

stewardship and guardianship. This phenomenon however brought with it other dynamics that 

contributed to the commoditisation of Tangata Whenua/Māori environmental customs and values. 

It became the norm if anyone wanted advice on Tangata Whenua/Māori environmental matters, 

that it came with a price.  

 

Tangata Whenua/Māori culture and heritage, both visible and invisible, had a monetary value. 

Sometimes I felt like I was naive, still that rural Tangata Whenua/Māori girl trying to ‘save’ our 

natural environment. It seemed that sustainable development was still driven by an economic 

agenda, just dressed in another way. However, I remained optimistic. Many Iwi and Māori 

organisations were in the business of Māori environment and resource management, advising and 

monitoring both in the public and private sectors. There are Iwi and hapu resource management 

units who have exclusive engagement rights with local government on matters such as resource 

consent, urban design, and other planning activities.  Natural taonga have been returned to iwi 

who have employed different ways to capitalise on the use and protection of those taonga. 

Sustainable development was bringing money to my people; local, regional and national 

government were resourcing Māori to participate in environmental and resource management. 
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Regardless of this resurgence and awareness of the value of our culture and heritage, the 

language and its customs continued to decline. Traditional values and language were modified to 

accommodate the western mindset. Money was also creating division amongst our people. 

Sometimes, it also seemed that the concept of being Tangata Whenua (people of the land) appeared 

to be fading under the weight of the ‘diverse realities of Māori’. We did not necessarily need to 

speak our own language anymore in matters to do with environmental and resource management. 

Our language and customs did not seem to speak with the birds or hear the messages in the wind 

as it did once. It also felt like the magic of ‘tera e kore kitea’ (that which is unseen) was being 

forfeited or reshaped in the pursuit of money. 

 

It seemed like our needs and wants as humans took precedence over the mana o te Ao Tūroa 

creating division amongst whānau and tribes. Our native animals endangered or threatened were 

relegated to confined ‘designated areas’ while economic development continued to strip our 

land. Recently I read in Environment Aotearoa (2019) that native vegetation cover has continued 

to decline even in recent years, being converted to land cover such as exotic grassland (pasture), 

plantation forestry, and urban areas. Almost two-thirds of rare and naturally uncommon 

ecosystems are now threatened, with most of these in coastal and lowland environments. What 

ngahere is left infested with foreign animals and plants that kill our native flora and fauna. Our 

cultural landscapes have been destroyed and the living narratives of our culture were lost 

beneath pine trees, pasture, towns, waste and pollution. 

 

I was growing more dissatisfied with how much we were being reshaped and seduced again by 

the western economic system. I was tired of our people having to constantly fight for our rights, 

and at the same time, trying to regenerate our cultural beliefs and knowledge of the natural 

world. While we were building our capacity to strive towards sustainability in the western 

world, our own indigenous systems and knowledge remained fragile. The sustainability and 

growth of our own knowledge was not keeping abreast of modern environmental issues. I was 

missing the magic that used to reside in our worldview, the enchantment and spirit which comes 

with our relationship to the natural world.  
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Notwithstanding my dilemma I still celebrated my people’s resilience and tenacity in the face of 

the western machine. I also never lost my conviction or knowing that it was within our reo me 

ona tikanga, or living culture was where our strength resided. My Ahikā kei roto now fuels a 

belief based on experience. A tangata whenua view of the world, our relationship with the natural 

world, the influence of economics on this relationship manifests this ahi(fire). 

 

I am giving up a part of myself in this research as a demonstration of what could be possible. I 

began to accept my research shift as part of the phenomena, which comes from listening to my 

past and following the guidance of my ancestors. I have shared the experiences I have had 

through my life; some I have embraced others have been somewhat more confronting. My 

poutokomanawa (mainstay) however has been a deep love and respect for our natural world. 

What greater motivator can there be when confronted with the issues I have described? 
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Te Hiranga 

Significance 

 

Te Kai o te Rangatira he Kōrero 

Discussion is the sustenance of chiefly expression 

 

In my view, we as a people are at the crossroad of ‘where to next’? We have been, and continue 

to be, in a state of decolonization. I do not discount that decolonization is an ongoing process. 

Indeed, we have made significant progress in this space. Decolonization and colonization in my 

view are well documented. For example, Decolonising Methodologies: Research and Indigneous 

Peoples a well-known publication written by Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999). Indeed, in this study I 

refer to these issues even though I profess that this study is not one centred around such matters. 

In my view however, it has also given the ‘other’ the intel to find tactics that continue to control 

how we see the world. Intellectual autonomy in my view is our future; a future where we no longer 

must justify our indigenous intellect to westernised thought. This research project is positioned 

within such intellectual autonomy. 

 

We have a new generation who has been reared to decolonise, new and upcoming leaders, who 

are confident in the western worldview, however, remain grounded in te Ao Tangata 

Whenua/Māori. This research project is significant to this generation because it is not founded on 

decolonization, in fact, I purposely attempt as much as possible to side-step decolonization. As 

indigenous peoples, colonialism is an everyday part of our lives. Head (2006) reiterates that the 

magnitude of change as a result of westernisation has been obscured, both by the politicisation of the 

past on presentist premises and by the transformation of colonial perceptions into what is now 

assumed to be ‘traditional Māori society’. 

 

Notwithstanding these tensions, we have a generation who have come from total Māori 

language programs such as Kura Kaupapa Māori (Total Tangata Whenua/Māori Immersion 

Schools) and Kura- a- Iwi (tribal based Schools). These graduates are now becoming the parents, 

Māori teachers, and scholars who are educating the next generation of children.  
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In my view, this research may be able to provide an example of how they can also draw on their 

own expressions about how they view the world when te reo me tikanga informs life; how they 

can also contribute to ‘the bigger scheme’ through their own lens unencumbered by the 

constraints of colonization and decolonization.  Te kai o te Rangatira therefore becomes 

leadership through critical expression. Herbjørnsrud (2019) argues that the academy can move 

beyond deconstruction and decolonization and focus instead on reconstruction going forward in 

the 21st century.  This, I emphasise again, is what I find in te tauākī o Kawiti. It is not a 

statement of conquest or defeat, rather one of resilience, perseverance and reconstruction, to 

always search for other possibilities without forsaking our ancestors. 

 

Te Mana o te Kōrero 

 

As I reflect over the last four years of this study, I have slowly come to realise the significance 

of autoethnography as a valid and appropriate method of Tangata Whenua/Māori research. 

Autoethnography is not as easy as it sounds, especially when writing from one’s own reflections. 

Ellis (2004 p.120) describes the structure and writing of evocative autoethnography as being 

lost in the woods without a compass. An unavoidable tension therefore exists between the free 

flowing and emotionally driven evocative autoethnography and the time-honoured, highly 

structured dissertation. 

 

This description of autoethnography is not a foreign concept to Tangata Whenua/Māori. We have 

been using self-reflection as a part of making sense of the world and the construction of 

knowledge since the ancient times of our ancestors. I reiterate that Te tauākī o Kawiti is a 

powerful demonstration of a Māori form that could be considered autoethnographic. I have 

found that autoethnography as an approach to Tangata Whenua/Māori research significant, in 

that it opens up spaces of tension and critique for Tangata Whenua/Māori. 

 

For Researchers autoethnography takes us ‘beyond the constraints of collectivism, to enable the 

freedom to express who we are as Tangata Whenua/Māori. In doing so, autoethnography 

encourages expressions which challenge us as well as ‘others’ to search over the horizon for 

new possibilities, whilst grounded in the ‘sanctity of our ancestral knowledge. Briggs (2006) 

iterates how well-researched Māori have been both by non-Māori and Māori alike. There is almost 

nothing about us that has not been recorded or reinvented time and time again.  
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Briggs does not view this phenomenon in what he terms the ‘observables’ to replenish our 

culture and heritage; it is in the ‘unobservable’ in the thoughts and feelings of our ancestors. 

Briggs further notes that today, this requires highly skilled linguist and reo Tangata 

Whenua/Māori scholars to understand our traditional language.  

 

What we speak today is so different and ‘standardised’ that most of us do not have the capacity to 

understand the words, let alone unpack and decode the layers of meaning within our ancient 

language. However, in my view this does not negate our individual ancestral right to continue 

our own explorations of our cultural concepts. I did not choose to base my scholarship on my 

tūpuna (ancestors); rather it came to me through my heart in the voices of my ancestors.  The 

academy is not one where the ‘sacred’ is taken as a valid discourse in a study. Autoethnography 

therefore becomes significant in providing an academic form to find meaning and create 

knowledge through the richness of our ancestral intelligence. 

 

I also hope that this study could reveal the value of including Tangata Whenua/Māori 

perspectives into the wider conversation about alternative economic models that are restorative 

and generative by design. In this sense, I mean more than merely to ‘take account of’ Tangata 

Whenua/Māori perspectives, rather that we are an integral feature of design that restores, 

generates and places the survival and health of the natural world at its heart.  
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Te Huarahi Rangahau 

Methodology 

 

Kōrero Whakataki 

Introduction of Autoethnography 

 

Evocative autoethnography has bought me home to myself, to appreciate my own discoveries as a 

Tangata Whenua/Māori researcher. In doing so, as Boylorn (2006) also notes, autoethnography 

can give people a voice that, before writing, they may not have felt that they had. When I think 

about te tauākī o Kawiti, my native mothers, our whakataukī (proverbs) waiata (music) and my 

upbringing, I become emotional. I become emotional with my experiences as a Tangata 

Whenua/Māori environmentalist as I witness the adverse impact of western economics on our 

natural world and thus culture. Autoethnography is the tool that assists me to express my 

emotions about how I see our relationship to te mana o te Ao Tūroa. I want to express emotion in 

written form; to open spaces as an indigenous woman that explores a paradigm shift from the 

classical western economic model that is based on relationships with te mana o te Ao Tūroa and 

with each other. 

 

The more I researched autoethnography, I began to see the value of it in terms of an 

empowering approach for Māori scholarship. Frank (1995) refers to this emerging method as a 

way of telling a story that invites personal connection rather than analysis. Holt (2003) also adds 

that autoethnography explores issues of personal importance within an explicitly acknowledged 

social context that evaluates one’s actions or critiquing extant literature on a topic of personal 

significance.  

 

Wall (2006) further refers to autoethnography as more of a philosophy than a well-defined 

method. Although this is considered an emerging approach, Tangata Whenua/Māori have been 

engaged in self-reflection and different means of expression to understand the world for 

thousands of years. Indeed, autoethnography is not an unfamiliar means of sense-making to 

Tangata Whenua/Māori. I refer to the te tauākī of Kawiti to illustrate this phenomenon. 

According to Whitinui (2013), autoethnography represents a culturally informed research 

practice that could be considered a legitimate authentic “Native” method of inquiry. 
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I also found the presentation of Kainamu (2012) on Indigenous autoethnography: inspiring as 

she positions herself as a Māori woman with “I Am” as central to the texts and the performances 

in linking the personal with the political, cultural and the social in turning the in-side out-side in 

revealing culturally connected self.  

 

Autoethnography therefore brings me an approach to work through my own cultural tensions. As I go 

through these tensions, I find a form of self-therapy and healing as I express my personal views 

and stories. Kiesinger (2002) refers to the therapeutic element of autoethnography for authors as 

we write to make sense of ourselves and our experiences. When we write from the heart we learn 

how to love, to forgive, to heal, and to move forward (Denzin, Lincoln, & Giardina 2006, p.423). 

Denzin et al. takes this further in autoethnography whereby he seeks a writing form that enacts a 

methodology of the heart, a form that listens to the heart. This echoes with my own cultural 

understanding of building knowledge where our heart is where we think from. I hear this in our 

ancestral knowledge. I hear this in our contemporary voice, inside and outside of the Academy. 

Whilst this has been extremely challenging for me. I recognise that the first goal of 

autoethnography as a conscious effort is to extend existing knowledge and research while 

recognizing that knowledge is both situated and contested as Adams, Jones and Ellis (2015, p.40) 

explained. 

 

Autoethnography is a qualitative research approach based on self and culture. Jones (2006) 

describes autoethnography further as a theoretical, methodological, and (primarily) textual 

approach. It seeks to experience, reflect on, and represent through evocation the relationship 

among self and culture. In investigating these relationships, autoethnography fuses personal 

narrative and socio-cultural exploration. Denzin, Lincoln, and Smith (2008) also describe 

autoethnography as an approach that ‘works to construct one’s own personal and cultural stories.  

 

The idea that I could bring my own personal and cultural storyto an academic study grounded in the 

concepts of whakaaro rangatira (higher thinking) has been exciting, challenging, and full of 

tension all at the same time. What has kept me moving forward with this approach is that it 

recognizes that there is no precise logical order of method or special formula for an 

autoethnography but encourages the researcher to explore the uncertainty of this process (Ellis & 

Bochner, 2000). 
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Whakakīa te waka kōrero: 

Autoethnography through my eyes 

 

In order to welcome autoethnography into my world, it is essential to redefine how I understand 

autoethnography as a method that can work for me as a Tangata Whenua/Māori researcher; 

remembering that there remain differences between western and Māori research frameworks and 

methods. My understanding of traditional knowledge creation and philosophical thought about 

the world, does not necessarily strive for a universal set of explanations. Often it provides more 

of a frame for interpretation, where many messages and views can be found hidden amongst the 

words and context.  I liken it to walking through a ngahere (forest) looking at rākau (trees). 

They maybe the same species, but none are ever the same. Western knowledge systems are 

endorsed as the basis of ‘real’ knowledge creation or evaluation while our system of knowledge 

creation may be seen as subjective, vague and unusual in form.  

 

However, our traditional knowledge is not totally antithetical but can offer multiple points of entry 

into the knowledge of the world, past and present. Western knowledge creation in my view is 

inclined to be reductionist, hierarchical, based on text and reliant on classification. Today our 

traditional knowledge has become a highly valued source of information in both western social 

and physical sciences. However, this value is only assigned when our knowledge complements the western 

social and physical scientific rationales. When we challenge these rationales, our knowledge is seen as myths 

and legends, and therefore not valid. There are Tangata Whenua/Māori values and beliefs which have 

become commonly known in recent times. These common Tangata Whenua/Māori words have 

almost become like a ‘script’ for everything that underpins our culture.  Our knowledge, like any 

other is not static, it evolves and is organic. 

 

Like nature itself we are not homogenous. I refer to my own study where I highlight the concept 

of ‘mana’I have had comments where ‘mana’ is considered too common, over-researched, and 

therefore uninspiring. To me mana is never uninspiring. It is the concept that came to me through 

my ancestors and therefore the right frame for my study.  These knowledge systems have been 

developed over many generations, based on individual and collectively learnt experiences about the 

world. These systems are guided by experiential learning, oral traditions and other means of 

keeping account of what and how we know the world. 
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However, we are constantly building and adding to our knowledge base. How I see my culture 

and therefore the world comes from this space of constant learning and becoming. Gergen and 

Gergen (2002) notes this when an ethnographic paradigm is used it enables the researcher the 

freedom to write from one’s own unique voice and style which honors emotional expression. My 

traditional knowledge lives on in me. This is where our knowledge resides. It is not detached from 

who I am. Our ancestors ensured we survived as a people; therefore, our culture would also 

survive. Even though many elements remain fragile, manawaora (resilience, resistance) remains. 

This survival approach has left little bits of knowledge scattered amongst our people. 

Autoethnography as a method supports me to enable my personal knowledge to emerge. 

Autoethnography also presents me the freedom to express myself outside the conventions of both 

cultural and westernised constraints. I have a place as a Tangata Whenua/Māori academic, to be 

heard, where I can share the intellect of my native mothers and ancestors. 

 

The decision to use autoethnography driven by an indigenous living story was not made lightly. 

At first, the idea of writing my personal experiences was enough to send me on a slippery slide 

toward full-blown anxiety attacks. As a Tangata Whenua/Māori researcher, my role was to tell 

other people’s stories. I started to develop confidence issues and imposter syndrome and 

questioned my own credibility and value. I started to search frantically for a standard template 

which I could follow. To my horror, I found that there was no template for an autoethnographic 

structure. I cannot reiterate enough the concept of ‘whakaiti’, which is to be humble. This is the 

mantra of my tribe.  

 

When I presented my doctoral research proposal for confirmation, in the spirit of 

autoethnography and being my ‘authentic self’, I opened with a song composed by my eponymous 

ancestor Kawiti to introduce my topic. I felt so exposed and inadequate. I have done many 

presentations as a Tangata Whenua/Māori researcher in the past but none where I was the central 

focus of the research.  It seemed that everyone at my presentation was looking at me with glazed 

over eyes. Autoethnography placed me in this position. I honoured my own emotional expressions 

and presented my research project. To my surprise, I received both positive and constructive 

feedback. I felt that I could become an autoethnographer. I am a mature Tangata Whenua/Māori 

woman and researcher. 
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 I also identify as a Tangata Whenua/Māori environmentalist and conversationalist. In this study I 

am a native auto ethnographer who according to Whitinui (2008) further emphasises a “Native” 

researcher as someone who is either “Native” by birth (i.e., born of this place) and who can 

intuitively speak about the cultural distinction associated with indigenous peoples’ connection to, 

with, and about time, space, place, and identity. It is from this space of self that I begin to discuss 

the different methods which manifest my autoethnographic study. When I write from the heart 

and mind as a Tangata Whenua/Māori, I am gifting (takoha) something of myself to others.  

 

This is a gift (koha) that requires respect whether we agree or not. When others can feel what I am 

saying without knowing my words, you have entered my world. We become connected (kua 

hono). We may be different, but this is what we have in common our difference. Donna Awatere 

refers to the importance of listening to elders. “When our elders speak listen intently because when 

they speak about our culture, they die a little; they are passing you their essence, not merely 

words.” (Personal communication Donna Awatere, 4 February 2020). Donna Awatere has been an 

academic activist for 50 years and was the first Tangata Whenua/ Māori, Child Psychologist in 

our country. 

 

Indeed, our hinengaro (consciousness) is generated through our hearts. When our hearts connect, 

there is mutual understanding. We move from Te Pō (From the dark) into Te Whei Ao (into the grey 

light) ki te Te Ao Mārama (into enlightenment) together. My people of Ngātihine were gardeners. 

Our main crop is kūmara. We knew how to grow kūmara to get the best yield and when the best 

time is to harvest.  There was no disconnection between the kaingaki (cultivator) and the māra kai 

(garden). We remain a people who come from connection. This is our strength in the acquisition 

and building of knowledge. 

 

Whakataukī / Pepeha / Waiata 

 

In my research I draw particularly on whakataukī and pepeha. Whakataukī are a traditional 

Tangata Whenua/Māori method of reflective thought built through detailed observation and 

experience. Whakataukī are also generally understood as succinct statements to express a truth, 

a principle or learning. These concise statements are the methods of capturing meaning. They 

are rigorous as they are insightful. Tomlins-Jahnke (2005) notes that the significance of this 

type of language is that it reflects Māori thinking on all aspects of Māori life which feature in 

formal speeches and other oral or written literature, a historical legacy handed down through 

generations. 
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 Moon (2016) describes whakataukī as a form education through the ear. Whakataukī and 

pepeha are similar, and I use these interchangeably. Pepeha are more individualised proverbial 

sayings. Mead and Grove (2001) provide a description that the modern Māori pepeha are not merely 

historical relics, they constitute communication with the ancestors. Through the medium of the 

words, it is possible to discover how they thought about life and its problems. Their advice is as 

valuable today as before.  Whakataukī also provides a window into the ‘inner culture’ of Māori. 

Briggs (1992) describes inner culture as our beliefs, emotions, thoughts, reflections and world 

views. The inner culture of Tangata Whenua/Māori is the source from which all aspects of Māori 

culture are derived. Whakataukī and Pepeha are also therefore a means to understand this space 

‘tērā e kore kitea (that which cannot be seen). 

 

In this approach, it may be argued that the use of whakataukī does not comply with the rigours 

of research. Haynes (2006) however notes that interest in a topic usually begins the research 

process, but it is the familiarity with the subject that helps define an appropriate research 

question for a study. Similarly, Whakataukī are also a result of familiarity and acquaintance with 

a subject. Whilst whakataukī may not provide a question as such, it is intended to explore a more 

rigorous and reflexive inquiry of what may be found inside what it may mean. 

 

Whakataukī also can have connections to other whakataukī, which often form a network of 

information and understanding. The use of a whakataukī to guide the discussion of a Māori 

focused study is illustrated by Briggs (1992). In ‘Kimihia tērā ko ngaro’ he uses this whakataukī 

to locate his discourse and to build his case around the replenishment of Māori culture through 

the in-depth analysis of our ancient written and oral Māori language. 

 

Narratives: Personal Storytelling 

 

My mother was a great storyteller. She could embellish a story to make it interesting and in doing 

so, hold our attention. She also shared with us the local history of our community and land 

through stories. It could be difficult to understand where she was going with her story, let alone 

remember all the history of our community and our natural world, which she seemed to draw 

from an endless repertoire of knowledge. These were more than stories; they were our reality 

and intellectual ‘files’ about our identity and customs.  
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These were personal narratives told to us to develop our cognitive understanding, to make sense 

of the world and to keep us connected as whanaunga (families). Often it seemed that these 

accounts would go all over the place, which could be frustrating.  

However, as I reflected and thought about what she said, I would begin to weave all these 

narratives into my own personal understanding and views. This is not instant either, it can take 

years before a story based on cultural knowledge begins to make sense. According to Ellis 

(2004), personal narratives are also accounts about researchers who view themselves as the 

phenomenon and write evocative narratives specifically focused on their academic, research, and 

personal lives.  

 

It is also often the most controversial form of autoethnography for traditional social scientists, 

especially if they are not accompanied by analysis that is driven by more traditional social 

science approaches or connected to scholarly literature. Drake (2002) contends that storytelling 

represents a different way of learning about the world that is no less valuable than that of the 

classical research inquiries. Boje (2012) further describes storytelling as a general term that 

includes the entanglement of relationships of narrative, living story, and their particular 

antenarrative connections and transformations. Boje goes further to describe indigenous stories 

as a (living) story without a beginning, middle or end, with non-human characters, and without the 

coherence of plot one expects of narrative. 

 

Storytelling and personal narrative are regarded as traditional Māori method of record keeping 

and intergenerational transmission. However, they are more than telling a story for record keeping 

purposes. It is a method to make us think critically and to develop a sense of responsibility.  

When I tell a story or share personal narratives, it is with a sense of responsibility to our culture 

nurtured in me by my native mother and community. It also is not record-keeping as in a linear, 

straightforward process. Lekoko (2007) also notes that storytelling as a research tool has gradually 

become popular either as complementary to the classical research of qualitative and quantitative 

methods or as a research inquiry in its own right. 

 

Layered Accounts 

Keria ake te raupapa kōrero: He kōrero whakaaro 

Dig deep beyond the layers to uncover what lies below what is said. 

 

Layered accounts within my research are emergent experiences unfolding and becoming like the 

koru as a spiral movement.  
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As I go deeper into my study, I am uncovering new layers, which I did not know existed. 

According to Ellis (1991), layered accounts use vignettes, reflexivity, multiple voices, and 

introspection. Ronai (1992) refers to this approach as a means to “invoke” readers to enter into the 

“emergent experience” of doing and writingwhich enables ethnographers to break out of 

conventional writing formats by integrating abstract theoretical thinking, introspection, 

emotional experience, fantasies and dreams. 

 

I believe in the concept of Tapatoru (the three dimensions). My consciousness and thinking 

comes from my hinengaro (mindheart). My hinengaro is also connected to my wairua (spirit) 

and tinana (the physical). This is tapatoru (three sides of oneself). Tapatoru is where we formulate 

our sense-making when all is synchronised and in balance within oneself. Moemoeā (dreams) 

matakite (predictions) maumahara (memories) are also woven together in abstract and 

sequential form. In my view these are very important, indeed our culture is one built on 

memories, dreams and predictions. However according to Clandinin and Connelly (2000), 

memory may not produce reliable detail. Delaney (2004) counters this in reference to the use of 

various techniques such as conversations with significant others, as well as consulting texts such 

as photographs, journals, and recordings to help with recall.  

 

In our world we also employ techniques such as, waiata (songs), pepeha (sayings), and whakataukī 

(proverbs) to capture our memories or as a means of recall. In traditional times, we also relied on the 

patterns and rhythms of nature; the communication with birds, the wind, and trees.  

Our language is elliptical; therefore, it is figurative in nature rather than subject to literal translations. 

I often get tired with the standardised language which is now the norm; literal translation with no 

depth or colour or hidden meanings. 

 

Whakawhitwhiti kōrero - Exchange of Ideas 

 

Whakawhitiwhiti kōrero is an exchange of ideas or a sharing of thoughts, beliefs and 

expression. Whakawhitiwhiti kōrero embraces many forms of shared conversations and 

exchange of ideas, for example, kōrero pēpepe (gossip) or kōrero noa iho (having a ‘yarn’). It is in 

whakawhitiwhiti kōrero that I found new information and insights. Ellis (2004) refers to reflexive 

and dyadic interviews in a similar fashion where the focus is on the collaboratively produced 

meanings and the emotional dynamics of an ‘interview’ itself. I have never felt at ease with the 

word ‘interview’ as it implies the interception of a view solicited often through questions and 

comparison.  
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In my experience as a Tangata Whenua Researcher, whakawhitiwhiti kōrero or the exchange of 

ideas is not an interview.  Exchange of ideas I have found is much more productive in gaining 

information or feedback to any given subject. It can also be a messy process. In this study I use 

whakawhitiwhiti kōrero because this is what we do, we exchange ideas, we ‘yarn’, we debate 

and share together. 

 

Writing as therapeutic – Mā te kōrero ka ora ai te ngākau 

 

The therapeutic element of this approach has widened my view and instilled new possibilities for our 

future as a people and for our culture. According to Denzin (2006) autoethnography seeks out a 

writing form that enacts a methodology of the heart, a form that listens to the heart, knowing that 

‘stories are the truths that won’t stand still’ (Pelias 2004, p.171). I am no longer in a state of 

whakamā (shame) because of who I am as a Tangata Whenua/Māori woman. I embrace my own 

agency and responsibilities. 

 

This has given me a space to grieve for our losses, celebrate our uniqueness and appreciate the 

richness of my Tangata Whenua/Māori upbringing. Poulos (2008) notes that writing personal 

stories can be therapeutic for authors as we write to make sense of ourselves and our experiences.   

In writing from the heart, we learn how to love, to forgive, to heal, and to move forward. 

Bochner (2002) also adds that personal expressions question what maybe considered the status 

quo of the ideal self and how we should live.  Autoethnography in this context can be healing 

process when the researcher is free to express from inside the culture and not constrained by 

academic onvention. I could argue that this acknowledges healing as a holistic element of the 

autoethnographic approach. 

 

Ethical Issues 

 

My personal narrative and story are undoubtedly linked to the stories of other Tangata 

Whenua/Māori, both living and those who have passed on. Clandinin and Connelly’ (2000) ask a 

poignant question to narrative inquirers, “Do they own a story because they tell it?”. In this 

context, the concept of ethics from a traditional Māori view is somewhat complicated. First, I have 

been reared to remember the ethical and moral obligations I have to my ancestors with the 

continuity and sustainability of my language and culture. Also, how this can contribute to the well-

being of Tangata Whenua/Māori as well as how we fit into the bigger scheme of things. 
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 Implicit within this moral and ethical code as I go through this study is one where I do not want 

my expressions of truth to hurt other Tangata Whenua/Māori. The heart and spirit of Tangata 

Whenua/Māori are fragile as is the state of our culture. We are in a time where we need solidarity 

and collective loyalty more than ever before. 

 

It is difficult to write as an individual in a Tangata Whenua/Māori-centred study, especially when 

there are some elements of ourselves and our culture we do not discuss in public. However, in 

my mind, I must engage with self-confrontation which is also a dynamic of my culture. Ultimately 

my cultural loyalty prevails. My cultural moral and ethical code are so deeply imprinted in me 

that I cannot break it. I still maintain however that we have the capacity to revolutionise our 

own cultural knowledge. I was also reared to understand that Mātauranga (knowledge) was once 

sacred, with many rules and regulations around by whom and how it was used. Consequently, there 

was strong ethics involved particularly around the safety of some personal and collective 

knowledge. 

 

There was a kuia (elder woman) in our valley who was an expert in tangata whenua medicinal 

plants. She loved me very much but would not share in detail her knowledge of her medicines 

with me. Regardless of how much I tried to get her share her remedies, she refused.  It was tapu 

(sacred) to her, preferring that her knowledge died with her. Mātauranga therefore defined ethical 

boundaries.  She did not want me to know lest I got hurt because I did not understand the old 

ways. On the other hand, mōhiotanga (knowing) was about consciousness, expression, awareness, 

and therefore action oriented. Meyer (2019) refers to mōhiotanga as a higher energy then 

mātauranga because it refers to conscious action.  

 

When I think about this today, I contend that my study is ethical. I am not challenging the 

concept of mātauranga, rather exploring how we can bring mātauranga into our conscious actions 

today. The accessibility to Māori knowledge through the written form has removed those 

restrictions and the sacredness of knowledge. However there remains an unspoken cultural 

boundary on how much and what we express in terms of ourselves and our culture to others. Ellis 

(2007) also notes that in terms of relational issues, these are heightened for autoethnographers. 

Adams (2006) argues that in using personal experience, autoethnographers not only implicate 

themselves with their work, but also others. Notwithstanding this dilemma, I also wonder about 

ethics around the safety and protection of my privacy. 
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 I am a Tangata Whenua/Māori Researcher who is exposing personal stories which may conflict 

with populace views not only of a western system but also of the Māori collective. Finally, in 

my approach to autoethnography I do not consider that I am writing only from self within my 

culture.  ‘I’ also am my tūpuna, my mother, and kuia. As I write and carry out this research, it is 

not simply me. There are times when I use the term ‘we’ or ‘our’ because my tūpuna, my 

mother and my kuia reside in me, my reo and tikanga also comes from their voice. So, do I own 

my story? No, I do not. 

 

Storytelling Conference Las Cruces, New Mexico 2018 

 

In 2018, I attended a storytelling conference held at the University of Las Cruces in New 

Mexico. I was invited to attend by Professor David Boje, the founder of this conference. The 

conference was based on the underlying principles of quantum storytelling and antenarrative 

processes. Professor Boje (2012) refers this to indigenous storytelling as a living story with 

socio-materiality in space, time, and mattering of flux of everything’s energy waves including 

our own. He terms this as spacetimemattering to reflect the inseparability of each of these elements 

in what he expresses as quantum storytelling. Secondly, socio-materiality of everything is both 

spiritual and ecological, in spiritual ecology.  

 

Spiritual ecology is a concept by Cajete (2000) that refers to the Spirits of the world, of which we 

are a part, and from the quanta to the cosmos the ways of living energy. Boje (2016) further 

describes western narrative as more socially constructed narratives of separation such as we find 

in western sustainability development with its separation of human life from plants, animals and 

planet life. 

 

Whakaaro mo te kōrero paki 

Reflections on Storytelling 

 

In the opening of the conference, Dr Don Pepion who is a College Professor with the 

Department of Anthropology at New Mexico State University, explained storytelling as a process 

of ‘becoming’. This concept is a traditional view he shared based on his own tribe, known as 

Blackfeet. He explained that this view of storytelling as a process of ‘becoming’ was different to 

a western view of a story which typically is constructed as an end to get to.  
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I thought about te mana o te Ao Tūroa and this concept of ‘becoming’ as a constantly unfolding 

dynamic movement which I have argue cannot be extinguished. In this concept of becoming, I 

could see my own tribal understanding of the koru and the spiral movement. I applied this 

description of storytelling as ‘becoming’ to myself as a participant and presenter at this 

conference. At times it was not easy because I found the ‘academic’ construction of storytelling 

somewhat foreign to my cultural understanding of storytelling. However, as I applied the 

concept of ‘becoming’, I gained some useful insights as part of my own indigenous story. 

 

Kōrero Paki hei Ātete, hei Manawaroa 

Storytelling as Resistance and Resilience 

 

The Stories of Wind, Water and the Peoples of the Northern Gulf presented by Debra Butler 

described how three Gulf coast communities used storytelling to activate both resistance and 

resilience in response to environmental degradation, forced displacements, relocation, and 

resettlement. The study examined how other communities of the coasts could call upon their 

own experiences of climatic trauma through storytelling. In doing so, the people discover new 

innovative practices, templates of transformation, collaboration and renewal. Butler argued that 

storytelling and acts of “telling stories” are central to cohesion, woven both spatially and 

temporally in communities. These stories constitute methods and form to support their struggles 

of resistance, resilience, and survival. One of the key points I found insightful was in the 

visioning about ‘who do we choose to be in this future?’ which was described as performed and 

expressed in the ‘before- now- next’.  

 

In this context, visioning enabled these communities to anticipate the nature of themselves in the 

future, behaviours toward each other and sustaining equity in human-non- human assemblages of 

home. In this sense my own study reflects thinking about us in the future. However, in my view, 

we as indigenous people should also challenge the economic ideology which has been the 

predominant cause of the climate crisis and displacement of indigenous communities. She 

further described how memories are transported intergenerationally within the body and through 

time as stories. Storytelling is therefore critical to participatory learning and understanding 

especially under the uncertainty and precariousness of climate change. She further highlighted 

(Moezzi et al, 2017) to corroborate that with storytelling, the emphasis is on the performance and 

the elicitation and construction of stories and narratives in situ, rather than the story as an object. 
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In this case it is in the communities that the story is told and relevant in their particular context, 

that is, it is for a specific purpose and audience as a means of motivation and action. I also found it 

interesting when she  noted (Saiyed, Irwin, 2017) who reference indigenous practices to suggest that 

the strength of non-linear storytelling, reconciles time and chaos to expand, create and develop 

ways of thinking where nature has agential status and position. 

 

Remembering Resistance and Resilience 

 

I remembered my native mother and her storytelling and telling stories which were specific to our 

community. Building resilience and resistance was a part of our lived cultural reality. I also note 

that our capacity to tell these stories or realities in our own native language was important in our 

resilience and resistance. I think that we as indigenous people sustain our language as fundamental to our 

life stories regardless of the context. When academics present or write about storytelling, it seems like 

there is something that is missing for me as an indigenous person.  

Not only in the magnitude of loss, grief and turmoil that swirls around and within our lived 

experiences; but the fragility of our very ‘stories’ themselves and our capacity to even tell our own 

stories. It is being named ‘story telling’ or ‘telling stories’ but in the indigenous world it is about 

our life, our reality our worldviews and how we feel.  Storytelling however is more evocative and 

real with it is ‘in-situ’ rather than a story as an object. As I think about my culture and the 

memoires that come to me as I work through this study, I am not sure if ‘storytelling’ really 

provides the right word to describe my writing and study process. It is about reality and the term 

‘storytelling’ seems in my mind to minimalize that reality. 

 

However, I engage with these terms because it is the accepted term to get me through my study. 

In our community, ‘storytelling’ as I know it is kōrero paki. Kōrero paki means telling little 

‘vignettes’ or ‘yarns’ often told as funny renditions of life situations or human behaviour. There 

may not necessarily be any visible meaning to these stories, and indeed can be very entertaining. 

However, in those colourful paki kōrero, we can laugh about and life and enjoy these moments. In our 

ability to create laughter and joy, there becomes a form of resilience which gives a framework for 

resistance. We as a people are very good at telling these types of ‘fun’ stories. They give us a 

reprieve from our troubles, which may confront us daily. This ‘colourful’ storytelling helps us to 

cope with the realities of being Tangata Whenua/Māori in a contemporary world. There are many 

forms of expressions we use in our living culture to provide insights into ourselves and the 

natural world, to laugh, have fun and in the process, to love each other. 
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Another form of telling a story is Pūrākau. Lee (2009), states that Pūrākau is a traditional form of 

Māori narrative.  These narratives contain the philosophical thought, epistemological constructs, 

cultural codes, and worldviews that are fundamental to our identity as Māori. When we are 

listening to the ‘storyteller’, we also remember them as part of the story. Therein resides 

emotional attachment, not only to the story but to the message which is contained within the 

story. Pūrākau and kōrero  paki (Lee,2009) demonstrate our ability to go into culture as a means to 

process the present, based on the past which therefore enables visioning of the future; and like life 

itself our korero or stories are not static but rather an organic phenomenon always unfolding or 

‘becoming’.  

 

Haere whakamuri ki a haere whakamua is a term which describes this process; that is to go 

backward is to go forward. I refer to this often in my study because I heard this many times 

growing up in my community. I also note that when we tell our stories from the heart (ngākau) 

without the constraints of what we have learnt from westernised systems of thought, or confined 

by what we may believe are our own cultural constraints, we open up different spaces of meaning. 

 

Restorying Indigenous Leadership 

 

Brian Calliou (2019), the Program Director of Indigenous Leadership at the Banff Centre for 

Arts and Creativity in Alberta Canada, explains in a presentation how the Banff Centre has 

established its Wise Practices Approach to indigenous leadership development. Indigenous 

leadership in this program emphasizes a strength-based approach built on stories of success and 

underpinned by traditional wisdom and culture. Calliou referenced Begay (1997), who argues 

that culture matters for leadership and community economic development. Furthermore, there is 

a strong movement in Indigenous communities to revitalize their traditional stories with the 

intention to set out their values and principles of living a good life. Consequently, Indigenous 

knowledge sets out the ethics of leadership. 

 

The Wise Practices Approach to developing leaders therefore places a strong emphasis on 

culture. Equally programs are being designed and based on successful community economic 

development as well as Indigenous knowledge. In doing so they are restorying, revitalizing and 

re-energizing Indigenous community leaders to carry out their visions of self-determination and 

success on their terms. 
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He Rangatira He Kaihautū 

A Leader or Navigator 

 

Re-storying as I understand it is the process of reconstructing new meaning from old narratives. 

I also acknowledge it is our individual and collective right to reconstruct meaning from our 

indigenous stories and narratives. Titiro whaka muri ki a anga whakamua ‘looking backward to 

move forward’ is also relevant in this context. The question I pose is, within what framework, are 

we restorying or reconstructing new meanings from our older narratives?  Tangata 

Whenua/Māori have become a highly westernised indigenous people. We are governed by the 

western economy.  We have a ‘Māori economy’ which is based on and operates the same as the 

western economic model even though in most cases this economic model has fractured our 

culture and heritage. We throw in some of our values to justify following this paradigm. Our 

leadership in this ‘Tangata Whenua/Māori economy’ are professional CEO’s whose agenda is to 

grow wealth through asset accumulation. 

 

When I listened to this presentation, the optimist in me was hopeful that this is a practical 

example of developing leaders with an emphasis on the well-being of culture and therefore 

the natural world. I assumed that all indigenous peoples have a view of our inseparability to the 

natural world and indeed is the very source of our traditional and contemporary knowledge. 

However, the realist in me is cautious because I have seen how much Tangata Whenua/Māori 

have re-storied and reshaped our culture through processes such as cross-cultural programs 

which are intersections that accommodate both western and Tangata Whenua/Māori worldviews 

and the latest term now being co-design. However, all these processes still are in accord with how 

we fit into western ideologies. Harvesting the past to reconstruct the present and the future is 

indeed a complex and highly skilled art form which in of itself requires leadership. However, 

this presentation made me question what we as Tangata Whenua/Māori may consider leadership 

in a contemporary world.  

 

Our traditions and knowledge have been re-storied and reshaped according to a paradigm that is 

not ours and in fact is failing the environment and our people. Re-storying is therefore a word that 

makes me uncomfortable. At present our tribe is in the process of attempting to settle a Waitangi 

Treaty Claim.  To my understanding this claim has been going on in different forms for over 20 

years.  
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The biggest issue with the claim has been about mandate; that is tribal agreement on whom to settle 

with and leadership around who will manage and administer the millions of dollars and assets  

which shape the commercial and cultural redress of the claim. This process has been fraught 

with conflict, both in terms of government processes and as well as our own internal leadership. 

Social media has been choked with comments about the conflicts we are confronting about our 

leadership and mandate. For example, Te Taitokarau United (2019) noted that we are in a crisis 

of leadership and of direction. The simplistic answer is to blame our current situation on certain 

individuals and replace them, but how do we guarantee their successors will be any better?  

 

We have copied Western organisational hierarchies where a few self-interested individuals are 

given too much power and they forget what is important. Te Taitokerau United is an inclusive 

community organisation dedicated to finding solutions to social issues facing people in Te Tai 

Tokerau, including homelessness and poverty (Tai Tokerau United, 2019). In my view it may 

not be about re-storying in our tribal situation but about ‘future legends’. Future legends 

regarding leadership create ‘legends’ which endure for hundreds of years. What I mean by future 

legends is leadership that can navigate our own storyline like my ancestor Kawiti. I do not see 

restorying as a process that works for what we need in terms of leadership in my own tribe.  

 

There is too much emphasis on money and assets, power and control within a western context. 

The natural world becomes subject to wealth creation in this economic development ideology. 

Future legends do not require reconstruction or to be re-storied. In my view, we need to rebuild 

and strengthen our traditional indigenous knowledge to inform our contemporary knowledge. 

Like a building the foundation must be strong enough to erect a house. When the foundation is 

weak, the house will eventually collapse. 

 

He Pitopito Kōrero 

A vignette 

 

Human beings around the world are being impacted by the global Covid-19 pandemic. As a 

result, economic systems are crashing or under huge pressure. In response to this, our native 

selves have resorted to ‘the past’ in our hunting and gathering traditions, conservation of water 

practices, sharing our skills and food. These are the skills and lifestyle we learnt from our native 

parents and elders. ‘Leadership’ begins to look different as we are confronted by this event.  
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Collectivism rather than hierarchy is re-emerging; Kaihautu (Navigators) are appearing who are 

triggering traditional community practices and values. We are not re-storying in our 

communities right now, rather, we are rewinding our story, remembering and re-enacting our own 

traditional ways of survival. This was my way of demonstrating that I could present my own 

indigenous scholarship and reveal who I was in relation to being an insider to my own 

ethnographic study. My desire was to demonstrate living cultural ideology and expression. 

Singing with the spirit of my native mother was the perfect demonstration of what this meant to 

me. 

 

I was humbled by the emotional response to my presentation. It gave me a sense of fellowship 

to others who were also in a space of becoming and unfolding. I wanted to present my native 

mother on an international stage; to bring her into a world she had not known; to share her 

wisdom and insights with others who would honour and feel what she was expressing in her 

song. 

 

Te Tirohanga Mātauranga Momo Tangata 

A view of autoethnography 

 

I found insights in the presentation by Associate Professor Duncan Pelly (2019) which helped 

build my confidence in autoethnography as a methodology for my studies. Pelly argued that 

autoethnography was an approach which could enhance student learning in entrepreneurship. He 

referred to his own experiences as an entrepreneur and Manager to serve as a bridge between 

academic theory and students’ practice. He explained how this form of knowledge is incredibly 

valuable, especially for the study of entrepreneurship. The gap between theory and practice in 

entrepreneurship is described as the plus zone challenge. (Pelly and Fayolle, 2020). The problem 

however is that in generalising entrepreneurship, emotional sense-making is lost as are anecdotes 

or sharing of one’s own stories and experiences. 

 

To address this gap, he proposed that in this context that autoethnography could enable students 

to understand the process of antenarratives and emotional features of entrepreneurship. Pelly 

noted that autoethnogrpahy uses theory and practical experience in such a way to stimulate the 

imagination of the reader and open experiences and theories for interpretation through what 

Lyotard (1979) refers to as “petit recits”. Petit recits are smaller, or “little narratives”.  
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In this explanation I could understand the similarity to use of whakataukī. According to Calas 

and Smircich, (1999) these little narratives are where knowledge is produced in small vignettes 

that have a specific context and can be adapted as needed.  Notwithstanding that the study of 

entrepreneurship is considerably different to an ethno- graphic study, what seems to be in 

common is a desire to employ one’s own experiences and truth as a means to facilitate and evoke a 

wider understanding whatever the phenomenon or topic under investigation. 

 

He kōrero kotahi 

Our shared story of the conference 

 

This exercise involved the creation of an artist book based on the contribution of presenters at 

the conference. We were asked to send in a word or sentence which described our presentations. 

These words and sentences were then interpreted in paintings by Claudine Desrosiers, a French-

Canadian Poet and Artist. The art book was to bring our ‘graphic trace’ or footprint in art form.  

 

The formatting of the book was underscored as a ‘choir of voices’ gathered by the conference. 

The creation of a collective artist book translated the stories that we could share.  The collective 

artist book is also a work that is intended to coordinate an earlier speech and an upcoming 

speech. It contains its own genesis, its autographic identity, but also what is constituted in the 

future, by projecting towards the future through artistic expression. In this shared story, I 

discovered the power of shared personal expression.  

 

When my words were interpreted by an Artist as a part of a collective story, there was a mutual 

emergence (Meyer, 2019) which created a sense of joy in the a visual from of solidarity. Our 

words were different and yet there was somehow a common storyline which connected us while 

still retaining of unique perspectives. I include this exercise as a key point because it was 

powerful in its simplicity.  

 

Sometimes in group gatherings even though we may have a ‘theme’ which we follow, there 

remains a divide. I note this especially when there are indigenous peoples in gatherings which 

involve people who are not familiar with indigenous realities. However, when we used art as a 

medium to express a ‘choir of voices’, this divide is removed, and we collectively emerged 

together in those moments. 
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My word I shared was mana. I described mana as the natural energy, spirit, power and magic that 

flows through everyone and everything. The mistreatment of mana is an abuse of natural power 

and consequently of self. In this artistic expression of mana, I could see how mana, like nature 

itself, is abound with different shapes, patterns, and movement, a chaotic entanglement that 

seemed to ebb and flow into each other. The word mana wraps around this chaos, feeding it and 

enabling it to be unique. Yet in this entanglement of mana, everything seems to somehow fit 

together like a jigsaw puzzle of shape and form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Artistic Impression of Mana.  Claudine Desrosiers 

 

Tōku Kōrero 

My presentation 

 

I chose to present my research at the conference through the song of my mother ka tuwhera ngā 

ringa. I choose to use this song because I felt that it encapsulated the very essence of a native 

autoethnography. I wanted to share my autoethnogprahy from a Tangata Whenua/Māori view 

through a song that was meaningful to me that demonstrated how our insights are emotion bound, 

and to reflect the uniqueness of culture, expression, and privilege our indigenous ways of capturing 

and transmitting knowledge.  It was important for me to demonstrate how I could hear my 

ancestors and native mother in my heart reminding me that it is responsibility and not a choice to 

keep our living culture alive and the need to cultivate and add to our living stories. Our cultural 

story does not have a start or even an end. They are the continuous unfolding which evoke future 

knowledge and knowing. 
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Kaupapa Māori he Kaupapa Momo Tangata rānei? 

A collective approach or an individual expression of being Māori? 

 

I feel am compelled to discuss in detail why I chose not to employ kaupapa Māori Theory to 

underpin my research. I spent over a year of my research time working through whether I engage 

with kaupapa Māori theory and research. It had not been my intention from the outset to engage 

kaupapa Māori theory in my research. However, as a result of assumptions because of my age 

and being a native speaker of our language, I was directed to kaupapa Māori as the appropriate 

framework for my study. It was a somewhat bruising experience being directed to kaupapa Māori 

theory simply through assumptions about who I was, what would be the right ‘fit’ for me as a 

Tangata Whenua/Māori Researcher. I justified this by initially accepting this methodology to 

meet the western ideals of scholarly rigour and to justify myself as a Tangata Whenua/Māori 

scholar. 

 

However, I continued to find it difficult to unconditionally accept Kaupapa Māori theory. I had 

personal history with this concept which began well before its appearance in academia. I share 

some this personal history to illustrate my perspective of Kaupapa Māori Theory and why I 

eventually decided not to use this approach in favour of autoethnography. Kaupapa Māori 

theory is summarised by Smith (1990) as a theory which is related to being Māori and is 

connected to Māori philosophy and principles: that takes for granted the validity and legitimacy  

of Māori, the importance of Māori language and culture and is concerned with the struggle for 

autonomy over our own cultural well-being.  

 

Smith (1997) further argues that Māori as a subordinate group must critically engage theory as a 

site of struggle. The term Kaupapa Māori theory is used to refer to academic investigation 

undertaken according to a Māori world view, and based on Māori principles of understanding 

(Smith, 1997). I understand the concept and I support the use of this theory in research. 

However, I do not see myself as part of a subordinate group who needs to engage theory as a 

site of struggle. For almost a year, I struggled to accept kaupapa Māori to underpin my work. 
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Do I challenge the theory, or do I accept simply to get through my research? How do I undertake 

a Tangata Whenua/Māori ethnographic study research without basing my study on kaupapa Māori 

theory? What other methodologies were there that enabled me to be a Tangata Whenua/Māori 

Researcher without compliance to a theory that determined what it was to be a Tangata 

Whenua/Māori or how to resist and fight back at imperialism and colonisation?  

 

As I researched the academic background to Kaupapa Māori theory, I discovered that it seemed 

to draw upon the work of Said (1978) and his critique of the west’s historical, cultural and 

political perceptions of the Arab- Islamic world. Said’s work describes how the western position 

of ‘power-knowledge’ defines the East from a Eurocentric, imperialist view which prevents true 

understanding of Arab-Islamic culture. Kaupapa Māori theory was also like Charmaz (1983) 

grounded theory which opposes traditional academic theories, methodologies and methods in 

which knowledge or information is acquired and the way information is analysed and interpreted. 

Furthermore, Charamz argues that the evolution of research as an ongoing process does not bind 

us too closely to long-standing assumptions situated mostly in empirical and traditionalist 

approaches to research. 

 

Grounded Theory also employs practical methods for conducting research that focused on the 

interpretative process by analysing the “the actual production of meanings and concepts used 

by social actors in real settings” (Charmaz, 1983). Kaupapa Māori (Smith, 1997) likewise 

argued that there is growing recognition of how methods are embedded in the locations and 

conditions of their development. I found that both grounded theory and kaupapa Māori theory 

provide an alternative approach and rationale for qualitative research. Also, both theories 

highlighted how data collection strategies must fit the culture and specific research participants. 

Kaupapa Māori Theory, like Grounded Theory, reiterate that the primary purpose of doing 

qualitative research is “discovery, not hypothesis testing” and “not trying to control variables, 

but to discover them” (Charmaz, 1983). 

 

 Kaupapa Māori theory also builds from the Kura Kaupapa Māori (Māori Immersion Schools) 

movement. Kura Kaupapa Māori was established in response to the critical decline in our native 

language. The loss of language continues to be the most serious concern that Māori have had to 

confront. The loss of language and culture became and remains a highly political issue. 
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According to Baker (2014), the political landscape is the ideal place to invoke the prime 

emancipatatory positioning of Graham Smith’s Kaupapa Māori theory. Kaupapa Māori research 

is as noted, considered as an important site of struggle between the interests and ways of 

knowing of the west and the interests and ways of knowing of indigenous people (Smith, 1999). 

Decolonizing methodologies is argued as a strategy to enact this struggle.  I do not discount this 

argument. I continue to have a sense of loyalty and duty to engage with Kaupapa Māori 

because of my history with the revitalisation of our Tangata Whenua/Māori language. There are 

many of our children who have learnt their language through Kura Kaupapa Māori. I have 

many whanau (family) and friends who are highly committed to the Kura Kaupapa Māori 

movement.  

 

There is no doubt that theorising Māori methodologies has enabled the emergence in recent 

times of several theoretical and philosophical applications to Māori research in an academic 

space. Research for Māori by Māori is a relatively new phenomenon in New Zealand 

Universities. According to Bishop (1994), Māori research had been done almost exclusively by 

Pākehā up until the 1980s. The Māori renaissance saw this change with Māori research 

undertaken by Pākehā becoming a politically sensitive issue. Kaupapa Māori research was 

therefore as an approach considered especially for researchers who are Māori undertaking 

research with Māori. 

 

Taku Āwangawanga 

My dilemma 

 

The reasons for my tension with employing Kaupapa Māori theory were personal. I was one of 

the native speaking children who were interviewed in research conducted by Benton (1987) in the 

mid-seventies that found the Māori language was in severe decline. At that time, there were only 

two Māori communities left in the country where our first language was still Tangata 

Whenua/Māori. The research found that the decline in the Māori language was in due course 

accompanied by the loss of cultural identity, knowledge, and a diluted Māori society. My 

connection to the term kaupapa Māori has therefore been a long one. I have been the researched 

and was part of the ‘empirical’ data set of children who could speak our language. Now I am my 

own research subject potentially being underpinned by kaupapa Māori theory to validate who I 

am as a Tangata Whenua/Māori. The irony was not lost on me. 
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In my view the creation of kaupapa Māori had a specific purpose and that was to underpin the 

revitalisation of the Māori language and customs. I did not see kaupapa Māori as becoming the 

universal state of Tangata Whenua/Māori being.  Kaupapa Māori as an academic theoretical 

framework is so universal that it almost diminishes any other Māori centred theories which 

present other propositions. I understand that specificity contributes to universality, however, I 

could smell the scent of uniformity which is what education tends to do with learning. As 

Meyer (2019) notes, uniformity denies us the sense of the infinite. As a result of these tensions, 

I accepted the option of autoethnography as an approach that could unfold and help to make 

sense of my own insights unencumbered by my own cultural boundaries. This option also seemed 

favourable in that over the course of my studies, I already had been writing my reflections and 

insights about my research. However, I did not realise how foreign this methodology would be 

for me as an academic.  

 

The autobiographical element of autoethnography was not easy for me. We were reared to 

‘whakaiti’ (be humble). Often, I was told to ‘whakaiti’ if I appeared to have too much of a 

‘voice’ if it did not fit with what was perceived as a Tangata Whenua/Māori convention.  I found 

it difficult to accept writing from the ‘I am’ approach of autoenthnography as described by 

Kainamu (2012). Expressing oneself thoughts and feelings is supposed to be with humility. 

Whakaiti is a very complicated Māori value and process. Furthermore, we adhered to whānau 

(family) hierarchy. Being the youngest in the whānau, we were not expected to ‘speak above’ an 

older sibling. Furthermore, my siblings were all high-profile teachers who were immersed in the 

revitalisation of our language. I am the only one who has a specific focus on environmental 

management.  

 

The expectation that I would be as ‘formidable’ as these women pioneers of education and 

advocates for Kaupapa Māori made it more challenging for me to establish my own position. To 

embrace autoethnography meant that I had to confront and unlearn some of the tensions in my own 

mind that restricted me from freedom of thought. I also had to bear my emotions to myself first and 

work through my own emotions as a Tangata Whenua Māori woman to be able to understand the 

multiple voices that I could expose to others. Autoethnography has nonetheless not only 

provided a means to resolve my tensions about Kaupapa Māori theory but also has been a form 

of self-therapy and healing as I write my personal views and stories. 
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Kura Kaupapa Māori: My story 

 

The concept of ‘Kaupapa Māori’ was not new for me. The words ‘kaupapa’ and ‘Māori’ were both 

words that we used; however, I cannot recall hearing them used together as a means to represent 

being Māori. The term kaupapa that is familiar to me means ‘purpose’ or ‘reason’. Kaupapa simply 

meant ‘purpose’ - Te kaupapa o te hui (the purpose of this hui), Aha kē to kaupapa? (What is 

your purpose?). Māori has become the accepted term to describe ourselves as a people. In our 

community we identified ourselves through our whānau (family) names, whanaunga or tātai 

hono (family connections through blood ties) and hapū ririki (sub-tribe) and hapū (tribe). Te Reo 

me ōna tikanga in practice and as a concept informed our lifestyle. It was not an ‘exclusive club’ 

either; we had a few Pākehā (people of European descent) who had integrated into in our 

community and spoke our language. Neither was it about the colour of our skin; it was about 

living collectively according to what were our cultural norms and concepts. However, this 

appears to no longer be the case. To be Māori today one does not need to speak Māori, it is by 

individual choice. Te Reo me ōna tikanga seems to now be either a conscious or political act. 

Kaupapa Māori in my view speaks to this choice. 

 

The term Kura Kaupapa Māori first emerged in 1985 with the establishment of the first kura, 

(school) Te Kura Kaupapa Māori o Hoani Waititi. The kura was set up in Auckland where many 

of our people lived who no longer could speak te reo. The kura was an initiative that basically 

responded to the loss of Māori language, knowledge, and culture by providing an education for 

children within the total immersion of the Māori language. The establishment of Kura Kaupapa 

Māori (Māori total immersion schools) was for the most part instigated by the findings of the very 

research in the 1970’s which I was in as a research subject. It revealed the Māori language was 

in severe decline and that the language was not being spoken by many young Māori.  Results 

also found that the decline in the Māori language went hand in hand with the loss of cultural 

identity, traditional knowledge. Consequently, the research bought into the public consciousness 

the urgency to save the Māori language (Benton, 1978). As one of the children interviewed in 

that study, I had no idea that I was a subject of research because I still spoke only Māori.  

 

I cannot recall even being told why we were being interviewed. However, as the interest in 

being a native speaking child began to increase, so did my awareness that we were somehow 

‘different’.  
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I lived a life which I thought was normal with other Māori who spoke only Māori. Becoming 

aware I was ‘different’ as a child because of what language I spoke was not an empowering 

experience; in fact, it as totally the opposite. Although change was creeping into our valley, our 

difference was amplified when we had to travel out of the valley to attend intermediate school 

and college. We were treated like a joke, made fun of, and subjected to all types of derogative 

terms because we were native speakers.  

 

This was from both Māori and Pākehā. I did well at school, so I was considered as ‘special’ 

from other native speakers because ‘I had brains’ and I suspect that attitude also had to do with 

the fact that my father was Pākehā. My intelligence was only acknowledged as coming from my 

mother by people who knew her as an intelligent knowledge holder of our tribe. However, as the 

demand for holders of te reo me ōna tikanga increased, so did the attention that my mother 

attracted because of her whakaaro rangatira (intelligence) and knowledge. Like any child I 

wanted to fit in. I did not want to be classed as different. These experiences made me begin to feel 

whakamā (ashamed) that I was a native speaker.  

 

My whanaunga (relatives) and I gradually stopped speaking Māori to each other in public. We 

only spoke Māori to each other if we did not want other people to understand what we were 

saying. When the Pākehā language started to come into our home, my mother would scold us; even 

beat us for speaking English in our home. It was very confusing. Ridiculed and punished at school 

for speaking our language, punished at home for speaking English. Today however, I appreciate 

how hard our mother was on us to speak Māori. If she had not been so dogmatic, I wonder if I 

would have persevered and carried on as I have with my children and grandchildren. 

My children would not have to experience the feelings of shame and ‘being different’ because 

they also were first language speakers.  

 

Our needs as native speakers would finally be recognised. Equally however, we were reared to 

have aroha ki te tangata (compassion for others). I could not separate myself from the aroha 

(compassion) for those who could not speak their own language. I therefore supported the concept 

of Kura kaupapa Māori to assist the recovery and revitalisation of our reo. 
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I believed that this was an empowering concept that was available to anyone who wanted to have 

their children educated in the Māori language and all the hua (fruit) that come with our 

language. However, because we were first language speakers, our needs in relation to Māori 

language education were different from many Māori. I believed that kaupapa Māori would 

provide an opportunity for my whānau and other native speaking whānau to have a voice in 

how we wanted our children to receive a ‘Māori language education’. When the consul- tation 

with Māori were being held about establishing kura kaupapa Māori (Māori total immersion 

schools) within the mainstream education system, I did not want my children to be educated in 

te reo me ōna tikanga within the New Zealand education system. 

 

I did not want a Pākehā dominated system to have control over the education of my children. I saw 

this system as one that was about changing us through power and control. I wanted our own 

alternative system of learning which could accommodate the uniqueness of tribal dialect and 

customs; acknowledge the needs of te hau kāinga’ (home people) as well as prepare them for the 

realities of an ever-changing world. In summary, I wanted a learning program that was tribal and 

whānau land based where our children’s learning was centred in the natural environment. Land 

based learning within culture is where the living story, ancestral traditions and history reside. I 

believed that everything they needed to comprehend subjects such as science and maths could 

be designed into such a program. I wanted to strengthen and sustain our Tangata Whenuatanga 

according to what we knew as native speakers, grown and connected to the land and water. I was 

not alone in my views.  

 

Although our views were commended, that is, having a specific education program for native 

speakers like us, it was not taken seriously as a form of ‘education’. The government did not 

want to fund initiatives which did not comply with the norms and uniformity of the state 

education system. My initial excitement with kaupapa Māori became somewhat dampened. It 

seemed as if I had been marginalised again as a native speaker. We were supposed to be the 

knowledge and language holders, yet, our needs and those of our children were set aside to 

accommodate the majority of Māori who no longer could speak their own language.  
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We were either left to fend for ourselves or accept that our children would be educated in the 

mainstream Kura Kaupapa Māori. Also, it seemed that because most Māori lived in urban areas, 

this is where most of the attention was located. Not only did I feel that I was marginalised by the 

dominant Pākehā society, I was also becoming the minority within our own culture. The small 

rural Māori communities where the Māori language was still been spoken started to fade even 

more under the shadow of the majority. It seemed that people believed that because we were 

native speakers, the Ahikā (home people), we did not need support with our language although 

we were equally being subjected to the relentless onslaught of westernisation. Often, I wondered 

if people thought we lived in a bubble where our children were not exposed to TV, to the cousins 

from the cities with their fancy clothes and the ever-growing demands ‘to keep up’ with the 

outside world. We were equally subjected to the forces of consumerism. 

 

I felt that native speakers young and old were considered an infinite resource that could be drawn 

upon for the ‘greater cause’ of language and cultural loss. Both glorified and taken for granted at 

the same time. Every time a native speaker died, this seemed to be viewed as an inevitable passing 

of the old times. This saddened me because it appeared that many people considered us as 

somehow becoming extinct. We were from another ‘time’, ‘old school’. If I made comment 

about my views on the continuity and sustainability of our traditional language and customs or 

disagreed with how we were teaching our children, I was classed as ‘a traditionalist’. I was still 

a young woman. I liken this situation to a puna wai (underground well) that continually was been 

sucked and used for Māori ‘wellbeing’. However, those puna wai were beginning to dry up. 

Those of us reared through centuries of intergenerational transmission I liken to decreasing 

groundwater tables. Instead of protection and replenishment, we were being replaced with new 

language. My children and grandchildren have all been a part of the Te Kura Kaupapa Māori 

initiative.  

 

I am grateful to Kura Kaupapa Māori as it is now only one of the places left where the Māori 

language is enforced and where my children and grandchildren could interact and speak Māori 

with others daily. Therefore, I remain loyal to Kura Kaupapa Māori. Many of our marae can no 

longer sustain our language as a living culture. The language that my grandchildren are learning 

has been standardised to fit with the curriculum prerequisites of the NZ education system. The 

impact of standardising our language has been profound.  
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Not only has it embedded a new language within my grandchildren, but also has altered the 

very sound and rhythm of our Māori words that connects us to nature and our lands. The 

standardisation of the language is the responsibility of the government’s Māori language 

commission otherwise known as Te Taura Whiri te Reo. Keegan (2017) refers to the WAI 262 

treaty claim and the words of the late Dr Apirana Mahuika, a widely regarded Ngāti Porou 

leader, as fighting a battle against the work of Taura Whiri, metaphorically suggesting he was 

constantly having to dig the Te Taura Whiri weeds out of his garden in order to plant the seed o 

te reo ake o Ngāti Parou. He like other claimants described much of the new language’ as 

‘unintelligible’. All he wanted was to hear a language on the Māori news that any native speakers 

could understand, rather than one few could (Waitangi Tribunal, 2011, vol 2, p 390). 

 

The knowledge or wisdom of our culture is found in the ancestral language of different tribes. 

Standardisation was yet another blow to those of us who believed that language revitalisation 

had to be cognisant of this. However, the ‘majority rules’ were applied, and we have again been 

subjected to following the rules of ‘change’ which continue to alter the very nature of our 

language and thus our culture. I feel sometimes that I have been herded into ‘standardisation’ so 

I can understand the language of my grandchildren. I can see these changes in the difference 

between my children who are in their twenties and early thirties and my young grandchildren. 

My children are native speakers who lived within a Māori speaking community. They were 

educated in Kura Kaupapa Māori but still had a strong influence from home and a ‘village’ of 

Māori native speakers. They have retained the sound and language of their tribe. 

 

As this has diminished, my grandchildren do not have the same exposure to native speakers. Their 

language is heavily influenced with what they learn at kura (school). Their default language is 

English. Outside of kura I am the only person that constantly enforces the use of the Māori 

language or explains the reasons why I do so. I am so busy simply keeping my grandchildren 

speaking, that I seem to lose the time to extend my own language as a Whaea (mother, 

grandmother) to enhance my grandchildren’s language skills and knowledge. Constantly 

reinforcing our language in a world saturated by English can be a lonely and tiring 

responsibility. However, I acknowledge that the education they receive is provided by Māori 

teachers who are very committed to our language and customs. Furthermore, our kura have 

produced outstanding graduates who have gone on to be successful in many fields.  
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Mikarae (2015) argues however that kua noho ko te reo Māori hei reo tuatahi, engari mō te 

aronui ki te reo me tōna katoa kore kore rawa atu: Although they learn Māori as their first 

language, the desire for all that it encapsulates is not there at all. Mikarae goes further and 

argues that the children should be made aware of the whakapapa (genealogy) and history of the 

language so that they are made aware of how and why it has declined, where it is now, and why it 

has value and importance. 

 

Te Matatini (2019) our national Māori Performing Arts Competition was won by Tūmanako, a kapa 

haka group (performing arts group) who were made up of Kura Kaupapa and Whare Kura (high 

school) graduates. This was a first in the history of the competitions. They expressed concerns 

that ka riro mā te Pākehā tō tātou reo e ako (our language will be taught to us by the Pākehā).  

In this expression is concern at how our language is being recolonised to conform to the dominant 

Pākehā society that we live in. Standardisation is an example of this conformity. They also 

referred to ngā raruraru o te hau kāinga (the problems that affect our home people).  

We continue to witness the fragility of culture taking place in our tribal homelands and yet 

these places are supposed to be the ‘bolt holes’ of our tribal language and customs. 

 

A particularly powerful statement for me in relation to my studies was aha te hua o te whenua i 

te kore tikanga? (What is the point of the fruits from the land if there are no customs?). This 

reminded me of my mother’s observation in her song ko wai hei kaingaki i ngā māra wetengi? 

(Who will cultivate the parsed gardens?) This reference to the earth both highlights how 

important it is for us to remember that the continuity and sustainability of our culture is in te reo 

me ōna tikanga from and of the natural world. If we do not have this as central to Māori being 

as our point of difference from ‘others’, what will make us Tangata Whenua/Māori? There are 

many Tangata Whenua/Māori people who steadfastly held on to our traditional language use 

and development to ensure that it was being transmitted to our children and grandchildren.  

 

Many of these people were not activist, academics or educationalist. Indeed, these people were 

those Tangata Whenua/Māori who were not in the public arena at all. These people stayed back 

at the hau kāinga and kept our marae functioning. There is still so much to do with our Kura 

Kaupapa Māori development, and in general, the revitalisation of our language.  
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By taking the concept of kaupapa Māori into a universal theoretical framework in my view 

creates a distraction to what remains the most serious issue that confronts us as a people.  We 

still need to replenish our tribal te reo me ōna tikanga holders through our children to sustain our 

whakaaro rangatira (cultural excellence).  

 

The demand for our traditional knowledge is growing.   as is the demand for our language 

beyond our own people. Goodall (2019) for example reports that climate change scientists now 

look to Māori and other indigenous peoples for answers to climate change. Taonui (2020) also 

notes that Pākehā are recolonising te reo me tōna tikanga Māori. Demand for te reo Māori 

language classes is outstripping supply as New Zealand aims for one million speakers by 2040. 

Last year, more Pākehā than Māori enrolled with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa.   

 

In my view Kaupapa Māori which was initially about our children’s Māori education and intended 

to be an empowering concept in terms of language revitalisation, now has shifted into a universal 

theoretical platform for intervention strategies to address all types of Māori disparities. Kaupapa 

Māori therefore in my mind now has two meanings. Although they intersect in terms of the causes 

for the loss of language, they differ in that one is particularistic, the other universal. On one hand 

there is Kura Kaupapa Tangata Whenua/Māori underpinned by te reo me ōna tikanga. 

 

On the other hand, kaupapa Tangata Whenua/Māori theory which is not only about te reo me 

ona tikanga, it appeals to the Māori majority and accepts ‘Māori diversity’, namely that, to speak 

Māori is not a prerequisite with Tangata Whenua/Māori centred research. This of course 

accommodates many Tangata Whenua/Māori Researchers. However, in autoethnography, I find 

more freedom to express myself and I can demonstrate my own cultural understanding from a 

view that may not be conducive to Kaupapa Tangata Whenua/Māori Research principles and 

approaches. Meyer (2019) further notes that kaupapa Māori should not be considered a theory. 

It has a whakapapa or genesis which we can build from to develop our own unique way of doing 

research. It is not a uniform theory but more so about knowledge production to ‘get you going’. 

It is for us to find our own truth and amplify what that is. 
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Kaupapa Māori theory or principles 

 

The tensions I have about kaupapa Māori as a theory remain. However, I acknowledge that it 

addresses a specific concern about how Māori knowing, and knowledge, are constructed within the 

academy. There are great academic discoveries being made by Māori intellectuals that use this 

theoretical framework. I do not discount that it has a purpose and meaning for the many  

 

Māori researchers. Notwithstanding its popularity with Māori Researchers, if I am to become an 

autoethnographer, it is incumbent on me to continue to express or ‘purge’ my burden (Atkinson, 

2007) to ‘weed out’ what does not work and find those elements that do work for me. I no longer 

carry feelings of being a ‘subordinate’ because of my experiences as a native speaker, nor do I 

see myself in a struggle for autonomy over my own cultural well-being. I feel liberated and 

empowered because of my own commitment to Tangata Whenua/Māori knowledge and knowing 

forged by my ancestors and dogmatically sustained by my native mothers. I see continuity of 

culture in my children and grandchildren regardless of the dominant Pākehā society we live in. I 

have not stood up solely as a political act, nor do I exclude any persons Māori or non-Māori who 

connect with Māori value and values. I am no less important than ‘others’ in the academy. My 

Māori ancestors were making sense of the world for thousands of years constructed through 

detailed observations and experiences of the natural world they lived in. I do not have a utopian 

view of my culture (Roberts, 2012).  

 

We also learn from our mistakes as well. Freire (1985) refers to this as dialectal unity which 

acknowledges the interdependency of theory to practice or experience and vice versa. There is no 

doubt however that Kaupapa Māori has achieved its intention to provide an academic 

framework that can apply to a concept of ‘for Māori by Māori’. However, I find that as a 

methodology and research approach, it is restrictive by its underlying notion of ‘struggle’ and 

freedom against imperialism and colonisation. My research is not in reference to the impact of 

colonisation; indeed, I cannot dismiss the adverse impact of colonialism by virtue of being 

Tangata Whenua. I do not minimalize colonialism; I have been on the front lines many times in 

the ‘colonial battle’ during my life. In my view, the work on colonisation and its impact on 

Māori is well-documented. 
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I do not undermine Māori people that continue to confront and attempt to influence and change 

the coloniser. It is important to stand up against something immoral, to make ourselves heard, 

to be present to the truth of what colonialism is attempting to do around us. Mika (2014) notes 

however that throughout colonization, Māori have been constantly urged to think of their 

terminology, and the objects it relates to along constrained lines. In this practice, the self and 

other things are arguably restricted and impoverished. 

 

Nonetheless I see that it is more important than ever that we spend more energy on strengthening 

our own cultural and heritage systems. In my view, colonialism will never change. Landry 

(2017) also argues that we may modify it to some degree, however, colonialism will always act 

like, function as, flourish upon, and react as exactly that colonialism. The battles I have had 

against colonialism takes from my energy, to such a point that it makes me emotionally 

exhausted and to some degree mentally and physically unwell. The battle can be draining all in 

the name of justice and equality.  

 

Landy (2017) further challenges us to imagine an indigenous world if we put all this energy 

battling injustice into rebuilding and reconnecting with natural law, practicing land-based 

relationships and traditional ecological knowledge and practices and deconstructing nepotism 

amongst our people. Despite colonisation, our culture has endured. We have not been totally 

decimated as what sadly has happened to other indigenous societies.  

 

We have won treaty settlements against the coloniser with assets and funds to assist rebuild and 

explore our own systems. I do not want to expend my energy anymore struggling against 

colonisation, rather, I want to be a part of a ‘new’ intellect that forges and contributes to new 

pathways of knowledge based on what we knew before. Titiro atu ki ngā taumata o te moana 

‘Look beyond the sea to the transfiguration of the future’. My story so far has been one of Māori 

continuity and cultural survival. I have located my views firmly within te reo me ōna tikanga as 

the mainstay of our culture and therefore knowledge production and knowing. I also support that 

our cultural values have a significant contribution to make to the current environmental crisis. I 

can also see that kaupapa Māori principles are also about continuity. It is with this in mind that I 

find an intersection with the principles of kaupapa Māori, not as an intervention to address 

disparities, but as complementary to te tauākī of my tūpuna Kawiti which guides my research. 
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In the first instance, I connect to the right of kaupapa Māori theorists and advocates as Māori to a 

view on Māori research and knowledge production. They are ‘voicing’ their truth which is a key 

principle of my study. Equally they speak their truth with the good and love of the Māori people 

at heart. It is therefore in the spirit of service to others. I view kaupapa Māori principles to address 

tensions, they do not represent an end point, rather provide guidelines for some Māori to assist and 

navigate a way forward regarding Māori research. 

 

Kaupapa Māori as Research Method 

 

When I started out in a career as a Tangata Whenua/Māori researcher there were no kaupapa 

Māori guide- lines or criteria I had to follow. There were tikanga (protocols) which were a given, 

such as courtesy, respect, reciprocity, and empathy. However, as a Māori, these were a natural 

part of an enquiry process. Also, it was the conversations that use to count more than a 

prescribed research format or even reaching the desired research outcome. There were still Māori 

who knew our language and customs through intergenerational transmission before the Māori 

renaissance or kaupapa Māori. I used to thoroughly enjoy research projects with these people, 

not only because of their contribution to the research topic, but the Māori words that would be 

used were ‘rich’ in themselves. 

 

However, the requirements of qualitative research began to change and become more 

prescriptive. I watched research for Māori start to change as Bureaucrats and Academics began 

to define what it was to do ‘Māori research’ and what it was to be Māori. Māori research 

became over governed by rules and regulations which described Māori to such a degree that for 

me it started to lose its vitality and uniqueness, and research started to look, sound, and feel 

scripted and generalized. There were so many safeguards that we had to comply with as a 

Māori Researcher that it tainted the ability to be organic and fluid, to let new thoughts or 

possibilities to emerge. We all started to think and act the same, myself included. The ‘kōrero 

noa iho’ (casual conversations) gradually became more focused on social issues that were 

affecting Māori. Political correctness’ became the flavour of research, for instance it was 

considered a prerequisite to have a male kaumātua to authenticate research gathering whether 

they had anything to contribute or not.  Once Māori communities could gather and talk with me 

as a Researcher, kaumātua would attend and participate because it was of interest to them, not 

only to open meetings or to authenticate the dialogue and the process.  
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Individuals eventually had to give written consent to be ‘interviewed’ kōrero noa iho (casual 

conversation) or kōrero pēpepe (gossip) was not considered valid in a qualitative research 

approach. It became the ‘focus group’ or the ’numbers game’ to produce general themes. 

In some sense, to talk ‘deep and deeper’ about specific cultural features or knowledge started to 

diminish. Irwin (1994) characterizes kaupapa Māori as research that is culturally safe that involves 

the mentorship of elders that is culturally relevant and appropriate while satisfying the rigour of 

research and that is undertaken by a Māori researcher, not a researcher who happens to be 

Māori.  

 

In my view kaumātua /kuia (elder) mentorship should not be a prerequisite. I however do not 

discount that kaumātua /kuia mentorship maybe of value for Māori Researchers. I have been 

involved with a lot of research projects where the mentorship of ‘kaumātua’ has taken the 

control and power of the entire research process to such a degree that the outcome is dictated by 

their views. I believe that it should be the choice of the Researcher to engage kaumātua /kuia if 

appropriate. The elders I turned to for mentorship I had to feel that I could trust them, were 

capable of lateral thinking and did not have personal agendas. They knew my whakapapa 

(genealogy), cared about me and therefore our research relationships were meaningful. All the 

kaumātua and kuia who I loved, trusted and honoured have passed away. I am at an age where I 

stand in my own right as a Whaea (grandmother, mother). 

 

Today it appears that the younger generation are taking up the role and responsibilities of 

kaumātua /kuia which is necessary. The pool of elders with reo and tikanga are diminishing. The 

generation that I come from who should be taking on these roles are few and far between. In my 

view, kaumātua /kuia mentorship may not fit with an auto ethnographic approach where the 

focus is on self-reflection whether or not it is accepted by kaumātua /kuia. In summary, I wanted 

to bring my own kaupapa momo tangata (personal views and reasoning) into my study. I was 

looking for something different to demonstrate our world view on its own terms. Political 

resistance is not new to me. It comes with being tangata whenua (indigenous) every day. 

Revitalisation of our language and customs is not new to me either. I also live this everyday as I 

maintain and transfer language and custom to my grandchildren every day in an overpoweringly 

westernised society.  
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I wanted to demonstrate the power and scholarly intellect of our world views without 

constraints of academic protocols. We are at a crossroads in our cultural renaissance. I aspire to 

be a part of the new tide which forges new pathways forward. Autoethnography provides me 

with an academic tool to help me in my pathway construction. 

 

PhD Confirmation- Autoethnography discoveries 

 

I was privileged to have Professor Boje attend my PhD research proposal presentation in 2018. 

As a result, he attended my confirmation meeting with my PhD supervisors to give me 

feedback. Professor Boje had come to Canterbury University as an Erskine Fellow. His 

fellowship included a series of seminars about the use of storytelling in organisational 

management. Professor Boje is only one of a handful of academics in the world who is an authority 

on autoethnography as an approach in business and social science research. When I first met 

Professor Boje, I felt that I was in the presence of a tohunga (expert), a kaumātua (elder), and 

tangata wairua (spirit man). 

 

Professor Boje is an international scholar whose focus has primarily been as a pioneer in 

organizational storytelling research methods. His work has applications to strategy-as-process, 

ensemble leadership, Rosile, Boje & Claw, (2018), socio-economic interventions, and 

organizational systems. Boje (2008). Professor Boje has applied his theoretical insights to 

practical activism in local communities. For example, in the 1990’s he has worked with homeless 

veterans, helping them to establish a “Veterans Theatre” where the homeless themselves are the 

actors on stage. He is a supporter of “Worker-Driven Social Responsibility” (WSR) and the 

“Ensemble Leadership” approach to organizing. (Rosile, Boje & Claw, (2018). 

 

In his feedback at my confirmation, there were two key points that have influenced my research. 

First was the concept of attunement based on the philosophy of Heidegger (1962). The second was 

his thoughts of memories as living stories. Memories (maharatanga) are very important to us as 

Tangata Whenua. Memories are what keep our culture alive. When we forget our identity, we lose 

our culture. I shared a personal experience with Professor Boje from which he explained the 

notion of living stories. My story was in relation to trips I use to take with my mother to Te 

Rerenga Wairua (the flight pathway of our spirit after death) 
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Te Rerenga Wairua 

 

Te Rerenga Wairua is a very significant and scared place for Tangata Whenua/Māori. We 

believe that this place is the final destination where our wairua (spirit) after death leaves this 

world to return to Hawaiki, our spiritual homeland. In our ancient beliefs, there was no heaven 

or hell; our retribution was in the here and now, in contrast to the idea that we work toward an 

afterlife reward or banishment. 

 

Our spiritual homeland is Hawaiki where our ancestors left to explore and discover the many 

islands across the South Pacific. When we die, that is where we all return. Te Rerenga Wairua 

was very important to my mother because of our protocols and beliefs surrounding death. My 

mother believed that all of our cultural values and beliefs revolved around birth and death. Both 

giving birth and dying are a sacred act, no one can share that experience with you; giving birth is 

privileging life, while death command a separation from life. I understood how this applied to 

her regarding her role as a kaitiaki (caregiver) and in her devotion to her mokopuna 

(grandchildren). I also had fostered a belief shared with me by an elder that our mokopuna 

(grandchildren) are also a reflection of our ancestors and ourselves. They are our immortality 

and we therefore never die. We live on through our offspring. 

 

It was very important to my mother to go to Te Rerenga Wairua and pay homage honour those 

who had ‘gone home’. I always felt like I was always the one who went with her on her frequent 

trips to Te Rerenga Wairua. Sometimes there were other children or people, but most of the time 

it was just her and I. The journey from Matawaia to the Te Rerenga Wairua was an eight hour 

round trip. I used to enjoy those trips and listening to her stories and renditions of our 

whakapapa (genealogy). On this one occasion, we had not been there for quite a while and we 

both were looking forward to the trip.As we got closer to Te Rerenga wairua, my mother noticed 

that there had been a significant amount of earth works along the roadside since our last trip. They 

were widening the road and cutting back into the hillocks.  

 

The colour of the soil was ochre. I asked my mother why it was so red. Her response was “ko 

tērā te toto o Papatūānuku e rere ana” (That is the blood of mother earth. The red is her blood as 

she bleeds). This is how she described land modification, as mother earth bleeding. I still find it 

hard to look at quarries and big earth works projects without remembering those words. 
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The first question Professor Boje asked me was “Have you taken your children there and shared 

the stories your mother told you?” That question really took me aback because I only had taken my 

children on a few occasions. I have not even taken my grandchildren with me on this sacred 

journey. This conversation bought into my consciousness that I was telling a story that was an 

actual living story. I am coming to the age when my native mother would take me to Te Rerenga 

Wairua.   

 

The yearning to take my grandchildren has also begun to surface. Boje and Tyler (2009) 

explained that “if we were to only approach autoethnography from a retrospective, 

representational sense making narrative, then we would be omitting what’s most important to us 

about living story. Living story recognises the plurality of selves that constitute our identity, and 

our reflexivity that is out of time, more upon what lies below and above”. 

 I made a mental note to myself that I would take my grandchildren and tell them my mother’s 

stories as I went along. I will add to her stories because the landscape we knew when I was a 

child has all but disappeared under land modification. 
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Ōku Whakaaro o te Mana o te Ao Tūroa 

My insights about the rights and power of the natural world 

 

In this discussion, my intention is to express and share what te mana o te Ao Tūroa is for me; 

How is it that I see te mana o te Ao Tūroa as an ontological foundation of the nature of existence 

and being. My insights of Te mana o te Ao Tūroa was seeded and nurtured whilst growing up and 

living on my tūrangawaewae (ancestral standing ground) in Matawaia, influenced by my native 

mother Ngā Pāremata o Ngā Momo Kino o Ngakopa and other kuia (female elders) in the 

community. My native mothers embraced me with mana simply by being. My consciousness of 

mana comes from these women who according to Firth (1929) were responsible for what seemed 

to be the ordinary and mundane experiences of everyday ‘living’ and welfare of the kāinga 

(home) and kainga noho (community). None do I honour more than the taonga (gifts) that my 

native mothers have left to me. 

 

In my reflections of mana, I also continue to be informed by the ancient thinking of my ancestors 

as I draw from my own experiences and learnings to analyse and explore te mana o te Ao Tūroa 

and the relationships humans have to the natural world. This is my ahikaa kei roto (fire that burns 

within) which motivates me in my own realisation of environmental sovereignty. I am therefore 

ever cautious about what and how I express my views of mana. Marsden (1975) reminds me, that 

man remains always the agent or channel, never the source of mana. This is the embodiment of 

how I see the natural world as Tangata Whenua/Māori. 

 

Te mana o te Ao Tūroa is the power and rights of the natural world its meaning gifted to our 

ancient ancestors as they heard it communicated in the voice of the birds, the trees, the water and 

the wind. Indeed, my ancestors heard, felt, and observed mana in all of their natural surroundings.  

“He takoha tēnei mai i te Ao Tūroa, i rongohia e ngā tūpuna te reo o ngā manu, ngā rākau, i te hau, 

i te Ao Tūroa whānui”. Te mana o te Ao Tūroa is therefore my ontological view about the very 

nature of existence and therefore being. Te mana o te Ao Tūroa is the power of life which emanates 

from the natural world and beyond to enable humans the privilege of existence. My mother’s ancient 

ancestors, our tohunga (knowledge keepers) could interpret and convey to the people the mana of 

the natural world because they were one and the same with the natural world. 
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Ko au te whenua  I am the land  

Ko te whenua ko   the land is me 

Humans are subjects to the power and rights of the natural world. Our relationship in the natural 

world was such that we abided by her ‘environmental sovereignty’. The natural world governed 

our identity, survival, livelihood, welfare and continuity (oranga tonutanga). Te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa is this sovereign power and right which dictated and guided our relationship with the 

natural world and with each other. Te mana o te Ao Tūroa has no beginning and no end, filled 

with multiplicities and chaos. It is with this entropic energy that I work though this narrative to 

explain te mana o te Ao Tūroa and how I understand our human relationship to this mana. What I 

mean as entropic energy is that there is no order or linear explanation in my reflections of mana. 

What I offer are random descriptions and thoughts of how as Tangata Whenua/Māori I draw on 

my own knowing of our culture to bring order to how I understand our relationship with te mana 

o te Ao Tūroa. 

Mana is the power and energy of the natural environment and the universe. Mana is the power 

and energy that connects all living things. Mana is where the mystery and magic reside, where 

the answers for questions humans about the natural environment dwell. Mana is the ultimate 

power of existence. It is a concept that venerates natural evolution and the incomprehensible 

power of life. Mana o te Ao Tūroa continues to be the forever-dynamic rhythm and movement 

of life. I do not have dominion or control over te mana o te Ao Tūroa. Indeed, mana offers me so 

much that is in many cases goes beyond my capacity to put mana into written or spoken words. 

There is nothing wrong with having those spaces; this is part of my mana, just as it is te mana o 

te Ao Tūroa. However, it is in these ‘unseen’ places where undiscovered knowledge may reside. 

 

He kokonga whare ka kitea    the corners of a house can be seen  

He kokonga ngākau e kore kitea  the corners of a heart cannot be seen 

 

It is in these spaces ‘tērā e kore kitea’ (that which cannot be seen) that I bring into the whare 

kikokiko (the physical world) to share in this study. It is from my hinengaro (mind heart, 

consciousness) that I travel whakamuri (backwards) and whakamua (forward) to bring into te 

whare kikokiko (physical house).  
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I express what I find through the mana of te reo o ngā tūpuna, the multiplicities of my voice, 

and the learnings from my native mothers in my reflections of te mana o te Ao Tūroa and our 

relationship to the natural world. 

 

Mana has not changed; however, it seems that we as humans have stopped listening to our earth 

mother in the relentless quest to control the natural world. We may destroy ourselves in the 

process, Ka toitū te mana (mana will continue forever) ka hoki ki tōna pūtake (returning to the 

cosmos from which it originates) to tikitiki-a rangi, the most sacred of places in the ether.  Pere 

(1982) also explains that mana is an intangible quality possessed by people, animals and objects. 

Although mana maybe invisible and cannot be measured, it can still be experienced. Mana as a 

concept cannot easily be translated into a single English definition and takes on a whole range 

of related meanings depending on their association and the context in which they are being used. 

Lévi-Strauss, (1987) also notes that mana means diverse things because it floats in a sea of semiotic 

overload.  

 

However regardless of how we define mana, it is cohesive in what it means as it is contextual in 

its application. There are many iterations of how we may apply mana in our expressions of life. 

The point is that mana of the natural environment is both tangible and intangible and is always 

present in our world Mana is neither good nor evil, it simply ‘is’. 

 

Ko te mana o te whenua tuatahi  

Te mana o ngā atua tuarua  

Heke iho ki te mana tangata 

Foremost is the power and rights of the earth 

Second is the power and rights of the gods 

descending into the power and rights of humankind 

 

I begin my kōrero (discussion) with this abbreviated statement recited by one of our children from 

our kura-ā-Iwi (tribal school) as part of a speech in a school competition. This is not the literal 

words spoken in what is a long tauparapara, (incantation to begin a speech). This statement is a 

summarised version which captures the meaning of this beautiful incantation. Te mana o te 

whenua (land) is where the power of life comes from. 
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 In our traditional structure, our many gods embodied this mana as a means to govern and set 

out the laws of how we as humans abide by this sovereign rules Barlow (1991) states that mana 

is the enduring, indestructible power of the gods. The sacred fire is without beginning and 

without end. The mana or sacred power of the gods was known by the ancients as the ahi 

kōmau. In this statement, I hear the ‘world in our being’. There is no superiority between humans 

and the natural world. In our traditional worldview there were degrees of importance assigned to 

humans in how we managed our relationship with te mana o te Ao Tūroa, however this does 

suggest that there are hierarchies in te Ao Tūroa.  In fact, in our traditional structure of natural 

order, we are lower down on that hierarchy, after birds; fish and even insects.  

 

It was therefore this understanding of natural order where humankind is seen as the last in the 

hierarchy of this power. Our responsibility is to ensure that we abide by mana ki runga te mata 

o te whenua (manifestation of mana as humans upon the earth). We sustain te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa in our mana tangata through a consciousness which situates environmental sovereignty 

above all else. Mana is what connects me as Tangata Whenua to my culture. How it energises 

and channels through me defines who I am and therefore how I am in my culture. De Munck 

(2000) describes this as culture and people having a symbiotic relationship where culture would 

cease to exist without the individuals who make it up 

 

As a girl raised by my native mother in a community where te reo (our language) was spoken, 

this is where I return to find and clarify meaning. It is in these memories and experiences that I 

explore the meanings and hidden codes of Te mana o te Ao Tūroa. I begin my reflections with 

an experience from my childhood. The reason I start with this experience because it 

demonstrates how I understand the inseparability of humans to the natural world and as a result 

with each other. This is a lived experience embodied in mana. In my mind what I am sharing 

with this experience is the totality of how I view and example of Te mana o te Ao Tūroa and our 

relationship with this mana.  

 

I also refer to this experience to segue into insights of how I know my own cultural economy. I 

cannot however reflect on my own cultural experiences without bringing my own voice of joy, 

grief, anger, loss and pride into my reflections. However, I listen to ‘te reo o ngā tūpuna’ (the 

voices of my ancestors) and allow this memory of mana to guide me gently into this study. 
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He Kōrero Paki: Te Repo Kōrari 

A vignette: The Flax Swamplands 

In our community, one of our kuia mōrehu (last elder woman from the old times) was Katerina 

Rongo Hirini Paraone (R. Shortland-Singh, personal communication, March 12, 2018). She later 

became a Hoterene through marriage. Her community name was Rina Shortland.  

We all called her Nanny Rina. One of her many roles was the primary responsibility for our 

wharehui (meeting house). One of her main duties was the maintenance and weaving of tāpou 

(mats). The tāpou are used in the wharehui for sitting on and as floor covers for underneath the 

mattresses. 

 It seemed to me that it was a never-ending job, always weaving new tāpou to replace old ones 

or for covering some corner of the wharehui.  The kōrari (flax) she used for her weaving was 

gathered from a repo kōrari (flax swamp) which was located beside the dirt road at the bottom of 

our marae (communal gathering place). Most of the time our kuia would collect the kōrari she 

needed on her own and carry it back up the steep driveway to the wharehui. There were only 

certain people she would take with her, either her mokopuna or other whānau from Opahi, a 

neighbouring community where she also came from. These whānau, like Nanny Rina, knew 

exactly what they were doing and what she required from them.  

 

Te Hikoi Repo. 

 

The first time I went with her, I was anxious because it was not a job I particularly wanted to do. I 

was a clumsy child and so I was afraid I would fumble, attract her displeasure or disappoint her. I 

also did not want to embarrass myself in front of my whanaunga (relatives).  The reason I went 

was because my mother told me to go and help her and so I had to, although begrudgingly. 

However, I had enormous respect and love for this kuia and was curious about what was 

happening in that repo kōrari. I suspect she knew it really was not my interest or skill and I believe 

she agreed more to accommodate my mother’s offer of my labour which was my mother’s way of 

showing her respect and love for our kuia. Needless to say she was not very keen on having me 

there either.  
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She knew my mother had sent me and I do not think she really wanted my help. Also being a 

novice at that time meant she had to instruct me, which was a kind of inconvenience. Her 

‘teaching’ style was watch and learn and if you make a mistake, be prepared to get a growling. 

Knowing all this, as well as feeling unconfident and awkward, I went along to my first repo 

kōrari gathering with our kuia mōrehu. Collecting that kōrari was a process according to her rules 

and practice. The repo kōrari was a wild array of plants, which covered what seemed to be an 

endless area of swampland. The kōrari also grew in huge bushes and when in amongst it, you 

cannot be seen that is how tall and thick it was. A large community of wildlife also lived in there, 

including, much to my distaste, very large tuna (eels).  

 

Her first instruction was that I follow exactly in her footsteps until we reached the area she was 

going to gather from, which I suspected was somewhere deep within the heart of that swamp. She 

did not gather the kōrari, which grew closest to the road because these plants were too dirty from 

the dust off the road, and she believed that the exhaust fumes from the cars affected the quality of 

the plant. So off we went, with me following obediently. However, it was not long with growing 

confidence I thought that I would veer off and start my own track. Away I went and almost 

immediately sunk nearly up to my thighs in swamp water. Needless to say, she was not amused, 

and I got one of the few growling that I can ever remember getting from her. When I managed to pull 

myself out, with gumboots filled with thick, smelly, brown swamp water, I eventually got back 

onto her track. Walking through that repo was not easy before my incident, and I had just made it 

harder for myself with heavy waterlogged gumboots. I followed my kuia diligently; however, her 

silence was telling me that she was not too happy with me and it was best that I remained silent. 

 

Eventually we arrived at the place where she wanted to gather her kōrari. With a quick single 

swipe of her blade, she cut away the leaves from the parent plant. It was amazing to watch, and I 

marvelled at her speed, skill and strength. When she had nearly finished, she finally handed me 

her blade so I could ‘give it a go’. I think that because I did not speak or ask questions and simply 

listened and did what she said, I had regained her confidence. However, my hands started to 

tremble, and my anxious feelings became a borderline full- blown anxiety attack. First because I 

was being handed the responsibility of the blade, and second that I was under the observation of 

our kuia, an expert flax harvester. 
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Te Whānau Kōrari 

As she had been cutting out the leaves she wanted, she explained to me that the plant was like a 

whānau (family). The oldest or grandparents were the outer leaves. The next inner leaves were 

the parents and siblings. Right in the centre of the plant was the baby, which we did not cut, 

remove or damage in anyway. The mature inner leaves could be removed however they had to 

be chosen bearing in mind the protection of the ‘baby’. To cut out leaves was a downward 

motion, which allowed the baby to grow without hindrance. 

With this in mind, hands trembling, feeling nervous and anxious, with my kuia watching 

intently, I made my first cut. I did not do a clean swipe as she did, but I managed to do it 

without damaging the baby or the plant. I got words of approval from my kuia and did I ever 

feel proud of myself. I had proven something to myself and to my kuia. 

I could feel my mana and the mana of that swamp in my achievement, and from the approval of my 

kuia. I then had to bundle them together while still in that swamp and then carry them out. The 

bundles had to lie facing the same direction so that the leaves did not split and get damaged. She let 

me do a couple of plants, after which she sent me back to carrying the bundle of leaves, we had 

gathered. Finally, with gumboots squelching inside from swamp water, my bundle of neatly tied 

kōrari thrown over my shoulders, I began the long-haul walking back up the hill to the marae. 

The kōrari was then laid gently down in neat piles beside the wharehui. I was reminded not to 

step on or over the plants out of respect. I did not become the next tāpou weaver of the wharehui, 

although I did learn how to weave those mats. I note that neither did I become one of the master kete 

(kit) weavers of the community. 

 

Ka Tau 

 

Many years later as Nanny Rina, my mother and I sat weaving pārō (flax plate) for a hāngi (earth 

oven) at our school calf club day, she told me that she was not a good kete weaver at all: tītaha 

katoa aku kete’ (my kits always come out crooked.) My mother also declared that she was not a 

great weaver and in fact did not enjoy weaving at all. The joy I felt I cannot explain. I was just 

like them; we all were not good kete weavers. However, like my kuia who wove the tāpou to 

cover the floors of our wharehui, I could weave a pārō as plates for a hāngi. 

 I felt such contentment and completeness in that moment feeling like one and the same as these 

native mothers. I felt worthwhile. 
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He tangi aroha 

 

The repo kōrari I describe in my story no longer exists, except for a few straggly raupō (bulrush) 

left along the roadside. The repo was drained and turned into farmland. My children and 

grandchildren have been denied this special place forever. The tāpou mats Nanny Rina made no 

longer cover the floor of our wharehui. When Nanny Rina died, my mother had been at my sister’s 

house helping my nephew with his speech for the Nga Manu Kōrero competitions. She came to the 

marae to Nanny Rina’s tangi (funeral) but went back to my sister’s house to finish helping my 

nephew with his speech. My mother died that day. We bought her back to the marae where she laid 

together with Nanny Rina. Haruru pai te whenua te ngaronga o ēnei wāhine (The ground heaved 

with the loss of these women). 

We had lost our Pou Herenga Waka (post that tied canoe to land lest they go adrift). I often 

wonder if the grief my mother felt at the loss of our kuia mōrehu was the final burden she could 

not bear. She decided that she would take the journey with Nanny Rina to Te Rerenga Wairua 

(departing place of spirits).  

Words cannot express the profound loss and sadness I felt looking at these two native mothers 

lying side by side. A huge piece of my Tangata Whenua world died that day with those women. 

 

E kore e mutu te tangi aroha ki a kōrua ngā whaea, kua mahue mokemoke i muri nei 

I will never stop grieving for you my native mothers, left here forever bereft and alone. 
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Ko ēnei te kanohi o te mana wahine; ngā kaitiaki, ngā kaingaki. E kore warewaretia i a mātou o 

uri. These are the faces of feminine energy, Care Takers and Cultivators. Never to be forgotten by 

your descendants. 

 

Ngākau nui, Ngākau pono 

Embodied Emotional Attachment/ and Affinity 

 

Emotional affinity and attachment to each other and places like the repo kōrari defined my 

relationship and actions towards the natural environment. Although we each had our own 

motives and reasons for being in that repo, it was emotional attachment and affinity that we 

ultimately shared with each other and with these natural places. The repo kōrari was not merely 

a swamp to us, it was a place to gather food and materials, a historical record keeper, a tribal 

identity, and sense of belonging. For our kuia mōrehu it was about responsibility and fulfilling 

the important role and responsibility she had in our community.  

 

Out of respect and love for our kuia mōrehu, my mother offered my labour even though I was not 

keen on going into that swamp. I was driven by love, respect and loyalty and not by self-interest 

or personal gain from my participation in this cultural practice. 

Figure 4. Our Kuia Mōrehu.  

Nanny Rina Katerina Hoterene 

 

Figure 3. My mother. Nga 

Paremata o Nga Momo Kino o 

Ngakopa 
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 It was not glamorous or consciously meaningful work.  In fact, it was hard work, smelly, and 

really dirty. I did not make the front page of the newspaper for my deeds, but that experience of 

love and attachment has been important to me ever since. As a Tangata Whenua/Māori, it is these 

emotional connections to place and people, which drives relationships and expresses mana. 

Ainsworth (1983) refers to this attachment as a deep and enduring emotional bond that connects 

one person to another across time and space.  

 

Our emotional attachment and affinity are located in the whatumanawa (the expression of 

emotions from the heart) which constantly needs to be nurtured from generation to gener ation. 

Lenkersdorf (2002) similarly refers to the Tojolabal philosophy of everything lived because it 

had a heart. It is here where mana resides in humans and has done so with my culture since 

ancient times from places that remain unknown. Emotional affinity is not a new concept in the 

Tangata Whenua world and indeed is an important concept that continues to reside in our 

culture. Sometimes when I read articles that analyse our culture as one of ‘heart’, they do not 

provide the experiences that bring those ideas of ‘heart’ to life. In our language, ‘mana’ appears 

in many words associated to emotions and emotive behaviour. For example with words and 

concepts such as manaaki (to support, take care of, give hospitality to, protect, look out for, 

show respect, generosity, and care for others), manako (to set one’s heart on, like, long for, 

want, longing, desire, and wish), manawaora (breath of well-being, to be well and happy), and 

manatunga (keepsake, precious memorabilia) to name a few.  

 

We are generally not a detached or resigned people, indeed far from it. On that day, our repo 

kōrari was abound with mana: the abundance of wildlife, the hard work and skill involved with 

gathering kōrari from thick swamplands, and the emotional commitment involved with carrying 

out labour intensive work. There was compassion and care in our work and working together.  

Today it appears that this emotional affinity and attachment to the natural world is what people 

seek. Emotional affinity projects have emerged all over the world as means to reconnect people to 

the natural world (Kals, Schumacher and Montada, 1999).  Emotional affinity seems to have 

become a popular solution toward addressing the adverse environmental issues we confront in our 

society. 
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Kals, Schumacher and Montada (1999) describe emotional affinity as a newly conceptualised 

construct where emotional affinity towards nature is a motivational basis to protect nature that 

traces back to present and past experiences in the natural environment. Emotional affinity and` 

attachment to the natural world in my Ao is not a new concept.  

 

It continues to be passed down from generation to generation, imprinted through our reo me ōna 

tikanga (language and customs) and carved into our hinengaro (psyche). It is much more than 

‘me’ protecting nature. It is ‘me’ being inseparable from nature and as a result, I have an obligation 

to my nature whānau as I do to my own human whānau. There is also a reciprocal responsibility 

where I give back in kind to the natural world in gratitude for the food, material, and life is 

provides to me. A part of that reciprocity for instance was the labour my native mother offered 

my kuia mōrehu. Not only did I demonstrate respect for Nanny Rina, but also I learnt how to 

harvest flax without damaging it; I learnt how to return the unused leaves back to the base of the 

plant so that it could naturally decompose and provide natural sustenance back to the kōrari. 

 

I was not taught to separate emotional responses to mana, indeed to any Tangata Whenua/Māori 

world values. Now that I am a mother and grandmother, I continue the traditions of my native 

mothers as best I can with our reo me ōna tikanga to nurture emotional affinity to the natural 

world within a modern Aotearoa/New Zealand society. However, it does not seem as easy or 

natural as it once was. What was once a ‘living experience’ has become overshadowed with a 

‘taught experience’ that now dominates what defines our language and us. Emotional attachment 

and affinity to the natural world I would suggest has become a form of political resistance, which I 

do not discount.  

 

However, it brings with it a ‘new’ type of emotional attachment and affinity to how we as 

humans have relationships to the natural world. Notwithstanding the importance of kaitiakitanga 

(care taking, stewardship, guardianship) used in reference to protect the natural environment, my 

native mothers also showed me that we were equally kaingaki (cultivators and harvesters). Our 

relationship to the natural world was not one where we separated the notion of caring for the 

environment with cultivating or living from the land. We cared for the land so that we could live 

and survive from the land. The emotional attachment and emotional affinity I have described is 

my ahikaa kei roto (the fire that burns within). It is beyond being a motivation driven by 

emotional attachment and affinity to protect the natural world. 
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It is a quality of mana that resides in all humans, nurtured through lived experiences ‘with’, as 

opposed to ‘of’, the natural world. Emotional attachment and affinity are a demonstration our 

inseparability from the natural world. Nurturing these attachments begins in our childhood, 

planted in our hinengaro as a natural feature of our world in our being. 

 

Te Mōhio ki te Mana 

Knowing mana 

 

It is in places like ‘te repo kōrari’ that I learnt about mana, cultivated and nurtured by my native 

mothers. Nanny Rina and my mother were both pouaru (widows) who were sole Kaitiaki 

(caretakers) of young children. They represented stability, continuity, and discipline who kept 

us grounded in te reo me ōna tikanga. This seemed to be what they lived for, to care and 

cultivate us and in doing so we learnt how to have relationships with the natural world and with 

each other as whanaunga. For me, these women were nature itself and we their children and 

grandchildren were their human landscape. The mana of the natural world seemed to course 

through every part of their being, manifesting in all that they were as Tangata Whenua. It is not 

my intention to paint a romantic or idealist picture of my native mothers. Like nature itself, they 

could be wild, unpredictable and harsh just as they were nurturing, gentle, and serene. 

 

Firth (1929 p. 197) writes “in primitive times, women were mostly responsible for the 

monotonous, sober and mundane tasks which included the harvesting of flax, along with 

slaves”. I mention this because te mana o te Ao tūroa in my view is as powerful and mean- 

ingful in the mundane, laborious and the unglamorous. My experience in te repo kōrari with our 

kuia was my learning mana, that is to find mana and meaning in places which was not glamorous, 

involve hard, laborious work and do not attract attention. When I begin to express my view and 

knowing of mana, the first place I returned to is my experience in that repo kōrari. It was these 

women in our community where I learnt mana, and who I judged myself and others against. 

Understanding mana is a process of listening, seeing, touching and tasting with one’s ‘heart’. Like 

any process, there are times when we are not particularly interested in what we learn, find it 

boring and even downright tedious.  
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However, when e mau ana (captured) through the hinengaro (heart/mind) the meaningfulness of 

what is given, mau ana (captured), will eventually transpire. I note that there is no timeline or 

developmental stages in this process. Understanding the concept of mana is fundamentally an 

emotional process where one gains intelligence through emotions, and like emotions, it spirals 

continuously. Tangata Whenua have known mana through this process for a very long time. 

According to Metge (2015), the principle of hinengaro is the combination of the head and heart, 

the seat of thoughts and emotion. Te reo me ōna tikanga in its ancient or traditional form is the 

complete embodiment of an emotive language and culture.  

 

There were very few nouns because everything was asso- ciated with an emotional reasoning or 

action. For example, the word aroha is translated to mean love which in English is considered a 

noun. As I know it, aroha is an action, that is aro meaning direction and ha meaning breath. 

Therefore, it is an action that describes the closeness to others because of the intimate proximity 

of one person to another. Our ‘hinengaro’ does not see the world clinically, there is always an 

emotional element in making sense of the world and in our relationship with nature. Williams 

Dictionary of the Tangata Whenua/Māori language (1975) describes hinengaro as traditionally 

considered to reside in the chest. This definition refers to our hinengaro as a process of thinking 

from our hearts. These emotional attachments are a very powerful means to understand the 

philosophy of mana and how to have affinity to the mana of the natural world. Viewing nature 

emotionally was as common and natural as speaking our own language. 

 

Kia Mōhio, ka Mārama 

Emotional Intelligence 

 

My experience in te repo kōrari was completely driven by emotions. These emotional 

experiences and associated feelings have been pivotal to how I think and behave in my  

relationship with the natural world and to others. Cajete (1999, p.171) explains that indigenous 

learning is “a reflection of our formation of face, heart and foundation”. This speaks directly to the 

heart of kia mōhio, ka mārama, the term I use to explain emotional intelligence and how it also 

embodies our relationships to te mana o Te Ao Tūroa and each other. In the description of Cajete 

in context with my views, our ‘intelligence’ is founded upon emotions. It is from this foundation 

that one formulates sense-making and reasoning about the world.  
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There is no distinction between emotions and logic. This is evidenced in the concept of 

hinengaro (the mind heart, conscious and unconscious thought). Syme, Beven and Sumner 

(1993) also note that pro-environmental behaviour depends not only on the perception and 

knowledge of environmental conditions, but also on the emotional activity associated with these 

conditions. Often when one is fluent in our language, there is a perception that as a result one is 

an expert in all things to do with our culture. This of course not correct as I have described in my 

own experiences of kit making, which, like my native mothers, was not my strong point.  

It was the emotions associated with knowing that I was not alone in my struggles with kit 

making which strengthened my own emotional development and ‘intelligence’. I was however 

able to make a pārō to contribute to the community, so I did not feel excluded. This in my view 

is also a dynamic feature of emotional intelligence in the naturalness of our relationship with the 

natural environment. It is an intelligence that is inclusive within its own ‘ecosystem’.  

 

For instance, when I discuss mana, I do so subjectively because within my own cultural human 

ecosystem, mana defines our very being. It is not a case of dissection into parts like a machine, it 

simply is. Pere (1982) refers to tribal histories as the histories of mana: histories that interweave 

land and culture. Emotional intelligence is founded on mana. I liken to a spider’s web where 

mana is the bridge thread from which other tangata whenua concepts connect and emerge. Thus, 

the web takes form and begins to make sense as each thread weaves itself together to make a 

cohesive whole. A spider’s web is incredibly strong and yet so fragile. This brings me to another 

juncture in relation to ki a mōhio, ka mārama. There is no benchmark for understanding 

emotional intelligence. It may not be a fixed state from birth but also can be developed and 

enhanced through personal experiences overtime (a te wā, ka tae te wā).  

 

When emotional attachment, affinity and emotional intelligence are nurtured in one’s own 

environment whether as a child or later on in life, the inseparability of oneself from the natural 

world becomes seeded in one’s consciousness, and with attention it will grow into something 

meaningful and life lasting. When thinking through how to explain the dynamics of emotions in 

the formation of intelligence, I could not find ‘reasoning’ in a lot of contemporary literature, which 

satisfied my view. Salovey and Mayer (1990) are credited with the first formulation of “emotional 

intelligence”, which argues that human beings have “two minds” the rational and the emotional.  
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The cynic in me cringes at all these western academics pontificating about first ‘discoveries’ in 

relation to the human condition and the natural world. It reminds me of how Abel Tasman 

‘discovered’ Aotearoa and named it New Zealand after some island off the Netherlands. It is the 

same narrative today as I read these academic papers of ‘discovering new knowledge’ (Mosha 1999, 

p. 216) which state, “skills are taught in the context of a worldview. When this is the case as 

Tangata Whenua where I discuss the inseparability of humans from the natural world, it therefore 

would follow that is no separation in emotion and rational thinking as is the hinengaro (mind 

heart). Indeed, this also suggests that emotions are the foundation of intelligence. According to 

Shanwal and Kur (2008), beyond a doubt, emotions play a pivotal role in our cognitive and 

behavioural functions. Despite this fundamental role of emotions in our lives, the scientific study 

of how emotions influence the intellect has largely been ignored. Goleman (1995) also notes that 

the interest in studying emotional intelligence grew dramatically throughout the late 1990s, when 

it became popular. 

 

It does not surprise me that the interest in emotional intelligence has increased in recent times. 

The mechanistic philosophy, which underpins westernisation and modernism, has systematically 

embedded in the human mind that detached logic is superior to feelings. Mayer, Richard, Roberts, 

and Barsade (2008) assert that this stems from ancient Greece where the argument born of that 

time was where people could agree with rational arguments but often disagreed in terms of 

feelings. Interestingly studies by anthropologists and psychologists claim that indigenous peoples 

learn our relationships with the natural world and each other informally, through observation and 

practice within our cultural settings (e.g., Philips 1983; Scribner & Cole, 1973). Others such as 

Paradise and Rogoff (2009) refer to cultural practices that support informal learning as children 

observe and pitch in with everyday activities that are integrated into the family and community. 

However, for me, there is a purposefulness of learning, although it may seem to be invisible.  

 

Often, we were forced to learn whether we liked it or not. Sometimes it could be very harsh, 

unrelenting, and disciplined. When I kōrero (yarn, talk) with other women from my generation 

about how we learnt relationships with the natural world and each other, we would remember 

some of those harsh times and some were really hard, yet we still can see something that we 

learnt in those experiences. 
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It is also with interest that I note Mayer et al. (2008) refer to a conceptual network of psychological 

concepts where a scientific concept such as emotional intelligence arises in the context of associated 

scientific terms and their meanings. For the term “emotional intelligence” to be valid, it must fit 

with such a network of concepts (or provide a rationale for why it does not). In their study, they 

examine some concepts that are closely related to emotional intelligence and then consider how 

emotional intelligence might fit within this nomological network. A nomological network is 

defined as the interconnected terms and ideas that scientists use to understand their field of study. 

Scientists’ ideas are characterized as connected with one another in logical fashion, and as tied to 

real-world phenomena, in an integrated, meaningful way. Seems that my humble analysis of mana 

through the imagery of a spider’s web has its equivalent in the science world. 

 

Te Rongo i Ngā Tohu 

Sensing Intelligence 

 

There is another component to my narrative that I describe as ‘sensing intelligence’. In our 

culture, we also engage with our senses in making decisions. Te rongo kia rongoā (To sense, to 

understand) is how I describe this phenomenon. Rongoā also means medicine or healing. This is 

the majesty of our language. This kupu (word) interplays with concept of sensing and perception 

as implicit within the notion of medicine and healing. In our traditional world, Tohunga (seers, 

experts) can diagnose the situation of a person or place through sensing and know the right remedy 

or responses for that person, place, or situation. In ecosystems such as te repo kōrari’, my sensing 

intelligence was also being nurtured and developed through the silence of my kuia mōrehu.  

In this context, my sensing intelligence was being nurtured by ‘listening’, that is ‘feeling’ in my 

hinengaro and whatumanawa (emotions) to the place, my kuia and the situation. The easiest means 

to clarify what I mean is to consider the behaviours of an animal. For example, there is an 

assumption that a dog can sense if a person is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ without any apparent reason. This 

sense can influence how the dog behaves toward that person. 

 

This ‘sensing’ is important to our culture, when we sense ‘things’ and make decisions and act 

according to what we sense. When I smell something, which seems unusual in a place or with a 

person, I trust my senses and know that things are not right. The other feature of sensing 

intelligence is the concept of a tohu (signs) which are often presented in a nature form.  
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When I hear my kaitiaki (guardian) the kaukau (morepork) in certain situations, I can sense the 

tohu (sign, message) that I am being sent from my kaitiaki. This concept is perhaps one of the most 

misunderstood within western thinking. When European historians such as Best (1978) recorded 

this phenomenon, it was classified as mystical, outer worldly and so forth. In contemporary 

Aotearoa, this concept of sensing intelligence is only considered as a token gesture of our 

worldview. It is not taken as a serious component of our relationship with the natural world even 

though it is quite a natural phenomenon amongst us as it is in the animal kingdom. 

 

Te Mana Wahine 

The power of the feminine 

 

It is my obligation, which I perform with honour to highlight that my insights have been moulded 

from my learning and knowing mana through experiences with my native mothers. I have 

revealed in particularly how this has shaped who I am as a Tangata Whenua/Māori.  

It is from this feminine energy that I am the embodiment of mana wahine. Meyer (2019) 

describes this feminine energy as the wise, the receptive, the one that continues life, we must 

connect with that form of energy so we can bear witness to the needs of others and then act on 

it.  

 

These native women who I refer to in my remembering of mana were not academics, politicians, 

wealthy, or public personalities. However, in my view, they were the backbone of our culture by 

simply existing and harnessing the mana (force) of nature in their being. Within my world, our 

elder women taught us about life and living culture. I celebrate these women for their strength, 

commitment and sacrifice for the survival of our culture and people.  Without these women, I 

believe we would not have our language or land today. I refer to the term ‘mana wahine’ (power 

of women) to describe the feminine from which I learnt te mana o te Ao Tūroa. In my view, Mana 

does not separate according to gender. Mana wahine is a feminine energy which we all possess 

and are able to access.  
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Our responsibility as women is to carry this energy as guardians (kaitiaki) and share this power 

as kaingaki (cultivators) to grow and nurture our inseparability with the natural world and each 

other. All animals, trees, mountains, water, the air we breathe have mana, how they behave 

according to their sex is another matter which is also a part of our unfolding life stories.  

It is within this ecosystem of understanding where I fell in love with mana and thus cultivated 

my relationship with the natural world. As a wahine (woman), it continues to be my 

responsibility, not my choice, to ensure that I continue to contribute and care for our own 

Tangata Whenuatanga. Andrea Landry (2017) in her blog ‘Indigenous motherhood’ writes 

“Let’s raise our children to fall in love with indigenous systems rather than attempting to 

destroy colonial systems from within. Wasted Energy on the Battles against Appropriation and 

Racism: Indigenous Systems are Resistance”. I also no longer have time to waste on fighting 

against colonial systems. Colonialism will always act and be just what is it: colonialism. Mana is 

my resistance because it is a greater continuous force which colonialism and its perceived 

economic power will never extinguish. 

Mana wahine is also an expression of mana o te whenua (earth energy) because we give birth to 

and nurture our whakapapa. This is expressed in the whakataukī: 

 

Hei tā te tāne he karawhiu tewhatewha 

 Hei tā te wahine he whānau whakapapa 

For men is to brandish the tewhatewha 

for women is to birth our genealogy. 

 

This whakataukī also describes the ability of the male to pontificate as a means of distraction so that 

the female can go about raising and nurturing our children. My native mothers were thus ‘the 

hands that rocked the cradle’. They nurtured the values and virtues of attachment to nature and 

influenced how we should behave toward the land, water, plants, other animals and each other. 

Mana wahine is a responsibility when taken with commitment, and love is a powerful reflection 

of mana. 
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In my world, te mana wahine is the Kaitiaki (caretaker, guardian, steward) of our cultural norms 

and values. Mana wahine is the defining element of being, that is tinana - physical (what we 

see), hinengaro - mental (conceptualisation and knowledge), and wairua – spiritual self (inner 

revelations and remembering).  

Mana wahine therefore can never be extinguished; it is everlasting, nor can anyone take this 

mana from a wahine. Mana wahine is therefore an intrinsic and natural part of our being, how 

we live with each other including our relationship with our natural world. 

 

Te Hononga Ngātahi 

Attunement 

 

Whakarongo ki te hau 

Hau mai nei 

I te tai i te uruhia Hurihia ki 

muri ki tō tuarā 

Ka tikina te ika  

te moana nui a kiwa  

Takoto mai nei 

He kōranga  

He kōranga nāku 

kia tae au ki ō ihu, ki ō awa 

Kia kata noa māi te kīkītara 

 He kōtipatipa he kōhurehure 

Kikī pounamu E tangi ana e 

Listen to the wind  

coming in   

on the tides from the west turn 

behind your back 

collecting fish from  

the Pacific Ocean  

spread out before me 

an aching  

my own aching 

that I reach your estuary, your river 

until the laughter of the cicada  

the wren the kōhurehure  

the green cricket as it cries out 

Te Ruki Kawiti 1847 

 

This ancient chant was composed by my tupuna rangatira (chiefly ancestor) and tohunga (seer, 

expert, Sharman, Seer, Clairvoyant, Visionary) Te Ruki Kawiti. In this waiata he refers to what 

he hears in the rhythm and language of the wind and water, in the voices of the birds and insects. 

Iti (2018) describes the origins of our reo (language) as a reo which comes from the sounds of 

the birds. I therefore also speak the same language as the tūī, and the kūkupa. 
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 The birds Kawiti refers to are the kōhurehure and kōtipatipa species of Bush wren also known 

as riflemen. These birds are no longer found in the Bay of Islands or the Northern part of the 

North Island. The ngahere (forests) which were their home in Te Pēwhairangi (Bay of Islands) 

are gone, replaced by farmland and Pinus Radiata forests.  

 

Te Wahapū is now prime coastal real estate covered in expensive housing, gone is the papa kāinga 

which once stood proudly looking out to te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa (South Pacific Ocean). Kawiti as 

a matakite (seer, prophet, visionary) could sense that change was coming. Reference to these 

animals therefore becomes a historic record of these birds and landscapes and the mana they 

have gifted to assist us to understand the world in our being. This chant demonstrates the 

deepest attunement from which the ability to sense and feel the natural world forms ancient 

wisdom. 

 

Like wild animals in nature, Kawiti seems to have a sixth sense about the natural world he knew. He 

was intrinsically attuned to the geographical area around which he hunted from the forest, 

established papa kāinga (homesteads), gathered kaimoana (seafood) and battled to secure these 

territories. This natural attunement is one where he becomes the very extension of that natural 

environment. The way the words of this waiata move together draws one into that world of 

attunement. It is this intimate and direct interaction with nature, which creates the ability to 

interpret nature. Attunement to this mana therefore becomes a state where one becomes one and 

the same with the animals, plants, weather and water. 

 

He hononga tangata, he hononga whenua 

Relationships between people, relationships with the land 

 

This chant provides me with a demonstration of how attunement connects people to place and 

place to people. I am constantly unfolding in my own exploration of attunement and indeed my 

culture. It does stop at some defined point in time or life.  Only recently, I figured out that this waiata 

provides a detailed account of the ecosystem and geography of Te Wahapū where one of his papa 

kāinga was located in Te Pēwhairangi (Bay of Islands).  
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In this chant, it connects ancestral relationships described through the wind direction from the 

west, where the waters drain from far inland into the Te Pēwhairangi. This includes what is 

considered the heart of Ngātihine from where I originate. This relationship is also portrayed 

through the direction of the wind which connects our relationship through te awa o Taumārere 

(the river of Taumārere) in the Bay of Islands to Te Wahapū o Hokianga (the Hokinga harbour).  

 

This relationship is recorded in the whakataukī of another great Rangatira (chief) of Ngāpuhi, 

Rahiri who lived from the late 14th to the mid 15th century. Ngāpuhi is the iwi (tribe) of our hapu 

(sub-tribe) of Ngātihine. 

 

Ka mimiti te puna I Taumārere  

Ka tōtō te puna i Hokianga 

Ka tōtō te puna i Taumārere 

Ka mimiti te puna i Hokianga 

As the waters from Taumārere are drained 

the waters of Hokianga becomes fulled 

When the waters of Taumārere are fulled 

the waters of Hokianga become drained 

 

In this whakataukī Rāhiri draws on the physical connection between the harbour of Hoki- anga in 

the west and Taumārere (Bay of Islands area) in the east. He draws on this image to illustrate to 

his sons that the ingress and egress of these water bodies continually affect each other in a natural 

cycle. Here on the eastern coast, it is known as Te Tai Tama Wahine (The female element). The 

harbours and Bays are serene, beautiful, and seductive like a woman.  

 

The west coast is known as Tai Tama Tāne (the male element) because it is more rugged, rough 

and somewhat less forgiving. The link between these two harbours illustrates how intertwined we 

are and like nature, there is a strength with those connections or alliances between the Tai-tama-

wahine and the Tai-tama-tāne. This whakataukī also refers to the ancestral ‘human springs’ that 

flows from Hokianga and Taumārere who, in times of strife, would ‘empty’ their communities to 

support each other. It is also a reference to the underground waterways linking Hokianga and 

Taumārere, the pathway of Taniwha.  

 

In the words of this whakataukī, I see a map that entangles both the geography and the ecosystems 

of this particular location and the reinforcement of ancestral human and tribal relationships. Today, 

however, we no longer retain this traditional structure because it no longer seems to serve our 

hapu’s political and economic agenda. In the waiata of Kawiti I therefore find find deeper places, 

which are there for one’s own personal or individual interpretation.  
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These waiata and whakataukī are therefore an expression of mana. Aside from being general 

statements for collective understanding, they are also embedded with intimate and personal 

meaning: Mana hono ki te mana (mana embracing mana). It is this attunement to nature, being 

capable of seeing and hearing the world in detail, which evokes in me a sense of ‘the world in the 

being’ and is my evidence that continually substantiates my claim to the very nature of existence. 

 

He whakaaro e pā ana ki te Hononga Ngātahi 

Thoughts on Attunement 

 

Professor David Boje initially presented the concept of attunement to me through feedback at the 

confirmation of my doctoral proposal. In his conceptualisation of attunement, Professor Boje has 

drawn inspiration from the work of Heidegger (1962 p. 176) which employs the concept of 

“attunement” to convey the way in which Heidegger claims that emotion constitutes the sense of 

being inextricably entangled with contexts of worldly significance. It comes neither from “outside” 

nor from “inside” but arises out of “Being-in-the-world”, as a way of such Being.  

 

In my reflections of Nanny Rina, my mother and Kawiti, I considered how I could bring this 

concept of “being-in the world” and therefore of “being’ as a construct of attunement in relation 

to mana and cultural expression. However, while the idea of attunement or being attuned 

provided a pathway to what I was attempting to navigate, there seemed to be something that was 

not right with me in relation to Heidegger’s philosophical claims. 

 

When I began to research more into Heidegger (1962), I noted that he describes the being of the 

human being as “being-there” (Dasein). This Dasein is always in a mood or attunement. Even 

though there maybe limitations to our attunement or moods as humans, it is what makes the world 

accessible, they open up the world to us (Kuperus, 2007).  Kuperus continues, with his 

explanation which seems to oppose Heideggers claim that refers to the poverty in world 

characterized by the being of the (non-human) animal. The animal is poor in world, because it can 

only behave towards the objects that it encounters. It lacks the kind of opening up of the world 

that is made possible through our (human) attunements. Furthermore, he claims that animals 

merely behave and are not attuned. Human beings, instead, do not merely move toward, but can 

keep a distance; they are not absorbed in their worlds as the animal is. We humans can come to a 

stop in our otherwise driven existence.  
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These claims run completely counter to what I propose as attunement to the natural world in accord to 

my tangata whenua view. Kawiti portrays animals as ‘beings’ which he references as a part of his 

cultural expression. It is attunement to his environment that enables him to hear the language and 

rhythms of nature. In my view, these animals, the wind and the sea were communicating with 

Kawiti.  In this sense attunement is reciprocated between both human and non- humans.  

 

Attunement as a therapeutic approach is described by Erksine (1998) as a emotional sensing of others 

by knowing their rhythm, affect, and experiences by metaphorically being in their skin, and going 

beyond empathy to create a two-person experience of unbroken feeling of connectedness by 

providing a reciprocal affect/or resonating response. It is the ability to be present to, and with 

another’s expression of experience. This I argue also extends to non-human relationships. I argue 

that this is what I sense was the case with Kawiti, except it is with animals, the wind and the sea.  

 

This is the experience I had in that repo with my native mothers. The ability to communicate and 

listen to the natural world has indeed become a scarce ability. The biodiversity of animals enriches 

the world and maintains natural balance. There was no dominion over animals or plants in our 

ancient society. Nature was our greatest teacher and we knew how to listen. When we did not 

listen, we learnt from our mistakes. This is mana and not poverty in my world. These claims of 

attunement versus no attunement seem to echo a sentiment that humans are superior to animals and 

indeed nature. In our traditional world view, there is no superiority between humans and the natural 

world. In this traditional understanding of nature, we as humans are actually lower down the 

hierarchy of natural order; birds, insects, and even fish are higher up in the natural order of the 

world. 

 

When I was researching Heidegger and his claims against animality, I had just returned from 

Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands. We went there to see why Charles Darwin believed that it 

demonstrated the origins of species. Indeed, we could see the creation of land and as a result the 

specialisation of animals and plants. However, what amazed me was that there were no reference 

points to the extinct indigenous people who moved through these areas. These ‘discoveries’ again 

were accredited to a European male. Those ancient tribes as explained to me by a local guide 

were total animist, yet Darwin refused to acknowledge any of these indigenous views in his 

analysis of ‘evolution’. 
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I felt quite disturbed about some of the claims that Heidegger makes in relation to attunement.  

Although it was not my intention to focus on the influence of religion in my study, my attention 

was drawn toward Genesis verse 1:26 by my European husband who is a learned man of theology. 

I could hear the verse echoing through Heidegger’s claims of human superiority to animals and the 

natural world.   

 

In this verse it says to “let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, 

and over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth…God 

said to them Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of 

the sea, over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves on the earth”. 

Notwithstanding these tensions, I also acknowledge that Professor Boje was encouraging me to 

think critically from my own perspective as an indigenous person as opposed to complying with a 

philosophy which does not speak to my worldview.  

 

Tōku Tirohanga Hononga Ngātahi anō 

My views of Attunement unfolding 

I finally concluded that my definition of attunement based on my Tangata Whenua/Māori view is 

different from what I initially thought of the concept of attunement. As I reflect on mana, what I 

think about is the ‘world in my being’. This is in direct opposition to Heidegger’ ‘being in the 

world’. When I describe for example that Kawiti could communicate with the animals and that 

our language and customs were a taonga (gift) from the natural world, we begin to understand that 

the natural world in his being. Roberts (1995 p. 3-4), a Zoologist who is a prolific writer on Māori 

environmental knowledge refers to a view where ‘humans are nature, and nature is human, nature 

is thus cultural’. Everything in nature is living and is frequently personified. There is thus no 

distinction between living and non-living. Moreover, animals may become human and humans 

may transform into animals. 

Attunement, in this sense becomes one of mutual bonding and emergence. It is from this bond 

and mutual emergence that our culture sustains our relationship to the land and each other. 

Humans seem to continue to teach each other that we are superior to nature, and that we can 

live without it because we have the technology to create a synthetic world. We speak about our 

environmental attachments and yet have no issue with clearing land to plant forestry or to 

destroy sensitive ecosystems such as our wild wetlands. 
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Ngāherehere 

The Inseparable bond 

 

Te Rohe Pōtae /Te Hau Kāinga 

Homelands 

 

Ka tuwhera ngā ringa ka karanga 

ki ngā uri kua korā rā 

hoki mai ki te kāinga 

Te whenua e tū e kore e pahemo  

Hoki ki te pūtake ngā pū korero e. 

Te matua he whenua, 

tau iho tau iho tau iho 

 Ko wai he kaingaki 

i ngā māra whetengi  

e kore e papato 

i te kore e takahia. 

Maranga kia mau ki te 

mātauranga 

mātiro ki te ao mārama 

me anga whakamua e. 

My hands reach out in this call to all our descendents 

scattered out there 

Return to our homelands  

The land continues to stand and will never slip away 

Return to your roots, to the wisdom in our language. 

The land is our parent 

from generations to generation 

Who will be the cultivators?  

Lest our gardens become parched  

Which will not become harden if 

 we do not tend to them.  

Awaken and hold fast  

to our wisdom (knowledge) 

Look toward the world of light 

Move purposefully into the future. 

 

I refer to this waiata to demonstrate the importance of homelands in our relationships with te mana 

o te Ao Tūroa. I have taken phrases from my mother’s song to illustrate how the concept of hau 

kāinga (homelands) is important to our culture. My mother was Ahikā (Fire Keeper, which means 

to keep the home fire burning). She lived on the papa kāinga (family land) in our rohe pōtae 

(tribal territories).  

 

The fire that burned in my mother (Ahikā kei roto) was extremely strong and bright. She was one of 

our tribal experts and knowledge holders committed to sustaining our homelands and to keep te 

ahikaa (home fire) burning strong. She however could see the impact of a weakened Ahikā, and 

the implications this has on our homelands. Our homelands are our rohe pōtae, (tribal territory), 

rohe tangata (tribally connected home- lands through kinship), and hau kāinga (wind that ‘blows’ 

in the homeland).  
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The hau kāinga is our primary home areas usually associated to a marae (ancestral gathering 

place), hapu ririki (whanau community areas), and kāinga tupu (homeland where we are raised, 

usually ancestral lands). Our kāinga are supposed to be where we are safe, warm, loved, and 

settled. It is where our reo me ōna tikanga is planted and nurtured. Our kāinga provide us with our 

emotional, physical and psychological well-being. Benton (1997) in his research regarding the loss 

of te reo (our language) noted that the retention of our language in Matawaia, my hau kāinga, was 

because of our ability to remain psychologically isolated from the English language. This 

‘isolation’ for me was because my mother purposefully instilled in our cognitive development the 

unmoving belief in the importance of our homelands and reo me ōna tikanga being central to our 

survival and welfare. Many Māori language Teachers and Tangata Whenua/Māori Tikanga experts 

have come from our community. We have had Hawaiian language and culture people visit us to talk 

and learn about how we managed to retain our language and customs within our homelands. I did 

not understand back then how our reo would one day be so important in the revitalisation of 

indigenous languages or indeed indigenous cultures. 

 

Our homelands are our provenance, the places where we originate and are the places where the 

histories of our ancestry reside. Our ancestors lived from the land and waters of these territories. 

These kāinga are the places where we had babies, reared families, and buried our dead. Our 

homelands are where reciprocal place-based relationships were formed (Reid & Rout, 2015). Our 

homelands are more than a location or a property - within these homelands, tribal, sub-tribal, and 

family authorities determine the customary concepts and practices according to the geographies of 

these provenances. They are places where we are culturally moulded, where the Ahikā resides. 

 

Ka wera hoki i te ahi, e mana ana anō 

While the fire burns, the mana is effective 

 

This saying reflects the special meaning of ahikaa (the fire burns). According to Williams (1908, 

p.22) The phrase signifies possession or dominion over a certain territory. From that relationship 

to the land, the person or group herein referred to derives mana. 
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Mā wai hei kaingaki i ngā māra whetengi? 

Who will be the cultivators, lest our gardens become arid? 

 

Our community, as was common with many Tangata Whenua/Māori communities, experi- enced a 

huge exodus of whānau leaving their homelands to seek employment and a ‘better life’ in the cities. 

Although our whānau left, the rate demands from the then Bay of Islands County Council 

continued to be issued even though the land was unoccupied. Much of these lands became in 

arrears with rate payments, which meant that there was potential to lose the land. The local 

Council classed the land as ‘unutilised or under- utilised’. 

 

To address the issue of rates arrears, the local council with support from some of our own people, 

canvassed forestry sector interests in 1971. The reason being that economic development of 

underutilsed land could be achieved through establishing Pinus Radiata Forests, therefore, to 

produce some development income from the land (Miller, 2011). After plans were presented to 

some of the shareholders at local hui (community meetings), the Māori Land Court (MLC) 

amalgamated the lands in March 1974. (Miller, 2011, p.4) The amalgamation consisted of 5500 

hectares of more than 70 separate Māori land titles in the heartland of Ngātihine. Today there are 

4.200 registered owners to the Ngātihine Block. This land is now covered in Pinus Radiata native 

forests once stood. The Ngātihine Forestry Trust was established to administer and manage the 

land on behalf of the shareholders who are descendents to the land. 

 

This structure has changed how we engage with our lands, and indeed has had a great impact on our 

traditional concepts of our homeland. I share this history because my native mother foresaw these 

events. I suspect that it is from this experience that my mother composed this waiata. When I was 

in my early teens, I attended meetings with my mother at our marae where discussions were 

being held regarding the lease of these whānau lands to Carter Holt Harvey Ltd. We, along with 

many other whānau, opposed the proposal because the whānau would lose control of the whenua if 

it was leased to a major forestry company. A significant amount of this ‘underutilised’ land was 

secondary native forests regenerating from the previous onslaught of kauri milling. We also 

opposed the proposal because it would wipe out those remnants of native forests as well as the 

secondary regenerating native forests. This would threaten the already fragile native wildlife, 

adversely affect our water bodies as well as remove the landscape stories, which defined our 

community. 
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The history of the Ngātihine Block has been fraught with enforced court room action, 

fragmentation of whānau and disruption of our natural biodiversity. (Miller, 2011).  I will not go into 

much detail about the history of the Ngātihine Block, because it is not one of tribal solidarity nor did 

it get the same media coverage and assignment of importance as other land issues which were 

happening at the time such as the Māori Land March (1975) and the occupations at Bastion Point 

and Raglan (1978). In my view the history of the amalgamation is one of deceit, corruption, 

manipulation and eventual submission. 

 

My mother composed this song in her later life when the Ngātihine Block was well and truly 

established. Regardless that our community now is enveloped by pinus radiata Forests, where the 

‘growth of assets’ is a priority for the Ngātihine Forestry Trust, she still held true to her conviction 

that it is the reoccupation of our whānau homelands where the survival of our culture and 

mātauranga resides. Without the cultivation and living experience on our homelands, we become 

‘parched and barren’, as does our land. I see the land barren, the pines have been harvested, I 

cringe, and I feel angry. I cannot look upon our valley without the words of my mother bounding 

in my heart. 

 

Many of our whānau who left their lands have had generations of their children and 

grandchildren born and reared in cities and urban places. ‘Homeland’ is an associative connection 

mostly through stories and memoires from their parents and grandparents. Regardless of this 

association, they will not return ‘home’ because they have been reared somewhere else. The 

generational transmission of our lifestyle is fragmented and, in many cases, broken. The notion of 

reoccupation of those lands seems to have become buried amongst the Pines themselves. 

However, my mother continued to express her view about the extreme importance of our 

homelands through her song. Despite the Ngātihine Forestry Trust having been in existence for 

almost 40 years and having had the bulk of the land in plantation forestry for over 30 years, the 

beneficial owners have yet to receive a dividend and there is no prospect that they will do so in 

the near future. 
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He pito kōrero; hoki mai ki te kāinga 

A vignette: Returning home 

Two cabins have appeared on land adjacent to our papa kāinga. We heard through the 

community grapevine that it is the grandson of the whānau who once belonged to that land. He 

has returned with his young family. I have never seen the whānau of that land in my entire 50 

years on this planet. What has been there all my life has been farmland and pinus radiata forestry. 

We have heard that this whānau has returned from Australia. I wish my native mother was here 

to witness this return ‘kua hoki mai ki te kāinga’ (a returning to our ancestral homelands). 

 

Kei te rangirua tonu 

The divide continues 

 

I listened recently to a speech about how our tribal pine forestry trust is performing well. A 

pamphlet was distributed at the end of the speech seeking young trainees for a course in pine 

forestry the trust was coordinating. The idea was that the course would put our young people 

back on the land through the provision of local employment. I was somewhat amused at a 

comment made as a joke that the course should teach these young people nutrition as well. This 

comment was made based on an observation about the junk foods such as pies, chips, and fizzy 

drink the trainees ate and that this was not a healthy way to sustain a working body. 

 

I could not help but see the incongruity of the whole situation, planting pines is supposed to be 

putting our people back on the land to plant pine trees for employment, not to cultivate healthy 

food from those lands. I had to refrain from making a comment when it came to concerns about the 

poor nutrition practices of those young labourers when that same land once housed and fed our 

whānau and community. I celebrate the return of whānau to their ancestral land. However, my heart 

remains sombre when I do not see my tribe actively seeking alternatives to bring our people back 

to their lands; to support the reconnection of our whānau to te mana o te Ao Tūroa. It is only my 

mother’s song in moment such as this that keeps me from submitting to feelings that maybe mana 

and tapu has become lost to my people.  
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A common occurrence I see in modern literature is how our cultural values and principles go 

through a process of hybridization to fit into the subject that is being studied. I do not discount 

that this as valid and positive in some cases, I do suggest however we need to be mindful of how 

far we go when we modify our values and principles in the process of adapting to modernisation. 

As I was searching for literature which related to our homelands, I found a study by Groot, 

Hodgett, Nikora, and Leggat-Cook (2011) on Māori homelessness and how Indigenous cultural 

practices can shape a person’s efforts to retain a positive sense of self and place while homeless. I 

am not singling out this study out because I do not think it has merit. Māori homelessness is a 

trending issue at the moment. It amazes me how the same research I looked at more than 20 years 

ago keeps resurfacing packaged in different wrapping paper. The study recognises that many 

people continue to have a strong association to specific places like our hau kāinga.  

 

However, the exodus of our whānau left for the cities are leaving our homelands empty. According 

to Nikora (2007), through such movements, links to places left behind have been re-configured. 

Values, beliefs, customary practices, and strategies for everyday life have been translocated and 

adapted to urban spaces and city life.  Through such movements, links to places left behind have 

been re-configured. Values, beliefs, customary practices, and strategies for everyday life have been 

translocated and adapted to urban spaces and city life (Nikora, 2007). While Māori have relocated 

from their hau kāinga (tribal homelands) to occupy urban spaces, many, over the course of their 

lives, move between the two locales (Groot, Hodgett, Nikora, & Leggat-Cook, 2011). What I see is 

how important this concept is of belonging to a place even when we may no longer reside in these 

places.  

 

I argue as my mother before me had done, that our homelands need to be populated to keep our 

living story alive. Our homelands are where we work (ngaki) and care for (tiaki) our lands so our 

people are fed and housed amongst communities of care. I empathize with those of us who were 

forced to leave their homelands maybe because of family trauma or unemployment. I also honour 

that it is in our values and principles where mana always resides, ever present, are there for those 

who are ready to reoccupy their homelands. Yet, the pull of the urban spaces remains as strong as 

ever. The movement back to our homelands is increasing, however, it remains relatively weak. 

This is not because of lack of the desire of many of our people to return to our homelands. 

Indeed, those who are moving back to their homelands are doing so with purpose. 
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There is a desire to return to local ‘roots’, to learn and reconnect with local history, to care for the 

homelands, and be able to cultivate food produced from our tribal and whānau lands. When I hear 

the term Māori economy and Māori economic development, I flinch as I think about the pine 

forests that now engulf my community. We appear as a tribe to value asset growth and fiscal 

success above our ancient association and practices in relation to our land. We seemed to now 

view each as separate that is economics in one place, environment in another (unless the latter is 

making money as well). This is not the message of my native mother’s waiata. Wellbeing, the 

land, the natural world, culture, and heritage are all the same thing. When I contemplate the 

fragmentation of our whānau and issues such as homelessness, I sing my native mothers waiata. I 

hear in her music my thoughts of environmental sovereignty; te whenua e tū e kore e pāhemo: the 

enduring and everlasting that provides us with all that we need to know about life and ourselves. 

 

Whanaunga 

Kinship ties 

 

Kāinga also encapsulates the concept of whanaunga (extended family relations). It is our 

whanaunga who continue to make up hapu ririki and Māori communities. Across a tribal 

territory, these hapu ririki or whanaunga collectively constitute a hapu. In my experience, the 

concept of whanaunga is perhaps the most enduring, unbroken relational structure that remains in 

our culture today.  

When I was growing up in our community, I could go to the kāinga of my relatives whenever I 

felt like it and stay as long as I wanted. When I wanted to get away from my kāinga, I could go to 

others without hesitation. There is reflected in this ancient whakataukī; 

 

Ka mate kāinga tahi, ka ora kāinga rua 

When one home is distressed there is always second that is not 

 

This refers to the ancient custom of having two wives. When a chief tired of one, then there was 

the other to please him. Today, this saying is used to mean that something good emerges from 

misfortune. In my version, I view this as a metaphor that celebrates the concept of kāinga 

(home) and the mana that it represents. 
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We can take the old and create a new template based on the mana that is derived from our 

kāinga. Our kāinga are places of learning and understanding te mana o te Ao Tūroa. Most of 

this learning happened outside on our land and water, which is how we learnt our culture and 

about ourselves. My ten-year-old grandson attends Ngā Tao o Hineāmaru (the spears/protectors of 

Hineāmaru), which is a wānanga (formal learning) group only for males. The purpose of the 

wananga is to teach these boys about our tribe through learning from the land and water. My 

grandson gets to learn with his whanaunga (extended relatives) on his ancestral marae 

(communal gathering place) and land through his tikanga (customs) in his tribal language.  

 

This wānanga is organised and delivered by a young Tangata Whenua/Māori man who is 

whanaunga from home. It operates on koha (gifting) of food, money and whatever we can 

provide to support him and the wānanga. There is no government funding; it relies solely on our 

commitment to generating our own tribal culture and identity. This is how I can support my 

grandson to learn about te mana o te Ao Tūroa. He is 10 years old and knows how to control a 

waka (canoe). He knows plants from the native forest. He knows the sound (tongi) of his tribe. 

One only needs to look at programmes like Te Tao o Hineamaru to witness a tribal community 

approach to learn our ecological and cultural literacies. 

 

Ka ora Kāinga i runga i te whenua 

A new home stands on ancestral land 

Recently, we built a rammed earth house back at our kāinga (family land). In our applica- tion 

for the relevant consents with local council, we applied as a papa kāinga (housing on ancestral 

land). I had to redefine what the Council had in its provision for a papa kāinga development to 

enable us to build a papa kāinga according to our own definition of what this meant to us as a 

whānau. My daughter, her husband, and three children live there. They are the ‘uri’ 

(descendents) of my native mother who now live back on the land. It took me 25 years to realise 

this vision. Our kāinga is self-funded, that is, without government assistance or a bank loan.  

There are so many barriers and challenges to establishing papa kāinga, including the very 

definition of what it means. However, mātiro ki te ao mārama is generational, therefore while I 

may not reside in the house myself, we have achieved this vision for the next generations. We 

can never sell this property because of the laws surrounding Māori land. We would never sell 

this property because it means so much more than a commodity to be sold on the open market. 
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Figure 5. Whare Uku (earth home) built on our ancestral land - a return to the land 

 

This project reflects whānau solidarity, the belief in continuity, care of the land, whānau well-

being and identity. We have created a beautiful house and home, not just ‘housing’. Imbued in the 

house is the memory of my native mother, their grandmother, honouring the vision of our tūpuna 

to house our whānau on our ancestral land. It is also our commitment to our hau kāinga and being 

present in the care and protection of our native forest which dominates our tūrangawaewae (standing 

place). My daughter is fifth generation and my grandson is sixth generation who are living and 

growing up on our hau kāinga as I did. This new generation brings with them a new dwelling onto 

our land. This may not be considered a major success as an economic, social, political or even 

environmental project as a tribe. This is our homeland handed down from generation to generation 

to generation. 

 

Recently I was a member of a discussion panel ‘rebuilding papa kāinga’ (Rebuilding our home 

settlements). An issue, which came through the discussion, was concerning Māori landlessness, 

that is, the situation when Māori no longer have land to call a kāinga or shares in land are so 

minuscule that it is not possible to even establish kāinga. My native mother refers to ‘returning to 

our homelands’ this of course is the ultimate goal, however when I hear about Māori landlessness, I 

feel a great sense of sadness. There are too many of us estranged from our kāinga or no longer have 

‘homelands’. Tipene (2018) in his view regarding the commercial success of his tribe Ngāi Tahu, 

stated that what is important is not how much money the tribe of Ngāi Tahu have made but how 

healthy is their tribal reo, and heritage, and the amount of land they acquire back to regain their 

tribal region. My ngākau aroha (loving heart) celebrates our whānau who return to their land.  
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My ngākau aroha also feels happy when our people buy their own land as a means of reclaiming 

their identity. 

 

Kaua e moumou ō kai – He kōrero mana 

Don’t waste your food; a story of mana 

 

‘Kaua e moumou o kai’ (do not waste your food) I hear myself saying to my mokopuna 

(grandchildren). I sound like my mother. ‘Me noho koe ki konā kia mutu rānō o kāi’ (sit there 

until you have finished all your food). ‘Te kai he rangatira, mēnā e kore te kai, e kore koe e ora 

(food is sovereign, without it you would not be alive). 

I hear myself. I have become my mother. 

 

‘Kaua e moumou ō kai’ (do not waste your food) it is a very important aspect of my upbringing 

which strikes straight to the heart of my own personal relationship with Te mana o te Ao Tūroa. 

 

It may seem somewhat unusual to consider food waste, or even general wastefulness as a central 

value and practice of a Tangata Whenua worldview. However, it was very important. In my world, 

‘no waste’ was a mandatory practice, not a choice. There are many traditional practices about how 

to manage waste and to avoid wastefulness. 

 

In my reflections, I share how I understood and practiced this as I was growing up in the late 

seventies, eighties, through to the early nineties. We had to make everything count because we 

did not have the money to buy whatever we wanted, food or otherwise. We just did not waste 

food; in fact, we did not waste anything. Being mindful of ‘not wasting our food’ taught me 

how to appreciate food, to respect its purpose in keeping humans alive. This whakataukī; 

describes to us that: 

Te toto o te tangata, he kai; 

Te oranga o te tangata, he whenua 

The blood of humans is food; 

the sustenance of humans is of the land 

 

Although the lifeblood of humans is formed from food, it is the land, which provides the food 

and therefore keeps us alive. 
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 The value of the land and the need to conserve it for the human community are recognised in this 

saying. ‘Kaua e moumou ō kai’. Today I continue to live this out with my grandchildren so that 

they also understand that wasting food and wastefulness is an offense to Te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa. 

 

He maumaharatanga 

A remembering 

 

Food seemed to dominate our lives. We foraged from everywhere - the side of the road for pūhā 

(thistle) watercress, dandelion and poroporo (deadly nightshade). We used to jump fences into 

farmer’s paddocks for corn, turnips and hainamana (Chinese cabbage, mustard lettuce) which were 

planted as animal feed. We would fish for tuna (eel), cut into the thick flesh of the nikau tree to 

get at the rito (centre shoot of the nikau tree), strip back the leaves of the tī kōuka (succulent part 

of the cabbage tree leaves ) until we could chew the growing tips of the leaf. Our chewing gum 

was the sweet sap of the kauri tree, which bled from lesions in their trunks. We were constantly 

plucking and gutting hens, baking rewana bread (bread made from potato yeast, leaven, and yeast), 

pickling or preserving fruit and vegetables fermenting kānga wai (rotten corn), or baking kanga 

waru. 

 

Most of our fruit came from abandoned homesteads where fruit trees remained. My native mother 

seemed to know all the spots to find fruit and know when they were ready to harvest. Other sources 

of fruit and vegetables were the seconds from vegetable shops. We could buy them very cheaply 

or often they were given to us for nothing out of sympathy to my mother and the many mouths 

she had to feed. We ate the offal and sucked on the fattiest parts of meat. We ate every part, flesh, 

blood and organs. Nothing went to waste on any animal we consumed.  We would often pile into 

our Mark 4 Zephyr to drive on the dusty roads of Matawaia until we hit the tar seal out to the Bay 

of Islands to gather pipi kōkōta (flat bivalve) and huai (cockles), and sit on the rocks where we 

would feast on rock oysters. Kina (sea urchins) and fish were always a treat when a whanaunga 

would drop some off to feed my native mother and her untold brood of children. There always 

seemed to be food being shared with us from our whanaunga (extended family) from our 

community and around the district. My native mother was a sole parent, and aside from us, there 

were many other children who lived with us at different times. However, she always seemed to 

manage to feed us all. 
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Growing up in our home, ‘Kaua e moumou o kai’ seemed to be my mother’s favourite words.  ‘Me 

noho koe ki konā kia mutu rānō o kāi’ Sit there until you have finished all your food. When we 

were children, she would feed us first and wait until we left the table before she would sit to eat. 

We did not have the privilege of leaving food on our plates unless it was scraps: literally, only 

bones or a stray piece of unchewable fat. Often, I would try to escape eating all my food that she 

would put in front of me. Sometimes I would pretend to fall asleep at the table or that I was too 

sick to finish my food. Nothing ever worked. I had to sit there until everything was finished, 

however long it took. There simply was no acceptance of wasting food. 

 

The point I want to make is that we learnt through the act of not wasting our food just how 

important it was not to be wasteful. We were not taught about ‘waste’ at school. Indeed, the 

whole education program about waste is a new phenomenon and a reflection of how much waste 

we now create as human beings. Everything in my upbringing was about not wasting my food. We 

also lived practically by knowing how to reuse, repurpose, recycle and rebuild as much as we 

could. This was normal for us, we were not making a political statement or being ‘alternative’, it 

was the norm. Today we seem to have forgotten to show our children how not to be wasteful and to 

respect food because it keeps us alive. 

 

In 1993, I conducted research into Ngāpuhi traditional values in waste management. The purpose of 

this research was to inform the waste management policies of the Far North District Council 

especially concerning the establishment of landfills in our district. This was my first official career 

step into waste management and minimisation. Twenty-six years later as a member of the NZ Waste 

minimisation Panel, I have become aware of the enomourous amount of food we waste as a 

country which in many cases end up in landfills. ‘Kaua e moumou o kai’ could be a powerful 

lesson to teach people today to resolve the unbelievable amounts of food, which becomes waste. 

Indeed, food waste management and disposal has now become a huge industry. 

 

I read a quote from the legendary David Attenborough in an article by Ings (2019) which says: 

“Don’t waste electricity, don’t waste food, live the way you want to live but just don’t waste”. 

David Attenborough is an English kaumātua mōrehu (a senior elder) who has had a life of 

experience as a Naturalist. Now in his nineties, he advocates for urgent change in human 

consumptive behaviour which is the dominant factor in the destruction to habitats and ecosystems 

and the extinction of animals and plants. In the statement I am reminded of my mother’s constant 

reinforcement ‘kaua e moumou o kai’. How could I have known growing up how important this 

would be in my life’s commitment to manage, minimise and eradicate human waste and 

pollution.  
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Te Mahinga Kai 

The Garden 

 

Anything, which became inedible, that is, scraps or rotten food, would go to the animals. There was 

often not even enough to constitute making compost for our garden. The garden for me was a 

special place because I was constantly there with my native mother. The garden seemed to be 

where my mother was at peace with herself and the world. I can still see her strong huge brown 

hands on a shovel that could turn the clay in two digs; yet those same big hands could gently tie 

the runners of each kūmara plant in a loose knot so they could not take root. The soil on our 

land is mostly silt loam and has a very hard cemented pan just below the surface.  

 

The soil is also formed in strongly weathered mudstone, which is poorly drained and has very 

low natural fertility. It also becomes very wet in winter and is easily pugged. This has been 

largely as a result of the previous milling of the Kauri forest which once dominated this area. 

Digging this soil is either like breaking rock or turning mud. However, through determination and 

perseverance, my mother would create a garden. My role was to collect dried cow dung and 

endless buckets of soil from our native forest to feed our garden. We also were very 

conservative with our water supply. Water was always treated like a taonga (treasure). We relied 

on tank water because most other sources of water were difficult to access. It seemed as if every 

drop was recycled in some form or fashion. To water our garden, we had a big ten-gallon barrel 

to catch as much rainwater as possible.  

 

My mother also loved flowers and was an avid collector of cut offs from other people’s 

gardens. Mules (2010 p.10) refers to a quote by Pā Henare Tate as he recalls memories of his 

mother’s multisensory approach to gardening: “Tētahi o ngā kōrero o tōku whaea pēnei, Kaua e 

whāngai te puku nahe, me whāngai noa i ngā kanohi.” What she meant by that is, do not just 

provide physical food, but provide food for the eyes. She made a distinction between vegetables 

and flowers. My mother also had a leaning toward exotic plants because of the benefits they 

could bring to the garden. For example, we had a Venus flytrap growing by our front window to 

catch flies. Her selection of plants was not only for aesthetical reasons. In today’s world of 

sustainability and regeneration trends, we would call it companion planting. The plants that were 

chosen for functionality as well as beauty, providing natural pest control and diversity which I 

suspect she did not consciously know was contributing to rebuilding the ‘parched’ soil. 
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My interest and practice of Mollison’s concept of permaculture originates from my experiences with 

my native mother in our garden. I must add that whilst I practice permaculture, I do not see 

myself as practicing an ecologically scientific approach. What I see is an approach that works with 

me to produce food, to build upon my own gardening experiences and to do so give back to the 

earth for the privilege it provides me. I see the development of permaculture as a continuing 

narrative with its origins from indigenous knowledge and practice.  Mollison (1988) who 

explored permaculture recognised indigenous knowledge. Permaculutre is now a system, which 

many indigenous peoples embrace in the production of food.  

 

In my view, my mother’s love of flowers illustrates more than aesthetic beauty, it is also 

adaptation and adjustment with the use of introduced plants that could help rebuild our soil from 

the previous onslaught of European forestry and farming. Often landscapes are considered a 

cultural adaptation and adjustment as a response to changed environmental circumstances (Mules 

2010). However, it is also important to include this in the wider context of relationships and the 

frameworks which support cultural systems such as kaingaki and kaitiaki. Some of my fondest 

memories and lessons in life come from working with her in our gardens. When I was young, I 

could not dig the clay as she did, so I would contribute by what I could physically handle. Later, 

in life when I was old enough to dig, I truly appreciated how difficult it was to cultivate this hard 

land and her determination to produce food to help feed us. My mother was a kaingaki (Cultivator) 

of the land, and gatherer of food. She was also a kaitiaki (caretaker) of the land and the many 

whānau who lived with us through the years.  

 

A kaingaki and kaitiaki are intrinsically linked to each other: to cultivate was to care, to care was 

to cultivate. I am now a kaingaki and kaitiaki as my mother was because I went with her into that 

garden. I cannot discuss the relationship between plants and human in a detached manner because 

it was not a detached activity in my life. I learnt and saw mana in those gardens and connected 

spiritually with my native mother as Tangata Whenua (person from and of the land). My native 

mother once described to me an ancient method of rotational gardening used by our ancestors. 

She described these forest gardens as ‘waerenga’, which were rotated to enable the soil to 

renourish itself. Forest gardens tend to regenerate quicker because of the natural fertilisation of 

the forest. I went off into our ngahere to vision what they may have looked like and how it would 

work. I am not sure if I had a ‘spiritual’ moment as I conducted my visioning, however, I felt like 

I was literally a part of the forest and could somehow ‘feel’ where would have been the best place 

to locate a waerenga.  
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Grey and Patel (2015) assert that both landscapes and foodscapes occupy a simultaneously 

physical, spiritual, and social geography and just as kinship is not restricted to consanguine human 

beings, sacredness does not merely congeal in particular places, but is a quality of the totality of 

the natural world. 

 

Figure 6. Te mana o te mahinga kai 

We planted this kumara garden to honour of our ancestors who over a hundred years ago 

culivated this land to feed our whānau. These children are all descendents from those ancient 

whānau. This garden is more than food; it represents reclamation of place, identity, and love. 

 

He tapu he noa rānei te kai 

Is food sacred or ordinary? 

It seemed to me back then that food was tapu (sacred) to my mother. Food, as I continue to 

reinforce, very rarely went to waste in our home. Lots of rules and etiquettes were associated 

with food. For example, we were not allowed to throw food at each other (my mother would 

cringe if she ever saw the game ‘toss the egg’).  

We did not put clothing or hats on tables or places where food was prepared, fruit and 

vegetables had to be picked a certain way, always eat what is given to you as a guest in 

someone’s home, never smell food before eating, do not stand over food, to name but a few. My 

native mother was a sole parent so most of our food came from her efforts. 
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I realise now that when she talked about ‘whakanoa’ (to make un-sacred), she was not only 

referring to a process to keep us safe from the lack of understanding on the depth of sacredness 

in our culture. She was also referring to a process that enabled her to ‘make ordinary’ certain 

activities in food gathering and production, which once was only the role of men. It is difficult 

to describe how my mother felt toward food.  

Her being was almost reverent, respectful, and somehow always with a feeling of gratefulness 

that she could provide food to feed us. I wondered sometimes if it was because most of our food 

was provided from nature as we foraged and hunted, or because it was supplied by whanaunga 

who cared and loved us. Therefore, food was about association to place and to others, it was 

more than what was placed in front of you and you choosing what or even whether you would 

eat it. Although food is generally considered noa (not sacred, removes tapu), we were reared to 

respect food as sacred (tapu) for its life-giving properties and association to feeding and hosting 

people. Today, I still maintain respect for food. I find the wastefulness and lack of respect we 

have as a westernised society towards food disturbing, even barbaric. In my mother’s waiata 

there is a sense of deep emotional attachment to place which creates her motivation to action. The 

determination and perseverance she had to cultivate food even in the hard clay loam, the 

endless cow dung, food scraps, and soil from the forest to increase the fertility of the land. 

Milton (2002 p.150) argues “without emotion there is no commitment, no motivation, and no 

action”.  

We were committed to the production of food, regardless of how hard the soil was that we worked 

with. Damasio (1999) further asserts that emotions are fundamentally an ecological phenomenon 

in the formation of consciousness. In my discussion of ‘whakarongo ki te hau’ the tauākī o Kawiti, 

I have argued that in being able to communicate with nature, there comes a sense of 

understanding that the natural world does have a mauri (life force). Mules (2010) notes that it is 

these perceptual and sensory experiences within a garden scape, which constitute cultural values 

and practices which inform meaning that these experiences have in human life. When I think 

about this as a woman, what I see is incredible strength, endurance, and commitment to the land 

and all that it means. The sacrifice that is needed to keep culture alive is mana beyond what 

words cannot express. Kimmerer (2013, p.338) gives some insight as she writes: In the 

indigenous worldview, a healthy landscape is understood to be whole and generous enough to be 

able to sustain its partners. It engages land not as a machine but as a community of respected non-

human persons to whom we humans have a responsibility…reconnecting people and landscapes 

is as essential as re-establishing proper hydrology or cleaning up contaminants. It is the 

medicine for the earth. 
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Te Mana o te Maramataka 

The power of the lunar calendar 

 

The Maramataka (lunar calendar) is undeniably the most important reflection of te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa in our traditional world which informed our relationship with the natural world. The Sun, 

Moon and stars were an integral part of practices pertaining to agriculture, architecture, fishing, 

calendrical systems, and exploration.  Although early ethnographers attempted to record this 

knowledge, their works seem to only reflect a somewhat superficial level of understanding (Harris, 

Matamua, Smith, Kerr & Waaka, 2013). 

Our ancestors lived by the rhythm of the environment. The lunar calendar told us when its ready 

and we must respond. It is a different way of syncing into our environment and time, and our 

ancestors knew that. My mother moved to this notion of relativity of time. We did not literally 

follow a ‘maramataka’ per se, but she would know when to go and catch a particular tuna (eel) 

that she knew lived in a particular location. The maramataka remains applicable to the local 

environment from where we are raised. For example, we are a tribe who comes from the ngahere 

(forest), the freshwater, and swamplands. Therefore, our understanding of the maramataka is 

appropriate to this environment. My mother knew the moon cycles that were best to plant our 

gardens or when was the best times to catch different species of tuna (eel). Conversely, our 

relatives, who lived by the sea, had their own specific maramataka for the best times to catch 

different fish. My views of te maramataka Māori have recently been influenced by the 

presentation of Rangi Matamua (2019) concerning the revitalisation of Māori astronomy. 

Professor Matamua noted:  

We do not need this knowledge to survive anymore; we hunt and fish at the supermarket. Take 

my word for this, in the next twenty years the two biggest issues apart from global warming, 

will be access to fresh water and food sovereignty. So, colonised people telling us what we 

should eat, when we should eat, how we should eat, other people will control our food. 

Notwithstanding this comment, Professor Matamua also reminded the gathering, the mana or 

power of the maramataka can pull trillions of water from one side of the planet to the other and 

in a few hours and then pulls it back the other way. If it does that to the ocean what, then does it 

do to us when a large proportion of our bodies are made up of water?  
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Mitchell, Hamilton, Steggerda and Bean (1945) interestingly found that the brain and heart 

are composed of 73% water and the lungs are about 83% water. The skin contains 64% water, 

muscles and kidneys are 79% and bones 31%. Western science tells us that our bodies constitute 

a high amount of water. Ko au te awa, ko te awa ko au (I am the river, the river is me) becomes 

even more valid as I reaffrim the concept of our inseparability from the natural world, indeed 

from the very movement of the lunar calendar. Roberts, Weko, and Clarke (2006) note that 

following European settlement the maramataka became progressively replaced by timekeepers 

such as clocks and watches and a monthly calendar based on the annual movements of the sun.  

Accompanying its demise was the loss of knowledge and practices associated with the 

movements of the planets and stars, of the tides and of each moon night. Loss of land and 

resources including traditional horticultural crops accompanied by the drift to cities further 

resulted in loss of the maramataka knowledge associated with these food resources. Matamua 

(2019) further adds that a bigger coloniser than religion and education, is time. To colonise a 

people is to colonise their system of time, colonise not only who they are but when they are.  

Our time system is relevant to the environment we come from. Today we have a universal time 

system that is essentially a system of oppression because we buy into to it. The universalisation 

of time around the world is the greatest form of control. Time is a coloniser.  Our concept of ‘te 

wā’ (when it happens) is now dictated by a clock that tells us it happens now. Today we use 

complex digital devices, drive complex machines, and engage in consumptive behaviour. We have 

become attuned to this westernised environment, which is terribly complex and detached from 

the natural world.  

We manipulate our environment so we can have food whenever we feel like it. We manipulate 

our environment, so we dictate what we want from it. This is the major difference with the 

Gregorian western solar system we follow today and the lunar calendar our ancestors 

followed.Notwithstanding the fragility of our maramataka knowledge, in my view the 

maramataka continues to remind us of our relationship with te mana o te Ao Tūroa.  
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Today we can tell the effects of climate change, loss of biodiversity and the constant barrage of 

land modifi- cation from the capacity to read the maramataka. In my mother’s song, she refers to te 

Ao mārama. Te Ao mārama is also a reference to our celestial whānau. In this interpretation, she 

tells us to look toward the world of light for guidance and strength. 

 

Maranga mātiro ki te ao mārama kia 

mau ki te mātauranga 

me anga whakamua e. 

 

Raise up and look to the world of light Hold 

fast to our knowledge 

 

Roberts, Weko and Clark (2006) further note that motivated by concerns about the sustainability 

of natural resources and a desire to create technologies that are more envi- ronmentally as well 

as socially compatible, scientists are also becoming interested in understanding the scientific 

basis of traditional knowledge possessed by Māori such as the maramataka. There is also 

resurgence with the maramataka in our culture as our people continue to build and apply these 

traditional knowledge’s in today’s world. In the future, I also envision a greater awareness of 

maramataka as a valid approach which could provide insights into climate change and loss of 

biodiversity.  

 

Te Mana o te Kai 

Food Sovereignty 

 

My native mother was able to foresee that we must be responsible for revitalising and restoring 

our sacred relationships with our ancestral homelands through the production and procurement of 

food. In doing so, we also revitalise our ecological knowledge.  As Waziyatawin (2012) states, the 

more we learn to restore local food practices, the more likely we are to define those practices, 

and the stronger our cultural ties to our homelands become. When I reflect on the concept of food 

sovereignty there is no clear separation with environ- mental sovereignty. When I was in Mexico 

during January 2020, I discovered that food sovereignty was associated with the right for 

indigenous people to feed themselves from their own lands and other natural resources.  
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Autonomous food production was therefore a form of resistance by indigenous peoples against the 

adverse impact of western economics on their self-sufficient and small-scale farming lifestyles. 

The food sovereignty movement was originally initiated in 1996 by a transnational organisation 

of peasants, La Via Campensina, representing 148 organisations from 69 countries. The 

organisation called for the right of all peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food and the 

right to define their own food and agricultural systems (Cote, 2016). The organisation was 

formed in response to the marginalisation of small-scale farmers through destructive economic 

policies, which removed them from their land and forced them into the global market economy 

as labourers (Patel, 2009). The movement framed its position within the larger ‘rights-based’ 

discourse to assert its right to self-determination and decolonial mobilization embodied by 

Indigenous peoples throughout the world. 

 

This definition of food sovereignty is in stark contrast to the trending ‘westernised’ view of 

food sovereignty. In this westernised view food sovereignty is to know where one’s food is 

grown to satisfy the consumer trend to be ‘healthy, organic and sustainable’. This does not 

relate to the struggles of indigenous peoples based on rights and resistance. Nor does it relate to 

my native mothers waiata where food production is about culture, identity, continuity, and place. 

Tūrangawaewae 

A land where one stands 

 

Tūrangawaewae is the most intimate place that defines our identity. Tūrangawaewae is defined 

as a domicile, standing, place where one has the right to stand - place where one has rights of 

residence and belonging through kinship and whakapapa (genealogical connection). 

Tūrangawaewae when translated as two words means ‘tūranga’ (standing place) and ‘waewae’ 

(feet). Tūrangawaewae is like marking one’s territory or land, it is a concept that declares ‘my 

feet are firmly on this ground’. I am responsible to this land as were my ancestors before me. 

Tūrangawaewae is the connection to our ancestral homelands, it is more than a property, it is a 

commitment to the histories and narratives   of the family and of the land. Our tūrangawaewae 

is where social, political, economic and environmental realities are lived every day. 
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 My tūrangawaewae is where we could discuss political matters freely, traded our goods and 

services amongst each other and the wider community and learnt about the natural world that 

surrounded us. My tūrangawaewae is called Takenui (important matters) located in our 

community Mata- waia (weeping eyes). We were taught about our tūrangawawae from a very 

young age. My eldest son was three years old when I recall my mother guiding him to perform a 

mihi (welcoming speech) to whanaunga (relatives) who would come to our home ‘Nau mai ki 

taku tūrangawaewae’ (welcome to my standing place in the world). My son has never forgotten 

that grounding and sense of belonging. The concept of tūrangawaewae today has moved beyond 

the boundaries of tribal homelands. The meaning of tūrangawaewae has moved into a wider 

definition in relation to finding a sense of belonging and as a means of finding identity (Pearce, 

2008). According to Fukayama, (2000) Tangata Whenua/Māori who left their homelands to find 

employment and live in urban areas tended to focus on their commonalities rather than on tribal 

differences, and cross-tribal Tangata Whneua/Māori’ identity became stronger. 

 

 Marae became the tūrangawaewae for Tangata Whenua//Māori in these urban areas through the 

retribalization of our people in these urban landscapes. Notwithstanding this phenomenon, there 

remains an associative connection to traditional tūrangawaewae through the reciting of pepeha 

when one stands to mihi (speech) on our marae regardless where they may be located.  The concept 

of tūrangawaewae also appears with other peoples as they engage with the concept of belonging. 

Brown and Teena (2002) employ tūrangawaewae or Tu’ungava’e to express the reclaimed as places 

of belongingness, places in which informal alliances among Māori and Pacific groups are being 

forged. Such is the power of tūrangawaewae as a concept that describes the notion of identity and 

belonging to place.In my view, tūrangawaewae is a concept that holds the responsibility of mana for 

our whenua specific to our family lands and hapu ririki (sub-subtribes). However, I do not 

discount the sense of belonging in the broader context of tūrangawaewae being applied in the sense 

of detribalization even nationhood.  Feeling like one belongs is emotion attachment and affinity 

when cultivated, which brings us close to a relationship of mana with the natural world in which 

one resides. We can mould our identity to accommodate te mana o te Ao Tūroa in so many ways 

now without having to reoccupy our homelands. We can have identity according to our concepts 

and be safe from what we may be escaping from our homelands. We are a product of our time and 

non-Māori are embracing these concepts as well.  
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In my world, I know Pākehā (NZ Europeans) who have embraced how important tūrangawaewae 

is to our culture. Theses people see the stripped earth through our eyes, the lost and stolen history, 

concepts, practices, and knowledge.  This is indicative of our modern reality; we can have 

tūrangawaewae anywhere with anyone. When I refer to te ahikaa kei roto (the fire that burns 

within), I also view this as an inner connection or consciousness to our culture and heritage which 

we carry no matter where we reside. I have discovered that ahikā remains alive in our people, and 

for me that has been a powerful discovery. However, our home fires (Ahikā) of our traditional 

tūrangawaewae are dimming. This is now a recognised concern that our puna pū kōrero (pool of 

learned speakers) who remain on our tūrangawaewae are seriously diminished. When I 

investigate the animal kingdom, I see different animals and how they intimately know the 

territories and ecosystems within which they live and survive. Sometimes I wonder if we have 

lost this natural ability as humans. For me, I always strive to respect the forces of nature which I 

know I do not have control over. What I can do is to respect my tūrangawaewae wherever that may 

be for the sustenance it provides me both in a physical and spiritual way. 

 

Whakapapa/ Tātai hono 

Genealogical and direct blood connections 

 

It is with trepidation that I express a view on whakapapa (genealogical relationships) as a 

construct of mana and identity. I am not good at whakapapa or tātai hono (direct bloodline 

relationships). Often with the use of Tangata Whenua/Māori concepts in literature, there is an 

underwritten perspective that we all somehow are learned or capable of applying these concepts 

because they are ‘common’ values. Whilst we may have a general affinity and understanding of 

these values, this does not mean that we are all ‘experts’ in the details that are contained within 

the application of these values. I struggle to remember the genealogies of my heritage: human, 

godly, or otherwise.  

 

As hard as I may practice, remembering lengthy genealogies keep evading me. What I know in 

this regard is in my view is relatively basic. On the other hand, my native mother was indeed 

an expert. She could recite the whakapapa and tātai hono of nearly anyone who encountered her.  
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My eldest son has inherited this talent for whakapapa. It truly is an amazing skill, the ability to 

remember vast amounts of names and places. Whakapapa and tātai is very important to identity 

and te mana o te Ao Tūroa. It is however a highly specialised skill to acquire and to understand. 

According to Murton (2012), to “know” one’s self is to know one’s genealogy. To “know” about 

a tree, a rock, the wind, or the fishes in the sea, is to know their respective genealogies. In its literal 

translation, whakapapa means “to place layers, one upon another”. In a genealogical sense, it 

provides a framework for understanding historical descent, patterns, and linkages such that 

everything-animate and inanimate-is connected within a single-family tree (Murton 2012). 

 

However, whakapapa for me as a Tangata Whenua/Māori being is what I refer to as grounding; to 

whakapapa (to ground). This works for me because it provides me with a technique to remember 

at least to some degree those genealogical and familial relationships. When I recite my pepeha to 

establish my identity and whakapapa, I become grounded in my historical ancestry. Not everyone 

in our whānau (family) or tribe is an expert at either whakapapa or tātai tono. My native mother as a 

tribal expert was held in high esteem for her skill. My mother knowing my lack of capacity in this 

discipline, would ‘ground’ me in as much as I could manage. For example, with mana tangata, 

she taught me to go back only as far as three or four generations in a direct line.  

 

This was the easiest route for me to navigate and to understand my lineage. I did not need to go 

back to what she termed ‘te rangi tūhāhā’ (the esoteric beginning of the cosmos). When I 

understood my basic lineage, I can begin to understand my relationship to others and to the 

environment. That was my ‘grounding’. I was not excluded from whakapapa or tātai hono 

because of my skill level. In this view, whakapapa represents lived experiences and is a means to 

recall memories which keep whakapapa alive. This study is a demonstration of whakapapa 

because it is based on a scholarship grounded in my native ancestry. 

 

Regarding the natural world, place names as whakapapa were one way that I could remember 

the detail of different histories, locations of significance, and landscapes. For example, 

previously I wrote about our tūrangawaewae, which is called Takenui. Takenui when translated 

means ‘discussions of great importance’. I know therefore that our tūran- gawaewae has 

significant tribal history and ancestral whakapapa.  
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In the formal understanding of this whakapapa, the full name of our tūrangawaewae is Nga 

Takenui o Whē: The important issues or discussion of Whē. Whē was the physically challenged 

son of Hine-a-Maru, our eponymous chieftess. Whē was named after the ngāngara (insect) Whē 

(a caterpillar) which he was fed as a child. I got to know that he was highly strategic and 

although he was physically challenged with his club feet, he was very sharp and astute.  

My tūrangawaewae was where he would hold council with his sons and other tribal figures to 

strategize important matters of war and politics. The fact he had club feet is remembered in the 

name of our community awa (stream). Whē got stuck in the awa trying to wade across. The 

name of our awa is Te Raparapa-o-Ngā-waewae-o-Whē: Place where the feet of Whē became 

stuck. There is more that continues with this narrative, but I use this whakapapa to demonstrate 

how in this form of grounding are the interrelationships with the natural world within my own 

tūrangawaewae relationships. Even though in many instances, I may not have known the detailed 

‘science’ behind every element of the natural world, ‘my world in my being’ was being cultivated 

to enable the seed of cultural and heritage meaning to grow and flourish. 

 

 I refer to ‘grounding’, which is to ‘whakapapa’. Papa is the earth, which is an abbreviated term 

derived, as I know it, from Papa tū ā nuku: our earth mother. This is how I view whakapapa, not 

specifically layer upon layer, but an unfolding and continuous spiral, a means to cultivate mana 

tangata, our whanaungatanga (relationship) to the natural world, and to help me to understand the 

very nature of existence itself. 
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Te Ako i Te mana o te Ao Tūroa 

The Entwinement of te Mana o te Ao Tūroa. 

 

During the early eighties, our tribal elder and leader Sir James Henare, undertook a series of 

Wānanga (learning seminars) across the marae of our region. The purpose of these hui 

(gatherings) was to share as much of his mātauranga (knowledge) as possible with our hapu. 

The reason for the Wānanga was that he was ailing and was finding it increasingly difficult to 

continue his role as a keeper of our tribal knowledge. The Waitangi Tribunal Claim WAI262 

(2011) also had a bearing on his decision to conduct knowledge Wānanga. His intention was 

that by sharing his knowledge it would become the responsibility of all the tribe to carry our 

Ngātihine knowledge-ahakoa rahi, ahakoa iti -be it great or be it small- meaning that it did not 

matter if one captured a little of the knowledge or a lot of our knowledge.  

 

The notion of ahakoa rahi, ahakoa iti was that this could give our Ngātihine reo me ōna tikanga 

a wider chance in the contemporary world to survive. As our leader, his final gesture of love for 

his people was to impart as much knowledge as possible so that our tribal wisdom would 

endure. At that time the WAI262 claim was very active with many of our elders in strong 

support of a claim to protect, sustain and enforce ownership of our mātauranga, especially from 

commercialisation and the ongoing adverse impacts of economic activity on our environment.  

Sir James was a great advocate of early childhood development in relation to the entwinement of 

our children te reo me ōna tikanga as the pathway to our cultural knowledge. At one of these hui, 

he spoke about a traditional learning style which was applied during early childhood which he 

learnt in the Whare Wānanga (Upper Learning House). 

 

In the ancient times, our children were conscientized from a young age to attune with their 

environment through their senses. This approach was applied during early childhood through 

learning that engaged their sense of touch, smell, taste and listening before seeing with their eyes. 

For example, the children would be blindfolded and given a variety of plants to taste. A kumara 

was used as a familiar sample to neutralise the senses during this learning session. This would go 

on until the child knew the taste of the plant before they were shown what it was.  
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What fascinated me about this approach was how it engaged learning through multi-sensory 

perception. Shams and Seitz (2008) argue that multisensory training protocols, as opposed to 

unisensory protocols, can better approximate natural settings and, therefore, produce greater and 

more efficient learning.  However, perception in a western education system has traditionally 

been viewed as a modular function with the different sensory modalities operating largely as 

separate and independent. Furthermore, according to Luriia (1987), memory research shows that 

multisensory exposure can result in a superior recognition of objects compared to unisensory 

exposure. Therefore, this suggests that auditory-visual stimulation of one sense alongside another 

can provide a superior memory capacity. Memory and multisensory learning in my view are 

central to mātauranga acquisition and development. It is in these memories and remembering 

where we store our traditional knowledge; ahakoa he iti, ahakoa he rahi (be it great or be it small). 

 

I did not experience this ancient practice as a formal approach in early childhood as I have 

described from the kōrero of Sir James. However, as I thought about this method, I realised that 

being informed by our senses was embedded within our everyday lives as children. I learnt 

unconsciously the ability to remember and retain memories as central to the generational 

transmission process. Intergenerational transmission of culture using approaches such as multi 

sensory learning is how we use to keep our knowledge alive and in practice. When we learnt 

things through taste, smell, seeing and listening either repetitionally or as a single event 

(especially if it brings pain), it is very hard to unlearn. 

 

It is these forms of entwinement that seemed to me to embed my relationship with te mana o te 

Ao Tūroa. I also find it interesting where Shams and Seitz (2008) further note that the research 

into multisensory learning provides an overwhelming set of new findings that overturns the 

view of the traditional assumptions that unisensory protocols is more effective in learning. 

 

Ko taku mana ko te repo 

The repo is my mana 

My reflections of ‘nature-based learning’ in relation to te mana o Te Ao Tūroa take me back to 

our repo kōrari: our swamplands. Our swamps and wetlands are one of the natural features that 

define our tribe of Ngātihine. We are also known as te iwi hī tuna (the people who fish eels). This 

is our mana because we know these ecosystems and how to live from them. 
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We knew every detail of the animals and plants in our repo, the rahi (big) me te iti (small) 

nothing went unobserved. We had swamp experts who could recite every plant, animal and 

history of these places. This was mana, these whānau (family) both as individuals and collectively 

were the mana of our tribe. I refer here to the tuna because they were in abundance in our repo 

kōrari. I used to go with my native mother into these places to fish for them. It was part of my 

tribal culture and what we did in our everyday lives. I detest the hunting for tuna and have done 

so since I was a child. I do not have a problem with the tuna itself, rather, it is having to touch 

them as well as killing and cleaning them that is the problem. I was not alone in my distaste 

either. I had a couple of other whanaunga who also did not revel in eel hunting or processing 

them. I recall my whanaunga and me talking at length about our distaste of this animal, dry 

retching at the thought of their smell and slimy bodies.  

 

Regardless of how we felt about the job, we would participate with the whānau in cleaning and 

preparing them.As I reflected on this aspect of our tribal customs, I found that I could recall at 

least eight different methods of catching these animals, even after all these years, even with my 

continued distaste of how they feel to the touch. This is the power of mana, it always remains with 

you, regardless of where or what we do. When the battle between commercial harvesting of eels 

and Tangata Whenua/Māori attempts to stop and control the eel quota was at its height, I was our 

hapu representative on environmental matters at the time. The grandparents and parents of the 

whanau who are now involved in the monitoring of waterways, and initiatives that attempt to protect 

our eel species which have now become endangered, were at the forefront of those initial battles. 

We told them all this would happen, however commercial interests prevailed, and things simply 

moulded into a different kete (basket). 

 

My whanaunga who were my comrades in our shared distaste of the tuna would sit in those 

consultation meetings with commercial eel fishers and representative of the Ministry of Fisheries 

giving me ‘knowing’ looks as I stood there ‘facilitating’ those meetings. Sometimes they would have a 

giggle as I relayed our relationship to the tuna because they knew how I really felt about those 

animals. Although my whanaunga and I shared those feelings, we equally were there with our 

whānau to battle against what was happening to our tuna. We have a relationship with this animal 

and respect what they bring to our culture.  
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They equally have a right to exist in our world. According to Sullivan (2010, p.112), the global 

machine has required the iterative ‘disembedding’ of people from land, and of land from ‘nature’ 

in service to the exchange of ‘fictitious commodities’ namely land, money and labour. But while 

modernism has been one of the keys to the contemporary world’s material success, it has meant 

that humanity’s relationships with the wider world have been compromised. We need these 

relationships more than ever. Shifting the western economic paradigm may seem a lofty aspiration. 

However, our cultural concepts of learning about the natural world that are based on an emotional 

perspective maybe more important and valuable than we realise to achieve such an aspiration. 

 

Kia Mōhio kia Mātau 

To know, to be wise 

 

E kore e mōnehunehu te pūmahara Mō ngā momo rangatira o neherā 

Nā rātou i toro te nukuroa o te Moananui a Kiwa  

me Papa-tū-ā-nuku Ko ngā tohu o ō rātou tapuwae 

I kākahutia i runga i te mata o te whenua 

He taonga he tapu, he taonga he tapu, he taonga he tapu. 

 

We cannot forget 

the noble ones of times long past 

who explored the unimaginable expanse of Kiwa’s ocean and settled her many lands. 

For their footprints clothe these islands of ours and their teachings are etched in the soil. 

A sacred legacy, a treasured inheritance 

 

James Henare (translation by Waitangi Tribunal) WAI262 vol 1 introduction 
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He Whakamārama 

An explanation 

 

This kōrero by Sir James Henare is the opening statement to the Waitangi Tribunal Claim WAI 262 

(2011, p.1). This Waitangi Tribunal claim is known as the Māori flora and fauna claim. The claim 

arose from Māori concerns about the collection and use of indigenous plants for scientific 

research and for commercial ends. This expanded as Māori also expressed concern about the 

extent of the research collection, and commercialisation that was taking place on mātauranga 

Māori. Many were also concerned that mātauranga Māori concerning indigenous flora and fauna 

were being lost, as were the species themselves. This kōrero expresses the wealth that is 

contained in our ancient cultural ecological knowledge. Our ancestors navigated the oceans using 

the movement of the stars, sun and moon as guides, and the currents of the waves and winds to 

direct sailing vessels to new lands. Our ancestors, because of the cloud formation, gave the name 

Aotearoa to this country. Aotearoa literally means the land of the long white cloud. My native 

mother also always reaffirmed and honoured our ancestors for bringing us to this beautiful island. 

The histories I heard from her and Himi Tau (Sir James) filled me with awe as I thought about 

how our ancestors adapted to this new world almost instantly and built a complex, artistic, and 

sophisticated society in only a few centuries.  

 

Manuka Henare in an interview with He Tohu (2018) explains that from the 16th century through 

to the 19th century Māori society was blossoming, and it is in this period that Māori carvings as we 

know it today was taking off. Paintings were also taking off so clearly something was happening. 

To enable this, take off in art and form, usually that’s because there is a healthy economy to 

sustain the activities. The high level of art form that we see from 16th century tells you that there 

must have been a dynamic economy because it meant certain persons were free to concentrate 

solely on art form. 

 

Our ancestors weaved together the experiences and observations they made as they travelled. In 

our ecological knowledge were more than physical observations of the natural world. These 

experiences were also the source of expression about our psychological and emotional behaviour. 

The Waitangi Tribunal Claim WAI 262 (2011, p.2) further explains how these ancient ancestors 

who travelled from Hawaiki adapted old technologies to local conditions, and invented new ones.  
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They found new names for unfamiliar plants and animals, created explanations for why each 

species had its own unique characteristics, and how those species related to each other and their 

human observers. Cote (2016) describes how indigenous cultures are shaped by deep and 

meaningful relationships to the land, water, plants and animals that have sustained them and 

asserts that it is antithetical to the relationship to that of the western society. In her view the 

indigenous eco-philosophy that underlies the ability of Indigenous peoples to maintain dignified 

relationships to the land and food system is in sharp contrast to the Eurocentric belief, inherent in 

the world view proposed by European philosopher Rene Descartes, that humans are to dominate 

and control nature, and therefore seek to ‘manage’ the land that provides us with our food. 

Indigenous eco-philosophy reinforces belief that humans do not manage land, but instead only 

manage our behaviours in relation to it (Wilson,1978). The concept of an indigenous eco–

philosophy is interesting as I reflect upon te mana o te Ao Tūroa.  

 

The term eco-philosophy, however, gives me a sense of categorisation or separation. When I 

discuss Te Ruki Kawiti, my native mothers and the statement of my elder Sir James Henare, these 

are not eco-philosophies; they are a proclamation that speaks to me of Ki a mōhio ki a mātau; 

knowing because of knowledge.  When we were growing up, there were strict guidelines around 

certain mātauranga depending on the level of sacredness. Meyer (2019) in her conference 

presentation regarding indigenous evaluation methods argues that ‘mōhiotanga is a higher 

frequency than mātauranga’. Mōhiotanga is knowing, mātauranga is knowledge. 

 

Myer asserts that, the distinction between knowing and knowledge is that one is a verb and the 

other is noun.  I agree with this claim where we need to be getting into the verb nature of the world. 

English people tend to use knowledge and knowing in the same way. In this sense, knowing our 

ecological knowledge is acquired through action. I do not discount that we live in a world where 

most of us must rely on written words from historic records to learn our culture. Indigeneity as 

Meyer (2019) explains is a viewpoint of continuity. If we need to refer to the written records of our 

culture to assist us achieve cultural continuity, then those records for better or worse have value. 
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He Pito Kōrero: Te whakapuihi ano 

A vignette: Rewilding 

 

Recently I was sent an article about the establishment of a nature – immersion school called The Deep 

Green Bush School. (Moffiet,2017) The students attend once per week outside of their regularly 

school. The aim of the school is to learn how to live off the land, being immersed 100% in nature 

in all weather and all seasons. The program is based on a rewilding philosophy.  

 

According to Scout (2008) Rewilding philosophies encourage the conscious undoing of human 

domestication and restoring healthy, biologically diverse communities. 

Rewilding responds to the advesre impact on wildlife from most humans being “civilized” or 

“domesticated” by agrarianism (farmed food) and sedentary social stratification (settling in one place 

permanently).  Scout (2008) further notes that rewilding is considered a holistic approach to living, 

as opposed to specific or separate skills, practices, or knowledges. I do not know how to feel about 

this nature-immersion program. Perhaps somewhat ‘robbed’ right in this moment.  

 

Twenty-five years ago, our whānau submitted a program to the Ministry of Education to deliver a 

nature-based learning program grounded in Te Ao Tangata Whenua/Māori concepts and practices. 

Our goal was to teach our children through ‘hands on’ in the environment. We argued that we could 

still achieve the Ministry’s criteria of literacy, reading, writing science and so forth within a ‘hands 

on’ learning process. Our vision was that our program would support the revitalisation of our 

language and customs, reengage our belief that ‘the world was in our being’, and therefore highlight 

our inseparability with the natural world. 

 

Furthermore, we argued that this would also contribute to the ability of our children to be resilient 

as indigenous people in the modern world. We had the land, the Tangata Whenua/Māori teachers, 

the Māori experts in different aspects of our natural environment (both Māori and non-Māori), 

other expertise in areas such as finance and business, and the children and their whānau. We even 

took our proposal to the 1999 World Indigenous Education Conference where we received 

accolades by fellow Hawaiian and American Indian Scholars and Practitioners. We submitted our 

program to the Ministry of Education for funding which they declined.  
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We tried to massage it under provisions for ‘integrated schools’, ‘Special Character Schools’, and 

even ‘as a ‘private school’. We were directed back to Kura Kaupapa Māori (total language immersion 

school) since apparently this was the place that our proposal belonged.  Kura Kaupapa was considered 

the ‘one stop shop’ for Tangata Whenua learning. We abandoned our initiative because most of our 

Teachers and whānau could not sustain our program financially.  

 

In this moment, I feel robbed when I read that the first registered ‘nature-immersion’ was recently 

approved in 2016. Indeed, this program is quite different to what we proposed. The first point of 

difference is that culturally we believe that knowing a place through ancestral lineage is important. 

Foraging and hunting as I have mentioned is understood because we know these areas. If I were to 

liken this to the ‘wild’, animals usually have a territory where they reside and survive. They move 

only as a result of disruptive events such as natural disasters or lack of food. Therefore, continuous 

occupation is not a weakness, it is a strength in my world. 

 

I say to myself ‘e pai ana (all is good) and celebrate that such an initiative has finally received some 

sort of government funding. The precedence has been set, so maybe now our people who have the 

same vision can take up our own ‘nature-immersion program’. I discovered that the Ministry of 

Education and Department of Conservation collaboratively produced ‘Tai Awatea’ the National 

Education Strategy 2010–2030 (2010). The strategy commits to investing in conservation 

education for a ‘Sustainable and Prosperous Future’ based on a 20-year time horizon. The 

document proposes that the development of ecological literacy and conservation capability is 

critical for New Zealanders’ well-being and prosperity. 

 

In Tai Awatea, the National Education Strategy 2010–2030 (2010, p.2) Al Morrison, the Director 

General of the Department of Conservation asserts, “our young people, along with other New 

Zealanders and visitors, need to understand the value of our conservation inheritance and the 

benefits it provides to our social and economic wellbeing”. Tai Awatea (tide of a new dawn) I 

suspect is an attempt at bringing the metaphorical imagery of new beginnings which comes with 

the new dawn. The irony is not lost on me as I think about our attempts to engage our own 

ecological program those many years ago as a means to strengthen our relationships with the 

natural world. The cynic in me also rumbles when I read about these types of initiatives.  
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They use the word ‘indigenous’ in their marketing to gain acceptance for their ‘nature-based’ 

programs. Often, they charge hefty amounts for the children to attend. As a result, I see a form of 

‘green elitism’ emerging that we seem to believe is the ‘right’ way of being sustainable and so 

forth. 

 

Whakakiia te waka kōrero 

Replenish our canoe 

 

The loss of our taonga o te Ao Tūroa (natural treasures) continues today at an unprecedented rate. 

According to the Ministry for the Environment’s State of the Environment Aotearoa report 

(2019), our unique native biodiversity is under significant pressure from introduced species, 

pollution, physical changes to our landscapes and coast, harvesting of wild species, and other 

factors. Almost 4,000 of our native species are currently threatened with or at risk of extinction. 

This year the native Eyrewell beetle became extinct. The beetle had adapted to the Eyrewell Pine 

Forest. This Pine forest had become the last remaining habitat for the Eyrewell beetle. 

 

Extinction of wildlife as a result of economic activity should no longer be tolerated in our 

country, indeed anywhere in the world. We have branded ourselves as green, clean and 

environmentally conscious, yet we have had an extinction event as recently as 2019. Ngāngara 

(insects) are equally important to the natural world as the land itself. I wonder if this terrible loss 

is due to a lack of traditional ecological knowledge about this insect. 

I could not find any Tangata Whenua/Māori information about the Eyerwell beetle. So, I gave 

the beetle a name that I knew to acknowledge the place this animal had in our Tangata 

Whenua/Māori world. The beetle as I know it is a Pepekē. I share this name to respect and 

remember this animal. 

 

Tangata Whenua/Māori are one of the most researched people in the world. The archives, public 

records, government departments and so forth are full of information about our culture. 

Sometimes it seems to me that everyone seems to think that they know about our culture. My 

concern however is that our children and grandchildren are not learning traditional ecological 

knowledge to the degree that is required to keep it as part of our lived experience.  
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It is the detail of the natural world where relationships and experiences are created. Attachment 

to te mana o te Ao Tūroa is a learning process beyond a few Tangata Whenua/Māori concepts 

being bandied around as being the entirety of our mātauranga or indeed what is our 

understanding of mana. 

 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

 

Many phrases and concepts today categorise forms of cultural expression. Perhaps the most well-

known is the concept of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) which according to Montag et 

al. (2014) refers to a subset of indigenous knowledge, preserved though oral tradition and 

through cultural expressions such as arts, crafts, and ceremonies and the cultivation, collection, 

and preparation of traditional foods.  

 

The preservation of this knowledge is increasingly threatened by the loss of indigenous languages 

worldwide, which affects not only the transmission of TEK through narratives, storytelling, and 

song, but also the understanding of the meaning and significance of other forms of cultural 

expression. 

 

Needlesss to say, this is my experience as a Tangata Whenua, witnessing how fragile our 

traditional reo me ōna tikanga and lived experiences has become. However, I reiterate that in my 

view, te mana o te Ao tūroa does not diminish. I feel this mana as I read the WAI262 claim. Those 

elders all of whom have passed on carried with them a wealth of traditional ecological knowledge. 

They knew the urgency to protect and bring back our mātauranga to the people, so that the lived 

experience of our ecological knoweldge may continue.   

 

In my view, this kōrero of Sir James and the WAI262 claim reminds me that it is my 

responsibility to retain and transmit te reo me ōna tikanga reo and what knowledge I have to offer 

to my children and grandchildren. If I do not hold on to, sustain and revitalise this mātauranga, I 

forfeit the sacredness of wisdom and the essence of being Tangata Whenua.  My fear is that in 

each generation we will move further away from our attachment to te mana o te Ao Tūroa and 

live like we do not need the natural world anymore. 
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He pito kōrero: Te Purutuna: He tauira o te Ao Tūroa 

Vingette: Purutuna: An example from the natural world 

 

I took my grandchildren recently on a visit to the Ruapekapeka Pa site. Ruapekapeka was the 

site where our tupuna Kawiti fought his last battle against the English during the Northern wars 

of 1847. It is said that Kawiti was advised by Mataroria who was one of his senior war 

strategists to build underground trenches based on the purutuna as a form of defence for the 

Ruapekapeka Pa. A Puru Tuna is where hundreds of tuna (eels) would gather in a shallow hole in 

the ground in a tight ball. These purutuna were subterranean passages or underground aquifers 

which tuna use to migrate and hibernate in (Ashby, Brown, Keretene 2014).  

 

The tuna would be able to enter and exit the creek through these underwater passages. Kawiti 

took the advice of Mataroria in hand and adapted the design of the purutuna to create passages 

in the form of underground trenches. These underground trenches were used by warriors to 

fight undetected by the British soldiers and provide defence against heavy artillery. The 

trenches also provided passage in and out of the fortified pa to take in food and water supplies. 

 

This combination of design innovation used in the trenches made it one of the most efficient 

engineering designs that could stand the assault by muskets and heavy artillery. The design of 

Ruapekapeka Pā represents an ingenious indigenous response to European firepower at a time 

when British military technology led the world and is considered worldwide as a significant 

engineering innovation. 
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Figure 7. The design of Ruapekapeka Pa in 1845 based on the Purutuna 

 

Māori and indigenous ingenuity in being able to mimic nature is not a new phenomenon. 

Interestingly the concept of ‘biomimcry’ (Benyus,2015) is considered by the science and 

technology sector as a ground-breaking vision for creating a long-term sustainable world. I found 

this interesting because there is little if no recognition that Māori indeed any indigenous peoples have 

been mimicking nature for millenniums. Biomimicry is defined as an approach to innovation that 

seeks sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and 

strategies. The puru tuna concept demonstrates how local ecological knowledge can be adaptive 

and innovative. These histories and stories remain important to us, and are central to our 

renaissance of language, culture, and expressions of how we adapt in today’s world. 

 

The WAI262 claim as do other treaty claim documents are a treasure trove of of our mātau- ranga 

and mōhiotanga. There is also an astounding amount of tribal information within iwi management 

plans, catchment plans, and other such documents. The demand for our mātauranga seems to have 

increased exponentially again in recent years. 
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 Scientific interests currently appear to be surging around how mātauranga could contribute to 

addressing environmental issues such as climate change, the kauri dieback outbreak that is 

decimating our kauri trees, loss of biodiversity and so forth. 

 

I reiterate that we need to replenish our environmental knowledge and knowing as urgently as we 

need to address climate change. My native mother also reiterates this in her statement, hoki ki te 

putake, ngā pū kōrero e; Return to your roots, to the source of your knowing. We need our culture 

back on the land, because our teaching and learning is etched in the soil. When I work through 

these tensions, I have a sense that at this time, we need solidarity or a mutual emergence of 

people and organisations who embrace mana and environmental sovereignty as our unifying 

foundation. Mātauranga and Mōhiotanga is always unfolding with new insights and intellectual 

epiphanies. I am always intrigued with the ingenious yet subtle wisdom of our ancestors. It is from 

this mana of wisdom that we are still present in the world and on our land. We have not 

disappeared into the mist, as have many of our indigenous brothers and sisters around the world.  

I mourn for this loss as I mourn for the loss of all animal and plant species. 

He Arotakenga 

A Critque 

 

I realise that the concept of mana I express may not be directly connected to what is in the public 

record or in the historic and ethnographic archive. Nor do I rely on these records to validate my 

own cultural knowing. Orbell (1985) notes that in many ways, the Māori ancient system of thought 

now belongs in the past, and yet much of its spirit survives today. It is no longer deniable that our 

ancient systems of thought and practice have become lost, altered, and indeed remain fragile. 

However, we are not as Rousseau and May describe (2002) the ‘noble savage’ whose values and 

practices have completely disappeared under the weight of westernisation. We have not abandoned 

mana, in fact, it is mana, this ‘spirit’, which has kept us, present, and drives us in the renaissance of 

our language and customs. Mana is the power that fuels our resistance and anchors our cultural 

resilience. 

 

Head (2006) in her doctoral study “Land, authority and the forgetting of being” claims that the loss 

of tapu and mana was a result of the selling of the land by chiefs. In her study, she claims it is from 

this loss of tapu and mana through the action of the chiefs that Māori have forgotten their being, or 

as Heidegger (1962) describes it, “forgetting of being”. 
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 Although Head argues that mana was lost because of chiefs selling of our land, I argue that mana 

and tapu have not been lost. It remains in the land, trees, in the soil itself. In my reflections, I 

assert that my native mothers represented mana to me, and therefore in my eyes, were an 

extension of te mana o te Ao Tūroa.  It was and continues to be mana wahine who steadfastly held 

onto our mana regardless of the loss of traditional structures and power of our chiefs. Mana comes 

from the natural world as I continue to affirm. Regardless of whether they sold the land, it remains 

in the land. Just as the Manuka seed grows through the gorse providing a nursery to the Tōtara, 

Mātai Kahikatea, that is the mana in the land. My native mothers and elders lived in mana in their 

everyday lives; it was just a natural, ongoing and continuous process an unfolding within time and 

space. 

 

I also note that the ‘Māori experience’ analysed through the experiences of chiefs who were 

predominately male does not draw a complete picture of any cultural history. Nor do the writings of 

Māori men or European men, which dominate our written historic records, capture the essence of 

our women in our role to maintain mana. In my world as a female nurtured by native mothers, 

tapu and mana were never diminished nor were they forgotten. Maybe as a result of women being 

largely overlooked as pivotal in our history or that we did not flood the history books as did the 

male discourse, we remained relatively unseen in the retention and transmission of mana and tapu. 

Equally, I have witnessed and experienced our own men’s attempts to silence our mana and tapu by 

differentiating us according to what we can or cannot do as women. Head also argues that the loss 

of mana and tapu of chiefs was the catalyst which transferred mana o te rangatira (the all-

encompassing mana of a chief) to ‘mana o te whenua’ (the all-encompassing mana of the land). 

 

In my world, my native mothers have always engrained the mana and tapu of the land in every 

element of my life. Mana o te whenua is only a ‘postcolonial’ concept to those who make 

judgements formed by historic records. I do not prescribe to a ‘mana of loss’ because I have not 

forgotten who I am. Rights based action on the loss of land does not mean that the mana has been 

lost. Maybe it is has become hidden or invisible to some people, however it is not lost. Neither do 

I prescribe to Heideggers philosophies which in my view are influenced and also a product of his 

own Germanic history. However, I do not discount the argument of Head (2006) that Māori 

actively pursued westernisation or that English has reshaped our language as it continues to do 

today. 
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Te mana o te Ao Tūroa has not been relocated to some mystical, utopian past, indeed it remains at 

the heart of our philosophy of continuity and identity. In this study, mana has been my inspiration 

to seek out new horizons and possibilities.  When I started this study, I was fatigued from what 

seemed to be an endless battle against the adverse impact of westernisation on every aspect of my 

culture; I no longer felt the magic or enchantment of my world. I had lost the ‘joy’ in experiencing 

the revitalisation of our culture. The ‘growth’ in public awareness about the environmental crisis 

seemed meaningless in the wake of the constant loss of biodiversity and incomprehensible impact 

of pollution and waste. I constantly feared that the racism and bigotry in our society, would hurt my 

grandchildren. I was tired of the battle against a juggernaut that seemed only to get bigger and 

more consuming. I had lost my sense of the infinite, following the uniformity of ‘being Māori’ to 

fit the perspective of both Māori and non- Māori. Listening and feeling mana as did my native mothers and 

ancestors before me, has strengthened me and given me to courage to seek infinite possibilities again. 

 

Animism 

My view of te mana o te Ao Tūroa is one of the ‘world in our being’ and therefore we are 

inseparable from the natural world. It seems that this view appears to reverberate with the concept 

of animism. Stringer (1999) states that animism is generally defined as objects, places, and 

creatures, which all possess a distinct spiritual essence. All living things: animals, rocks, plants, and 

geographic features such as mountains, rivers, weather systems, all entities of the natural 

environment, human deeds, and our language are all animated and alive. Animism in my view is 

an expression of a network of values and beliefs, which are entangled with mana. When I indicate a 

network of values, I am referring to mauri (life- force) tapu (sacredness) and wairua (spirit). For 

example: 

Ko te reo te mauri o te mana Māori 

The language is the life force that gives power to being Māori 

 

Our elder Sir Hemi Henare created this whakataukī in 1985 in response to a Waitangi Treaty Claim 

related to the decline of our language. In this context mauri isa lifeforce which is the power of 

our identity. In that power is the vibrancy, uniqueness and representation of what it means to be 

Tangata Whenua/Māori. When I apply the same meaning to other living things, mauri is the life 

force that enables that living thing to be what it is, which therefore reflects its mana. 
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Kotahi tonu te wairua o nga mea katoa 

There is one Spirit that flows through all 

 

Manos Nathan is a renowned artist and sculpture of our Ngāpuhi iwi (tribe) who produced a limited 

poster series, which referred to this whakataukī. All living things are connected by one spirit. 

This does not mean that we are all the same, but we have a responsibility and bond to each other 

within the web of life. 

 

 

Ko te tapu o te whenua 

Ko te tapu o te tangata 

The sacred earth 

Is the sacred person 
  

This whakataukī I often referred to describes the sacred ties that are implicit within the term 

mana whenua (power of the land). Mana Whenua in Resource Management Act (1991) 

identifies Tangata Whenua as Mana Whenua who have traditional ancestry to a geographical 

area. The sacred relationship between the land and people is one that endures through time as a 

result of continuous occupation. This continuity to place forms an intimate responsibility of care 

between the land and the people who care for that land. According to Reid and Rout (2015), 

animism counters the experience of abstraction by bringing with it a relational understanding of 

the world and, as such, provides a platform for building connections, enhancing meaning, and 

ensuring authenticity. 

 

There is no difference in animism between the spiritual and physical world. An interesting 

comment by Best (1978) concerning our ancient views of the spirit was that there was no 

teaching about a belief in the punishment of the human soul in the spirit world. This ancient view 

was one where the gods in this world, not in the spirit world, were those where punishment of 

offenses against were applied. This belief is a counter-narrative to the concept of heaven and 

hell; that is your deeds here on earth are what determines if you go to one or the other. All these 

Tangata Whenua/Māori values spiral around, radiate, and dance to mana. I welcome animism in 

my worldview because it also reflects a narrative of te mana o te Ao Tūroa. 
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He Pito Kōrero: I ngā rā o Neherā. 

A vignette: In the ancient world 

I remember how my native mother would often talk with reverence about our ancestors. There 

were also times however when she was not so reverent about our ancient history.  I do not want 

to evoke a sense that my native mother was only reverent or a romantic when it came to our 

culture. Sometimes it was very far from it. However, she was proud of being Tangata Whenua in 

everything she did in her life. All the choices she made were because she was Tangata Whenua. 

 

One of the stories, which I loved to hear, was about how our ancestors travelled across the great 

South Pacific oceans and found Aotearoa. Our ancestors were able to map nearly all of the 

pacific without complicated navigational tools. They could travel for hundreds of miles upon 

unchartered oceans. They could do this because they listened to the ocean and could read the 

state of the sea.  Along the way, they gathered an amazing amount of information about the 

clouds, the winds, the currents and the stars. In this story, I began to learn and be interested in 

the name of some of the stars, the clouds and wind directions. I always marvelled at the technical 

skills that would have been involved based on those observations and insights about the world. 

 

I could visualise through her storytelling how our ancestors discovered Aotearoa, as they knew 

there was land in the distance because of the reflection of a cloud on the water. One of my 

mother’s favourite stories was about the return voyages that our ancestors made back to the 

‘spiritual’ homeland of Raiātea, one of the Tahitian Islands. It was these stories that fired my 

desire to also travel to this ancient homeland. 

 

 It was in those times, talking with my native mother, that I began to appreciate how our ancestors 

were totally connected through their senses to the natural world. Our ancestors passed down all 

this knowledge through the generations without missing any detail. I am therefore privileged to 

have experienced this entanglement of living culture through these stories of mana. 
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He Whakaaro ki te Tapu 

Thoughts on the Sacred 

 

Ko te tapu o te whenua 

Ko te tapu o te tangata 

It is the sacred land 

It is the sacred person 

 

The close relationship between tapu (the sacred) and mana is so intertwined that it can be difficult 

to differentiate between them. I begin these insights with my simple view of tapu (the sacred). 

Tapu is there to protect and caution humans so that we keep on the correct pathway of tikanga 

(what is right) in our relationship with Te Ao Tūroa, with each other and ultimately with one’s own 

self. Sometimes tapu (the sacred) can be scary, even frightening. However, tapu equally can be a 

source of wonder and emotional enlightenment.  

 

Everything has two sides or aspects, namely, good and bad. According to Barlow (1991) it is so 

with tapu - there is good tapu and there is bad tapu. Like mana there is a proliferation of literature 

to be found on tapu in anthropology and ethnography (Best, 1978), Psychology and Psychiatry 

(Lyndon, 1983; Durie, 1998), and Environmental studies (Harmsworth, 1997). The list goes on. 

Sometimes when I read and trawl through the mass of literature there is on our values, it makes me 

doubt what I know even though I am an ‘insider’ and lived with and from those values. If all the 

academic experts are defining tapu from a learned space, I begin to believe that they must be 

right. I also feel uncomfortable in my expressions of tapu because the very word of tapu is an 

embodiment of tapu.  

 

The reason I was hesitant to describe tapu literally by drawing from the literature, was that most 

of my experience of tapu was from the perspective of native women. Females repre- sent the 

opposite of tapu, which is noa (to be free from the extensions of tapu, ordinary, unrestricted, 

void). Males represent tapu as opposite to noa. I was taught to be ‘noa’, which was to protect us 

against the harm, which came with the violation of the masculine tapu. My native mother did not 

believe we could understand the depth and intensity of the ancient concepts and practices of tapu. In 

our ancient society, the violation of certain tapu could mean death of oneself and potentially to 

one’s family, and even bring harm to the hapu (sub-tribe).  

I believe her whakanoa (to render us noa) was to protect us against that which we truly could not 

comprehend, and the dangers that come with not understanding such concepts. Such is the  
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situation with being kūare (lack of awareness) of any knowledge system. Although I was taught 

to be noa, we also were reared to believe in tapu. As Karetu and Milroy (2018, p23) assert that 

mehemea kāore koe e whakapono ana ki te tapu, kāore te tapu e mahi ana. Engari mehemea koe e 

whakapono ana ki te tapu, ka noho te tapu ki te mahi i te mea e hiahia ana koe kia mahia. If you do 

not believe in tapu, tapu will not work. However, if you do believe in tapu, tapu will remain and 

act as you believe it would. I am not sure if I am convinced that tapu only is relevant if you 

believe in it. I have witnessed situations where people who do not believe or even know tapu have 

been affected as a result of violating the sacred.  

 

We however still hold tapu in our lived experiences. For instance, there are areas which are tapu 

like waahi tapu (burial grounds, restricted locations) where we cleanse the tapu from ourselves 

with water when we are exposed to such places. In some cases, we recite karakia (incantations) to 

the respective gods to remove any consequences of potential violation. Tapu in relation to the 

natural world was one where we would respect that the natural environment is all sacred by virtue 

of being imbued with mana. When tapu was evoked as a restriction or a prohibited activity, we 

knew we were not to go there. We always complied with those restrictions. Even when we ‘felt’ 

that a place was tapu, we would stay clear in case we transgressed the tapu of that place. 

 

There was always a justifiable reason why places or even people were deemed in a state of this 

type of tapu. Tapu acts as a protective mechanism for both people and natural resources. Making 

something or someone tapu could either protect the environment against interference from people or 

protect people from possible dangers they may encounter. Mead (1984) further describes tapu as a 

principle, which acts as a corrective and coherent power within Māori society. Nevertheless, there 

was always a tension I felt as a female with the concept of the feminine ‘noa’ in regard to tapu, 

which, although not gender specific, seemed to be more highly asso- ciated to the tapu 

(sacredness) of males. 

 

I questioned this particularly in relation to what this meant with te mana o te Ao Tūroa. To 

confuse matters, this does not mean that males cannot be noa or females cannot be tapu. I 

concluded later in life that the function of noa in females seems to be primarily because of the 

agency that the vagina represents in the removal of tapu and giving birth.For example, in my 

generation, I was taught never to step across a male because my lower region may defile his tapu 

and therefore his mana.  
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Neither was I to touch his head without doing a karakia (incantation) asking permission from the 

gods lest I denigrate his tapu and ultimately his mana. I still do this today, even with non- Māori 

males. I will not step over them or do anything that might affect the tapu status that males 

represent. According to Lyndon (1983) in ancient times, to remove the tapu from a new house, a 

woman known as a Ruahine sat astride the ridgepole, an act called whakaputanga. Whakaputanga 

has amongst its meanings; “opening”, “vagina”, “blister”, “escape”, pass through in and out”, 

“come out”, “be born”. Lyndon (1983, p. 35) describes the importance of the vagina as an agent in 

tapu removal due to its association with Pō or the world of darkness. 

 

The vagina is Te Ara mai o te tangata (the pathway of mankind), the path whereby man leaves the 

womb, which is associated with Po (darkness) and enters te Ao marama (the world of light). The 

vagina is also the path of death for it was the vagina that squeezed Maui to death, thus bringing 

death into the world. Although we no longer literally practice the removal of tapu by passing under 

the vagina, the concept of female as noa against the male as tapu continues in our culture. 

According to Yate-Smith (1998), it is very difficult to determine when women were considered 

noa or tapu. Judaeo-Christian doctrine and Pākehā (European) beliefs may have affected these 

viewpoints. 

 

There certainly seems to be diverse views on the matter. My dilemma with the noa and tapu divide 

was that I felt that we were as females somehow ‘less tapu’ than a man was. I struggled with 

reconciling the notion that sex and gender determined the level or status of tapu in humans, when 

the natural world is singularly tapu because it of its mana. A female bird is no less tapu than a male 

bird because of its sex. I often would discuss these matters with my native mother, although she 

acknowledged my view, we still could not ‘overstep’ the notion of the male tapu. 

We are a tribe who descend from a woman who achieved her chieftess status through her 

extremely exceptional deeds. However, I recall many a heated debate about our rights and status 

as woman in our tribe. We still were restricted in many activities, that is, only males were 

privileged to perform. Today even with the acknowledgement of Māori woman in terms of status in 

politics, business, environmental matters amongst other activities, there remains this unspoken 

rite that males somehow have more status and therefore more tapu than women.  
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For example, men continue to have the first speaking rights at our tribal gatherings. Final decisions 

can also still be dependent on the approval of the men. In the literature I have reviewed, tapu 

seems to be predominantly defined through the masculine. I refer to the definition of Barlow 

(1991, p. 128) as an example to demonstrate my assertion. I preface this by noting that I have 

nothing but the greatest respect for this Scholar and Kaumatua and admire many of his 

publications. In no way is this ‘takahi i tana mana’ (undermine his mana): 

 

There are many meanings and conditions associated with tapu. First and foremost, tapu is the 

power and influence of the gods. Everything has inherent tapu because everything was created by 

Io (Supreme God), each after its kind or species.  

 

The land has tapu as well as the oceans, rivers and forests, and all living things that are upon the 

earth. Likewise, humankind has tapu. In the first instance, man is tapu because he is created by 

the gods. Secondly, he becomes tapu in accordance with his desire to remain under the influence 

and protective powers of the gods. My point is that when we believe that mana comes through the 

gods (Karetu & Milroy, 2018), which I do not deny, why is it that women become noa where the 

vagina has agency to remove tapu, then on the other hand produces life which is considered 

highly tapu at birth?  

 

I found some quietening of my tensions in Yates-Smith (1998) who provides in her study a 

remembering of the divine feminine through the rediscovery of the feminine in Māori spirituality. 

Her findings appear in numerous modern studies in reference to female gods. Yates-Smith (1998) 

argues that the goddesses share complementary roles with their male counterparts, providing a 

balance with the pantheon, and that Hine (the feminine) provided the regenerative power of the 

Universe. Simmonds (2014) draws from the research of Yates-Smith Hine-te-Iwaiwa, the prototype 

for a Māori woman. Simmonds refers to how Māori women could (re)define and (re)present our 

lived realities on our own terms as te turuturu o Hine-te-Iwaiwa, Mana wahine geographies of 

birth in Aotearoa New Zealand. 
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Embraced by Mana 

E kore au e ngaro, he kākano i ruia mai i Rangiātea. 

I shall never be lost; I am a seed sown from Rangiātea. 

 

This whakataukī is a famous phrase associated with the Aotea waka (canoe). Aotea is one of the 

original canoes which carried our ancient ancestors to Aotearoa. This saying was a statement to 

remind those ancient voyagers that although they were leaving their homelands, they would never 

forget where they came from. Rangiātea is believed by many people to be the island of Ra’iātea 

near Tahiti. Rangiātea or Ra’iātea is the home of Marae Taputapu Ātea, the largest Marae Ātea 

(sacred gathering place) still in existence in the Tahitian Islands. Marae Taputapu Ātea is considered 

the most palpable of mana in eastern Polynesia. The island was widely regarded as the political 

and religious ‘centre’ of the eastern islands in ancient Polynesia. There is a school of thought that 

Rangiātea is likely where the organized migrations to Hawai’i, Aotearoa, and other parts of East 

Polynesia started. 

 

In ancient times, our ancestors journeyed back to Ra’iātea for political or spiritual gatherings. A 

story that a local historian told me when I visited Marae Taputapu Ātea was that when our 

ancestors returned there, they would always take a stone from the Marae Ātea to ceremonially 

place during the construction of a new Marae back in Aotearoa. This kōhatu mauri (a life force 

stones) symbolically carried the mana of Ra’iātea back with them to their new homelands. 

During my studies, I decided that I would travel to Tahiti. My own voyage was one to fulfil a 

yearning to visit the ancient homelands of my native mother. I was also guided by a need to 

connect spiritually with my ancient whakapapa (genealogy). It was during this voyage that my 

wairua (spirit) lightened my pathway back to mana. My mana and my inseparable ties to te mana 

o te Ao Tūroa has always been in me. I had to return to my native mother’s ancestral roots, thus, 

to my ancestral roots to rediscover what I already had. Ka rongo te mana ki te mana (mana could 

feel the mana).  

 

This was an enlightening experience. I understood that I was still a ‘seed’ in the process of new 

growth, development, and, self-realization. Marae Taputapu Ātea was a place of higher learning; a 

spiritual space that abound with mana.  
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I felt mana in the Tahitian Islands. I could feel mana in my mind, heart and soul; I had found my 

ancestral ‘pou herenga waka (anchor post) for my studies. I had found my concept in this 

ancestral calling. ‘Rapua tērā e kore kitea’- I searched for what I could not see, yet it was there 

all the time. Mana is a foundation of the Polynesian worldview and I feel privileged to have 

gained this epiphany while in one of our ancient Polynesian homelands. I travelled throughout the 

Tahitian Islands and participated in as many local experiences as I could that were available to me. 

In all those experiences, the Tahitian people referred to mana as a life force and spirit that 

surrounds and connects all living things. You can see it. Touch it. Taste it. The Islands of Tahiti’s 

economy relies heavily on tourism. Tahiti Tourisme launched a marketing campaign in 2016 

entitled “Embraced by Mana”. The intention was to target North Americans by differentiating the 

Islands of Tahiti from other competitive destinations around the world. To achieve this 

differentiation, the company capitalised on the Tahitian belief in mana as the life force and spirit 

that surrounds and connects all living things. The brand story is one where Tahitian culture and 

history is described through mana. The connection of tourism to mana is also promoted as being 

in the hearts and souls of the Tahitian people.  

 

The message is that once a visitor explores the islands, meets locals and experiences the 

destination, they will understand mana. Tahiti Tourisme is a French owned company. I do not 

minimalize the colonisation of Tahiti by the French and the subsequence loss of language and 

customs, which has been a result of that colonisation. Nor do I forget the horror of French 

nuclear testing in Mururoa and the long-lasting affect this has had on the environment and the 

Tahitian people. What I did observe however was an unfolding and revitalisation of indigenous 

identity and their values of the natural world because of mana. In this sense the brand 

“Embraced by mana” maybe by default was giving back to Tahiti and the Tahitian people. 

 

My conclusion from this experience is when te mana o te Ao Tūroa is ‘embraced’, it brings into the 

frame the people who are the guardians of this philosophy. The commercialisation of mana as a 

brand through tourism has led to projects which assist the revitalisation of the Tahitian natural 

world. I witnessed projects where tourism was a major reason which supported environmental 

restoration. For example, I participated in various excursions facilitated by locals and the Moorea 

Coral Reef Long-term Ecological Research project.  
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The purpose of the research was to understand factors that mediate coral community structure and 

function. One of the major issues they had to confront was the decimation of coral reefs by the 

invasive Crown of Thornes starfish. As part of the decision to eradicate this starfish by lethal 

poison, it was decided to hold consultation with local elders.  Amongst the elders was an elder 

Tahitian woman who objected to the poisoning of this animal. She cited an ancient chant she was 

taught as a child by her elders, which referred to the starfish as a positive influence on the coral 

ecosystem, not a negative influence as the scientists had concluded. The chant described how 

this animal was a part of the cleansing of the ecosystem, which accelerated the healthy growth 

of new coral. As a result of this information, the star fish was not poisoned in certain parts of the 

island to test what this elder had shared with them. Eventually as this natural process unfolded, 

new healthy coral began to grow in those areas where starfish were not poisoned. Consequently, 

the poisoning of this animal stopped all together. 

In Porapora (Borabora), Marine Biologists tend to all the ocean areas around the resorts on the 

smaller motu (islands). This is to ensure that the aquacentric brand of Porapora is maintained so 

that tourists can enjoy the coral and marine life which are abound in the oceans that surround the 

area. Man-made coral has also been constructed around over-water bungalows to encourage 

marine life to live near buildings so that tourists can see and enjoy the marine life. On the island 

of Huahine, the eel is considered tapu (sacred).  According to local stories, the reason the tuna 

(eel) is tapu is that it informs the creation story of the coconut tree and because of its scarcity in 

the fresh waterways of the island. These two reasons combined means that the tuna possesses 

great mana and therefore is rendered very tapu (sacred). When I spoke about my ancestry as ‘te 

iwi tuna’ (the people who fish for eels) the response was one of horror, then respectful disdain. 

 

All these examples are activities, which are available for tourists to learn about and enjoy the natural 

environment of the Islands. Most of these activities employ a local indigenous person as a guide, 

which gives an authentic experience of being embraced by mana. What inspired me is how mana 

continued to unfold and how I could sense the presence of mana in the restoration of the natural 

world in Tahiti. It seems that I found what I was seeking ‘beyond the horizon’ through an ancient 

connection that has always been inside of me. 
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Ngā tuhituhinga kōrero mō te Mana 

Literature concerning mana 

 

Mana is perhaps one of the most well known and used Māori words in Aotearoa, indeed 

throughout Oceanic societies. There is a plethora of articles and books across many different 

disciplines which provide various studies on mana as a cultural construct. I do not discount that 

there is validity in some of this literature, given that most are based on ethnographic and historic 

accounts. Although most of these those studies historic records were conducted by European 

males, I acknowledge that wrong or right, they capture our culture to some degree. I also 

acknowledge that many Tangata Whenua/Māori rely on the study of those records to help with 

the revitalisation of our language, custom, and identity. However, it seems to me that most 

ethnographic and historical studies about mana seem to be associated with religion, 

representing power and authority specifically in humans and various interpretations of 

cosmology.  

 

In this discussion, I briefly reflect on some of the tensions that I experience when I refer the 

association of religion, representation of human power and authority, and cosmology in 

literature about mana. 

 

Whakaaro mo te hāhi 

Thoughts on Religion 

The undertones of western religion in my view have continued to prevail perhaps unconsciously 

in how mana is viewed. Like other historical records, Māori researchers have drawn on these 

studies as part of the process of cultural recovery. However, as I understand, there is no 

traditional Māori word for religion. The term hāhi was introduced into our language to mean 

religion when the European missionaries arrived. Religious Anthropologists, who were also 

Missionaries, produced the early writings about mana across the South Pacific. The 

conventional history of western scholarship on mana according to Tomlinson and Tengan (2016) 

began with the Anglican missionary-anthropologist R.H. Codrington’s book “The Melanesians” 

(1891).  
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This publication, like proceeding historic records, interprets and frames mana within a religious 

ideology which also influenced the translations of the bible across many Polynesian languages. 

Accordingly, Henare (2001) refers to mana as a religious power, authority, and ancestral 

efficacy and is humanity’s greatest possession. Elsmore (1999) highlights in her publication 

‘mana from heaven’, how the concept of mana pervades the influence that religion has had on the 

Māori worldview. I have purposefully distanced my study from religion.  

 

In my view, it taints and obscures the essence of how I understand mana o te Ao Tūroa and the 

belief that our spiritual and religious selves, although fragile, is grounded in a relationship to the 

natural world. I do not view mana within the constraints of religion and reject the notion that it is 

supernatural in a religious sense. Meyer (2019) emphasizes that religion is not spirituality; 

religion is the bureaucracy of spirituality. I therefore discount any reference to ‘religion’ when I 

describe te mana o te Ao Tūroa. In nearly all the literature I have read on mana, the word and 

concept of religion (and its perceived power) is used to underscore the meaning of mana. A core 

component of mana is however the concept of natural magic. Natural magic is the ability to 

distinguish and comprehend the underlying forces of nature and the laws that govern them. It is also 

the ability to change consciousness at will. To people who understand these concepts and laws, 

magic is a very natural part of the Universe and has practical regulatory functions. However, 

people who do not understand these concepts or those who refuse to recognize them, magic is seen 

as a supernatural act performed against God, and therefore considered unnatural. 

 

Mauss (2001) attempted in the early twentieth century to see mana as a universal concept, present 

in all human cultures, which expressed a fundamental human awareness of a sacred life-energy. He 

was certain of the universality of mana and argued that as a concept it encompassed the idea that 

magical power was once everywhere. He was criticised for his view, notwithstanding that 

researchers at that time seemed to question the existence of the notion of mana. The criticism was 

for giving it a “universal dimension”. Later research actively sought to invalidate his research. 

Ironically, I argue the same point in relation to mana, that it is where magic resides for us all. 

Even more disturbing is that I also was steered away from a study in magic as it was considered 

problematic in an academic study. However, by virtue of situating my study in mana, magic has 

travelled with me and appears within the shadows of my insights and expressions.  
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Authority and Power 

 

Another approach to the analysis of mana, my question is generally how mana is constructed in 

terms of human power, authority, and productiveness. Müller (1910) provides a somewhat typical 

historical account of this as he writes that there is a belief in a force altogether distinct from 

physical power, which acts in all kinds of ways for good and evil, and which it is of the greatest 

advantage to possess or control. It is a power or influence, not physical, and in a way, supernatural; 

but it shows itself in physical force, or in any kind of power or excellence which a man possesses. 

 

This perspective appears commonly in the literature of that time. Bowden (1979) refers to the 

counter narrative of Māori anthropologist Peter Buck (Te Rangi Hiroa) where the mana of a chief for 

instance, was not an indefinable quality flowing from supernatural sources; it was basically the 

result of successive and successful human achievement. Firth (1978) also notes ‘the Māori despite 

reverence has a sane outlook in such primogeniture matters; he does not blindly allow the fortunes 

of the tribe to be sacrificed to the lack of the ability of the lineal chieftain’. I understand that mana 

encapsulates the ideologies of power, and the human desire to emulate such power. However, by 

placing power and authority first, it relegates and diminishes the concept which I argue for te mana o 

te Ao Tūroa. In this sense, authority and power of humankind implies to me that human 

sovereignty is above the mana of nature that is environmental sovereignty. 

 

There are also references to mana as natural features such as thunder, storm, or wind in some 

languages. Blunt (2007) hypothesized that the term originally meant “powerful forces of nature 

such as thunder and storm winds that were conceived as the expression of an unseen supernatural 

agency”. He also argues that as Oceanic-speaking peoples spread eastward, the notion of an 

unseen supernatural agency became detached from the physical forces of nature. Eventually mana 

assumed a life of its own.  

 

Mana gradually became a form of expropriation of those nataural forces to humans as a means to 

attain some control over them. I question these claims because they seem to be located in a 

masculine discourse. I could argue that mana, like nature itself, has adapted over time with our 

people as they moved around the South Pacific. The natural world is constantly moving and chaotic. 

Our ancestors were constantly thinking about learning with and about the world. 
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Like the natural world, our ‘humanness’ can be wild, brutal, and even unforgiving. Furthermore, 

these assumptions seem to minimise the concept of mana by separating the animist beliefs of the 

ancients against the notion of humans striving for power and authority. Barlow (1991) concludes 

that in modern times, mana has taken on various meanings including Mana Atua (the power of the 

gods), Mana Tupuna (the power of the ancestors) Mana Whenua (power of the land), and the 

power of an individual (Mana Tangata).  In my view mana remains the power which enables our 

existence, we may define it as we desire, however it will never be humans who are the channel of 

of mana. 

 

Cosmology 

 

Much of the literature I have reviewed related to Māori environmental matters seems to follow a 

general ‘script’ in relation to Tangata Whenua/Māori cosmology, in particular our beliefs in the 

(atua) god’s system. There is so much literature written by Tangata Whenua/Māori and Pākehā 

about our cosmology that it has developed into almost an unwritten rule that our gods and deities are 

included in all publications about Tangata Whenua/Māori and the natural world. The irony is that 

most of these authors apply cosmology as a matter of course, seemingly to appear that they are 

informed and know Tangata Whenua/Māori cosmology. Patterson (1994) provides a somewhat 

more plausible version. In this view, tapu (sacred- ness) of the natural world is accounted for in 

terms of mana.  

 

The tactic is to make use of a link between tapu on the one hand, and mana plus atua (gods) on 

the other hand, and then come to see the atua as being intimately linked with the natural world, 

that the mana of the atua (gods) can be seen as the mana of the natural world itself. Aroha Smith 

Yates (1998) in her rediscovery of Māori goddesses uncovers a new ‘old’ perspective about the 

position of the feminine in spirituality grounded in the natural world.  Her account of the 

feminine Spirituality is the most comprehensive study I have read which focuses only on Māori 

goddesses. Most writings about our cosmology were predominantly from a male perspective. 

During my formative years, our gods and deities were referred to as they related to lived 

experiences and actual events or situations. I believe that they were still regarded extremely sacred 

and not to be mindlessly bandied around.   
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Although Tangata Whenua/Māori cosmological knowledge had nearly been totally displaced by 

this time, there were remnants which remained, albeit hidden amongst the ‘undergrowth’ of our 

Tangata Whenua/Māori community. The primary gods we were raised to respect and understand 

were Papatūānuku (Earth mother), Ranginui (Sky father), Tangaroa (Sea God), Tāwhirimātea 

(Wind god), and Tāne-Mahuta (Forest god). I suspect that this was because of the close 

association to our food sources. 

 

As a teenager, I purposefully sought out to learn more about our gods and goddesses and how 

they ruled every aspect of our traditional life. Whilst the stories were awe inspiring, some of the 

traditional rules and practices were very frightening and unfathomable to me in my modern 

world. It is however unquestionable that the gods are the source of mana and they are the 

omnipresence of the natural world of which we are made from. ‘Mana atua’ - the ultimate status 

of our ubiquitous gods is no longer central to Tangata Whenua/Māori society as it once was.  

The state of Tangata Whenua/Māori cosmology perhaps has become the one of the most fragile 

aspects of our culture. I am hesitant to follow the normal script of our gods in this study. In my 

view, I do not desire to displace the mana of our gods by paying lip service to their meaning. For 

example, a Researcher who is a Mormon or Catholic could write with conviction about our gods 

but have no belief or connection to what they write. 

 

He Pito Kōrero 

A vignette: three-world view; A thought on mana 

Marsden is a renowned Tangata Whenua/Māori Tohunga (Seer/Expert) of Mātauranga Māori in 

our tribe of NgāPuhi. In 1993, I was privileged to discuss with Tangata Whenua/Māori a 

research project I conducted related to the traditional waste management practices of Ngāpuhi. 

In his discussion, he explained mana in terms of a ‘three world view’. In this view, the world is 

understood as three interrelated and unfolding phenomena. The first ‘world’ is energy. This is 

the space, which is comprised of energy flows and patterns. The second world, which overlaps 

energy, is perception, which is constructed from senses and feelings. The third and last of the 

worlds is symbolism which is the space by which energy and senses are interpreted in the 

‘physical’ world. This analysis of the world provided me with a framework for many years 

which I would refer to demonstrate a view of Te mana o te Ao Tūroa. 
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Te Mana iāianei 

Mana today 

 

Many people today throughout Oceania and beyond continue to express mana in political, 

religious, and artistic discourse. Aotearoa ‘environmental mana’ has appeared and grown in 

popularity especially in response to finding solutions which address the environmental crisis we 

are confronting (Patterson, 2018). Tomlinson and Tengan (2016) note that mana also circulates 

outside of traditional Oceanic contexts - sometimes far outside, as in New Age movements, 

fantasy fiction, and online gaming. 

 

I conclude this discussion with mana iaianei’ because I think that mana at this time in our history 

is very important, if not vital, with promising new ways to explore mana in theory and practice. 

Mana can provide fresh insights about the relationships we have with the natural world, for 

instance redefining power and authority, moral principles, and learning about the ‘world in our 

being’. Mana is not a universal concept, and yet, at the same time it is.  

 

This is ultimately the strength of this concept. Mana can be mutually emergent (Meyer 2019) 

and a means to broaden people’s horizons on the nature of existence. According to Tomlison 

and Teagan (2018 p. 16): Understanding the divergent uses of the term ‘mana’ does not require 

endorsing them, rather it demands close attention to the chain of transmission and transformation 

that have shaped and reshaped what mana signifies and the values it both absorbs and manifests 

including silence as well as well speech, loss and gain, novelty, as well as tradition. 

 

This has the possibilities to actively develop new understandings of mana, which have practical 

application and results in our relationships with self, others, and the natural world. In effect, the 

production of ‘new mana’ does not forsake the legacy of our ancestors but draws from our 

ancestral patterns to channel mana into relationships for future generations with the natural world. 
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He Kōrero Whakamutunga 

A closing statement 

 

My expression of te mana o te Ao Tūroa have been founded on my natural lived experiences as 

tangata whenua.  Economic activity is also a natural feature of those experiences. It is as a result 

of exploring these natural experiences that I have discovered significant unique tangata whenua 

economic concepts and practices. What I have also discovered in this academic venture is how 

the dominant western model has extracted the concept of economics out of our natural 

experiences and entanglement with the natural world or from the ‘fabric of being’.  The idea and 

practices of economics has somehow been placed ‘out there’ to be controlled like a machine to 

serve individual self interest. Economics is a word that many of us believe we really do not 

understand and that it is a foreign concept that operates on its own. I realise now that it is not 

some scary controlling machine. My native mother I could say was an Economist. She used her 

cultural skills to enable us to not only survive but to have a good quality of life. In doing so she 

also maintained our language and custom.  

 

One was not separated from the other. This has bought me to a place where I begin to understand 

why I have pursued different ‘alternative’ models to somehow evoke the same sense of 

naturalness for me in our relationship with the natural world.  I realise now those experiences are 

also a part of my voyage of becoming. I have looked to the west as the inventers of this 

mechanistic economy to solve the economic problems which in fact arise from this mechanistic 

philosophy. I believed that the best way for me to contribute was to work in the space of finding 

intersections and synergies between a tangata whenua worldview and the dominant western 

economic ideology.  

 

Even though I detested what this economy does to the natural world and to my people, I eagerly 

followed and participated in it. Wiki the optimist always felt hopeful that these alternative 

economic models would ‘do the right thing’ and somehow transform human behaviour 

concerning the natural world.  However, what I have also come to realise is that the west does not 

have ownership of economic ideology.  When I say it has been extracted from our human nature 

and mechanised, this does not mean that we cannot reclaim what it may become when viewed 

through tangata whenua eyes.  
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Te mana o te Ao Tūroa guides me toward a space where economics becomes re-entangled into 

our natural experiences and lifestyles.  I now recognise the alternative models which I will 

discuss are landing places in my argument for a paradigm shift.  In this sense I feel that I am the 

kaingaki, the cultivator preparing my garden. I till the soil whilst being aware of the conditions 

which surround me. I employ the techniques that assist in my labour. I compost my garden with 

nutrients which feed my soil.  When I am complete, I share the fruits of my garden with others 

with respect and honor.  

 

I conclude as I began to reaffirm my reflections about te mana o te Ao Tūroa as being one where 

mana is effulgent, spiralling, continuous, dynamic, and open ended. Mana does not offend; it 

provides life and in doing so the capacity for one to discover our own ‘world in our being’. If I 

were asked to describe mana when I first began this self-reflection, it would have been like 

asking a tree what breathing air looks likes. However, I have arrived at this space in my study 

where I have been able to share what mana is in my view. In the same context, I continue to 

look to our natural world to navigate me through the next part of this study as I share my 

experiences of alternative western economic models in my quest for a Tangata Whenua/Māori  

In this place that I have reached with my study, I reflect in more detail on my experiences and 

understanding of these alternative economic models. I explore these models in terms of what 

they may potentially offer to my Tangata Whenua/Māori view of te mana o te AoTūroa and to 

the embodiment of koru economies.  

 

In these reflections, my voice becomes Wiki te Reo Mātauranga Pākehā (The Academic) and te 

Reo Kaingaki (The Cultivator).  My change in voice does not mean that I see these experiences 

as separate to my cultural background.  I did not grow up with these experiences. These are 

experiences that have emerged as a result of what seems to me has been a never-ending and long 

search for solutions to the adverse impact of human behaviour on the natural world. I bring 

these voices to this space because they feature in the process of my own unfolding. When the 

‘world is in my being’ and this world is suffering, I look for healing and solutions everywhere I go. 

Thus, is the reason I search for a paradigm shift toward my own worldview. 
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Te Ōhanga Āmiomio 

Circular Economy model 

 

Ka tū atu au e Titiro mai 

E whai nei kei hea te huarahi Kia tika ai ahau 

Ka rapu rā te tini o ngā huarahi Whakakotiti kē 

Ka aru i tērā, aru i tērā Auē e hoa mā 

Ka hoki whakamuri Ka tīmata anō 

 

I stand before you Look to me 

I am searching for the pathway That is right for me 

I search so many different pathways And I go astray 

I pursue this one and that one Oh dear me my friends 

I keep going backwards and begin again. 

Te Whakapākeha (translation to English) 

 

 

Over the last few decades, I have experienced different iterations of the classical western 

economic model. These models have all emerged as a response to the adverse impact of human 

activity on our global natural environment. Aotearoa/New Zealand as a highly westernised 

economy is not blameless in this crisis. I have chosen this verse of the waiata (song) composed 

by my sister Pepi Walker to set the tone for this part of my reflections. It is a song which 

embodies the search we as Tangata Whenua seem to be in as we pursue how to accommodate the 

realities of modernity without losing ourselves along the way. This verse applies to my own 

experiences within the wider frame of environmental and conservation management and even in 

business. I have followed these different pathways and it seems that I lose something of myself 

in them; Always trying to find the ‘intersections’ or common grounds to my view of te Ao (the 

world). Sometimes it seemed like I was ‘trading’ my being in search of a solution. However 

ultimately, I would go backwards each time to begin again in fear that I have may lose the 

integrity of culture and what I am trying to achieve. 
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However, as I reflect on te Mana o te Ao Tūroa and the Koru, I gain a sense of unfolding. What 

I thought was a somewhat directionless navigation was indeed a re-set of my compass toward ‘te 

taumata o te moana’, the possibilities beyond the horizon.  

 

When I first thought about how I would discuss the influence of western economics on our 

relationship to the natural world, it was with the intention to find the intersections of these 

contemporary economic models with a Tangata Whenua worldview. My thoughts were being 

influenced by the current trend, which views Tangata Whenua/Māori participation in environmental 

management and business as ‘cross cultural’ or as a process of finding ‘intersections’ between the 

worldviews. However, what I found was something different. What I have discovered is whilst 

classical economics does not move to a spiral movement, what is emerging as alternatives, 

although unconsciously, are like the koru where new pītau or pikopiko begin to appear as 

unfolding new growths. What began to open out for me at this ‘junction’ of my narrative, was 

an awareness that our native philosophies seemed to underscore all of these ‘emerging’ models; 

Te Mana o te Ao Tūroa was navigating change, even though it may seem ‘unseen’ to humans. 

The alternative economic ‘model makers’ from the western school of thought may not 

understand that it is this power which is navigating change. It is from this platform of mana 

which defines our inseparability and oneness with our relationship with the natural world, 

although fragility is what the west seems to be unconsciously looking for.  

 

How potent are our philosophies when, like smouldering embers which burn unseen amongst 

the ashes, still provide the fuel to influence our relationship with the natural world? Mika (2014) 

however refers to the uncomfortable effect that traditional Tangata Whenua/Māori ontology 

evokes on western thinking because it sees and thinks about the world in a different way. When 

we consider alternative economic ‘pathways’ such as the Circular Economy (CE), the Natural Step 

(TNS) , Decoloniality/Solidarity Economies which I discuss, it could be debated that potentially 

there are synergies with my reflections as a Tangata Whenua even though the ontological 

foundation remains different. I note that there also seems to be a growing increase in how 

indigenous cultures can contribute to alternative models that disrupt the linear western economic 

model.  
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According to Nicholas (2018), traditional knowledge has become a highly valued source of 

information in both in western business and science spaces. However, on one hand, our 

knowledge and knowing is valued when they support or complement scientific evidence or 

business agenda. Nicholas (2018) further notes that when our traditional knowledges are seen to 

challenge scientific and business ‘truths’, then its usefulness is questioned or dismissed as myth. 

 

The Circular Economy 

 

I used to think that the top environmental problems were biodiversity loss, 

ecosystem collapse and climate change. I thought that thirty years of good science 

could address these problems. I was wrong. The top environmental problems are 

selfishness, greed and apathy, and to deal with these we need a cultural and 

spiritual transformation. And we scientists don’t know how to do that 

  Speth, 2015 

 

The basic assumption of western economics is that the access to wealth and its creation is 

available to all regardless of ethnicity or gender. We can all satisfy our preferences and unlimited 

wants although constrained by limited resources. This assumption is that people attempt to do as 

well as possible for themselves, or maximize outcomes as defined by their preferences and given 

their resource constraints. In other words, people tend to make decisions based on their own best 

interests (Moffat, 2018). This assumption further embodies the idea that wealth creation and 

assets is a measure of economic success, the more money and assets we have, the more successful 

we are. Conversely the less money or assets we have, the less successful we are. This further aligns 

with the idea of private ownership through capitalist wealth accumulation. Implicit within these 

assumptions is that classism and racism do not exist as a part of this economic order. 

 

There seems to be a growing awareness that the world has finite resources. However, there remains 

the predominant view that we can continue to extract and modify the natural world to increase 

production and prosperity. We still believe that the natural world is there to serve and to make 

money to enable the domesticated lifestyle that western economics perpetuates. There also remains 

the assumption that western economics can deal with cultural realities and the natural 

environment although it is not inbuilt within its design or how western economics is applied. 
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He Kōrero Whakapapa 

Background Discussion 

 

In my expressions of mana, I have referred to how important it is in our culture to understand and 

identify one’s origins (whakapapa). I therefore needed to know what the whakapapa of classical 

western economics was.  These ideas which have contributed to the western concept of economics 

has taken many centuries to form. The genesis of these concepts could be attributed to to the 

philosophies of the western european antiquities to the classical period in Ancient Greece.  

 

Kutarna (2019) refers to this time as the time when European mythic structures were in decline 

and collapsing.  The philosophers and thinkers of that time began to challenge the mythic 

consciousness of ancient Greece at this time to progress their society. The belief in the gods were 

crumbling, mysticism, was fading under the weight of extreme classism, corruption, and 

inequality. Peoples beliefs towards god’s were beginning to shift, whereby not everything was 

assigned to the power of their gods. I note here that when Europeans arrived on the shores of 

Aotearoa, we were people who lived by the rules of the gods who represented mana o te Ao Tūroa.  

In European whakapapa this was considered the time of reasoning where the world becomes 

more concrete and measurable. The primary outcome of this thinking was the notion that 

humans want to be progressive to move forward and therefore progression is what improves 

humanity. Nisbet (1979) notes that only in Western Civilization, apparently, does the idea exist 

that all of history may be one of humanity improving itself, step by step, stage by stage, through 

immanent forces, until at some remote time in the future, a condition of near perfection for all 

humanity will exist. 

 

This is also where the notion of ‘civilisation’ was constructed, most interestingly for me was the 

thinking that civilisation is only possible in a city-state. Meek (2011) adds that human 

excellence can only be possible within a city state with a good constitution. Further, Meek refers 

to the western European philosophical belief that there were lower beings and races that 

represented the worst and best of humanity. In this case the more ‘civilised’reside in cities who 

represent the ‘best’.  
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I refer to my own upbringing where those of us who were reared in the ngahere (forest) and still 

spoke our native language, were seen as ‘rough’ and somewhat lacking in the finery that comes 

with being ‘civilised’ like our urban relatives. The history from this school of thought continued 

until the 17th century when Europe began to witness an explosion of scientific and mathematical 

activity. This bought with it another huge dynamic in this whakapapa. Scientific investigation 

and explanation encouraged confidence that humans could shape their world (Nisbet, 1979). It 

is in the 17th century Europe that the ‘fathers’ of what would become the dominant discourse of 

classical economics emerged. 

 

Sir Isaac Newton (1642 – 1726) is credited with this mechanistic philosophy and a key figure in 

what was considered a scientific revolution. Newton was an English Mathematician, Physicist, 

Astronomer, Theologian, and Author. Heylighen (2006) explains that Newtonian ontology is 

materialistic.   It assumes that all phenomena whether physical, biological, mental or social are 

ultimately constituted of matter. If all the variables of a system are understood (i.e. a weather 

system, solar system, and human system), their movements and patterns can be measured and 

predicted. This belief was that as a system progresses in a linear fashion, they are agreeable to 

scientific methods observation, calculation, prediction, and control of outcomes. Humans are 

therefore separate and apart from that which we observe and study. Separateness allows humans to 

be neutral bystanders in our scientific inquiry, as well as in life in general. (Heylighen,2006).  

 

The concept developed by Anne Robert Jacques Turgot (1727 – 1781), a French Economist and 

Statesman of the linear improvement of human life continued to build on these schools of thought. 

Turgot’s thinking is popularly regarded as one of the significant ideologies that gave rise to 

modern western economics. In his view, the idea of progress similarly is that mankind has 

advanced in the past, is now advancing, and may be expected to continue advancing into the 

future. He also argued that individuals and groups that contribute to progress are often motivated 

by personal interest.  Adam Smith (1723 - 1790) was a Scottish Economist, Philosopher and 

Author. According to Sharma (2020), Smith is considered by many as the ‘father of economics. 

Smith referred to self-interest as being the best economic benefit for all usually being 

accomplished within individuals act. Smith was also significantly influenced by the work of 

Turgot. I wonder what role women had in this history of economic discovery, if any.  
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Other philosophical views such as Marxism, and later, Socialism, also supported the linear 

progress model. They did not reject the reality of mental or spiritual processes but confirmed that 

ideas could arise, therefore, only as products and reflections of material situations. The assumption 

of the linear economy is that it has increased our quality of life, reduced mortality rates, and enabled 

a free exchange of cultures and ideas. This is somewhat of an irony when I think about my 

ancestral history. We did not suffer the sicknesses of Europe before settler contact; we did not 

have a poor quality of life which constantly is referred to in the assumption of the ‘good’ the 

economics has bought to our culture. Indeed Price (1939) in his ethnographic study of indigenous 

dentistry refers to the prowess and health of Tangata Whenua/Māori before the onslaught of sugar 

and other introduced European foods into our diets. The linear model relies heavily on resources 

like minerals, fossil fuels, timber, water, and other materials taken from the environment.  

 

These resources are used to make commodities which are then sold. We use these products and 

then dispose of them as rubbish. This assumes that natural resources are infinite and will always 

be available for extraction, and there will always be means to discard the materials we use. At 

the beginning of the European industrial revolution, this may have been true. However today, 

we are realizing that it is not. We have been living upon these assumptions for centuries and now 

recognising that a linear economy will not be able to go on indefinitely. This philosophy is in 

direct conflict with the perspective I present in this study. First te mana o te Ao Tūroa is not 

ours to pull apart. We do not have dominion over nature. Our traditional culture was not one 

founded on self- interest or control of nature.  It was one where we constantly strove to 

understand our natural world so that we could survive from the taonga (gifts) that she provided 

us.  

 

The greatest point of difference to my narrative is that Tangata Whenua did not see the world as 

linear or that this linear movement would take us to a near prefect state, it is a spiral movement is 

depicted in the koru pattern which grows from mana. I also have described growing up where the 

relationship with the natural world was embedded in how we are reared by our native mothers. 

It is in the ability of these values to be adaptive according to the changes in the world that has 

endured and remains at the core of our culture. I would like to believe that these European men of 

history were driven with good intentions. Maybe it was initially driven by the desire to improve 

the quality of human life.  
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However, the results are contrary to those intentions and now our natural environment is in 

crisis. Today we do not recognise how entrenched we have become within this mechanistic 

philosophy. We have forsaken the taonga (gifts) that the natural world has given us in pursuit of 

personal self-interest. The West itself is now aware of the destructive impact of this whakapapa. 

 

There is much more to classical western economics which I could discuss. However, the reason I 

provide this snapshot is to establish that this ideology has been formed over a very long time and 

is completely at odds against many Tangata Whenua/Māori worldviews about the world. Our 

ancestors were still sailing across the seas while Europeans were becoming more distant from 

nature. Now the west is attempting to find ways to rebuild their relationships with the natural 

world which has been gradually eroded over thousands of years. However, it appears that 

fundmentally, the classical western economic philosophy believes that the natural world is there 

to serve us and our self-interest that remains. 

 

In the last few years, the idea of a circular economy has quickly taken off around the world. The 

concept of the Circular Economy has become a progressively more known term around 

economics, sustainability, and waste management.  According to Mathews and Tan (2011), the 

popularity of the circular economy model is in response to the increase in the world population 

and an economy that relies progressively more on external resources to meet their demand for 

energy, water, and food. An increase to population increases Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 

consumptive processes (Mathews & Tan 2011).  There is enomorus pressure on Governments and 

communities to contain the waste and emissions that overconsumption creates. The CE model 

purports to disrupt the current linear nature of the western economy. This linear concept of the 

economy is used to describe the ‘take, make, waste’ of natural resources. Brown and Wolf (1984) 

claim that the capacity of natural resources to sustain population growth and the resulting waste 

creation is now at capacity, while some predict that it is beyond its capacity. 

 

I listened to David Attenborough giving a speech to promote the Netflix (2019) documentary series of 

Our Planet. In this speech, he commented that we are amid the sixth mass extinction of species in the 

history of the planet. 96% of the mammals on our planet today are us (humans) and the livestock 

that we have domesticated, and everthing else comprise the 4%. 70% of all birds are now 

domesticated poultry; mostly chickens.  
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The impact of our growing population and our consumption now directly threatens our future. 

According to Grayson (2007), linear material processing presents challenges such as resource 

depletion and pollution which ultimately results in the loss of natural habitat for animals and 

plants. In response to the increasing adverse impact of the linear economy, The Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation was established as the world’s leading authority on the circular economy.  According 

to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (n.d) the Foundation defines a circular economy as one that is 

restorative and regenerative by design, and which aims to keep products, components and 

materials at their highest utility and value at all times, distinguishing between technical and 

biological cycles.   

 

The model is underpinned by a vision to transition to renewable energy sources that build 

economic, natural, and social capital whilst creating ‘zero waste’. There are three principles 

which guide this concept of circularity, namely: design out waste and pollution; keep products 

and materials in use; and regenerate natural systems. These principles have a focus on how the 

design, make, use and manage materials at the end of their useful life. This has huge implications 

for everything from demand on nature’s resources, carbon impact, and the amount of waste 

humans generate (Li, 2012). 

 

The circular economy model today combines several major schools of thought. They include the 

functional service economy (performance economy) of Walter Stahel (2018), the Cradle to Cradle 

design philosophy of William McDonough and Michael Braungart (2014), Bio-mimicry as 

articulated by Janine Benyus(2015), the Industrial Ecology of Reid Lifset and Thomas Graedel 

(2002), the Blue Economy as described by Gunter Pauli(2014), and the Natural Capitalism of 

Amory Lovins and Paul Hawken (2009). The CE model further distinguishes between technical 

and biological cycles. Food and biologically based materials like cotton or wood are designed to 

feed back into the system through processes like composting and anaerobic digestion.  

Through these cycles, living systems such as soil are regenerated which provide renewable 

resources for the economy. Technical cycles employ strategies such as ‘reuse, repair, 

remanufacture’ or as a last resort, recycling to recover and restore products, components, and 

materials. 
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The circular economy has no definite time of when it came into being. Interestingly, after World 

War II, computer-based studies in industrialised countries ‘discovered’ that nature is made of non-

linear systems. This clearly revealed to Europeans that the natural world was more metabolic, 

interrelated, and complex. These discoveries were in total conflict with the mechanistic 

philosophy of the western economy, however, nothing really changed with the ‘discovery’ of this 

philosophy. For decades upon decades, the linear force of western economics continued to expand 

and dominate across the world. I continue to be disturbed at how ‘discoveries’ are made by 

European men.  For instance, Tangata Whenua have known and lived for centuries with the 

understanding that the natural world is made up of complex patterns.  

Over time, different schools of thought have been included to the idea of the closed loops or 

circularity of natural systems. In contemporary times, these ideas have become what is now the 

Circular Economy. Advocates of the Circular Economy propose that a sustainable world does 

not mean a drop in the quality of life for consumers and can be achieved without loss of revenue 

or extra costs for manufacturers. (Preston, 2012). This suggests that people can continue to enjoy 

similar products and services and that circular business models can be as profitable as linear models. 

The diagram below illustrates the circular economy model. 

 

Figure 8.  Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy Model 
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He aha ōku whakaaro 

What are my thoughts? 

 

While this may be the case in developed westernised countries, what I see is that it seems to apply 

mainly to certain socioeconomic groups, that is, those who can afford ‘eco-friendly’ products and 

services, or those who have been educated or are aware about them. In this sense, the circular 

economy is not equitable in its belief that we can all benefit from this model. The circular 

economy is a social engineering technique that unfortunately now does not include how this will 

work for indigenous peoples. I do not discount the potential of a closed loop or circular economic 

model as an approach which advocates for the redesign of products and services in an attempt to 

minimise waste and pollution. I also can see how this is linked to the concept of regeneration and 

feedback cycles adapted from life cycles. However, as Tangata Whenua I do not see the world as 

circular or as series of closed loops. Nature is not perfectly round, nor is it flat or square and 

according to Mollison (1988) linear patterns only occurs for very short distances. The model is 

based on self-containment, which one may interpret as going around in circles trying to achieve 

the same thing. The technical and scientific approaches have changed, however the ideology or 

philosophy to a large degree remains the same. 

 

My involvement with the circular economic model has been as a member of the New Zealand 

Ministry for the Environment Waste Minimisation Panel. In this role, the circular economy is 

being used as a model that can assist with waste minimisation. The general tenet of this approach is that 

projects must become financially self-sustaining. Waste is very big business. Much to my distain, 

we have even renamed rubbish as ‘feedstock’. Sustainability is therefore constituted primarily on 

the commercial viability of projects. Infrastructure and design are the big financial winners in the 

circular economy. In my experience, there are significant gaps in this model. For example, a landfill 

makes money from the rubbish we send to be dumped into what is basically a massive hole in the 

ground. Underhill (2018) reported that Waste Management, New Zealand’s biggest waste 

collection and recycling company, drove up sales and profit last year as economic growth 

underpinned volumes of the industrial and construction sector waste and it added landfill capacity. 
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Waste Management’s profit rose to $24.8 million in calendar 2017 from $11.5m a year earlier, 

according to the company’s annual report. The net profit gained through revenue rose to $482m. 

Beijing Capital has owned Waste Management since 2014. It competes with EnviroWaste, the 

second largest company in New Zealand’s waste market. Billionaire Li Ka-shing’s Cheung Kong 

Infrastructure Holdings own Enviro (NZ) trading as Envionwaste. This highlights how these 

organisations, as with other multinationals in this space, have no understanding or interest in 

the cultural knowledge of our country. Nor is there an interest in waste minimisation if it affects 

the company’s commercial interests. 

 

The economic value of recycling has now deteriorated largely because China, the biggest global 

market for waste, has signalled that it no longer wants to be the dumping ground for the rest of the 

world. What this means is that the value of waste has dropped significantly, and it is going back 

into the landfills. It is therefore no wonder that Waste Management has secured resource consent 

to set up another huge landfill at Dome Valley which is just outside of Auckland. This area is currently 

covered in native forest with a water body of both cultural and community importance flowing 

straight through the middle of it. The location capitalises on the waste generation from the ‘golden 

triangle’. According to Underhill (2018), the golden triangle will be the growth engine for New 

Zealand going forward. The golden triangle refers to the area defined by Auckland, Hamilton and 

Tauranga. Amplify this company’s revenue globally with the number of landfills servicing major 

cities alone, and we get a picture of waste and pollution just from this one sector. This is what the 

western economic model has created, and we are not aware in real terms of how huge the waste 

industry is. The CE disrupts the ‘hole in the ground’ and shifts the economic benefit to reuse, 

recycle, and regeneration.  

 

As Wiki te Reo Kaingaki (the Practitioner) I have been involved with waste management and 

minimisation for a very long time. When I first advocated for recycling, repair and reuse those many 

years ago I was so excited as this represented to me a offshoot spiralling away from the landfill and 

the deadly cocktail of leachate it produces. What I also want to highlight here is that even though we 

may believe that we are addressing the waste issue in this country, we are not. The consumer 

behaviour related to waste, coupled with the enormous amount of commercial waste, is providing the 

‘feedstock’, which enables these businesses to thrive.  
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The emphasis on behavioural change through education and awareness is minimal in this country. 

Ironically, behavioural change is considered higher up the waste hierarchy and yet changing 

behaviours is not a key feature of the CE model. Ki a mōhio ka a mātou in my view is where the 

greatest possibilities to shift behaviour and where our mātauranga and mōhiotanga could have the 

greatest impact. 

 

The Circular Economy in Aotearoa 

 

The reason that the CE model was introduced to the waste minimisation fund was as a direct 

response to the Chinese national sword policy. From my participation in waste minimisation, I 

learnt that in February 2018, the Chinese national sword policy came into effect to ban imports of 

waste material.  

 

China processes over half of the world’s scrap paper and is the leading destination for other 

recyclable materials. The ban caused a shock to Aotearoa/New Zealand as we relied heavily on 

China to import and process huge amounts of plastic, paper, metal, and other recyclable waste. 

China no longer has the capacity to deal with all the recyclable waste it receives from other 

countries. The Chinese government is also implementing wider strategies to improve its air quality, 

reduce pollution from dirty and hazardous wastes and prevent illegal waste smuggling. As part of 

achieving this direction, China had already formally accepted a circular economy strategy in 

2002, which has been implemented and developed in several pilot areas in China (Biwei, 

Heshmati, Geng & Yu, 2013).  

This has been a huge influence on the decision of the New Zealand government to adopt the CE 

model to address how we as a country manage the waste we produce. As expected, there was 

little or no Tangata Whenua/Māori or Indigenous worldviews which feature in any real way in 

the CE model at that time. However, as Wiki the Optimist and Practitioner, I hold on to the belief 

of an unfolding like the koru that will bring about a shift over time. Indeed, recycling is not 

economically viable right now, however, other off shoots have begun to appear, namely reuse, 

repurpose, and repair.  Nevertheless, it seems that as a nation we continue to carry on as usual 

with the illusion that we somehow are ‘greener’ and cleaner’ than other westernised countries. 

The truth as I see it is that we are not. 
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Ka oho, ka ngoikore 

Shock becomes indifference 

The public response to the knowledge that we exported a huge amount of recycling to China 

was initially one of shock. Although there was a huge public outcry, this gradually waned and 

only the hardy followers of systemic change have remained vigilant. Most of us appeared happy 

enough to voice our concerns but do not make any real contribution to changing our own 

consumer behaviour. It also became even more apparent to me over this period how Tangata 

Whenua/Māori awareness and participation in waste management and minimisation of any kind 

remained relatively low.  

I suspect that we generally are not so consious as consumers  that we also contribute to the 

enormous amount of waste that we collectively generate, nor that our consumer behaviour is part 

of the wider whakapapa that operates the whole production chain that results in waste and 

pollution. 

 

Te Ōhanga Āmiomio Summit 

Circular Economy Pacific Summit 

 

In 2019, I attended the Ōhanga Āmiomio: Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy Pacific 

Summit. This was the first summit that the foundation had hosted in the Pacific supported by the 

New Zealand Ministry for the Environment and SCION - a company of New Zealand Forest 

Research Institute, and The Natural Conservancy NZ. The Nature Conservancy is a charitable 

environmental organization headquartered in Arlington, Virginia, United States. 

 

My interest in attending the conference was to listen to the presentation in relation to Mātauranga 

and the thinking on what could be new approaches to unlock when contemporary economics 

meets indigenous worldviews. The cynic in me viewed the summit as another case of Māori 

Mātauranga being retrofitted to an economic agenda. However, remaining optimistic, I attended 

to see how this concept could ‘unlock new approaches’ based on Māori Mātauranga. I was 

particularly interested in how these ‘new’ approaches could contribute to my study. 
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The central discussion on mātauranga focused on shifting emphasis from caring about the 

environment, to caring for the environment. Boasa-Dean (2019) pointed out that this concept is 

where people and nature are considered as one, and humans become relevant because of their 

connections to the natural world. I was not clear how this could intersect with the CE model. 

Regarding the CE, I concluded that a possible manifestation of this concept could align to the 

practice of product stewardship in waste minimisation. Product stewardship is considered an 

environmental management strategy where whoever designs, produces, sells, or uses a product has 

the responsibility for minimizing the impact of the product on the environment. This is performed 

throughout all stages of the products’ life cycle including end of life management.  

 

My rationale was if a company takes responsibility for the products they produce, it would bring 

the company closer to a sense of responsibility to the natural world. However, I discounted that 

analysis because I was doing what I did not intend, that is trying to retrofit a Te Ao Māori in the 

CE model. There is a disconnect between these worldviews. I realised that I have not escaped 

from the submergence into westernisation in my quest to bring our Te Ao views into these spaces.  

 

If we are to be meaningful actors or even leaders in these spaces, then we need to be able to stand 

firm in our philosophies. Traci Houpapa, the Chair for the Federation of Māori Authorities 

inferred this through reference to Manuka Henare’s (1998) Koru of Māori Ethics framework. 

Although it is situated in ethics, the framework could be applied as an ideology that sets the 

moral compass for the CE. 

He Paki Kōrero: Mā tātou e Ārahi 

A vignette: We will lead us 

It was evident with these presentations that there are approaches, which undoubtedly 

mātauranga can bring to the circular economy. My dilemma was I wondered how mātauranga 

could become meaningful in a system that does not clearly provide a space in its underlying 

principles for alternative Tangata Whenua/Māori views, traditional or otherwise. At present, 

there has been little or no provision for indigenous worldviews or practices within the Ellen 

MacArthur Foundation. The summit was not instigated by the foundation but through the 

interest of the New Zealand Ministry for the Environment initially in its pursuit of models to 

address waste minimisation.  
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I note that the concept of CE is beginning to appear in Tangata Whenua/Māori projects as a viable 

model for sustainability. This is also not a new phenomenon. Tangata Whenua/Māori groups 

and individuals are quick to uptake models, which, seem to be compatible to our values and 

beliefs. We become multi-actor environmental stewards within an economic space that seems to 

still fundamentally maintains the classical western economic ideology. 

 

The Need for a New Narrative 

The reflections on Māori Mātauranga opened spaces for the insights of Dr Chris Kutarna 

(2019), a fellow of the Oxford Martin School in England. In his presentation, we are now in a 

time where we need a new narrative that he terms ‘the renaissance of integration’. Dr Kutarna 

focused on an English historical perspective of the evolution of conscious thought. The 

argument was that it was the evolution of consciousness which influenced European thinking, 

and the development of economics. According to Dr Kutarna, prehistoric times were spaceless 

with timeless movement. Currently, humans did not have the tools in consciousness to break out 

from this place of oneness with nature. Eventually it was the birth of language which brought 

about the beginning of consciousness and the discovery of self in this oneness. Shamans could 

hear nature speak and were able to share this through magic and incantations. This was a time when 

magic was real, as was the ability to hear nature.  

Magical emotion then began to evolve into mysticism; nature begans to be personified as a form 

of governance and rule over humankind. City states begin to appear and became mythic 

structures. However, this period eventually began to decline as humans began to question 

mysticism. This gave raise to philosophers such as Plato who challenged mythic thought in 

favour of being governed by reason. The world begins to be seen as more concrete and 

measurable where ‘reality’ takes over mysticism. Parts now dominate the whole. This begins the 

time of industrialism that everything in the world, including humans, can be measured, calculated, 

and understood like a machine. I realised how European history shows us that for thousands of 

years, they have been disassociated from the natural world. How do we intersect with a history 

that consciously abandoned its oneness to nature? We have become moulded to this history, some 

by choice, and others through force. I feared that we would continue to lose ourselves within 

this incomprehensible history and be unable to come out from under its overpowering weight. 
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The Renaissance of Integration 

 

Dr Kutarna continued with an explanation of how the scale and complexity of humanity as a result of 

westernisation has reached its capacity. What Europeans thought about the world is now outdated 

and they are seeking a new perspective to see the world differently and rediscover their relationship 

with the natural world. Therefore, the next renaissance he argues is one of reintegration of human 

consciousness. I could not help but think of Greta Thunberg (2018) a 16-year-old Swedish climate 

activist and her statement “the climate crisis has already been solved. We already have all the facts 

and solutions; all we have to do is to wake up and change”. 

Greata Thunberg has grown up in a country that is highly structured and engineered around The 

Natural Step (TNS) framework. I cannot shake some diataste that the many indigenous youth 

voices who have been protesting the same issue do not receive the same accalades. I wonder if it 

is because although the issues are the same, the means to address those issues are different 

when seen through indigenous eyes.   

 

I refer to Greta because she is from Sweden and reared within the TNS which resonates with the 

approaches of the CE. The facts and solutions she refers to are those she has experienced in the 

science and engineering approach to sustainability. The new narrative of the integration of 

consciousness which Dr Kuturna described was indeed befitting for the west. However, for our 

culture integration of consicousiness is not cast within the capacity of science and engineering 

to fix the machinery on which economics exists. I found it somewhat interesting that this 

presentation was included in the session on Mātauranga. 

I wondered if this was because there was a shift in awareness concerning the value of 

Mātauranga in the thinking around the reintegration of consciousness. The CE continues to be 

founded on a belief that like a machine, we can engineer anything. The focus of the CE is 

changing the ‘cogs and wheels’ to enable the lifestyles we have become accustomed and 

domesticated into. I wondered if this integration of consciousness was more about a European 

approach rather than one which sought a unique Tangata Whenua/Māori approach to this 

integration of consciousness. 
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The proceeding presentation by Ross Stevens (2019) who is the Industrial Design Programme 

Director at the School of Design, Victoria University, was somewhat more insightful. This 

presentation was not in the session on mātauranga but within the theme regarding production 

materials. In this session the question being asked was, how can we use experience and inspiration 

from the Pacific, where the issue of plastics pollution is complex, urgent, and visible, to design 

better systems in which plastics never become waste? Sometimes insightfulness appears in the 

least expected places. In that moment I thought about the whakataukī ‘kei raro te rahurahi ngā 

kōrero o ngā tūpuna’. I heard the whispers of my ancestors in that moment. 

 

Materials and Artificial Intelligence - The Creation of new gods? 

 

What I found thought provoking about this presentation was both the possibilities of new design 

and the creative thinking of how our belief systems could be a solution to what he perceived as the 

future domination of capitalism using materials and artificial intelligence. I was impressed that 

someone whom I would not have thought could present something so thought provoking and 

evocative to this conversation. 

 

The first concern he expressed was about the access to free software that our children could easily 

learn to make 3D and 4D products. An example to illustrate this point was an audio speaker he 

produced in eight minutes using free software downloaded from the internet. The capacity and 

advancement of technology is continuous and rapidly expanding. Tangata Whenua/Māori are 

already adapting to this future world. We have no control over this future and indeed this 

technology now and into the future may take us further away from our culture. Our children may 

not prioritise the value of the natural world in their everyday lives when competing with all the 

excitement and ease of technology.However, on the other hand, technology could encourage 

Tangata Whenua /Māori innovation and design that feeds into ecologically efficient products and 

services. This could be an opportunity for our own innovation in material design.  

 

I thought about the purutuna and how Kawiti used this natural phenomenon in the design of trench 

warfare. The idea of biomimcry, to mimic nature in the design of materials, although highly 

technical, requires innovation and creativity.  
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I could envisage how this could provide new avenues for our children to reclaim the knowledge 

which comes from this approach in the future. For example, the audio speaker that Mr Stevens 

made was inspired by the form and function of a spiral shell. This is not unfamiliar within our 

culture. The product he designed looked like the pūtātara (conch shell) that we use as horn in 

different ceremonies. The possibilities of how we could harness this type of traditional knowledge 

in biomimicry and technology in contemporary ways, may assist in opening of a whole new 

paradigm in indigenous innovation. 

 

The second concern that was quite frightening and had the greater impact on me was concerning 

the rapid increase of artificial intelligence. According to Mr Stevens, there are huge financial 

investments being poured into artificial intelligence, driven by the arms industry and mega 

multinational companies such as Google and Facebook.The imagery he used to explain how 

terrifyingly powerful these industries will become as a result of artificial intelligence, he likened 

to the power of a god. These new gods he called the god of greed and the god of war. The 

challenge he saw was not how to manage or stop this inevitable force, but to think about what 

other ‘god’ could appear to challenge and provide an antenarrative to these terrifying gods of 

greed and war. 

 

In this thinking, he was subtly pointing to a very ancient Tangata Whenua concept; that is the 

construction and understanding of ‘gods’ as a means of making sense of the world and managing 

human behaviour. Best (1978) also noted that traditional Māori cosmology was how Māori sought 

to understand the heart of nature and himself. From this understanding, life principles are derived 

which govern every aspect of life. This was the first time I had heard the concept of Atua (gods) 

being applied by a European in a contemporary economic sense. This was an ohoho (startling,) 

moment for me; the thought that we could ‘construct’ another ‘god’ or evoke our traditional gods 

as a counter response to greed and capitalism. This was new and yet somehow familiar. We had 

so many gods for every aspect of life. 

 

I began to recall a conservation I had with one of our local Ministers of the Church when I was 

young, about my distaste for religion. What was poignant about that conversation was the 

explanation of our acceptance of Christianity as we were a ‘god’ people.  
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We welcomed this god because it was how Europeans made sense of the world. We had many gods 

to enable us to understand life, why not another one. Traditional Māori cosmology gradually was 

decimated by the influence of Christianity. Mr Stevens referred to his own story of religion, 

which seemed like a form of indirect atonement for the impact of western religion on our culture. 

I began to imagine a world where indigenous ways of building consciousness could become a 

reality embraced by te mana o te Ao Tūroa. 

 

This presentation bought to my own thinking that maybe te mana o te Ao Tūroa was being 

realised in the consciousness of others. Over the last 20 years, as a result of the Māori 

renaissance, our gods have re-emerged. It is common to see references to our gods in literature 

related to the environment, science, social services, health, and art. Māori cosmology or religion 

however no longer governs or brings civil obedience to every element of our life. The reawakening 

of our gods in ourselves, however, has been important to our recovery of our identity and 

culture. What an exciting phenomenon this would be to unfold in the contemporary economics 

space; that our cultural knowledge of gods could become the narrative of consciousnesses, to 

reawaken ‘Tānenui-a-Rangi’ as the bringer of higher consciousness within this new narrative. 

 

He Pito Kōrero: Te Kohikohi Otaota 

A vignette: Picking up Litter 

 

I recall a project that I coordinated for our whānau to collect roadside litter. The aim of the 

project was to enable whānau economic development that could contribute to the care of the 

community and create a sense of pride in caring for our local natural environment. I 

remembered this project as I listened to the presentations at the Pacific Summit. We did not have 

the money to purchase the equipment and clothing required for litter collection. We managed to 

obtain secondhand clothing and equipment from the local Council. We were up against a major 

Roading contractor who usually carried out all roadside litter collection. They did not want to 

lose this contract, in fear that it would snowball into other communities. We did however win 

the contract on a short-term basis. In the end we lost the contract because of the pressure placed 

on Council from this Roading contractor. Rubbish means business and money. I cannot help but 

feel disparaged sitting there listening to how the CE could address waste and still make money to 

maintain our quality of life.  
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A whānau was trying to make a difference for our community. We could not compete against the 

big players and we lost the project. Where were these stories in this Summit? The circular 

economy model has little traction with our people. Indeed, at the seminar, I spoke with Tangata 

Whenua/Māori attendees who did not even understand the model or its relevance to the projects 

and organisations they represented. This further substantiated for me that indeed it is relevant 

and important that we develop our own model which our people can understand and is culturally 

meaningful. 

 

Kei hea Te Tupu Ora? 

What happened to sustainability? 

 

I cannot help but wonder if the ideals of growth have now taken command of the conversation 

about sustainability. The circular economy is framed as a technologically driven and 

economically profitable vision of continued growth in a resource-scarce world (Hobson & Lynch, 

2016).  Its principles are primarily put together from a business point of view that both achieve 

eco-friendly and economic benefits. However aside from a lack of a visible presence of social 

benefits, there is no consideration of culture and how this may feature in creating a ‘new’ frontier 

to address an outdated western economic system. As a country, Tangata Whenua/Māori are not 

leading in shifting economic paradigms, instead, we seem to continuously follow the latest 

economic trends.  

 

Before the circular economy, the idea of sustainability as a principle was popularised as a means 

to managing natural resources. Sustainable development appears in the Resource management Act 

1991, which was considered a huge step in binding the government through legislation to mitigate 

adverse effects on the natural environment. I honour and am privileged to have known Dame 

Nganeko Mchinnick in her activism, which influenced this change in legislation. Nganeko was a 

champion of kaitiakitanga which is now a provision of the RMA (Resource Management Act 

1991). Kaitiakitanga was to align to the concept of sustainability, particularly regarding the idea of 

Māori as guardians, stewards, and caretakers of the natural environment. 

 

When I was a young woman, I was invited to participate in the conversations about how Tangata 

Whenua/Māori values could be realised through the RMA. I believed that this work was revolutionary 

in that it gave Tangata Whenua/Māori a voice in the European constructs of resource and 

environmental management.  
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Gaining this ‘voice’ was achieved mostly through the activism and the leadership of our elders, 

whom in my experience were mainly women. However, sustainable aspirations seem to have lost 

its shine and watered down in the RMA to accommodate increased economic development. It 

appears that the very word sustainability itself has somewhat diminished, being replaced by ‘new’ 

language such as the idea of ‘regeneration’. The CE now appears as the ‘new’ solution for the 

New Zealand government to address our waste problems without jeopardising economic 

imperatives. I read “A circular economy for Auckland” (2018) commissioned by Auckland, 

Tourism, Events, and Economic Development (ATEED) in partnership with the Sustainability 

Business Network.  

 

This report provides an economic insights paper to highlight how Auckland could liberate up to 

$8.8 billion in additional economic activity and reduce carbon emissions to 2,700 ktCO2e by 

2030. The report claims that in Aotearoa/New Zealand we have the added opportunity to align and 

refine circular economy thinking through cooperation and collaboration with the business models 

and worldview of the country’s indigenous (Māori) people.  

 

Doing so successfully would lead to the development of a holistic economic mindset that would 

also assist in dissolving the current cultural boundaries. Furthermore, the report notes that there 

are opportunities to realise a unique Māori (holistic) perspective, where Māori have an important 

and unique worldview in driving circular thinking and action in New Zealand.The paper further 

elaborates on this holistic understanding of our environment, as seeing the environment as an 

interconnected whole.  

This is expressed by Tangata Whenua/Māori through their connection with the environment 

through Kaitiakitanga (environmental guardianship) a way of managing the environment, and 

tikanga (customary practice), whakapapa,  manaakitanga (acts of giving and caring for) and their 

intergenerational approach are all congruent with the CE thinking. Harnessing this thinking and 

the unique and strong indigenous culture we have in NZ will presumably help drive New 

Zealand’s transition towards a circular economy. 

 

I question how we will achieve a Tangata Whenua/Māori paradigm to shift economic thinking against 

an ideology that is still driven by a mechanical philosophy. While the words of ‘A circular 

economy for Auckland’ are commendable, there is nothing new in the use of these Tangata 

Whenua/Māori statements in the pursuit of sustainability, or should I say sustainability that 

creates financial viability. 
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The Tangata Whenua/Māori words they use are well-trodden in the public sector. However, there 

is much more to Tangata Whenua/Māori ecological knowledge both traditional and contemporary 

that have yet to be explored and harnessed in terms of supporting a shift to the prevailing 

mindset of the New Zealand economic system. It is also too simplistic to continually use a few 

Tangata Whenua/Māori values in a paragraph without more in-depth research and conversations 

about what they could mean for Tangata Whenua/Māori in environmental management, social, and 

economic contexts. Notwithstanding these concerns, the popularity of a CE could well engender 

more conversations about Te Ao Tangata Whenua/Māori models of economic and environmental 

management ideology and approaches. 

 

 I always remain hopeful. This may however present challenges and even conflict amongst us 

given that the current economic thinking, circular economy or otherwise, still prevails. There 

also remains an engrained general view that environmental damage being done to our planet 

primarily presents a threat which will disrupt our global markets and economies, not what it has 

done and continues to do to the loss of biodiversity and culture and social well-being. We need 

to question the definition of ‘economics’ and its systems that have consciously ignored, 

seduced, and integrated Tangata Whenua/Māori into its fold.  

 

The commercial redress in treaty settlements, the growth of Māori tribal assets and our ongoing 

desire for economic success impacts on the interpretations of what is considered a Tangata 

Whenua/Māori paradigm in an economic, environmental, and social space. How would we react as 

Tangata Whenua/Māori if there was a total collapse of the western economy within which this 

‘Tangata Whenua/Māori economy’ now exists? The concept of sustainability was initially well 

received by many Tangata Whenua/Māori. I believe it was mainly because for many of us we 

believed that it would change and address environmental degradation. I also believed at that time 

that it was an attestation to the battles that Māori environmentalist and elders waged against the 

destruction of ecosystems and natural habitats, particularly the traditional food sources.  

 

This was also a strong feature of the Māori renaissance, that is, the conscientization of Māori 

about the natural world and the mana which accompanies such awareness.  The concepts and 

practices of sustainability has bought with its significant growth in the ‘business’ of Tangata 

Whenua/Māori values being aligned with sustainability concepts.  
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For example, because of the inclusion of kaitiakitanga in the RMA 1991, it has seen the 

establishment of Māori units dedicated to how this is given effect in strategy, planning, and 

policy. Private enterprises, for example, architectural firms who brand their business as being 

sustainable design’ engage Tangata Whenua/Māori consultants to provide advice on how to merge 

Tangata Whenua/Māori in sustainable building design. These are all factors that should be considered 

with thinking about what would be our own unique model. 

 

The Natural Step, Permaculture, and the Circular Economy 

The Sustainability Framework (natural step) developed by Karl-Henrik Robèrt in 1987 and Bill 

Mollison’s Permaculture founded in 1975 are both models that have had worldwide success in 

terms of disruption to the linear economy. Both these models have also had significant success 

and uptake in relation to Māori environmental awareness and management. Despite this, 

Permaculture continues to be situated on the periphery of both the TNS and the Circular Economy, 

perhaps because permaculture has more of a focus on family and community self-sufficiency 

and self-reliance through a strong agricultural focus. 

 

While there are similarities between the concepts of a Circular Economy with The Natural Step 

and Permaculture, there does not seem to be a reference to how they may intersect and relate to 

each other. It also seems somewhat amiss that the circular economy model does not promote either 

the Natural Step or Permaculture although advocates such as the Sustainability Business Network 

actively embrace the value of a CE.  I cannot help but feel somewhat cynical about models that 

are created in response to environmental damage, especially when they seem to be in silos from 

each other.  

 

Before the economic system we now live in, nature determined how we survived. Now we are 

determining how nature survives. If we are to repair the damage to the environment, this needs to 

include a conscious investment in the repair and protection of our traditional ecological 

knowledge. Unless the circular economy can move toward shifting mindsets, I am unsure if there 

will be any great value to us as a people.  

My main criticism is that the CE focuses on material resources and the systems to manage them, 

there is few mentions in the contemporary CE debate of the wider context of economic, social and 

cultural systems in which a CE must operate. 
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Te Tahirā Ao Tūroa 

The Natural Step: A Natural Sustainability Framework 

 

When the TNS emerged in this country I thought it was a revolutionary framework that could 

change the fabric of western economics.  In my role as a Senior Māori Environmental Advisor to 

the Manukau City Council, I could see an opportunity that the TNS could bring regarding 

environmental issues associated with rapid urban development. I also considered the framework 

as one of the most robust and simple means to give effect to the principles of sustainable 

management as defined in the Resource Management Act 1991. 

 

This enthusiasm led me to an assumption that there were synergies with a Tangata Whenua/Māori 

view because it seemed to work at minimising the impact of economic activity on the natural 

environment. It was also this enthusiasm which led me to conduct a research project which took me 

to Sweden where the TNS framework was created. My particular focus at that time was in 

relation to how the local government could be more effective in giving effect to Tangata Whenua 

worldviews in environmental and resource management within the South Auckland region.I reflect 

on this research project to demonstrate how I began to carve out a pathway which took me out of 

the ‘ngahere’ (forest) and ‘over the horizon’ to witness an economic model which I believed could 

have synergies to a Tangata Whenua/Māori worldview. I discuss my research project and conclude 

what that experience may bring when the TNS meets me now as I reflect on te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa growing koru economies. 

 

Taku Rangahau - My Research 

Synergies between Swedish and Tangata Whenua Views 

 

My research involved a field study of various Swedish eco-municipalities to see how they were 

implementing the TNS. An eco-municipality is the equivalent to our local government councils. 

They are both responsible for a wide range of local services such as roads, water reticulation, 

sewerage and refuse collection, libraries, parks, recreation services, local regulations, 

community and economic development, and town planning. The difference with an eco-

municipality is that it has officially adopted the TNS sustainability principles where the 

organisation employs a systematic and participatory approach with businesses and communities 

to implement those principles. I was fortunate to be funded through the Winston Churchill 

Fellowship Trust and NZ Sustainable Cities with support from Manukau City Council to 

undertake this research project in Sweden. 
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He Kōrero Whakapapa 

Background 

 

The Natural Step (TNS) was developed in Sweden in the 1980’s by Dr Karl-Henrik Robèrt, one of 

Sweden’s foremost Cancer Scientists. It was his research of the damage to human cells which 

underlined his concerns about the natural environment. In his observations, he noted that for the 

past hundred or so years, humans had been increasingly interfering with natural processes. In 

doing so, the cyclical processes of nature were disrupted thereby creating a linear society that was 

producing garbage at unprecedented rates (Robèrt, 2002). He observed that this was not only 

visible in garbage dumps but also in terms of unseen molecular garbage. By far, the larger 

portion can be thought of as this “molecular garbage” consisting of the vast quantities of tiny 

particles that are daily spewed out into the earth’s air, water, and soil. 

Robèrt (2002) further noted that with few exceptions, none of this garbage finds its way back 

into the cycles of society or nature as it is not taken up for repeated use by industry, nor is it put 

back into the soil. As a result of poor or non-existent planning, the volume of garbage is too 

large for nature to reassimilate, and some of it, such as toxic metals and stable unnatural 

compounds, cannot be processed by the cells at all. Since all linear processes must eventually 

come to an end, the only way to save ourselves from the consequences, in his view, would be to 

restore the cyclical processes of nature. 

He also argued against a proliferation of definitions of sustainability (Robèrt et al 1997). He 

promoted a definition where there is a change in human lifestyles and forms of societal 

organization that are based on cyclic processes compatible with the earth’s natural cycles. When 

I began to read more on Robèrt, I was particularly drawn to his own personal relationship with 

the natural world. He wrote about his love of the outdoors since he was a boy and his anxiety 

about how the expansion of the city limits was in his view an act of vandalism against his 

personal environment (Robèrt, 2002).  Here I thought was a man who truly had passion for the 

natural world, driven by his own experiences, not another Scientist removed from what he had 

developed in response to his own personal story. 
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Whakakiia te waka kōrero 

Fill the vessel with dialogue 

 

TNS was developed through intensive consultation across different sectors including scientific 

communities, businesses municipalities, environmental organizations, government departments, 

and the arts community. Robèrt’s motto about TNS approach to sustainability was to “find 

fundamental principles of indisputable relevance and thereafter ask the advice of others on how 

to apply them” (James & Lathi, p. 4). This was considered an important feature of the development 

of the TNS because it opened up a conversation across a wide spectrum of different communities 

and voices.  

 

They filled their vessel with many views but unfortunately the indigenous people of Sweden, the 

Sami, were not a part of that conversation. When I thought about the exclusion of the indigenous 

voice, the ‘revolutionary’ feeling I had become somewhat tainted. I later found when meeting 

with Sami, the framework was deficient in how it included and addressed indigenous concerns. 

However, I ploughed on with my research agenda determined that I could find synergies that could 

align with my worldview. When I reflect upon my dogmatic approach at that time, I realised how 

singularly focused I was on achieving some benefit from this model for my people. I 

acknowledge my single mindedness and sincerely regret that I did not pursue the voices of the 

indigenous people more in my research project.  I was looking for innovative engineering and 

science to fix everything because I had become so desperate looking for envionrmental solutions 

that could resonate with my people.  

The reason that the framework has been successful in Sweden is that it received the full support 

of the King of Sweden. This showed that when there is support at the highest levels of the 

societal hierarchy, the uptake across society can happen quickly. TNS was launched with 

extensive media coverage and the distribution of educational material to every school and 

household in Sweden. Sweden adopted TNS 30 years ago and continues to be the leading 

example of how a country can create a societal shift to sustainable principles and practice. TNS is 

now considered worldwide to be both scientifically based and readily understandable in its 

articulation of principles for sustainability. 
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Ka rapu i te huarahi tupu ora 

Defining Sustainability and Sustainable Development 

 

My research began with exploring the definition of sustainability in relation to TNS. My 

intention was to figure out how this definition complemented my tangata whenua view of 

sustainability and sustainable development. The definition I discovered was gained on the 

widespread use from the 1987 report named “Our Common Future” otherwise known as the 

Brundtland Report. The report defined Sustainable Development as: “development that meets 

the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs’’ (United Nations General Assembly, 1987, p. 43). The report highlighted three 

fundamental components to sustainable development: environmental protection, economic 

growth, and social equity. 

 

What this report saw was that instead of the possibility for a new era of economic growth, that the 

future must be based on policies that sustain and expand the environmental resource base. This 

new form of economic growth in his view was essential to relieve the great poverty that is 

deepening in much of the developing world. This concept of sustainable development aimed to 

maintain economic advancement and progress while protecting the long-term value of the 

environment; Sustainable development therefore “provides a framework for the integration of 

environment policies and development strategies” (United Nations General Assembly, 1987). 

According to Emas (2015), in practice, sustainable development requires the integration of 

economic, environmental, and social objectives across sectors, territories, and generations. 

 

Most of my experiences of sustainable development in local government were cases where 

sustainability was predominantly massaged around enabling economic development. 

Furthermore, there was no acknowledgement of a cultural concern in the ‘common future’ 

definition. I found this ironic when I questioned whose ‘common future’ this was referring to 

when a major population being indigenous peoples were not included in the definition. 

However, Robért et al. (2002) further argued that sustainability only became an issue when 

society became unsustainable.  
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Therefore, the principles of sustainability define unsustainability. If society avoids these, it must 

be sustainable (Robért et al. 2002). I could see a similarity in this proposition with Tangata 

Whenua/Māori view of natural sustainability which I believed supported conditions which 

focused on the elimination of unsustainable principles and practises. 

 

He Tupu Ora 

 

In contrast to the general concept of sustainable development and sustainability, my view was 

based on the concept of He Tupu Ora. The two words ‘Tupu’ and ‘Ora’ together means, to 

develop, grow, flourish, to survive, be conscious, satisfied and alive. Implicit within Tupu Ora is to 

sustain life supporting systems which ensure and enhance our quality of life. The definition is 

underpinned by the belief that growing consciousness and knowledge about our 

interdependency with the natural world is integral to how we live and participate in the world of 

which we as humans are a part. Therefore, the process toward sustainability is one of constantly 

participating in the ‘growth and well-being’ of not only humans but also the natural world. I did 

not consider that our needs were any greater than those our native flora and fauna, the water, air, 

land or otherwise. I thought about how my native mothers selfishly sacrificed their own wants 

and needs for our whānau (family) well-being and the well-being of the community; the love, 

care and cultivation of the land. Ultimately my native mother believed in continuity of our 

language and customs as the mainstay of he tupu ora. 

 

Tupuranga refers to each generation, and as we transmit our language and customs to each 

generation, so do we learn how to give effect to ‘ora’ (well-being). Tupu ora could therefore be 

also viewed as a process of maintaining our culture with the constant focus on futureproofing for 

the next tupuranga (generation).  

 

Implicit within tupu ora is the notion of continuity and growing of consciousness as central to 

our ora tonutanga. Heinberg (2010) also notes that the essence of the term sustainable is “that 

which can be maintained over time”. I concluded that the concept of Tupu Ora was where I 

would position my view of sustain- ability. Like the koru, it is always unfolding, a spiral that 

was continuous without end. I think about the koru pattern derived from the pītau or piko of the 

native ponga as I reflect on the definition of sustainability and sustainable development, I drew 

upon for my TNS research project.  
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Everything about the ponga demonstrates Te Tupu Ora. Our tupuranga were also extremely 

important in our traditional worldview. Indeed, this is also reflected in the growth of the koru. In 

this regard, I could relate to the western definition of sustainability in its focus on future 

generations. 

 

Tōku whakamārama i ngā Mātāpono 

Clarifying the embodiment of the TNS principles 

TNS was developed around four sustainability principles to shift societies toward sustainable 

living without compromising the quality of life most of us have become accustomed to. The 

sustainability principles include what was identified as the four main areas of unsustainable 

human activity. As a part of my quest to find the synergies between the principles of the TNS with 

a Tangata Whenua view, I decided to translate the principles of the TNS into my reo (language) 

so that I could internally embody those principles into ‘my world in my being’. When I say that 

we culturally believe in our inseparability from the natural world, I needed to ‘sense’ this, 

especially in a research project which has been driven by the heart. My rationale was also if I 

could bring these principles into my language, it would assist me to navigate my way toward 

finding how to combine this model with my worldview. The following table shows what I 

found in bringing these principles into my Reo (language). 
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I roto i te Whakatupu Ora, kia kore e nui ake te: 

In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing 

Guiding principle Toku tirohanga 

• concentrations of substances from the 

earth’s crust (such as fossil CO2, heavy 

metals and minerals) 

• hauhake i te tinana o Papatuanuku 

• concentrations of substances produced by 

society (such as antibiotics and endocrine 

disruptors) 

• Hanga i nga mea mauri mate 

• degradation by physical means (such as 

deforestation and draining of 

groundwater tables) 

• Nga mahi patu kino i te whenua (pēnei 

te whakawātea ngahere, ngote ake ngā 

puna wai) 

• People are not subject to conditions that 

systematically undermine their 

capacity to meet their needs (such as inadequate 

or toxic housing, and no food or clothing) 

• E kore e taea e te tangata te noho 

ora i roto tona ake ao 

    Table 1. Te Reo interpretation of the Natural Step Principles 

 

When I translated the principles into te reo, I discovered that my translation contained emotive 

language.  The TNS principles are weighted toward scientific and technological conditions which 

did not seem to have ‘heart’. However, I did not have an issue with drawing on the logistical, 

technical or scientific approaches of TNS regarding sustainable approaches. I dogmatically 

believed that the synthesis of TNS with Tangata Whenua/ Māori had the potential to develop 

effective and efficient tools and processes for the expression of Tangata Whenua/ Māori in 

environmental management. 

I also believed that TNS as a scientific and systems approach was a European solution to what 

Europeans had created in the first place. It was European industrialism and capitalism which 

dominated the world that created the environmental crisis we experience today. In my mind, if 

they caused it, then I believed that it was their responsibility to fix it. We as a country are a part 

of that European westernisation history. That system still dominates our daily lives and the 

adverse effects on the natural environment continue to increase.  
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I have felt a sense of urgency, almost a sense of desperation, to find alternatives that could work 

with Tangata Whenua/Māori views to ‘engineer’ change with the intention of restoring and 

nurturing our natural world. When one feels this level of desperation, as a practitioner, I was 

prepared to forego my ‘heart’ to find a solution that would ‘save the natural world’. During my 

study tour, I visited many examples of eco-municipality infrastructure and local services which 

demonstrated how the TNS principles were being implemented. This included visits to private 

sector businesses to also see how the TNS was voluntarily being adopted in this sector. In total I 

visited 25 different examples throughout Sweden. Needless to say, I was totally overwhelmed 

with what I saw. The challenge for me was how do I reflect a synergy to a Tangata Whenua/ 

Māori world? I began by taking the principles and viewing what they meant in my cultural 

knowing as well as how this could be described in relation to my work as a Tangata 

Whenua/Māori envionrmental policy planner and advisor. The following discussion is what I 

concluded. 

 

Tōku Whakamārama i ngā Mātāpono 

Clarifying the embodiment of the TNS principles 

 

Tuatahi: I roto i te Ao Tūroa, kia kore hauhake i te tinana o Papatuanuku 

One: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing concentrations of 

substances from the earth’s crust (such as fossil CO2, heavy metals and minerals) 

 

To my knowledge, Tangata Whenua/ Māori did not extract minerals, fossils or heavy metals from 

Papatūānuku. We were an agricultural society who primarily dug the earth to plant crops. Our 

belief is that we respect the mana of mother earth. We protect and love our mother for the 

sustenance she provides us. I recently became embroiled in a conversation which argued that we 

did not have the knowledge about substances such as iron, coal or minerals which is why we did 

not extract or dig great holes into the earth. I find this difficult to comprehend as I do with many 

such assumptions about our culture. If our ancestors were masters in understanding celestial 

movements in the sky above, would they not have known about what was below their feet in the 

ground?  
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Could it be that we consciously chose not to mine because of our beliefs in mother earth? In this 

sense, taking substances from the earth’s crust was the removal of her very organs. If we thought 

of ourselves as her children, would we rip out those organs to make our lives easier? Ranginui is 

our Sky father. Together with Papatūānuku, they are inseparable. All that happens on our mother 

earth affects our sky father. It was from this perspective that I could not also separate the solutions 

in relation to extraction from our mother earth to the generation of energy from wind power from 

our sky father. I have mentioned previously the connection of the maramataka (lunar calendar) to 

the soil and the preparation involved taking all of these dynamics together to enable a garden to 

grow. I explained that these dynamics differed in relation to the sea and could be specific to a 

local geography. This was my dilemma as I worked through how to explain our views in relation to 

this principle. 

 

Tiakina te Hā o Tāwhirimātea 

Care for the breath of Tāwhirimātea (God of the Winds) 

 

The Hā o Tāwhirimātea is the breath of life and is a powerful source of energy. The Hā is the 

hau (wind) which carries the voice of the earth. Our ancestors leave us messages they have 

heard in the wind. Natural law prescribes that to sustain life means that good air quality is 

imperative, and good air quality requires a healthy and cared for earth mother (Walker, 2011). 

Regarding the contemporary urban environment, one of my key focus was to liaise with Tangata 

Whenua on South Auckland’s Roading infrastructure. Since the 80s, I have been aware of the 

adverse effects of automobiles particularly in regard to emissions of air pollution. My first 

initiation into climate change back then was support for catalytic converters. The purpose of a 

catalytic converter is to convert pollutants into less harmful emissions before they ever leave the 

car’s exhaust system. However, the numbers of cars in Aotearoa/New Zealand have continued to 

increase. 

 

In 2016, there are 43,000 more cars on Auckland’s roads than the previous year (Slade, 2016). As 

a result, traffic congestion was a major issue. The emission of air pollution from cars was not only 

a concern regarding what this contributed to global warming, but also to the respiratory health of 

people who lived in areas of high traffic congestion. Most of these areas had high numbers of 

Tangata Whneua/Māori and Pacific Island people.  
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Alternative types of practices employed in Sweden included incentives to increase electric or hybrid 

cars, subsidising the purchase of electric cars and alternative fuel sources such as biogas. Trosvik 

and Egner (2017) however argue that the adoption rate of electric cars in Sweden is relatively slow 

and varies across municipalities in striving to achieve fossil fuel independence by 2030. 

Nevertheless, the Swedish society moving toward this goal is highly visible and is considered a 

benchmark in the world on how to deal with reducing the use of fossil fuels from the earth’s crust. 

Although electric and hybrid vehicles have increased in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the numbers are 

minimal in relation to overall vehicle numbers. When I saw how this principle is being 

implemented in Sweden, I believed that electric and hybrid cars demonstrated how these 

technologies could support Tangata Whenua toward the elimination of extracting substances from 

te tinana o Papatūānuku (the body of mother earth) and decreasing harmful emissions into the 

atmosphere, the domain of our sky father Ranginui. 

 

As a result of participating in the El Campalache workshop on the green economy, I now question 

my support of electric cars. The extraction of lithium for electric car batteries is increasing in 

Bolivia and the adverse impact that is having on the indigenous peoples and their natural 

environment has become visible to me. In my yearning to address the impact of automobile 

pollution to Aotearoa/New Zealand, I did not consider where the minerals were being obtained to 

enable the mobility of these vehicles. I was only focused on the quality of life in Aotearoa/NZ. 

The challenge is how we do this when we also include indigenous views and realities into this 

condition. 

 

Pū Ngao: Precious Energy 

The rhythmic patterns of energy are the vital natural force behind everything. Energy is the pū (the 

core) that drives all living things. It includes our inner energies such as aroha (love, attention, 

focus). The greatest energy we have is in ourselves. External energy also takes many forms both 

seen and unseen. Our greatest challenge is to harness both internal and external energy so that it 

does not compromise nature. When we harness nature’s energy to satisfy our own needs, we 

must also give back energy and be resourceful in how we use and generate energy (Walker, 

2011). 
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Whenua horanuku: Living landscapes 

We continue to view ourselves as a part of a living landscape and have pride, respect, and honour 

for these places. The designs of our living spaces should work with the landscape as a living, 

interconnected, and energy-charged habitat. 

 Our landscapes live through the histories and stories of its people. This principle is enhanced by 

the concept of tūrangawaewae (standing place) where we identify ourselves to a particular place 

(Walker, 2011). 

 

Tuarua: I roto i te Ao Tūroa, kia kore nui ake te: Hanga i ngā mea mauri mate 

Two: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing concentrations of 

substances produced by society (such as antibiotics and endocrine disruptors) 

 

Mauri means life force or life essence. Everything that emanates from the natural world has a 

mauri (life force). Mauri is our life force which realises mana. Everything living in the natural 

world has its own mauri, its own nature that permits living things to exist with their own realm 

and sphere (Barlow, 1994). I further illustrate the concept of mauri in the whakataukī of my 

elder, the late Sir James Henare: 

Ko te reo te mauri o te mana Māori. 

Our language is the life force of our power as Māori 

 

This whakataukī privileges our language as the life force of Tangata Whenua/Māori. I refer to this 

example to reflect the relationship we have with the natural world. As Tangata Whenua (people of 

the land) it is our responsibility to protect the mauri of all living things because it is the force that 

is the realisation of mana. When we actively engage in safeguarding mauri, we are respecting te 

mana o te Ao Tūroa, our life energy. Maanu Paul in an interview with Ryan (2020) refers to 

mauri as our capacity to transfer this force to inanimate things. However, according to Makareti 

(1938), all mauri may be violated, abused or diminished through neglect or attack, thus, trees 

and plants, rivers, lakes, and oceans may not produce in limitless abundance. Fruits would be 

scarce; there would be fewer birds. 
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There is no mauri in chemical substances that are hazardous and dangerous to human life and 

ecosystems, yet we continue to produce and accept these substances as fundamental to our 

lifestyles. Chemical substances are in nearly every product that humans use. Some of these 

chemical combinations have minimal effect on receiving environments; others are deadly and 

often intractable which nature cannot break down back into the decomposition process. This 

means that these chemicals persist in the environment as hazardous materials creating harm to 

ecosystems and in many cases, to human health. When I first visited a facility that handles 

hazardous waste substances, I could feel that it was a place of mauri mate (death of life force). It 

was a horrible experience, I felt ‘contaminated’ myself when I left that place and had to cleanse 

my body and soul with water and ‘decontaminate’ myself. In the mid 90’s I was involved with 

providing Tangata Whenua/Māori input to the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 

1996 (HASNO). I was employed by Te Taitokerau Resource Management Committee which 

was made up of the six tribes from across North Auckland. The committee was established as a 

vehicle for local government to engage with Iwi on resource and environmental matters across 

the Northland region. 

 

The purpose of the HASNO Act was to protect the environment, and the health and safety of 

people and communities, by preventing or managing the adverse effects of hazardous 

substances and new organisms. The Act represented one of the most significant reforms of 

environmental legislation since the 1991 Resource Management Act. In HSNO as with the RMA, 

the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, 

waahi tapu, valued flora and fauna, and other taonga were provided for as matters relevant to 

purpose of the Act. The Act also acknowledged that all persons exercising powers and functions 

under this Act shall take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o 

Waitangi). The New Zealand Environmental Risk Management Authority (ERMA) was 

established under the Act to assess and decide on applications to introduce hazardous substances 

or new organisms into Aotearoa/New Zealand. This included genetic modification of plants, 

animals, and other living things in Aotearoa/New Zealand. At that time, I believed that this 

would be a significant step for Tangata Whenua/Māori in matters concerning the safeguard of 

the mauri (life-supporting) capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems.  
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To safeguard and enhance mauri would require minimising what hazardous substances and new 

organisms came into Aotearoa/New Zealand, so that we could deal more with the issues we already 

had with invasive and genetically modified organisms as well as hazardous chemicals and waste. 

To give effect to safeguarding mauri and making the provisions to take account of the Treaty of 

Waitangi, we established a legally mandated Māori Advisory Group. We named this group Ngā 

Kaihautū Tikanga Taiao. The purpose of this group was to provide guidance to ERMA on the 

environmental customs and perspectives of Tangata Whenua/Māori regarding hazardous 

substances and new organisms. 

 

ERMA has now been replaced by the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA). Ngā Kaihautū 

still remains as its Māori Advisory Body, as does the iwi consultation process which has had 

significant financial investment to maintain and operate. The EPA which has replaced the 

previous ERMA has even more scope in not only the management of hazardous substances and 

new organisms, but also in considerable national or regional resource consent applications.  

However, the report on the Environment Aotearoa (2019) gives a bleak picture of the pollution of 

the natural environment. Most of these pollutants have origins in products created with chemicals 

that cause harm to the environment. The Mauri enhancing or protection approaches such as 

alternative or limited manufactured chemical in use are not enough.  

 

I became disillusioned with this process because it became disingenuous and subject yet again to 

economic interests. It was economic imperatives that seemed to be the most important factor 

underpinning the process. Our society survives on household products. Pesticides are used in the 

production of our food, and industries for example timber processing and pine forestry still 

requires hazardous chemical use. This explains my excitement with TNS and its principle of 

systemically decreasing the concentrations of substances produced by society. In my mind, we as 

a country did not have the courage to confront these issues. In this principle, I also applied my 

thoughts on the creation and disposal of waste. Products are generally produced from a cocktail of 

synthetic chemicals. At the end of the ‘life’ cycle of the product, it is disposed of as waste. The 

chemicals which eventuate at this stage are just as bad if not deadlier than when the product was 

made. This is what we are putting back into our mother earth and emitting into our sky father. 
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Kia Para Kore: To have no waste 

 

He taonga nō te whenua me hoki anō ki te whenua 

What is given by the land should return to the land 

 

There was no waste in nature and there was very little waste in the early society of Tangata 

Whenua/Māori. Waste is a modern human invention. Everyone produces waste and everyone has 

a part to reduce and eliminate it. What resources we use must be able to biodegrade or compost. 

We must also be able to reuse, recycle and recover resources. When we are conscious of how we 

manage our waste, we are then reconnecting to our environment. The principle of para kore is in 

response to the pollution and modification of our land and water, which has had an adverse affect 

on human health and our whakapapa in the natural world (Walker, 2011). 

 

Tuatoru: I roto i te Ao Tūroa kia kore nui ake te patu i te whenua (pēnei te whakawātea 

ngahere, ngote ake ngā puna wai) 

Three: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing degradation by 

physical means (such as deforestation and draining of groundwater tables 

 

In our traditional society, we fiercely guarded, fought, and died over our land and water territories. Our 

relationship with our lands and water defined who we were, our status and all that it meant to be a tangata 

(person). Our identity was represented in the maunga (moutains), awa (streams and lakes), and moana 

(sea). So powerful was this relationship that we viewed ourselves as a part of a kinship (whakapapa) to the 

land and water, and honoured what abundance they provided to us. We were part of an ethno-biological 

system where there was a functional relationship between plants, animals, the land, and humans within 

particular ecosystems (Walker, 2011). 

 

Our relationship was also heavily regulated. Incantations of honor were recited before a tree was 

felled. Rāhui (restrictions) were placed on fishing grounds to enable fish stocks to replenish. In 

today’s world, many of these values and practices remain embedded in our culture. However, 

many of our great ngahere (native forests) have been cleared for pastureland and cities. Now, there 

are increasing ecological projects across the country to protect our forests and indigenous 

biodiversity. Communities are replanting native trees with strict covenants such as the Ngā 

Whenua Rāhui for native forests on Māori land. 
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The TNS system does not exclude deforestation, rather, it promotes using alternatives for 

example by harvesting trees at a rate where natural regeneration can occur (Robért et al. 1997). 

This works in the favour of customary take such as the case with a tree to build a waka (canoe). 

However, land modification continues to increase especially in response to population growth. 

Thompson-Fawett (2010), notes that Aotearoa/NZ is a highly urbanised and keenly urbanising 

country. In our country, one critical part of the process necessarily includes giving expression to 

our unique cultural and heritage context. Despite our green image, we also have the highest 

proportion of threatened indigenous species in the world (Joy & Mclean 2019). 

 

Waiora: Healthy Water 

 

Ko te wai te ora o ngā mea katoa 

Water is the life giver of all things 

Water is essential for life and the abundance of water is a major influence on which life forms 

can exist in a place. Water provides the story of a place and therefore is a powerful 

environmental indicator of those eco systems and people associated to those places. Natural 

processes replenish and clean water not only to enable life, but also to cleanse our wairua (inner 

and outer spirit). It is the most important element in our ancient rituals. Water is sacred and is 

treated with reverence. There are many different types of water that need to be treated 

differently (Walker, 2011). 

In recent years, te mana o te wai (the rights and power of water) has gained recognition in the 

New Zealand National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (2017). The policy refers to te 

mana o te Wai as an integrated social-ecological modelling of catchments to support Māori 

involvement in freshwater care. I am not sure if this will amount to much given the current 

increase in the commercial interests in our water from other countries. However, as I have 

mentioned before, we believe in the mana (power) of our language and the mauri contained 

within our words. The use of this term in policy demonstrates the importance of te reo me ōna 

tikanga in understanding our relationship with the natural world in a contemporary world. The 

challenge is how to implement this policy without compromise to economic interests. 
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Tuawha: I roto i te ao turoa, kia kore nui ake te kore taea e te 

tangata te noho ora i roto tona ake ao 

Four: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing People are not 

subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to meet their needs (such as 

inadequate or toxic housing, and no food or clothing) 

 

Traditionally, we were a people who lived communally. We worked cooperatively within whānau 

(family), hapu ririki (community tribes) and hapu (a collective of community tribes). We grew 

crops and harvested wild food for the common good. We shared in the care of our children and 

elders. Everyone was a resource that could contribute to the well-being of the collective. We lived 

together in housing which were simple but warm and secure. This lifestyle was governed by values 

such as manaaki (caring for others, hospitality, and generosity) and kotahitanga (unity). We lived 

with and from the land and understood how to whakatupu ora (sustainable living). What I saw in 

Sweden were examples of how this was being realized in the design of healthy and warm 

ecologically friendly buildings. Furthermore ‘communities’ were factored into these designs. For 

example, apartment complexes provided shared communal spaces for tenants to gather, with 

communal indoor gardens and play spaces for children. 

 

Tāne Whakapiripiri: Ecological Buildings 

 

Hangaia tō whare Hei oranga māu 

Build your house that it provides you with a healthy life 

Buildings are designed to enhance natural cycles, conserve resources, create habitat and 

minimise waste. They were comfortable, healthy, and practical living spaces both indoors and 

outdoors. Ecological buildings respond to the place they arose from, use local materials and 

include the cultural traditions of that place and the people living there (Walker, 2011). 

It was topical in local government to accept the need to design these urban spaces in a way that 

encouraged urban, social, cultural, economic and environmental sustainability. One critical part 

of that process according to Thompson-Fawett (2010 p.11) was giving expression to our unique 

cultural context and heritage and ensuring that our built environ- ment reflects among other 

things, the values and aspirations of Māori.  
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In what way might that be achieved? How for example, can we effectively manifest mātauranga 

Māori in the urban environment?  In my view, this principle provided conditions which 

synthesised with the aspirations of mana whenua and other Tangata Whenua/Māori to provide for 

their particular needs. For instance, urban papa kāinga spaces based on ecological buildings and 

infrastructure which were free of toxic materials, energy efficient, and healthy could be 

developed. 

 

Te Pou Rautaki Tupu Ora 

The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development 

 

Once I established the principles of the TNS framework in accord with my Tangata Whenua/ 

Māori view of the world, I worked with our Tour Guide Torbjorn Lahti to understand how these 

principles applied to an eco-municipality. According to Robért (2000), through collective 

problem solving, solutions and strategy could be developed toward a sustainable society. In this 

notion of collective problem solving, I considered a Tangata Whenua/ Māori worldview of 

collectivism and solidarity under a shared goal. Robért affirmed that the unsustainable 

behaviour of humans was due to the lack of a shared framework of what constituted 

sustainability (Robért 2002).  

 

This seemed to me to echo the intergenerational transfer of knowledge which we traditionally 

employed for the same reason. In this sense a shared understanding would then contribute to 

changing minds and perspectives (Robért et al. 1997).  Lahti introduced me to the implementation 

of a shared vision of sustainable development in his interpretation of Framework for Strategic 

Development (FSSD) which consisted of five levels as shown in Figure 5-1. According to Craig 

(2004), this is a hierarchy for planning in a complex system. 
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Tuatahi: Te Āhua o te Pūnaha 

Level One: The system and how it works 

 

Level one represents the overarching system being focused on (Robért et al. 2002; Korhonen 2004). 

In this level it reflects a whole system approach in planning that starts with the global ecosystem, 

the area from the lithosphere to the outer limits of the atmosphere (Robért et al. 2002) including 

the social, ecological, and economic systems within this space. Organisational planning must be 

founded on understanding this wider system.  

 

Understanding this system and the science under- pinning it enables an understanding of why 

society cannot continue to act unsustainably (Robért et al. 1997; Robért et al. 2002).  In this 

case, the organisations should know where it fits in this wider system, including the underlying 

principles that enable life on earth to function. This includes thermodynamics; the biogeochemical 

cycles; the ecological interdependencies of species; the societal exchange with and dependency 

on ecosystems. 

 

Synergies with Tangata Whenua/ Māori View 

Level one provides an overarching explanation which seemed to align to our views of whole global 

system, just cast in a different way. Marsden (1975) describes this knowledge as a holistic world 

of Māori. In these descriptions, Mardsen does not only explain this view from a science perspective 

but also includes religious, spiritual, philosophical and metaphysical beliefs. All these elements 

combined are set in a view of cosmology from which we construct a ‘system’ that guided our 

relationship with the natural world and each other. 

In my interpretation of this level as the most fundamental level, the eco-system or natural world 

(Te Ao Tūroa) governs by natural laws which we must accept, we cannot change them. We can 

learn more about them and change our ‘societal laws’ (ngā tikanga) according to the laws of nature. 

Sustainable development then is about discovering ngā ture (rules) and mātāpono (principles) 

for society where it can have a sustainable relationship with the ecosystem to meet human need 

without forsaking the well-being of nature. 

When tangata whenua arrived in Aotearoa, they were greeted by a land of mountains, lakes, rivers, 

coastlines and native forests with unique abundant native flora and fauna.  
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Nature provided a complete life supporting system. People did more than survive; they adapted to 

their new world almost instantly and built a complex artistic and sophisticated society in only a 

few centuries. Values, beliefs, principles and practices continued to evolve through understanding 

the patterns, rhythms, and language of the earth. In this context, humans and nature are not 

separate entities but related parts of a unified whole where everything is living. The integral 

relationship between humans and the natural order was such that we became the kaitiaki (care 

givers) and kaingaki (cultivators) of the earth. 

 

Tuarua: Ngā Mātāpono o te Tupu Ora 

Level two: Principles for Sustainable Development 

 

This level reflects the four principles of sustainable development as I have previously explained. 

According to Korhonen (2004, p. 810) this is the “desired state of sustainability” that we wish to 

attain for the system. In the concept and process of Te Tupu Ora in my view of sustainability and 

sustainable development, there is no end and is constantly unfolding. As I reflected on these 

principles and how I interpreted them, I realised the difference. The words I use are not objective 

or ‘removed’ from my description as it is with a scientific explanation. This is the language that 

I know from my childhood. This was why it was difficult to translate these conditions. I do not 

have the level of skill to translate which draws from a modern standardised Tangata 

Whenua/Māori language context. I found confidence in the observations of Marsden (1975, p.3) 

when: The route to Māoritanga through abstract interpretation is a dead end. The way can only lie 

through a passionate, subjective approach. As a person brought up within the culture, who has 

absorbed the values and attitudes of the Māori, my approach to Māori so-called objectivity some 

insist on is simply a form of arid abstraction, a model or a map. It is not the same thing as the 

taste of reality. 

 

Tuatoru: Ngā Rautaki hei Tupu i te Ora 

Level Three: Strategies for sustainable development 

 

Waiho i te toipoto, kaua i te toiroa 

Let us keep close together, not far apart 

Strategies for sustainable development in figure 5-1 are co-ordinated and implemented through 

eco - municipalities. 
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 The eco-municipality is the kaitiaki (guardian) of sustainable principles and the kaingaki 

(cultivator) which leads the overall implementation of the framework within its community. In 

this study of Swedish eco- municipalities, it is the responsibility of the organisation to identify a 

process for planning to implement to four sustainability principles. It is also the eco- 

municipality who ensures the activities of the organisation and community align with the 

principles of sustainability which lead to improvements in environmental, social, and economic 

outcomes. There are four features which are involved in this approach. 

 

Titiro whakamuri ki a haere whaka mua 

Look backward to move forward 

 

The first is the idea of backcasting or starting with the end in mind. Here, a vision of a sustainable 

future is created, including the strategies identified to move towards that future vision. In our 

traditional society, we build from the knowledge and learning’s of our ancestors. Today we draw 

on this knowledge as it is critical to what our future may look like. Backcasting in my worldview 

is one where I look and learn from my ancestors; to give me guidance for the now and the future. 

Titiro whakamuri ki a haere whaka mua (look backward to move forward). Rameka (2017) 

describes this whakataukī as a perspective of time where the past, the present, and the future are 

viewed as intertwined, and life is a continuous cosmic process. Within this cosmic movement, 

time has no restrictions -it is both past and present. The story of the TNS is one that 

acknowledges the adverse impact of western economics to the natural world. It also draws on its 

European ancestry in how it moves into the future.  

 

The difference is today is that they are attempting to address and minimise those adverse impacts by 

reshaping the model. I wondered if perhaps this was as Walker (1996 p. 14) explains as the 

individual being “conceptualised as travelling backwards in time to the future, with the present 

unfolding in front as a continuum into the past”. This conceptualisation of time does not leave the 

past behind; rather one carries one’s past into the future. It may seem strange that I perceived this 

movement in the process of backcasting. However, I believed that my ancestors guided me to 

undertake this research. Patterson (2018) clarifies this in that acknowledging and seeing ancestors in 

the physical environment is akin to acknowledging and seeing oneself. Furthermore, as ancestors 

are present in the everyday world, it is just a matter of viewing the world as the world of 

ancestors. 
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Ki a ngāwari te Kaupapa 

Flexible Platforms 

Second is the notion of having a flexible platform. Flexibility avoids ‘dead ends’ (Robért et al., 

2002) or the inability to find alternative strategies. We as Tangata Whenua/Māori continuously 

reiterate that we are an adaptive people; however, we are also a people of protocol, customs, and 

tradition. Flexibility happens within the values which remain important to our culture. 

 

Ki a whai hua 

Good return on investment 

The third feature is to affect a good return on investment. This includes sustainable projects and 

operations which may have a significant outlay at the beginning, but overtime create a good 

return on investment. It is only flexible actions that provide the best return on investment. This 

may also pay for the other actions that come up in the future (Robért et al. 2002). It was difficult 

for me to reconcile this because this is how our ‘Māori’ economy seems to operate. What is the 

point of billions of dollars’ worth of assets when our culture remains fragile? I concluded that 

maybe it was through our own governance structures where we could realize another means of 

‘return on investment’ which placed our relationship to the natural world at the heart of our 

future. 

 

Te tūranga o te Rūnanga 

The role of the Rūnanga 

In my analysis of the role of the eco- municipality, I concluded that Rūnanga (Tribal Councils) 

could be compared in some degree to eco-municipalities. These institutions are a traditional 

governance concept where members of a tribe or tribes would hold counsel to make decisions 

about matters of importance in their territorial boundaries. In this context, Rūnanga are the kaitiaki 

of principles associated to cultural, social, and economic well-being. These principles were 

embodied within the importance of natural resource use, maintenance and regeneration of the 

environment for current and mō ngā uri whakatupu (future generations). 

Ngā uri whakatupu; our future generations are central to ensure the continuity of the tribe and 

therefore our particular tribal dialects and customs. The continuity of future generations is 

achieved through the careful use of natural resources.  
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When I think about these principles, I cannot but continue to challenge the concept of economics as 

describing a ‘fiscal’ or capitalist benefit. In more recent times, Rūnanga have evolved into Iwi 

Authorities. These are entities which are recognized by the Crown and government as 

organizations that represent the interests of their people. Most Iwi authorities recognise the 

importance of a kaitiaki approach to environmental management. A common theme in numerous Iwi 

management plans is the principle of holism or a whole of system approach toward the natural 

world and sustainable development. With this in mind, I concluded that our Rūnanga would be the 

ideal structure who could champion and protect our own tangata whenua framework of Tupu Ora. 

 

Tuawhā: Te Whakatinanatia o ngā rautaki 

Level Four: Activities for Sustainable Development 

 

Actions of sustainable development are those practical actions which according to Korhonen 

(2004) are those that are taken to reach the compelling vision, for example, renewable energy or 

waste reduction project. However, building solid steps towards sustainability requires a 

successful change process. How to get an outcome is one where the journey is just as important as 

the destination.  

 

According to Lathi (2004), planning, learning, doing is continuous and at the same time when we 

give effect to a change process. In this process, doing represents ‘good examples’ of sustainable 

practices. Planning provides the management tools such as sustainable development plans. 

Learning is facilitated through ‘Capacity Centres’ where people get to learn about sustainability and 

sustainable development for example. 

Learning-Planning-Doing is a three-way parallel, but integrated processes that continuously 

happens always at the same time.  I saw reflected in Tapatoru the notion of a three-way parallel process, 

which is a traditional symbol of balance between the mind (hinengaro), tinana (body) and 

wairua (spirit). Figure 5 -2 illustrates how I perceived the strategic activities within the 

approach of a Tapatoru design. 
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Figure 9. Tapatoru model as an approach to Activities for Sustainable development. 

In this Tapatoru model, I applied my own cultural logic on what each element could mean in 

relation to sustainable development. Each of these elements is interwoven and dependent on each 

other to achieve a balanced outcome. 

 

Hinengaro: Planning and Design 

Planning and design are the result of both conscious and unconscious thought. Hinengaro also 

acknowledges the heart and the role of emotions when we plan and design. The hinengaro also 

allows innovation, creativity and the mental capacity to explore and apply solutions from our 

own unique cultural perspectives. 

Wairua: Learning 

We believe that learning is a spiritual process because it engages self-reflection, broadens the 

mind, reconfirms values, and enables the ability to change perspectives. When we allow wairua 

to guide our learning experiences, the connection to self, others and the natural world becomes 

more meaningful. In my view, people generally no longer seemed to express learning as a 

wairua (spiritual) experience.  In my interpretation of learning, there is no end point. This is 

where we can change and shift our own views in a constantly unfolding movement. 

 

Tinana: Doing 

The tinana is the physical manifestation of wairua and hinengaro. It provides for tangible results 

and good examples of what is tika (right). The physical doing is powerful for inspiration, 

motivation, and a sense of achievement. 
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Tukuna ma te Tapatoru e arahi 

Let Tapatoru guide us 

Tangata Whenua/Māori society is in a complicated situation. We need to learn and adapt to changes 

as a result of unsustainable human behaviour alongside everyone else, and that western societies 

are just beginning to realise the value of our cultural worldviews and practices. Conversely Tangata 

Whenua/Māori remain in a ‘renaissance’ period reclaiming language, customs and identity.  

This brings with it a multiplicity of what that means and looks like. There is a tension which 

exists between these two dynamics that is, learning and approaches that are developing a ‘new’ 

emerging society which conforms to modernity and those who search for alternatives which 

disrupt the western economic power. 

Now there is demand for our cultural knowledge and processes in relation to environmental 

management. This has its own set of challenges where Tangata Whenua/Māori Researchers who 

are seeking to shift the economic paradigm through the development of models based on 

Tangata Whenua/Māori philosophy and principles. In my view, I saw Tapatoru as a guide in the 

change process which could bridge this divide toward a common vision of how we may shift from 

the dominant western economic ideology. 

 

Ngā aromātai me te Inenga 

Tools for evaluation and measurement 

 

Tools allow the measurement and evaluation of success, or otherwise, of actions (Korhonen 

2004). Robért et al (2002) identified the two types of measurement that are required, these 

include: how well the actions are moving the organisation or community closer to the visionand 

how to measure the actual impact on the system, e.g. the reduction in energy or wildlife 

regeneration. There are existing Tangata Whenua/Māori tools for evaluation and measurement 

such as Kepa Morgan’s Mauri model (2009). This model demonstrates how our traditional 

understandings can be employed in a resource and environmental planning context. 
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Mā te Tangata Whenua e arotake 

It is the responsibility of Tangata Whenua to evaluate 

Localisde knowledge, participation, observation and ongoing learning are the tools that are used 

most in a Tangata Whenua view when evaluating and measuring how we are performing in the 

natural world. It is the people from the area who touch, feel, smell, and listen to what is 

happening in their specific locations. For example, hau kāinga (resident to a location) who are 

mana whenua (ancestral occupants to an area) have developed a store of understanding about 

their areas over a long period of occupation.  

These communities and individuals are kaitiaki of a localised area and provide the information 

required for an evaluation and measurement process. The principle of kaitiaki provides not only 

the frame, rules, and regulations about how we interrelate with the environment, but also the 

tools to evaluate and measure how successful we are in that relationship. 

 

Local Government and Sustainable Development 

My research project was triggered through issues I identified in my role as a Senior Māori 

Advisor on Environmental Policy and Planning in Auckland’s local government. I worked closely 

with the Mana Whenua from the South Auckland region and later with mana whenua across the 

whole of the Auckland region within the amalgamated Auckland Council. The environmental 

concerns which faced Mana Whenua in this urban space were complex.   

It was difficult to address environmental concerns without consideration to wider Tangata 

Whenua/Māori social, economic, and cultural issues. This was primarily exacerbated by rapid 

population growth and intense urbanisation in a region that favoured the so-called economic 

benefits of immigration and cultural diversity. 

Williams (2005) noted that under the rubric of ‘sustainable management’ of natural and 

physical resources, regulatory authorities would be required to recognise and give effect to the 

relationship of Māori people and their ancestral lands, waters, waahi tapu and taonga as matters 

of national importance, and have particular regard to kaitiakitanga and take account of the Treaty 

of Waitangi. These were significant changes to regulatory provisions and the mechanisms that 

were designed to make them operational in the business of environmental resource management. 

For example, Iwi management plans were gradually introduced into the district and regional 

planning to shift the role of Iwi from constant objectors to initiating resource planning and 

policy.   
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The strength of these mechanisms was that it assists hapu and iwi to make a shift from 

Kaitiakitanga (guardianship) with no power of local government decision to Kaitiakitanga with 

some responsibility for environmental decision making. 

 

Strategic Alignment of my research 

The Auckland Sustainability Framework, or ASF, (2007) was created to provide direction to the 

public sector strategies and plans within the Auckland Region. The framework had a 100-year 

planning horizon and was underpinned by sustainable development principles.  

A parallel process was undertaken by a working group representing the Māori tribes of the 

Auckland Region to develop their own collective long-term framework, the Mana Whenua 

Sustainability Framework also known as Te Kōhao o te Ngira. The intention was that both these 

frameworks could work in collaboration, built upon the common theme of sustainability. A 

mana whenua forum was established to give effect to the ASF. My research was strategically 

aligned to the aspirations of the both the ASF and Te Kōhao o te Ngira in that it further 

demonstrated how a sustainability approach could be realized through the collective 

collaboration and adaption of TNS and its systematic approach to developing a sustainable 

society within an urban context. 

The Natural Step Organisation of New Zealand also were seeking how Te Ao Māori values could 

be incorporated into applying TNS to shift economic, business, and social paradigms toward a 

sustainable society. My research project was based on a reflexive approach that gave a direct 

response to the philosophy of sustainability advocated by The Natural Step however from a 

Tangata Whenua view. In this context, my intention was to support and advocate the 

development of emerging environmental and economic processes to assist Tangata Whenua/ 

Māori to deal with urban environmental matters. 

 

Ngā Hua o te Tahirā Ao Tūroa 

Benefits of TNS 

 

I further believed that a research project about how eco-municipalities were implementing TNS 

would add new information to support the developing field of interest in the area of how 

Tangata Whenua/ Māori world views could be realized in urban design and spatial planning.  
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Furthermore that the inclusion of a Tangata Whenua natural sustainability framework in urban 

design and planning processes will have multiple benefits for the whole community including the 

exploration of new urban forms, eco-enterprise Māori business development and how we can be 

involved in the care and management of the natural environment in solidarity. 

 

The exploration of a Tangata Whenua natural sustainability framework potentially in an 

integrated sense could also provide a steppingstone for Tangata Whenua and public and private 

organisations in cooperation to ensure sustainable urban environments. The research supported the 

production of a. planning and design system with more Indigenous Māori influence where 

 key concepts become ‘more grounded’ in practice, assisting the transition from planning ‘talk’ 

to reality. This could also support innovative approaches to spatio-cultural values which can be 

reflected in the design of urban environments. I also hoped that this study would encourage 

further research and thinking about how an indigenous world view can contribute to best 

practice in the overall contemporary natural sustainability view for Aotearoa/New Zealand 

In my imagining as I wrote my proposal, I saw a Tangata Whenua/Māori nation that was collectively 

gathering from our traditional knowledge to create ‘new’ knowledge that combined ecology and 

economies for social and cultural benefit. In doing so, we could become a world leading indigenous 

role model to contribute toward a new way of living in our natural environment as well as 

strengthening our contribution to approaches which were aimed at stopping, or at the least 

slowing down, the global environmental crisis. 

Ever present in my heart was always the vision of my mother when she foresaw a time where 

we would need to embrace new and tika (right) practices to assist us as kaingaki (cultivators) to 

tend to and care (tiaki) the earth in an ever changing world. My personal aspiration was and 

remains that these approaches and tools from ‘beyond the sea’ could inspire ventures into 

establishing our own system to ignite and re invigorate our ‘kete mātauranga mō te Ao Tūroa 

(basket of knowledge about the natural world). A future where we have kaingaki, people who 

have dirt under their nails that know the details of our Tangata Whenua/Māori world, and can 

hear and communicate with the birds. Growing exceptional people who can hold and carry our 

mātau and mōhio and who were attuned to te mana ora o te Ao Tūroa. 
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Taku Rangahau 

My TNS Research Project 

 

I chose to search for synergies being influenced by the work of Permculturist Rosemary 

Morrow (2006) which highlighted how indigenous knowledge synergises with ecological design 

and planning. Lahti (2004) was also a strong feature in my research design with his work on 

how cities and towns can change to sustainable practices. 

 

I further drew on local Iwi management plans to provide me with inspiration about how Iwi 

view the natural world. I coupled this with whakataukī and pepeha to reflect my own thoughts 

and learnings drawn from an eclectic mix from my own personal repertoire as well as known 

whakataukī generally used in Aotearoa/New Zealand. I used whakataukī and pepeha to 

demonstrate how our native language itself is what I consider as integral to sustainability and 

regeneration. 

 

I also wanted to use the values and messages of past generations which are captured in 

whakataukī as a means to intersect with the framework and the strategies that it employs to give 

it effect. As I reflected on my research design, my thoughts would return to the Sami people are 

one of the indigenous people of Sweden. There are other indigenous peoples in Sweden; 

however, they are unrecognised by the Swedish government.  Sweden has one of the highest 

standards of living in the world, yet it does not have a good track record when it comes to the 

indigenous peoples of the country. I could not ignore the racism to the Sami because Sweden is 

also a socialist country who is proud of their multiculturalism. Here, I was in a country 

investigating its mechanistic and social engineering approaches and being impressed with the 

science and technological innovation, yet the indigenous people were struggling for the 

recognition of their language and trying to stop wind turbines being built on reindeer migratory 

routes in the northern area. In Aotearoa/New Zealand, Tangata Whenua/ Māori values are not 

uncommon in the environmental policy and planning space even though these values remain 

fragile and are somewhat fragmented. 

However, cultural continuity in terms of the natural world, just as the other principles of the 

TNS requires investment and a systematic approach to strengthen this important element of our 

indigenous society. According to Berkes and Turner (2006), indigenous resource management 

systems are not mere traditions but adaptive responses that have evolved over time.  
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When I went to Sweden to see the TNS in action, I was convinced that we as an adaptive people 

could assimilate the framework to achieve the same thing in Aotearoa. I have experienced for 

example the increase in Tangata Whenua/Māori participation in permaculture because it 

resonates with our world view. What I see now is that adaptability must be undertaken with 

caution.  

 

Ngā mea i Kitea 

Research Findings 

 

Strengths and Opportunities 

My initial support of TNS was that it focused on collective problem-solving and strategic 

development. I also found that there was a fundamental connection between the different 

worldviews in terms of principles to sustain essential ecological processes and life support 

systems.  

The science, technologies and education programs used by eco-municipalities illustrated how a 

natural sustainable agenda can succeed in an urban environment. This highlighted that there are 

many opportunities for Tangata Whenua/ Māori in planning, design, and joint ventures both public 

and private to advance a natural sustainable approach in urban spaces and increasing knowledge 

about our views in this space. Perhaps most importantly, I concluded that education and 

awareness was the strongest feature of a sustainability model that we could lead in behavioural 

change toward to the natural world. The model was simple to understand, as was the systems 

approach it applied to enable sustainable solutions. James and Torbjorn (2004) notes that what 

distinguishes Swedish eco- municipalities is that they are changing to sustainable practices 

across the broad. This means they are working to change municipal and community practices 

concurrently instead of for example, choosing an energy reduction program this year and a 

water quality protection initiative next year. 

 

Differences and Challenges 

 

However, there were equally many differences between Sweden and Aotearoa NZ. These 

differences present challenges to develop and implement a natural sustainable framework which 

embraces a Tangata Whenua/ Māori worldview. As a nation, we do not have strong environmental 

leadership. There is also minimal political will to adopt a nationwide naturally sustainable 

framework such as TNS.  
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This is reflected in the inadequate investment to shift urban infrastructure and design through 

natural sustainable development. Neither is there a strong desire amongst tribes for a collective 

vision of sustainability. A general conclusion is that the success of a natural sustainable framework 

is due to a shared common vision, political will, and strong leadership. Sweden does not have 

strong recognition regarding how it treats its indigenous peoples.  

 

This was apparent in the lack of inclusion of cultural perspectives in the design and implementation 

of the TNS.  Although there is increased pressure on Tangata Whenua/ Māori regarding the well-

being of the natural environment, we are in a stronger position than the indigenous people of 

Sweden because of our Treaty rights and provisions are included in relevant legislations such as 

the RMA. Arguably, these rights may be considered tokenistic, however, at the least they provide 

some recourse for our world view. 

I do not discount TNS, nor does it minimise the huge value that it has contributed to the world 

in terms of sustainable development. However, I could not help but feel a sense of bitterness 

toward Europe’s systematic eradication of indigenous cultures and their beliefs, values, 

philosophies and practices. Nevertheless, these cultural realities are the very phenomena they 

now are claiming as their solutions to the problems. What I found somewhat offensive as an 

indigenous person was how these alternative models do not acknowledge the centrality or 

indeed that what they have ‘discovered’ is what they actively work at destroying. This was a 

pivotal moment for me which has reaffirmed and strengthened my resolve that we can construct 

our own models where we choose to bring systems like the TNS with the science and 

technology it offers into our worldview. 

Ka tūtaki Tehira Ao Tūroa ki te tupu o te Koru 

TNS meets Koru Economies 

 

When I reflect on my TNS research project on sustainability and sustainable development, I do 

not regret my single-mindedness in the promotion of this approach here in Aotearoa/ NZ. 

Indeed, the words sustainable development and sustainability have somewhat lost their lustre and 

novelty with a milieu of new models appearing using new words for what I see is basically the 

same concept. As I reflect upon sustainability, it seems to have become increasingly manipulated 

in favour of an economic growth agenda even in the case of Sweden under the haze of green 

economics. According to Heinberg (2010) the word ‘sustainable’ has become widely used to refer 

merely to practices that are reputed to be more environmentally sound than others. 
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Not forsaking these tensions, my TNS research project has given me experience and confidence 

and reaffirms my belief that we can build and rely on our own indigenous model to shift the 

western economic paradigm. Undeniably is it not only possible but also is a form of reclamation 

of our unique indigenous philosophies, values and beliefs which alternative models are 

claiming as their ‘new discoveries’.  

Beyond reclamation is also the new perspective and knowledges we could bring to this narrative 

because of our experiences as indigenous people living in a contemporary world. The TNS is a 

systems approach which has a focus on specific principles to create conditions of a sustainable 

society. The science and technology they use to implement those principles are well-known and 

tested. I see those technologies as important given the highly urbanised nature of our country. I 

could make the same comment about the circular economy in its focus on waste reduction, even 

though it is a new approach which is still unfolding. 

The koru economies is one of constant new growth because it grows from and for te mana o te 

Ao Tūroa. The TNS aligns to the concept of global system of natural law, which I have 

explained is at the heart of how we view the natural world. I have seen the TNS model 

implemented in the Tūhoe tribes’ approach to how they are constructing eco-centred buildings 

and infrastructure. This provides an example of what I mean when I explain that the TNS has a 

place in a Tangata Whenua/ Māori worldview. Another example can be seen in the master’s 

thesis of Chellenger (2013) “He Poutama Māori-: Transferring indigenous philosophy to a 

sustainability programme”. His master’s explored TNS in a Māori business context, in a way 

which acknowledges a Māori worldview. A prototype (or ‘draft’) indigenous TNS framework 

called “He Poutama Māori” was developed and trialled with the owners and staff of a Māori-

owned business, Wakatū Incorporation. 

 

The TNS is a model that is still constructed on classical economic ideology. The distinction it has 

is that it engages with a sustainability platform to promote economic growth.  When I look for 

science and technology in my search for a paradigm shift, I look toward Sweden. However there 

still maintains a challenge with this system in that it is so socially engineered that it does not 

recognise other forms of economic ideology which it cannot engineer or control. 
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Te Mana o te Tangata 

Decoloniality Economies 

 

He kōrero whakataki 

Introduction 

 

In January 2020 I attended a 10-day workshop in San Cristobal Las Casa in the Chiapas region 

of Mexico. The purpose of the workshop was to study decoloniality and solidarity economics 

through a feminist and indigenous lens. In doing so, the intention was to demonstrate how this 

could move from theory into practice. The focus of this decolonial economic research approach 

was to further demonstrate how to engage local and indigenous non-western economic practices 

within an economic project. 

The term decoloniality was not familiar to me; however, in its definition, I could see possibilities 

of connection to my Tangata Whenua/Māori view of the world. What also drew me to this 

workshop was that it emerged in Latin America through movements who continue to resist 

against the oppression of the western capitalist economy in Mexico and South America 

including the space of women in economic theory and practice. 

Decolonality is a term used principally by emerging Latin American movements. Mignolo 

(2011) refers to the decoloniality as a focus on impacts on understanding modernity in the context 

of a form of critical theory applied to ethnic studies and, increasingly, gender and area studies as well. 

Migolo further explains decoloniality as a consciousness that recognizes the existence of 

different and alternative ontology’s and forms of organizing other than those of hegemonic 

European paradigms. 

In this explanation, I concluded that decoloniality is therefore a theory that seeks to find a 

different way of being which gives rise to new epistemologies of how we make sense of these 

different ways of being. What I found in the El Cambalache workshop was a ‘new voice’ that 

has enabled me to articulate and rearticulate my own indigenous view of the relationship we 

have with the natural world. Furthermore, it helped with my confidence as an indigenous woman 

to express my views of economics and both the influence and impact it has on the natural 

world. 
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Purpose of the workshop 

El Cambalache was a project that demonstrated how to start a non-capitalist economic project in 

a collective and how to engage participatory action research to create a small and/or solidarity 

economy. Decoloniality is the theory which underpins solidarity econo- mies, indigenous 

autonomy and decolonial feminism based on diverse economies. These approaches, while 

different, all move and grow to resist and dismantle the capitalist agenda of western economics. 

As I reflect on this experience, I have this sense that my ancestors guided me to this place to remind 

me of the brutality of western economics with the exploitation of natural resources and life 

threatening danger it poses to indigenous peoples, as well as others who oppose its ideologies and 

practices. I was excited to be accepted to the workshop because I believed it could be valuable to 

my study. Firstly, the project was generated by women which I had not witnessed in an 

economic project. Secondly, it attempted to address the needs of the most marginalised in their 

society, that is, women and indigenous peoples. Thirdly, it focused on taking apart capitalism 

which sits at the heart of the economic system. 

I learnt so much more than I anticipated. In learning ‘in-situ’ about the realities of economic 

corruption on the natural environment and the people, I exposed myself to how pampered I have 

become as a westernised indigenous person. I do not forsake that I have my own realities as an 

indigenous person, however, for example, I can speak and write freely without fear that I will 

be thrown in jail or assassinated. I share my reflections of this experience to identify what could 

be achieved when different approaches from a common foundation are engaged as a means to 

resist and respond to the destruction of the natural world and human adversity as a result of 

western economic ideology and practice. 

 

El Cambalache 

A non capitalist economic project 

 

El Cambalache was founded in 2015 by a collective of multi-ethnic women who reside in the San 

Cristobal Las Casa Chiapas region in Mexico. El Cambalache in English is translated as ‘the 

swap’.Generators therefore are not only indigenous women, rather, the project self-consciously 

draws on anti-essentialist understandings of identity that brings people together across class, 

gender, and ethnic positions as they are performed in practice. 
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The project is grounded through a shared goal which is to dismantle capitalism and is positioned 

within the multiple Indigenous economies that exist parallel to the capitalist economy (Araujo, 

2016). The values of dismantling capitalism are also founded in local social and autonomous 

movements. The capitalist economy is only one kind of economic activity and the aim of the 

project is to ‘knock capitalism from its pedestal’ to demonstrate other diverse economies which are 

conducted in solidarity for the economic well-being of the home and for earth mother. The act of 

dismantling capitalism for the collective refers to the ability of each person to take small actions 

on a regular basis that take apart the capitalist economic system. 

The project demonstrates an exploration in decolonial economic praxis, where indigenous and 

non-indigenous women work together to revalue themselves as generators of economies. In this 

praxis of a moneyless economy, El Cambalache challenges many norms around who generates 

economy, how value is enacted, how exchanges function, and how the distribution of wealth is 

determined (Araujo, 2016). In this regard, the project implements an exchange system of goods, 

services and knowledge. The exchange of goods, services and knowledge is employed in the 

project as a method aside from the use of money.  

Within the project Araujo (2016, p .2) explains that goods which are exchanged are things one no 

longer needs, and abilities, knowledge and mutual aid that one wants to share. Discards are 

incorporated into a stream of exchanges that expands resource abundance because it maintains 

goods, marginalized knowledge and abilities in circulation. By reimagining the usability, value, 

reach of mutual aid and lifetime of an object or form of knowledge; communities of abundance 

appear. 

 

The imposition of capitalism is one aspect of coloniality that Indigenous communities are 

obligated to incorporate into their cultures. Coloniality refers to the persistence of situations 

where colonial administrations no longer exist but the power structures of those administrations 

continue to oppress racialized ethnic groups of people via economic, cultural, political, epistemic, 

sexual, and spiritual means (Grosfoguel, 2007). The El Cambalache project, although small, also 

demonstrates resistance to this reality through the revaluing of women as creators of diverse 

economies. Diverse economies are those activities which are non capitalist and therefore not 

considered a part of the western economic approach. In this way, the project demonstrates a 

decolonial economic practice.  
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Palomino -Schalscha (2015) refers to decolonial economics as economic interactions that do not 

replicate a standard version of capitalism, but rather express a plurality of economic relationships. 

Gombay (2012) also note that many indigenous and non-indigenous communities work to overcome 

their lack of access to money by creating heterodox economic spaces that incorporate both 

Indigenous economic practices and capitalist practices alongside each other. 

 

El Cambalache further demonstrates how the collective generates income through activities that are 

drawn from a decolonial feminist space. There are two main income streams for the collective. 

The first are the workshops which have been developed to provide training and awareness of 

decolonial economies as an alternative to capitalism. For indigenous women in Mexico, El 

Cambalache is a project where they are no longer invisible and are confident to participate in the 

sharing of learning and teaching with other people. 

 

The other source of income for the collective is derived from the brewing of craft beer which is 

sold to the local market in San Cristobel. The collective produce craft beer because, traditionally, 

it was an activity engaged in by women. Western societies have believed that brewing beer is a 

male-dominated field. However, it was women who were the original producers of beer. From the 

18th century onwards, women were increasingly barred from the business of brewing, except as 

barmaids or “publicans”, licensees, or running pubs (Blocker, Fahey, Tyrrell, 2003). In this regard, 

El Cambalache reclaims this historically feminine practice as a means of generating collective 

income. 

El Cambalache as a project is a feminist response to the history of capitalism in the Americas. 

Throughout the last five centuries, indigenous and non-European Latin Americans, slaves, and 

descendents of slaves have been historically and currently denied equal access to participation in 

the capitalist economy through coloniality. Among the many forms   of violence used to 

subjugate first nations peoples and enslaved Africans was through the denial of access to money. 

The capitalist economic system did not value most of the knowledge, abilities nor the natural 

world according to these peoples.  

The economic history of the Americas can only be seen as capitalist and exploitative. The other 

practices of economy which enabled native peoples and enslaved Africans to survive and 

provide for their well-being do not appear in this history; it is in these practices where the spaces 

of women are found. Women were the least likely to have access to money and were invisible aside 

from their role in social reproduction. 
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 Despite terrible circumstances of slavery, indebted labour and general oppression, they created 

economic networks of sharing and exchange that were highly varied and creative in spite of 

being permitted neither money nor property by colonial or post-colonial governments. These 

economies have been largely ignored because they were and are in great numbers, women’s 

economies.  

These economies are often integrated with local geographies and employ networks of 

collectivities that incorporate concepts such as social reproduction, commoning, and nonhuman 

others. Aside from capitalism as economic activity, other approaches can include gifting, 

trading, different agricultures, small gardens, and so forth. When thinking about diverse 

economies from the feminine is to ask, ‘what were our mothers and grandmothers doing?’ 

Ultimately, economics is basically about distribution of all the resources needed to provide for 

well-being in our homes. However, economics is dominated with the thought that it is only about 

accessibility to money. When capitalism is divorced from the economy, it opens spaces to 

other relationships to create well-being, mutual aid, collectivity and care among humans and 

nonhumans others. Since before the conquest of the Americas through to the present, there are 

economic practices that have formed lasting structures of resistance to conquest, and colonialism. 

These practices and developments have also maintained cultural and communal relationship for 

highly marginalized indigenous and rural slave/descendants’ communities. 

 

Vignette: He kōrero whakaaro 

I think of my mother 

I see my mother as I begin to provide my insights on decolonality, decolonial feminism, 

solidarity, and diverse economies. She is my living example who made sure we were fed, kept 

warm, and participated in community welfare, while also enveloping us within our language and 

culture. Equally she also ensured that we cared for and cultivated the land; that we understood 

what it meant to be nature itself. We had no money, but we were not poor. She knew how to work 

money, not to allow money to dominate our lives. However, equally my mother knew that she had 

to abide by the law which supports capitalist intentions especially in relation to retaining our 

land. Money is at the heart of capitalism and many of our people had become entrapped by 

money. I can understand how this entrapment must of being a weight on my mother’s heart. The 

tensions she must have had to reconcile to try and sustain our land and balance her commitment 

to the whānau and community.  
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She made sacrifices to hold on to our land as her responsibility to our tūpuna (ancestor) and as a 

standing place for her whānau. I felt a connection to these women because of how I was reared 

by my native mother. 

 

Te Mau Herenga Moni 

The Entrapment of Money 

 

Aotearoa/NZ is now entrapped in a money economy. We seem to be unable to avoid money. We 

have different levels of incomes and ways of generating money. We have a state system which for 

better or worse provides money. This workshop re-inspired my view that capitalism is not the 

only approach to economic activity and welfare. It also made me confront how much I have also 

succumbed to capitalist intention in my pursuit of ‘freedom’ from my own whānau, hapu, and 

iwi dysfunction.  

 

I shared this at the workshop my own story of money, why and what it has meant in achieving my 

own aspirations. My view was not rejected because it was my feminine energy which was 

driving me. I remembered how I once lived not only to survive on a day to day basis, but as my own 

form of resistance and self-autonomy.When I refer to ‘te repo kōrari’ or ‘kaua e moumou o kai’, 

these are expressions of diverse economies which are spaces of woman. 

 

I have also been questioned on how these experiences have any relevance to economics. My 

response has been ‘it has everything to do with economics’. These women were demonstrating 

economic praxis drawn from tradition, unfolding in the present. This is what women like my 

mother; Nanny Rina and other women of their era were living and practicing in diverse, 

unfolding economies of survival through self-sufficiency. We had a small dairy farm that we 

worked with our mother. It bought in an income that helped to pay for rates. If the rates were 

not paid, we would lose our land to the Council. Farms started to become amalgamated into 

large farm holdings with government policies which made it very difficult to maintain small 

agricultural farms. We gradually could not sustain or compete against large landowners or 

comply with government rules and regulations. We then went into breeding and selling our cows. 

My mother would herd our cows on horseback from Matawaia to Motatau with me clinging on 

behind her. It was an all-day event. We all worked together as a whānau, my mother her children 

and others who happened to be living with us at any given time.  
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However, my mother could not sustain this either due to increasing problems from a historical 

injury. We were too young to carry the responsibilities of a farm. As a result, we relied more on 

self-sufficiency to feed our whānau. We leased out our paddocks to the wealthy Pākehā 

landowner who had acquired most of the Māori land around us. Those lands were once productive 

small agricultural farm and a part of Namatahi, established by our tūpuna Kaka Porowini as a self-

sufficient Māori community. In today’s Aotearoa/NZ, there is a growing interest amongst our 

people to break the entrapment of money especially by returning to the land to grow food as a 

means of more self-reliance. My tūpuna Kawiti in his tauākī says ‘Titiro atu ki te taumata o te 

moana - Look beyond the horizons of the sea’. In doing so, over the course of this study, I have 

seen the incomprehensible amount of destruction humans have caused to the earth and how 

blind we really are to that destruction. Consumerism and consumption seem to continue 

growing greater than the attempts to slow it down. I have had moments when I have thought 

what does ‘beyond the horizon’ really mean, when what I see is waste and pollution from human 

economic activity and consumerism everywhere. 

Money does not have a consciousness; indeed, capitalism has no consciousness. Sometimes I 

felt hopeless with what I witnessed in my travels. What was I really doing to effect change? 

Merely changing the oil of the machine. Our native mothers lived with consciousness of the care 

of earth and care of people in their everyday lives.  El Cambalache demonstrated to me that it is 

possible to draw and learn from this femininity in the creation of alternative economies which 

dismantle capitalism in the pursuit of earth care and care of people. It has also further made me 

question how we perceive Tangata Whenua/Māori women in the economy in relation to the 

natural world and caring for people. How well is our economy as Tangata Whenua/Māori if we 

were to measure the well-being of our mothers, grandmothers, aunties, and daughters? 

 

Te moni te Mana, te Mana te moni 

Money is power, power is money 

 

Our history of capitalism is one, which is similar to Latin America. I can see this in the 

exploitation of our natural resources and the consequences of that exploitation on our culture. 

This includes the relative invisibility of Tangata Whenua/Māori women in our written history 

concerning economics and the environment. Firth (1929) provides perhaps one of the only 

focused ethnographic histories of our economic organisation and the role of women in our 

traditional economy.  
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Notwithstanding the similarities, I cannot escape the tensions I face when I think about our 

response to capitalism over time. Our history of capitalism is one where we both embraced and 

revoked it at the same time since our first contact with Pākehā. My tribe is an example of how 

much of our land we sold and traded for the goods that came with the colonizer.  

 

My own tribal history of capitalism is one of not only selling and trading our land, but also 

shrunken heads for muskets, and our women for livestock and other products. However, we 

equally do not hear the same narrative of resistance against the money economy that did not 

involve wars. In the narrative of history, we proudly express our prowess in commercial 

activities of that time. The flour mills, ships, and exporting, however in the hidden parts of our 

history are the whispers of how we gained money for such ventures. Our structures have been 

reshaped to accommodate the western economic system. For some, it has been very fruitful, 

while for others it certainly has not. 

 

Our cultural history also has been one of disruption as a result of colonialism. We were seduced 

by economics and today we are becoming more aware of that seduction. Needless to say, we are not 

being murdered for standing up for our environmental indigenousness as is the case in many Latin 

American countries. However, although we have become integrated into the western economic 

system, there continues to remain cultural values, practices and relationships that have endured. 

There are also collectives of our people who actively engage these values, practices and relationships 

in alternative economies today. As I think about these tensions, I ask myself: what would an 

alternative economy outside of the western economy look like which is not driven by capitalism? 

How would a relationship economy centred on te mana o te Ao Tūroa work today? 

Green Economies 

Destruction and Eviction in Green Capitalist Development 

 

I thought more about these questions during a session which discussed the destruction and 

eviction in green capitalist development. The focus of the presentation was on the concept of 

green economies and their imposition and dissemination in territories with diverse economies. 

The dangers they represent to rural and indigenous territories were also identified. Over the 

centuries, the Americas have suffered from the plundering of natural resources such as gold, 

silver, salt, rubber, copper, oil, and indigenous forests (Santiago 2020). 
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According to Santiago (2020), the extraction of natural materials from these territories continues 

today, however, restoried under the guise of sustainable development or the green economy. The 

science and the academic institutions continue to create this discourse on the use of natural 

material extraction from the Americas which are eurocentric and racist. Green economy comes 

from a hemogenic eurocentric discourse. This hemogenic discourse originates from various 

conferences and documents produced on the limits of population growth and the use of resources. 

For example, as I have mentioned before the United Nations World Commission on Environment and 

Development (WCED) Brundtland Report (1987). The Brundtland Report (1987) stated that critical 

global environmental problems were primarily the result of the enormous poverty of the South and the 

non-sustainable patterns of consumption and production in the North. 

 

Santiago (2020) explains that it is these eurocentric narratives that marginalise and cast indigenous 

peoples as somehow the generators of natural resource exploitation driven by poverty. Indigenous 

peoples have not created the level of pollution that confronts humanity. Multinationals and 

governments are the generators of the global environmental crisis. It is the multinational 

enterprises that are supported by governments who take from the ‘south’ to feed the insatiable 

needs and wants of the ‘north’.  I found this to be a powerful narrative that appeared to justify 

violence. For example, the trading of Carbon credits purportedly attempts to mitigate the growth 

in concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and reduce carbon emissions. Carbon trading has 

become normalised and deflects from what is creating it, therefore providing a justification to 

continue to pollute. In Mexico, carbon trading is also associated to the idea of ‘clean 

development’. 

Developed countries give money to ‘underdeveloped’ countries which is counted as a result of 

trading.  to effect clean development and low emissions. However, they are not changing or 

addressing the environmental problem they cause, rather, developed countries are putting the 

problem onto those ‘underdeveloped’ countries to deal with the problems. The creation of 

energy is also not staying in the community but going elsewhere. For instance, wind farms use a 

lot of land. In Mexico, more than half of the land is social property. No one owns this land which 

was established to recognise the rights of indigenous peoples and black people who were 

descendants of slaves. Social property is land which cannot be sold or rented out. International 

law however has been created that provides for consultation with indigenous peoples to effect 

‘clean development’. This consultation has led to division amongst people where multinationals 

have been able to acquire these lands and resources have been bought out in the name of 

sustainable development. 
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The Council which is charged with making the decisions on the land use of social property are all 

male. There is no representation of women in that process. Women seem to remain invisible in the 

narrative which deals with capitalism, destruction, and extraction. Therefore, because women are 

invisible, they are not included in the decision-making nor the benefits from decisions which are 

made in relation to resource use. Green economy projects and multi nationals have vast amount of 

control in these areas where wind energy is being produced. The energy created is used 

predominantly by multinational companies such as Coca Cola, Walmart, Kimberley Park and the 

Home Depot Mexico. Other examples include the development of wind farms in Honduras which 

has divided many people. 

 

The goal of capitalism is individualism not collectivism, which encourages people who sell out for 

personal gain. Abandoned land is also being ‘absorbed’ because they are ‘underdeveloped’ and can 

be better used for economic development. The green economy is creating further displacement of 

Indigenous peoples from their lands. The green economy is also fundamentally a selling point that 

markets capitalise on what is ‘better for the environment’ or contributes to addressing climate 

change. For example, solar power, hybrid cars, organic certification of food such as coffee and so 

forth are marketed as ‘alternatives that are less harmful on the environment. However, the raw 

materials to produce such goods continue to be extracted from the Americas.  

 

For instance, the lithium required in electric car batteries is extracted from the mines of Bolivia. 

With the increase in demand for electric cars, so does the extraction of lithium. It cannot be 

ignored that the financial benefits from these mines do not go back into the community. Opposition 

to any such activities are usually met with extreme violence and often death. Multinationals and 

governments are not dramatically changing their polluting and extraction of natural resources. The 

marketing story of the green economy does not talk about what creates this economy, more so, it is 

a story about who creates it. We do not hear as consumers about the source of the materials to 

produce an electric car, only the brand name and how they are ‘contributing to sustainable 

development or climate change. 

 

Organisations such as REDD (Reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation) and the 

United Nations Environment policy and actions are aimed at negotiating with indigenous peoples to 

go into mechanisms which promote a green economy to enable the use of natural materials.  
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According to the presenters at the workshop, these mechanisms are just another means to find 

other ways to access natural resources. REDD involves incentives for changing the way forest 

resources are used. As such, it purports to offer a new approach to decrease CO2 emissions 

through financial incentives for activities that prevent forest loss or degradation. The financial 

payments are considered a reward for good forest management in developing countries. 

The initiative operates on the assumption that poor forest management, such as indiscriminate 

unenforced logging, is less profitable than the sustainable alternative. The irony is that illegal 

forestry remains rampant in Mexico.  

 

The source for these financial incentives can be from carbon trading, where players in 

industrialised countries offset their own emissions by transferring funds as carbon credits to 

developing countries. Another mechanism is trust funds, which does not depend on offsets. These 

payments in principle go towards actions that enable developing countries such as Mexico to protect 

or sustainably use their forests when finances restrict their ability to do so. However, there is 

strong resistance to REDD by indigenous peoples. 

First is the division it creates as people are being manipulated off the land by buying them out. 

Also, there are concerns about the harmful impacts REDD transactions might have on forest-

dependent communities, primarily through further weakening of their land and resource rights. 

For example, Norway, which is hailed as a one of the leaders in green economics has contributed 

substantially to the REDD programme. This provision of financial reparation is given for 

conservation to enable selective ‘deforestation’. Capitalism uses the climate change discourse to 

continue damaging ecosystems. Multinational companies invest in the Amazon creating climate 

change; it is not indigenous people who are creating climate change. The irony is that indigenous 

people are now being viewed as important in dealing with climate change, loss of biodiversity, 

and other environmental atrocities. (Santiago, 2020). 

The green mask is a term which is used that refers to giving money to people who legitimize 

these capitalist projects. The green economy changes knowledge and ways of knowing and the 

eurocentric hegemonic economic system is reengineering and reshaping cultures. Indigenous 

communities do not have the power to make decisions on the exploitation of natural resources, 

neither is there any concrete benefit that the green economy brings benefits to indigenous 

communities. Indigenous peoples in Mexico maintain that nature does not have a price and cannot be 

traded. These people who embody these realities are subjected to the violence of politics and put 

their lives on the line in resistance to the exploitation of nature. 
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The world’s population growth is expected to grow. Most of the resources which come from high 

population growth countries such as Mexico are going mostly to European G20 countries. 

 

Definition of Green Economy 

The UN Environment Programme website (n.d) defines the green economy as low carbon, 

resource efficient and socially inclusive. In a green economy, growth in employment and 

income are driven by public and private investment into such economic activities, 

infrastructure and assets that allow reduced carbon emissions and pollution, enhanced energy 

and resource efficiency, and prevention of the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services. As I 

listen to the voices of indigenous peoples about the impact of the green economy on their lives, 

this definition becomes somewhat hollow. It seems that the green economy regarding the 

Americas is a new way for capitalists to make money off the back of the climate crisis and other 

environmental problems caused by capitalism. (Araujo, 2020) 

Although it claims economic practices that try to reduce negative impact on the ecological 

environment, it does not necessarily exclude capitalist economies and is sometimes used as a 

way to present capitalism as a solution to the damage caused by capitalism. The green economy 

is not our story as indigenous people. Indeed, such approaches claim to represent our interests 

through its focus on earth care. Our values, concepts and practices are only accommodated in so 

far as they fit with the hegemonic eurocentric view. The ‘Māori economy’ is hailed as a success 

because of its asset base and growth as a result of treaty settlements (Enright, 2018). However, 

it is not visibly an alternative indigenous approach to economics or environmental management.  

Whilst we refer to our values of manaakitanga (care for people) kaitiakitanga (care of the 

natural environment), I struggle to reconcile how this is being realised without a capitalist 

agenda. I do not think that we realise here in Aotearoa/ NZ the realities of these western 

constructs on other indigenous peoples or that we inadvertently are consumers of products 

which use natural resources extracted from ‘underdeveloped’ countries. In today’s world, I 

concluded that we cannot abdicate our responsibility to the realities of other indigenous peoples. 

When I was thinking about these questions, it became clear that the answers were not only to be 

found in our indigenous systems, but also in solidarity with other indigenous peoples around the 

world. A system shift involves awareness and understanding of how we affect others. ‘Titiro 

atu ki te taumata o te moana’ reveals yet another perspective when we begin to view our 

relationship with the natural world. 
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Autonomy as resistance 

 

Autonomy is viewed by indigenous people in Mexico as a form of resistance to the destruction 

and eviction in green capitalist development. There are a lot of ways to have autonomy. Different 

ways are not only about organizing it, but also living it in their everyday lives. Although the 

impact is minimal in contrast to pollution generated by huge industries, autonomous action toward 

capitalism, even though small, demonstrates how the power and control of capitalism on 

indigenous people can be dismantled (Araujo, 2020).Indeed, working on constructing autonomy 

does not have a beginning or end. Autonomous food sovereignty for instance demonstrates how 

small agricultural farming can provide for self-sufficient means of producing food for them, with 

the surplus being sold directly to markets. Capitalism thus does not dictate their food supply or 

what they consume. Peredo and Chrisman (2006 cited Peredo, 2001: Tenenbaum, 1996) note 

that indeed, in practice, community-based solutions have been emerging for environmental 

conservation and income generation among poor populations in Latin America. 

The concept and actions for autonomy can be learnt from indigenous autonomous women 

talking and living in their own concepts and logic to survive. Indigenous women who act 

autonomously work with mother earth. In this context, maybe it is indigenous women 

whohavetobelistenedtowhenaddressingenvironmentalissuessuchasclimatechange. According to 

Araujo (2020) Autonomy is recognizing and employing our own indigenous systems and 

adopting a plurality of economies which fit to our indigenous view. The question arose then how 

do we empower and defend our own autonomy? 

Words can be very influential in establishing autonomy. For instance, we need to stop referring 

to decolonization even decoloniality all the time when we are trying to shift and build our own 

paradigm. Indigenous peoples cannot get away from colonization in their own world. Using 

words such as colonialism and colonization is still important to some people’s narrative. 

However, we should find our own language to reference ourselves away from these words. 

Storytelling could be a means by which we can feel the pain of colonization without having to 

say it, and the joy of resurgence without also having to say it. An organizational structure could 

be established to defend autonomous structures and mobilize any government policies that can 

defend autonomy as well. However, there are difficulties with dialogue within communities 

about autonomy as there is oppression within communities themselves. 
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It is also challenging to find how to move from individual power to collective action without 

being draining on people and in a way that is sustainable. Constructing solidarity is also 

challenging when capitalism aims to make people feel immobilized, that is, we cannot vision an 

autonomous collective reality that does not rely on a money economy to function. 

 

Tino Rangatiratanga – Is this our autonomy? 

 

I ask myself “Is this concept and practice of autonomy what we refer to as ‘tino rangati- 

ratanga’? Are we collectively mobilizing ourselves based on placing earth sovereignty before 

anything else? Could tino rangatiratanga be a relational concept that expresses te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa and our relationship as humans to this mana?  

 

How are we expressing autonomy outside of a capitalist economic agenda that places the care of 

the earth or earth sovereignty above that of people and money? Tino Rangatiratanga today is a 

political term which has been reshaped to mean autonomy.  Tino Rangatiratanga appears in the 

Tiriti o Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi) article 2 as “te tino rangatiratanga o rātou wenua o rātou 

kāinga me ō rātou taonga katoa”. When translated, this becomes: “ the absolute chieftainship of 

your lands, your homes, and all your treasures/taonga”. In the English text of Article 2, our 

chiefs who were signatories to the treaty are assured the full exclusive and undisturbed 

possession of their Lands and Estates, Forests, Fisheries, and other properties would remain for 

so long as they chose. 

 

Regardless of the legal controversies, many Tangata Whenua/Māori continue to see the te tiriti/ the 

treaty as an agreement with the colonizer that guarantees our right to choose our own way of life 

within the framework of law without interference in what is important to us, such as language and 

culture. According to Awatere (1982), tino rangatiratanga is therefore self-determination, which is, 

based on equal rights and fair equality of opportunity. It also provides a right to freely choose 

sovereignty and international political status with no interference. In doing so, we become 

autonomous where we are self-governing and independent. Tino Rangatiratanga as a political 

construct unifies our people in a belief that we simply have a right to being who we are as 

indigenous people.  
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It provides a political platform through the tiriti/treaty of Waitangi as a movement that challenges 

the authority of state in the administration of state ideology of how we should live as indigenous 

people. One could therefore argue that tino rangatiratanga is similar to those I have discussed in 

terms of resistance to the destruction and eviction in green capitalist development in Mexico. 

However, Mexico is a far greater country in terms of size and population. (Araujo,2020) They 

still have substantial indigenous rural communities who live subsistent lifestyles with little access 

to money. These include indigenous communities who remain dependent on nature for food, 

clothing, and shelter. Families and community are still vitally important as a collective of resource 

working together to survive. Te mana o te Ao Tūroa remains central to the relationship they have 

with the natural world and with each other because they must literally survive from the land. The 

relational concepts of emotional affinity and attachment also remain where regenerative actions 

and relationships within the natural world are essential for survival and cultural continuity. 

 

Tangata Whenua/Māori on the other hand no longer live subsistent lifestyles to literally survive. 

We also do not have tribes who are completely dependent on nature for food, clothing, and 

housing. Autonomous living, as I have described through my mother and Nanny Rina, are no 

longer the norm in our culture. We generally have greater access to money whether through state 

welfare systems, employment, or private enterprise. We even have a highly visible indigenous 

‘elite’ who speak about what it is to be a successful Tangata Whenua/Māori from their corporate 

offices, university podiums, science labs and ‘successful’ Māori businesses. We also are reported to 

have a highly functioning Māori economy. We have a process through Waitangi Treaty claims for 

commercial and cultural redress which have given rise to capitalist organizations whose goal 

apparently is ultimately to improve Māori well-being. 

 

I do not discount that as a people we have concerns that need to be addressed regarding the land 

and the natural environment. However, our reality in today’s world in challenging capitalism, 

indeed the western economic machine, is not the same as those of indigenous peoples in Mexico. 

We are not in life threatening situations when we express our views and we indeed appear to 

continue to embrace capitalism as a pivotal solution to our well-being. However, there is also a 

counter movement of Tangata Whenua/Māori who are seeking to replicate a form of self-sufficient 

living through learning alternative farming methods such as permaculture and re-establish 

collective living through papa kāinga (communal living).  
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Papa kāinga development demonstrates that we continue to reclaim ‘living on and with our land’ 

according to the traditional concepts of communality and shared responsibility. There is also a 

small resurgence in learning about how to live from nature as our ancestors once did. We also have 

some iwi who have embraced forms of eco-development in the built environment. In my view, 

these projects reflect an expression that could be considered ‘alternative’ or transitional toward 

alternative economies. However, what I argue is we do not yet have is a strong powerful collective 

paradigm as an alternative to the western economic paradigm. We also appear to be at a crossroad 

in terms of beginning to question whether capitalism is succeeding in the regeneration of our 

culture. In my view we are only at the start of this conversation because so far, we have been 

engaging in a discourse of decolonization. We could learn from decoloniality and the experiences 

of the Americas to support a transition away from the dominant western ideology. Although we 

may think that we may seem to have made significant gains over the last 20 years, I feel that from 

what I have experienced, we have had more losses then gains. Collectivity sovereignty and our own 

indigenous systems are the pathway for us going into the future, if we are to resist westernization and the 

resulting environmental crises.  I suggest that we also could develop measures of sovereignty and 

gauge our performance against it.  

 

My mother was not a great advocate of tino rangatiratanga. In her eyes, we no longer understand 

the depth of this ancient concept. She defined tino rangatiratanga as an attribute usually of those 

from high ranking birth. ‘Ranga’ means to weave and ‘tira’ is a group. Therefore, a rangatira is the 

ability to lead and weave people together. According to Kawharu (2000, p. 314) “highest 

chieftainship”, in te tiriti, the intention of which was to emphasize to a chief the Queen’s intention 

to give the complete control according to their customs. My mother argued that the term 

whakatōpū was a more appropriate term in that it refers to the concept of collectivism, 

consolidation, and unity. In this sense, the concept of whakatōpū is non-hierarchical. This does not 

mean that there is no leadership; rather that leadership is shared equally as any other role in the 

collective. This is a somewhat different lens of autonomy than tino rangatratanga. Tino 

Rangtiratanga has a political focus, whereas whakatōpū does not in of itself represent a political 

agenda. In my view it is more of an example of solidarity and of working collectively through a 

process of visioning. Autonomy has many different faces in our Ao. Our survival is for our culture 

and language and how we pursue this in today’s world.  
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We may not be subjected to the human and environmental atrocities of the Americas; however, we 

continue to confront our own forms of oppression. As I reflect on this experience, I pondered again 

upon the tauākī o Kawiti when he states “Titiro atu ki te taumata”- “Look beyond the horizon”. In 

this statement, I consider perhaps he was telling us that we can never change things by battling the 

existing reality that has subsumed us. If we are to change something, we ought to build a model 

that makes the existing model outdated. I wonder also if my tupuna Kawiti was reminding us to 

remember to place our higher values above money because of his experiences with the 

destructive influence of the money economy on our culture and heritage. 

 

Diverse Decolonial Economies in the Americas 

 

Diverse Economies as defined by Araujo (2020) are those forms of economy that are not 

recognised as ‘economy’ from a capitalist perspective. It is a way of building economic 

resilience, through multiple ways of sustaining economies, beyond capitalist agendas. These 

economies function outside of the hegemony of coercive capitalism. They are a system of many 

ways to organize production and distribution of resources ultimately to enable the care and well-

being of the home and Ao Tūroa.  

 

Most of the world has low access to money and has highly complex economies that involve a 

wide diversity of kinds of economic practices that focus on the exchange of the resources and 

abilities that are most prevalent. Diverse economies think about all the other ways people use 

their labor. In marginalized rural areas, diverse economies are the borderlands or spaces of 

women. In these spaces, women have found diverse ways to ensure the well-being of their 

families which do not compromise their relationships within the natural world because they 

have little or no access to money. (Araujo, 2020). 

 

Science is divisive and has been destructive to peoples that suffer coloniality. The social 

sciences have also been devastating for indigenous peoples because it tells us how to be, what 

we are, and how we should live our lives. Science and Social science feeds into overt economic 

epistemicide which favours establishing access to markets and commercial infrastructure for 

indigenous and rural communities.  
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Diverse economies respond to this through the maintenance of concepts such as commons in 

terms of property, practice or knowledge shared by a community within a biophysical, socio-

natural and cultural environment. In this case, communality then becomes a community of all 

living and non-living beings that function within mutual aid to create and be the commons. An 

interesting concept I learnt in this discussion was ‘Nosotrosidad’ which refers to the collective 

episteme and ontologies that are created through, around, within, by and for the commons, 

communing, and communality. (Araujo, 2020). 

 

Communing and community are newer ideas in relation to diverse economies. However, they all 

function collectively where there is inseparability between people, land, how people think of 

themselves, and how they think of natural resources. Nosotrosidad and Commoning are not 

necessarily moneyless but can also be ways of making money. Nosotrosidad is however not meant 

for hierarchy and accumulating wealth. Moneyless economies already exist in our society. 

Poverty is economic and state violence that has been resisted by communities who refuse to be 

poor.  According to Araujo (2020) the Ayllu for instance is a type of traditional indigenous 

community of the Andes. Ayllus are clan-based and partially communal groups of families within a 

specific location who come from a common ancestor (not necessarily related).  The Ayllus are well-

known for their relative self-sufficiency, territories held in common, and and reciprocal 

relations. Members engage in shared collective labour and in exchanges of reciprocity.  

 

As I listened to the description of this community, I could connect to this concept from my own 

experiences growing up in Matawaia. I was inspired by the notion that what I considered as mana 

was reflected in this indigenous community of the Andes. The Ayllusian ideology is an ancient 

concept, prior to Inca and Spanish colonization. The Ayllus provides a unique cosmoworld about 

the self and how people conceive of themselves and others. It was non-hierarchical with complex 

decision making. This means of economic activity remains today. Collectivity is not about being 

similar, or thinking similarly, it is a collective desire to create something and value something that 

is not typically valued within capitalism. Diverse economies are a framework for analysis that 

recognizes the diversity of economic practices across labor, surplus, excess, decision-making, 

power-sharing, infrastructure usage, and so forth. When I reflected on this concept, I became very 

creative in how this would transpire within Koru Economies. 
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My thoughts returned to my experiences growing up in our community. In my remembering of 

whakataukī, waiata, and pepeha, I began to unfold approaches which I had not seen before. 

Everywhere I went with my mother there were examples of diverse economies. There was Nanny 

Rina and how she knew te repo kōrari for the flax it provided for mat making. I thought about how 

we would make pārō for our hangi. I thought about the different skills, production and labour 

which went into the many aspects of our lifestyle. Each of these activities were gathering places of 

different resource use, labour requirements, and discipline. There was very little money involved. 

These activities were not only about survival; they were also about learning, socialisation, 

decision making and maintaining collectivity. 

My granddaughter is about to enter a wānanga held at our marae just for the girls of our tribe. The 

purpose of the wānanga is to teach the young girls and teenagers the tribal customs of their 

whaea (female elders). This wānanga is about the mana of culture and heritage. Although we do 

not have the same issues related to access to money as our indigenous brothers and sisters in the 

Americas, we are uplifting and strengthening our culture and heritage as central to our 

relationship to te mana o te Ao Tūroa and each other. We are preparing our granddaughters to 

carry on the legacy of our ancestry. 

 

Solidarity Economy 

 

The final approach which weaves into these whānau of approaches is the solidarity economy. A 

solidarity economy is where there are shared values and practices with aims to achieve mutual 

benefits. According to Miller (2010), a solidarity economy approach seeks to make existing and 

emerging alternatives visible and to link them in mutually-supportive ways beginning from a core 

belief that people are deeply creative and capable of developing their own solutions to economic 

problems, and that these solutions will look different in different places and contexts.. The 

central idea of a solidarity economy is that there are different approaches and alternatives 

everywhere. In a solidarity economy these allternaitves are idenfied and connected in ways that 

build a coherent and powerful social movement for another economy. In this way, a solidarity 

economy is not so much a model of economic organization, but it is a process of economic 

organizing. It is not a vision, but an active process of collective visioning. 
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Care and sociality are economic practices, including relationships between people and the natural 

world. There are, however, limits to ways of knowing and being as a result of what we are 

socialized within. Beyond those epistemes is everything else. Economies beyond capitalism can 

be empowered by naming and recognizing them. Capitalism is not the only way of accessing 

and distributing resources, there are many other practices. Solidarity economy as an alternative 

is found in the ‘cracks’ of capitalism. The solidarity economy proposes a pathway toward a 

transformation of western economics of growth and private profit to one that serves people and 

planet. The solidarity economy has also become a global movement that is an ecosystem of 

practices that already exist, some old, some new, and some still emergent that are aligned with 

solidarity economy values.  

The principles of a solidarity economy taken together are solidarity, cooperation, and mutualism, 

equity in all dimensions (e.g., race, ethnicity, nationality, class, and gender amongst other 

facets) participatory democracy, sustainability, and pluralism. Autonomy and land governance 

are yet to evolve in the solidarity movement. The commons can create small spaces of resistance 

that is a space for the ability for autonomy. Autonomy is how to resist capitalist agendas and 

developments as part of a solidarity economy. 

 

Kōrero Tautoko 

Supporting Comments 

 

Autonomy, decolonial diverse economies, and solidarity economies in my view are whanaunga 

(relations) who work together for a common purpose and in a spiral of constant learning and 

growth from each other.Where we go as a network of approaches takes us beyond what is 

perceived as our current reality. We do not have to accept western economics and its capitalist 

agenda. When I reflect on autonomy and what this means, for some, it is tino rangatiratanga, a 

political construct that speaks to sovereignty and self determination. For my mother it is 

whakatooputanga, where we think and act collectively in our relationship with the land and each 

other. For others it is simply acting and living as best one can as Māori within the dominant 

western paradigm. My view is that autonomy represents all these values, beliefs and actions.  
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Furthermore, I also consider the autonomy of our minds and heart as fundamental to any definition 

that is, the freedom and liberation within our own psyche to express an alternative way of being. 

Tukuna te whakaaro kei to hinengaro ki a rere (let the thoughts in your mind and heart be free).I 

witness this in environmental management spaces where we are increasingly talking about the 

regeneration, restoration, and remediation of the natural world beyond our ‘legislative’ role as 

kaitiaki (care takers, guardians) of the natural environment in Aotearoa/NZ.  

I   see this in the resurgence of Māori medicine and the desire to embrace other forms of 

medicinal earth-based healing. I also see this demonstrated in the thinking and practicing of the 

production of organic and nutrient-dense food that are based on our values of kai ora mai te 

whenua me te wai (healthy food from the land and water). Most importantly I witness this in how 

some are instilling and growing in our children and grandchildren the ability to be and think 

Tangata Whenua/Māori. In this intention is the aspiration to grow a generation who have the 

ability to critique and see the world beyond the constraints of the west. 

It is in this liberation that we start to recognize whakatōpūtanga or collectivism in thinking and 

being that brings back and uplifts our fundamental values of earth care and people care. It is in 

these spaces that te mana o te Ao Tūroa is reflected in our relationships with the natural world 

and each other. In this workshop, the feminine energy is made visible and celebrated. Feminine 

energy is recognised and valued in these economies.  As a proponent of sustainable 

development, I found the presentation on the green economy disturbing. It made me confront 

my own ‘westernisation’ and lack of awareness of the impact on that it has on other indigenous 

people. However, this has been an important step in my ‘becoming’ because I allowed myself 

to be open to learn and listen. 
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Kōrero Whakamutunga 

Closing statement 

I have discussed CE, TNS and decoloniality economic models which all attempt to disrupt the 

classical western economic ideology. I see within these models’ value because it has become 

encumbent on us to find ways to repair our relationship with te mana o te Ao Turoa and with each 

other. However, in my travels along these pathways I have sensed that our worldview as Tangata 

Whenua/Māori and indigenous peoples appear to remain silent.  

What I mean is that our philosphies, epistimologies and ways of knowing are considered only in 

context with the dominant western economic ideology. In my view a paradigm shift can only 

occur when we challenge the foundation upon which this ideology is situated. 

In this context I begin to provide my insights into what could be an alternative view when seen 

through the eyes of a wahine Tangata Whenua/ Māori. It has taken me a long time to get to this 

place and have the courage to present my ethnographic view.  This worldview I propose as a part 

of the wider conversation regarding the impact of western economic ideology on our relationship 

with the natural world. I follow the guidance of my ancestors and open myself to te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa as it courses through my body as I find my way toward Koru Economies. 
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Te tākiri ora o te Koru 

The unfolding spiral 

 

The koru represents an unfolding of a spiral movement. In my expression of the koru as a model, 

I ground my reflections on my understanding of its unfolding movement implicit within the 

growth of our native ponga (fern). I discuss this growth and its representation as a concept 

which begins to frame what I term koru economies. It is in the spiral pattern of the koru one sees 

a continuous unfolding and adaptation. A koru is however not to be confused with a circle 

which is used to describe certain biological systems that appear to be self-contained and 

unchanging. The koru of a ponga also appears to incorporate the form of a circle. According to 

Bishara (personal communication, April 17, 2019) the koru is spirals within circles and circles 

within spirals. The spiral and circle are interwoven within each other in a continuous movement 

of growth and adaptation. 

 

The koru (spiral) of a ponga (fern) begins as a pikopiko, piko or pītau which is the new shoot of 

the fern. When we look at the young curved fern shoots of the ponga it appears as a tight coil 

within which are smaller spirals. Every individual main stalk, branch and each leaf from this 

growth spirals outward as they emerge from this compact spiral. This fractal of spiral upon spiral 

is a manifestation of energy that springs upward in a form of outstretched leaves. No spiral is the 

same as the other, yet they uncurl and grow outward toward the sun to create something that can 

be truly beautiful. 

 

I cannot reflect on the spiral pattern of the koru without referring to its connection to the whole 

ecosystem within which it lives. When I look upon the koru in the entire natural growth of the 

ponga, there are messages and learnings from its beginnings as a spore, through the unfurling of 

the koru as it grows within the spiral of life itself. In the growth of the ponga is a story of ora tonu 

tanga (survival and resilience) and continuity. Ferns are a very ancient plant species. They are a 

tupuna no nehe rānō (an ancestor from beyond the ancient time). Taylor and Krings (2009) refer 

to ferns as one of the oldest groups of plants on earth with a fossil record dating back to the middle 

Devonian (383-393 million years ago). 
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Other accounts argue that they are even older.  (Dawson, Lucas, Connor, & Brownsey, 2011). 

Like the concept of mana, the ponga with its spiral movement has been around before the time of 

memories. Continuity and longevity were the key to culture, everything we did was about cultural 

continuity. What more could simply reflect this than the koru movement as it unfolds to become a 

ponga. I did not only see or interpret the koru as a symbol on its own.  What I see is the whole 

process of its growth and its interrelationship with the rest of the forest. When I learnt about the 

spiral movement of the cosmos, I concluded that the spiral movement of the koru is drawn from 

the creation of the earth, the planets, the sun, and stars. It is the fundamental building block of 

nature’s design that provides a talisman to guide our relationship with the natural world. It is in 

this spiral movement that I see continuity and possibilities. 

 

Te Ngahere o te Kāinga 

The native forest of my ancestral home 

 

I could see and feel in the papa kāinga ngahere of my tūrangawaewae (ancestral home) te mana o 

te Ao Tūroa reflected throughout the whole ecosystem and landscape of the ngahere. The ngahere 

is a mass of different ferns (ponga) like the rahurahu, mamaku, whekī and the endangered 

Pakauroharoha. They are everywhere in the ngahere, lush and green, seemingly dominating every 

space that they can occupy. They are the thick carpet that covers the floor of the ngahere; fronds 

decorate every tree trunk, while the huge majestic mamaku tower over smaller ferns as though 

they are protecting the smaller members of the whānau ngahere (forest family). 

 

The ponga grows to te mana o te Ao Tūroa and in reciprocity gives back to her through the health 

it brings to the soil, a home for the wildlife that lives amongst them and as a canopy for other 

trees within the ngahere ecosystem. They dominate and flourish in the damp places where other 

plants cannot thrive. The smell they emanate is the perfume of the ngahere and the soil that is 

produced from their decaying fronds is moist and dark. This rich soil contributes to the growth of 

other trees such as the giant kauri and kahikatea. All these different ponga form part of the 

ngahere whānau. 
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Kei raro i te rahurahu ngā tikanga o ngā tupuna 

Beneath the bracken fern resides the teachings of our ancestors 

 

He maumaharatanga rangatira 

A significant memory 

 

I recall a day when my mother and I were in the ngahere (native forest). We were going to collect 

rau ponga (fern fronds) for our garden. To get to the area where she wanted to gather the fronds, we 

had to walk through a clearing which was covered in rahurahu (bracken). Rahurahu is considered 

by some people as an invasive fern species. I had always thought of rahurahu as a somewhat 

unattractive fern in the ponga whānau (family).  

I wondered why we did not gather the rahurahu as it seemed an easier option than having to go 

deeper into the forest to gather the softer ponga frond leaves. I asked my mother why it was that 

we were not gathering rahurahu. As I questioned my mother, I sensed she was figuring out how 

to enlighten me in my attempts to understand the value of one fern over the other. Her response 

was: 

 

kei raro te rahurahu ngā tikanga o ngā tūpuna 

Beneath the bracken fern resides the teachings of our ancestors 

 

I did not really understand what she meant at the time. I was not until sometime later on in my 

growing as a person, and with much contemplation on the matter, that I finally grasped what my 

native mother meant. First, I understood that everything and everyone has value or is a 

‘resource’; we just may not see it immediately however that does not mean that it is not there. Also, 

that every living thing has a purpose, regardless of whether it may appear beautiful or not. Our 

teachings and mātauranga is in the soil. ‘Beneath the bracken’ is only one of the repositories of 

those teachings. Finally, the teachings of our ancestors are always there for us to access, it is our 

responsibility to ‘dig them up’ and use to nourish and replenish our being. I never again took 

this humble fern for granted. Before I was enlightened, I often overlooked and trampled through 

this patch of rahurahu without much thought. However, through this entanglement with the 

story of the rahurahu, my consciousness was nurtured, and I learnt something both as profound 

as it was practical. 
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This fern has endured from ancient times. It has been in our world from beyond the time of 

memories. It is a reminder of continuity and is both a generator and holder of our ancestral 

knowledge. I cannot reiterate how important food is to our culture. Food has been a key feature 

in the development of our beliefs and values. In my expression of the koru, I also note that parts 

of the fern, including the pikopiko of the mauku, manamana, and roots of the rahurahu were 

sources of food. Best (1925) refers to the fern as one of the basic foods of our ancient ancestors. 

He further notes that it was so important that it was assigned a mythical origin and personified 

form in Haumia (god of uncultivated food). In fact, this humble root maybe said to have been 

given almost divine honours and, in this instance, we see how the Māori seemed to rely on 

mythopoetic conceptions in order to exalt a common product of nature and to account for its 

origin (Best, 1925). I also noted that according to Riley (1994) the root of the bracken fern was 

second only to the kūmara in providing a staple food for our ancient ancestors. It was a food of 

abundance, a food available at all seasons. The Tohunga (Seer) used the bracken fern to consult 

various spiritual entities.  

 

Therefore, to understand this fern and have the skills to dig the root up was highly valued. I also 

believe therefore that the fern root also is a part of the entire story of the spiral movement 

phenomena. In consuming parts of the ponga, such as the roots, the body takes in the mana 

(power) of this plant. It gives us strength and resilience through its ability to endure and continue 

regardless of time and space. Our native ferns all have a story to tell and it is in these stories 

where our knowledge, lessons and culture reside beneath what we may think we see. I also 

realised that no one thing is greater than the other in the forest. Even the rahurahu, as unattractive 

as I thought it may have been, has a purpose in the forest system. Every life form from the insects 

to the kauri tree that lived there has a purpose. The uncurling form of the rahurahu is just as 

meaningful as that of the majestic mamaku (silver fern). 

 

In our home we used the dry leaves of the ponga in the komirimiri (separation and drying) process 

of the kūmara (sweet patato) which were stored for food during the winter season. The dry frond 

leaves are used as mats and covers to keep the tubers dry from moisture. Dry fronds were also 

important as mulch or covers to trap moisture for the plants in our garden. Different ferns were 

also used for Māori rongoa (medicine). For example, Riley (1994) notes that ponga can act as a 

form of antiseptic to clean wounds.  
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The pikopiko or frond shoot could be consumed to help with loosening the bowels. The aroma of 

the frond also acts like a natural diffuser for inside a house. The ponga is perhaps the most 

resilient native plant I know. I see this particularly in the pine forests that now cover our valley, it 

is usually the ponga we see that has adapted to the conditions that pine forests create. When the 

pine trees are harvested, there is always a ponga to be seen that has managed to find a bolt hole to 

capture sunlight and moisture amid the harsh, foreign environment of these pine forests. Even in 

regenerating northern lowland native forests which usually are thick in first generation kahikātoa 

(red manuka), we can find ponga flourishing. It is no wonder that the koru unfolding from this 

ancient plant was meaningful to my ancestors. 

 

This pepeha (saying) I now liken to a lamp which illuminates the steppingstones of 

understanding our ancestral knowledge and the relevance it holds for us in contemporary 

Aotearoa/NZ. It is a proverbial statement that continues to validate how our traditional 

knowledge resides in what we learn from nature. It also tells me not to underestimate any living 

form for what mātauranga or lesson it has to offer us. It is no wonder to me that we consider 

mātauranga as taonga tuku iho (precious gifts handed down through the generations). 

 We did not learn in schools and universities; we learnt from the natural world from the very source 

which ensured our survival and identity as a people.  Regardless of what has happened or may 

happen to our culture; this fern has endured from ancient times, a reminder of continuity holding 

the knowledge of our ancestors. Mātauranga (knowledge) and mōhiotanga (knowing) resides 

beneath and above, inside and outside, what we see and what we do not see. 

 

Te Ngahere o te Kāinga o Takenui 

 

30 years ago, the ngahere on my papa kāinga was designated as Ngā Whenua Rāhui (a restricted 

or protected natural area). Ngā Whenua Rāhui is a contestable fund established in 1991 to provide 

funding for the protection of indigenous ecosystems on Māori land and is administered by the 

Department of Conservation. This was one of the first whānau designations of a native forest on 

Māori freehold land in the country. The ngahere is listed in Te Papa Atawhai (Department of 

Conservation) Northland Conservancy’s database as a Site of Special Biological Interest (SSBI). It 

has a ranking of high biological value which equates to a value of national significance as an area 

being a habitat for threatened species. 
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Thirty years ago, there was no mechanism within the Department of Conservation for whānau (family) 

to protect native forest on their land. The whenua was therefore designated under the Te Ture 

Whenua Act 1993 as a Māori Reservation. We are the only whānau (family) who were designated 

under this provision. The reason I bought Ngā Whenua Rāhui to our ngahere was because I felt a 

strong sense of responsibility for the ngahere. I feared that we could lose our ngahere because of 

the constant threat from the local council of taking land for unpaid land rates.  

 

I saw Ngā Whenua Rāhui as an option which was supported by the national government which 

could give us protection against local government. The irony was not lost on me. The areas which 

were in native forest on our whenua (land) were once mostly in gullies or on steeply rolling 

hillsides. Some of these areas were secondary native forest which had regenerated from previous 

kauri extraction. The balance of the land was then in pasture and used for dairy farming. Since 

the Ngā Whenua Rāhui was established, there has been very little farming activity on areas 

outside of the Ngā Whenua Rāhui reserve. Over the last 30 years the ngahere has reclaimed all 

the pastureland. Today nearly all the whenua (land) is first- and second-generation native forest. 

Threatened species numbers have increased and now occupy other parts of the whenua outside of 

the protected area. 

 

The ngahere is flourishing. It is the home to our native wildlife. The sound of the kiwi and the 

kaukau (morepork) echoes in the night. We once again can see the pūpūrangi (kauri snails) and 

ngaro huruhuru (native bee) which are both highly threatened native insects.  Our whenua gives 

them a safe home away from the destruction of the Pine forests and the loss of their ecosystem 

because of land modification. This forest is “Ngātihine ngahere restored and restoring”. (Personal 

communication Te Aroha Henare, 10 May 2019). Our ngahere is one of the few secondary 

Northland native forest stands left in our valley.  

 

How the ngahere has come back to reclaim the whenua is a story of unfurling, continuity, and 

adaptation. It also is a history which demonstrates the concept of a spiral movement in the 

regeneration of our whenua (land) to provide a sanctuary for native plants and animals. It is not a 

history which includes a romantic tale of Tangata Whenua/Māori collectivism. Rather it is a 

history about te mana o te Ao Tūroa when the rights of the natural world are placed above the 

self- interests of humans.  
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It fills me with a sense of pride and self-esteem when I see how lush and vibrant the ngahere has 

become and how it takes care of itself. Regardless of the difficulties associated with protecting the 

ngahere, this natural reservation has bought natural abundance back to the land. The whenua is 

still available for the use and enjoyment of the whānau. However, the Ngā Whenua Rāhui and the 

mana of the land determine how we live in this natural environment. 

 

Ngā Pua Atua 

Spore of the gods 

 

Ngā Pua Atua (the spores of the gods) are found on mature ponga fronds. Ngā Pua Atua produces 

a fern that can be very different in appearance. I used to think of this as being similar to the babies 

of humans, in that babies produced from one couple can look quite different from each other. 

Every time the ponga has a ‘baby’ it produces a new generation of fern that is different or unique 

from the previous generation. Even though the ponga may produce quite a different or unique 

fern over generations, it remains a ponga. Chinnock (1981) noted that ferns have two distinctive 

life cycle stages, one of which is reliant on water. The spores that are produced on the leaves are 

asexual. Once they are released, the spore grows into a small, thread-like or heart-shaped structure 

that grows close to the ground. 

 

This structure is the sexual generation which possesses the egg and sperm (or gametes). The 

gametophyte releases sperm cells that must land in water in order to survive and travel to the 

female egg cells. When a sperm has fused with an egg cell, the fertilised egg produces a new plant. 

The ferns are said to have ‘alternating generations’ because each new generation of ferns that is 

produced will be a different form from the previous generation 

 

 The ponga can continue to exist and change its form across generations, however, remains at its 

core a ponga, which is a powerful example this is to inform the continuity of culture. We may 

look different over the generations but remain at our core Tangata Whenua/Māori. Wiggins (1980, 

p 88-89) cites Aristotle’s claim that living things have “a principle of   of change and staying 

unchanged” which is a natural paradox of human life. Maybe he also pondered upon the ponga to 

gain insight into his thoughts of existence. 
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I have seen these threads which hold Ngā Pua Atua. They appear as fragile strings of dew droplets 

as they hang from the lower ferns. If you touch them too hard, they will break. This is the fragility 

of life and a reminder of how precious our existence is. We take reproduction for granted today. 

However, in the times of our ancestors to have strong and resilient babies was important to our 

survival. Therefore, to enable the continuation of generations through successful childbirth was 

important; hence the reference to our children as ‘taonga’ (treasure). Ngā Pua Atua as a part of 

reproduction symbolises the power and beauty of our individual selves within the solidarity of the 

collective. 

 

He ora tonutanga 

Continuity and Survival 

 

There are a whole series of interactions happening within this spiral movement as the fern 

grows. The purpose of the koru movement as it uncurls from the piko is to protect the new 

developing leaves, while the older leaves continue to develop and expand. The purpose of the 

older leaves is photosynthesis, that is, to convert light energy from the sun into the energy that it 

eventually uses as fuel for the plant to grow. During the winter, the koru is often covered in 

hairs to shield it from the cold until it can uncurl. From spirals upon spirals, the fern grows up 

and outward until they begin to descend back to the whenua (land), to nourish the soil and keep 

the process of continuity alive. In this description of the pongo, we see the concept of whānau 

(family) or collective interest working together in a systematic manner to ensure well-being. 

Every member of the whānau (family) or collective has an important role to play within the 

process where none is of greater or lesser importance than the other. We seem to take continuity 

for granted in our modern society, almost like a given privilege, without reason, without balance. 

We seem to no longer value natural collectivism and the importance of working together for the 

well-being of ngā tupuranga (future generations). 
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Tangata Whenua / Māori me te Koru 

Our people and the koru 

 

The spiral pattern is one of our most well-known designs in te Ao Tangata Whenua/Māori. We 

can see this pattern in Māori ta moko (tattoos), carvings and artwork. The koru forms the basis of 

kōwhaiwhai designs traditionally used in wharenui to display the history and whakapapa 

(geneology) of that particular iwi (tribe). All our traditional kōwhaiwhai patterns are inspired by 

nature. In the form of the designs I see the spiral or unfurling movement of life. In traditional 

Tangata Whenua/Māori society, tattoos were worn by people of rank or notable achievement. 

The designs were a means to convey one’s status and lineage. Where people of rank who were 

also skilled for instance as a warrior or a gardener these were also represented in the spiral 

pattern. Every spiral pattern was unique to the whakapapa (genealogy) of that person and told a 

story of who they were and where they came from. 

 

However traditional full facial moko which were done only on men died out around the late eighteen 

hundred. This was due to a large degree to the commercial trade of moko mōkai or tattooed 

shrunken Māori heads. Moko mōkai were used in trade to fulfil the demand for guns. This was 

the reason behind the musket wars as our tribes became desperate to acquire firearms for battle 

and defence. According to Palmer and Tano (2004), During this period of social destabilisation, 

moko mōkai became commercial trade items that could be sold as curios, artworks, and as museum 

specimens which fetched high prices in Europe and America, and which could be bartered for 

firearms and ammunition. 

 

In our homelands, the demand for firearms became so great that tribes went to war against each 

other to acquire more heads to trade for them. Slaves and prisoners were also tattooed to provide 

heads to order. Because tattooed men were of high rank, the full facial tattoo stopped in fear that a 

Rangatira (chief) would lose his head to be sold on the European market. As a result, the art of 

traditional full facial moko became obsolete while the kauae moko (chin tattoo) of woman 

remained. I mention this here because it is a bitter reminder of the impact of western economic 

ideology on our people and how it has unbalanced our customs. The philosophy, values and beliefs 

of the koru however remained ‘kei raro i ngā rahurahu’ (beneath the bracken). 
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Today the spiral pattern remains one of the most commonly used in Tangata Whenua/Māori tattoo 

design. This has largely been as a result of the Tangata Whenuai/Māori renaissance and the desire 

to physically identify as a Tangata Whenua/Māori. Tangata Whenua/Māori tāmoko have also 

become increasingly common with Europeans and people from other countries for the unique 

patterns that are involved; what these patterns represent could also mean a show of solidarity for the 

indigenous culture of Aotearoa/New Zealand. The koru pattern keeps reasserting itself as a 

symbol of who we are. Within government agencies and NGOs alike we see the concepts of the 

spiral pattern being used as logos, with ideas such as harmony, growth and new beginnings 

represented. In the contemporary world the koru is popular in jewellery and marketed as a symbol 

of potential, new growth, strength, and peace.  The silver fern is most known as a national symbol 

of Aotearoa/New Zealand. Air New Zealand, our national air carrier, has the koru pattern on the tail 

of all its aircraft fleet. In the company brand story, the koru is interpreted as new life, renewal and 

hope for the future. With a description of the koru as a beautiful work of nature’s art and although it 

looks fragile, even in the most adverse situations it is able to regenerate. 

 

Ngā tini āhua o te koru 

A koru of multiplicity 

 

The meanings of the koru both in its function and philosophy are also beautiful in the different 

knowledge and multiple understandings of different iwi (tribes). Multiple meanings are also a form 

of unfurling that enable connection and interaction on common grounds. However, we equally 

retain the uniqueness of knowledge that comes from location and place. In our traditional 

ethnobiological classification system, we as humans are considered lower down the hierarchy 

than plants and animals. This may have been not only because they were our food source, but 

they observed in these plants and animals the qualities that informed our behaviours and actions 

not only to the environment but to each other. The koru patterns and the specific meaning they 

have to different iwi (tribes) tell us their stories, history, and whakapapa (geneology). This is tribal 

mana both as individuals and as a people. 
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Ka puta Te koru ki Te Ao Whānui 

The koru in the wider world 

 

In the work of Nakamura (1982), I find a scientific description of spirals which somewhat 

resonates with my own view of spiral movement. Nakamura refers to the curve described by the 

earth as it turns in a spiral and the pattern of its movement around the sun. The solar system 

itself being part of a spiral galaxy also describes a spiral in this movement, even in the case of a 

circular movement when one adds in the passage of time, the total path is spiral. The myriad of 

things is constantly moving in a spiral pattern and we live within that spiral movement.  

Hiroshi Nakamura (1890 –1974) was a distinguished Japanese Biochemist of international 

acclaim, and one of Japan’s most accomplished historians of cartography. His work on dietary 

elements in relationship to patterns we see in nature was revolutionary in terms of food nutrition 

and thus became an important feature of permaculture design. Permaculture is an ecological 

design process which I have followed for some time during my life. It is an ecologically centred 

scientific approach which I have found in many ways complementary with my own 

environmental views. Permaculture was founded by Bill Mollison (1928 – 2016) with support 

from his student David Holgrem. 

 

Kei runga, kei raro 

As above, so it is below 

Hakamura refers to the spiral galaxy and the connection to the constant spiral movement of which 

we live. Although I am not an expert in this field, I often contemplate the connection and function 

of the galaxy as a part of the natural world. What happens ‘above’ us therefore must also be 

reflected with what is ‘below’, in our natural world. If there is constant spiral movement in life, 

then it would be conceivable that the world does not only rotate around the sun. Rather, it 

circles and spirals along with other planets as the sun drags them along in its wake. 

Interestingly, we hear in the story of how Maui slows the sun so that we could have more 

daylight time. In my view this story encapsulates the same notion which Hakamrua describes 

about cosmic spiral movement.  
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When I think of the celestial knowledge of my ancestors, I conceive that the koru of the ponga 

is also a reflection of the spiral movements that are found in the galaxy above us. From these 

different perspectives, we began to observe the spiral galaxy as a part of the spirals of life in the 

patterns like the koru. As I work through all these perspectives like a jig saw puzzle to find how 

they may all fit together, I conclude that if our universe is spirals within circles and circles 

within spirals, then we would expect that this would be also essentially what would be seen in 

the life patterns of the natural world of which we are a part of. This understanding of life spiral 

patterns which are present in the cosmos and on earth demonstrates how we live is not within a 

perfect nor at all linear pattern. It is from this space that I see how the koru from the pikopiko, 

piko pītau (the curled shoot of the ponga) a living spiral with whakapapa (genealogical link) to 

the concept of living in a spiral movement. It is needless to say that the direct whakapapa of the 

ponga is no less spectacular than the spirals of the solar system. 

 

He whakaaro mō te koru 

Thoughts about the koru 

 

Other schools of thought such as Williams and Henare (2009 p.1) outline how the double spiral 

motif is related to homeokinetics and spiral dynamics which are both theories from 

contemporary physics. Williams and Henare (2009) also concur that the spiral is a powerful and 

all-embracing symbol and reference for the Tangata Whenua/Māori world. It symbolizes the 

unfolding of the cosmos from a core where there is neither space nor time. The source and flow of 

life energy embraces the source and flow of knowledge; they reverberate through the universe 

and give purpose and meaning to all things. The dynamic cycles of life, growth, decay, death, and 

rebirth are pervasive at all levels. The authors argue that these symbolic interpretations of the 

spiral form are similar with key themes from contemporary physics. 

 

The similarities between Tangata Whenua/Māori traditional knowledge and modern scientific 

knowledge are not unfamiliar to me. Indeed, over my personal and professional life, I have often 

resorted to explaining similarities or intersections between our world view and other world views 

to make things easier to understand. It seems to me that this is what we constantly must prove 

that our knowledge systems and ways of knowing are valid. In my view, this brings in a key point 

in ways of knowing. 
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I note with interest that Williams and Henare (2009) also refer to the broad context of a theory of 

spiral dynamics based on the works of American Professor Emeritus of Psychology Clare W. 

Graves, later extended by Beck and Cowen (1996). In this regard, Williams and Henare argue 

that the theory of spiral dynamics could be considered as a possible model for further ways of 

knowing. The theory of Spiral Dynamics provides a broader view of how human existence 

involves different levels of emergent cyclical processes. Spiral Dynamics theory as a human 

development model describes eight levels, expressed in value systems each with their own 

colours. These levels climb from simple structure to increasing complexity. The model uses the 

term “center of gravity,” which refers to how we as humans have a center of gravity that is 

principally in one stage of development. Williams and Henare (2009) refer to the spiral 

dynamic’s theory as a mutli-disciplinary and multi- dimensional approach to understanding 

human nature. It embraces biological, psychological, and social levels and is characterised by 

continual adaption to environmental conditions. In this manner, new systems are formed while 

old ones are retained.  

 

Williams and Henare (2009) note that whatever the culture, a key part of “being” is the 

knowledge and understanding of various phenomena so that it provides meaning to existence. 

I do not discount this school of thought. I do however raise the issue of what kinds of thinking 

systems are being used that gives insight into deeper worldviews, values, and behaviours? I raise 

this question because the spiral dynamic theory is not visible or considered in terms of language 

and how language informs thinking systems. For example, I refer again to te reo me ōna tikanga 

and its traditionally elliptical nature. Often the subject of the sentence is omitted in our language 

and we gain knowledge of who is doing actions by inference. This is one of the big differences 

between the English and Tangata Whenua/Māori languages. English sentences tend to have a 

subject, but Māori sentences do not have to. Māori passive sentences often do not include the 

person doing the action. In this context, the action is highlighted as important, not the person 

who does the action. 

 

Our traditional language sequences may also seem to have parts missing. It is sometimes 

difficult to understand if one does not understand our traditional language or have the cognitive 

capacity to decipher meaning in what may seem broken sentences or missing words. In my view 

this is also an important point of difference. Sentences may not be closed but are more so codes of 

interpretation.  
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For example, te tauākī o Kawiti has many different interpretations depending on how it is 

perceived. In an interpretative approach subjectivity is encouraged because this is where new 

thinking is discovered. When our minds are informed by a language other than English, other 

forms of cognition are developed which is the basis of what Benton (1975) alludes to in his 

reference to ‘psychological isolation’ as a possible reason behind how our community was able 

to retain our language, in a time when the Māori language was threatened with extinction. 

 

The spiral as I have described is an open-ended circle, a spiral within a spiral. It is always in a 

state of continuity and regeneration from generation upon generation always allowing new 

possibilities to continuously unfold. Continuity becomes a perpetual movement of constantly 

seeking how to enable survival without compromising the natural world and keeping te reo me 

ōna tikanga alive. Indeed, like the ponga which adapts to new environments and in doing so 

contributes back to the natural world. I have also noted that the spiral does not have a hierarchy 

or levels. No one part of a spiral is at ‘higher level’ than another. Everything in the formation of 

the spiral works in cohesion, no one part of that development and growth is superior to another. 

The spiral movement in my view is always directly underpinned by te mana o te Ao Tūroa. 

 

The theory of spiral dynamics to understand human behaviour then raises the question for me 

about what is the underlying philosophy that informs the theory of spiral dynamics. Whose story 

of psychological development does this reflect. How does this link to the view I argue of the 

nature of existence and being? The concept of human development is also one of ‘A te wā’ 

(eventually or when it happens) and ‘tae te wā’ (the time has arrived), therefore, there is no 

defined developmental stages for humans.  I recall a lecture on neurology I attended as part of 

my degree in psychology which highlighted that the ‘human brain was the last frontier of 

knowledge’. It reminded me of a whakataukī ‘he kokonga ngākau e kore kitea’ the corners of 

the heart will never be seen. Such is the koru; we may see what it appears in a physical sense 

however there are also ways of interpretation which belong in places of the heart which may not 

be seen. 
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Ka mahue mai 

A legacy remains 

 

A ponga (fern) grows on my native mother’s grave. How it got there I am not sure. However, what 

could be a greater tribute to her legacy of te reo me ōna tikanga (language and custom). When I look 

at the koru as it unfurls in the growth of the ponga I see my native mother. I feel who I am as 

Tangata Whenua because she has nurtured my own inner spiral movement. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. The piko unfurls in a koru movement as it grows to te mana o te Ao Tūroa.  

These photos were taken from the ngahere where I now live. In 2018 we purchased 75 acres of 

ancestral land. This place looks upon Moko-nui a Rangi, a Pā (fortified village) site which once 

gazed upon Tai Tokerau (tides of many islands). These ponga have been here since the time when 

our ancestors lived at Moko nui a Rangi. I am honoured to be in this place and to be continually 

inspired by the koru movement as they show me a different way of seeing in my quest for a shift 

in the western economic paradigm 
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Te Tupu o te Koru 

Koru Economies 

 

He kōrero Whakataki 

Introduction 

 

In my insights I have established that te mana o te Ao Tūroa is the ‘papa’ or ontological foundation 

of this study which reflects my view of the nature of existence and therefore being. I have 

further expressed the koru pattern as an episteme or mātauranga which expresses a spiral 

movement as a natural manifestation of mana. I draw on these cultural expressions for 

inspiration in the development of a model which I have termed as Koru Economies. In this 

model, I bring together the mauri or life principles of these cultural perspectives as the anga or 

pou tarāwaho (framework) to express the conditions which give effect and to respect te mana o 

te Ao Tūroa.Te mana o te Ao Tūroa is not a vision, it is a state of being as reflected in the koru 

pattern of the pikopiko as it unfurls. Therefore, Koru Economies is more than a model of 

economics, it is a process which also provides the building blocks towards the continuous 

growth of our relationships to the natural world. It is from this foundation that I have 

endeavoured to demonstrate an expression of what could be a paradigm shift from the western 

economic model when grounded in a Tangata Whenua/Māori worldview. 

 

My proposition is not one where our cultural values and principles are intersected, crossed over, 

or moulded to the classical or ‘contemporary’ economic model. It is a proposition that argues 

for our own unique school of thought and economic modelling. Not forsaking ‘te papa 

pounamu pounamu a ō koutou tūpuna e takoto nei’ (Do not desecrate the sacred covenant 

endorsed by your forebears), other alternative schools of thoughts which seek to disrupt the 

dominant western economy are welcomed into a Koru Economies. When Kawiti also states “kia 

ū ki te whakapono, kei poai Pākehā koutou i muri nei” (Hold fast, have faith, for the day will 

come when you will become like the Pākehā) in my view, he foresaw a time when the Pākehā 

(Europeans) would begin to realise the mana of our culture because we are able to articulate 

ourselves in their language and know their world, whereas few have accorded Tangata 

Whenua/Māori the same courtesy. When this time arrives, there will be a transfiguration of the 

future. 
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I return to te tauākī o Kawiti because it not only continues to guide me, but also demonstrates to 

me the power of a paradigm shift. This paradigm shift is one that does not forsake the legacy of 

our ancestors, however, draws from this legacy as the foundation of our future. My native mother 

defines a paradigm shift in her explanation ‘hangaia te whakaaro’ - to build new thinking as a 

means to move forward. The idea of a paradigm shift therefore is not new to te Ao Tangata 

Whenua/Māori; it is a natural phenomenon for our people. We do this all the time to accommodate 

the nekeneketanga o te Ao (changing dynamics of the world). 

 

Kuhn (1962) is proclaimed as the pioneer of the term ‘paradigm shift’. A paradigm shift in this 

sense is a fundamental change in the basic concepts and experimental practices of a scientific 

discipline. Thagard (1992) takes this notion further to suggest that when a paradigm shift occurs 

there is a conceptual revolution which takes place. In this conceptual revolution, there are major 

additions or deletions of beliefs, reorganisation of concepts, and or the redefinition of conceptual 

hierarchies. I note with interest that Thargard refers to the acquisition of a new conceptual system 

to be somewhat like learning a new language. These revolutionary theories may not seem so 

revolutionary when ‘others’ realise that they have existed amongst indigenous peoples for a very 

long time before they were ‘discovered’ by these theorists. These revolutionary theories, when put 

in another way, maybe viewed as one of an unconscious spiral movement that is realigning the 

‘other’ towards an indigenous paradigm. 

 

Te Koru: An unfolding 

 

The first and maybe most important aspect of this Koru Economies concept is that it is not a singular 

definition of economics but rather is a multiplicity of economies. Koru Economies in its multiplicity 

are also not exclusive. This is a beautiful and powerful characteristic of the Tangata 

Whenua/Māori world I have grown up in, we do not exclude anyone from our view of the world; 

indeed my native mother reared us to care equally for everyone as well as the natural world. She 

never turned away anyone who came to her to learn about our language and culture. Mana does 

not discriminate because it is in everyone. Multiplicity and inclusiveness remain significant 

concepts in our well-being and relationship to the natural world. 
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Koru Economies provide a view that there is more to the ideas of an economy when considered 

through a different lens. According to Araujo (2018), economics is dominated with the thought 

that it is only about accessibility to money. Koru Economies do not rely only on money as a form 

of currency; indeed, I have shared examples of how food and exchange relationships are forms of 

currency within our community and connection to the natural world.  

Koru Economies open up spaces to other relationships to create well-being, reciprocated aid, 

collectivism, and care among humans and others in our nature whānau. Koru Economies are 

incorporated within local geographies that also integrate the maintenance and continuation of 

existing social relations, culture, and identity. Bourdieu (1990, p.54) refers to this as the construct of 

social reproduction which “ensures the active presence of past experiences,which, deposited in 

each organism in the form of schemes of perception, thought and action, tend to guarantee the 

correctness of practices and their constancy over time”. 

 

When money is not the only measure of an economy, other approaches I have mentioned are also 

valued such as takoha (gifting), trading, maara kai (diverse agricultures, gardens), exchanges in 

knowledge and goods and services. I do not discount that money is not relevant because it is the 

currency of the westernised lifestyle, we live in. What I mean is that when there is a value across 

multiple domains, money does not become the sole objective or measure of economic success. 

Koru Economies enable a multiplicity of structures, which work with the natural environment and 

support human welfare.  

 

For example, co-operatives, local product markets and collectives could be considered structures 

which are embraced in Koru Economies. Further examples could be science and technologies 

which focus on minimising the impact of the linear western economy approach to the take, make, 

and waste natural resources. My intention however is not to provide a definition, which is not 

fluid or organic. I refer to these examples to highlight the notion of multiplicity of Koru 

Economies, which opens unique spaces for me as Tangata Whenua/Māori to provide my views of 

an ‘alternative’ economy. 
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Te mauri o te Koru 

The life force/life principles of the koru economies 

 

Koru Economies are guided by life principles. I refer to these life principles as te mauri o te 

koru. When I personally express these key life principles as mauri (life force), it is because the 

natural world is imbued with mauri, which is the life force that gives effect to te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa. When I express our inseparability to te mana o te Ao Tūroa, I find in the concept of 

mauri the life force projection of mana. I have formed these life principles from what I have 

shared from my own cultural knowing and experiences. I have explained in this study that there 

is nothing objective about my views, indeed we are not a people whose language and customs 

see the world as an object nor objectively. When I view the natural world, it is not as a machine 

that functions to serve me. I am a member of this living natural world. 

 

 Therefore, I cannot express principles which treat the natural world as something that is not a 

part of my being. I refer to six life principles as the conditions or themes which inform the Koru 

Economies. These I summarise as the Te Mana Wahine, Mātauranga me te Mōhiotanga: 

Kaitiakitanga: Kaingaki: Mutu te Moumou and Oranga Tangata.  These principles draw 

together the key thems I have identified as I have travelled through this doctoral venture. 

 

Tuatahi: Te Mana Wahine 

One: The feminine power 

 

The mana (power and rights) of women; grandmothers, granddaughters, mothers, aunties, 

daughters and nieces is at the heart of Koru Economies. Mana Wahine in this life principle is the 

feminine energy, which spirals within Koru Economies, and I acknowledge mana wahine and 

honour the tapu (sacred) and the noa (unsacred) that flows within this mana. In my Ao, it is 

women who are the backbone of our society. We are the whare tangata, we whānau whakapapa. 

Today, this takes on a much wider meaning. In my world, women are predominantly the 

workers, the activists, the educators, the caregivers not only in relationships with the natural 

world, but within the survival and the identity of our people. 
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The voice, power and rights of women are at the heart of koru. My native mother and kuia 

steadfastly upheld customs and traditions in which I have been shaped to become the woman I 

am today. In our culture, we constantly hear affirmations of the roles of grandmothers and 

mothers as the kaitiaki (Care givers) kaitohutohu (Advisors), Kaingaki (Cultivators) and kaiako 

(teachers) of our cultural identity and well-being. We also refer to Papatūānuku our earth mother 

who provides us with an abundance of food to nourish our bodies. The nourishment we are 

gifted is such that it embodies and nurtures the spirituality within ourselves. 

 

Simmonds (2014) describes woman and this power as te whare tangata. Te whare tangata refers to 

the female reproductive organs and more specifically to the womb, the place of conception, 

growth, and nurturing. Te whare tangata is intimately entangled with whakapapa, (genealogy) 

whenua (the natural world) and wairua (spirituality). I have explained this as ‘ta te wahine he 

whānau whakapapa’. In the modern world, I view this as more than the women’s ability to 

reproduce. In this definition the concepts, ideas and practices of woman gives ‘birth’ to continuity 

and new possibilities. Women are the caretakers of feminine energy; however, I further propose 

that feminine energy as with masculine energy, flows through everyone and everything regardless 

of sex or gender. We often hear about how many consider Adam Smith as the ‘father of economics’ 

(Rakesh 2020). I note that in the history of western economics, the ideologies and concepts of 

 economics have come from males. I have not found in this history any mention of women’s 

contribution to this model. Where are the ‘mothers of economics’? It appears that women are 

invisible in this history. In more recent history, European women are appearing in the 

development of alternative models. However, these models do not provide a shift that places 

women and the feminine into the heart of economic ideology. 

 

Tuarua: Te Mauri o te Mātauranga me te Mōhiotanga 

Two: The power of knowledge and knowing 

 

Mātauranga me te mōhiotanga is the foundation upon which we become entangled in our 

relationship with the natural world. When we become entangled in mātauranga me te mōhiotanga 

we increase our awareness about our behaviours and how our actions impact on Te Ao Tūroa. It 

is in this space that we also become entwined with mana. It is also from this space that we find 

learning from the heart when we listen, see, touch, and taste the experiences of the natural world.  
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In this life principle, we actively and purposefully build our relationships to the natural world 

through knowing and knowledge. Meyer (2019) refers to mōhiotanga as conscious action, and 

therefore, a higher energy than mātauranga. When I refer to ka mōhio, ka mātau, I am referring 

to both a conscious and unconscious action which builds and adds to mātauranga (knowledge). 

Mātauranga is both theoretical and practical with a mauri that has no boundaries. Koru Economies 

are based on a Tangata Whenua/Māori view which considers learning and building knowledge as a 

spiritual experience.   

 

The western economic model does not include culture; indeed, the lack of indigenous 

perspective is clearly visible. This model recognises the mana of these worldviews and how 

vital they are to address the environmental crisis we are confronting today. When I discuss 

mātauranga, I have explained that it is our relationship with the natural world which is the 

foundation from which we build mātauranga (knowledge). When we become entangled in the 

process of acquiring mātauranga me te mōhiotanga, these relationships become clearer and more 

meaningful. Everyone can participate in mātauranga me te mōhiotanga whether he rahi, he iti 

rānei (be it big or small). There is no timeline or developmental stages in this process. It is also 

an emotional process where we gain intelligence through emotional attachment and attunement. 

 

The demand for te reo me ōna tikanga is increasing in both the public and private sector. In the 

resource and environmental space, I see a demand for solutions from our traditional mātauranga 

(knowledge) becoming more highly specialised. We have moved somewhat beyond simple 

explanations of well-trodden Māori environmental values. With this expertise is an expectation 

of a high level of Tangata Whenua/Māori fluency. As with the loss of our flora and fauna, so is 

the living experiences and knowledge of te reo me ōna tikanga, language, and custom. ‘Kei te 

mimiti ngā puna - our springs are drying up’ What greater environmental loss is there than the 

repository of living knowledge? Te reo me ōna tikanga (language and customs) and heritage in 

this life principle is te mauri o te mana Tangata Whenua/Māori. The language is the life force of 

Tangata Whenua/Māori. Language and customs, and culture and heritage are the nutrients within the 

soil which grows the Koru Economies. In my view, te reo me ōna tikanga is only given ‘lip 

service’which tinkers around the edges of the NZ economy. 

 

Nor does this life principle discount Tangata Whenua/Māori who cannot speak their own reo 

for whatever reasons. This is a reality for many of our people. Koru Economies are conditions 

that unfold in an organic spiral movement. It recognises that people are on different continuums 

in the learning of self, and and the natural world. 
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Tuatoru: Te Mauri o te Kaitiakitanga 

Three: The power of care and guardianship  

 

In the Koru Economies the model of kaitiakitanga is constantly unfolding, always firmly 

situated on the concept of tiaki (care), reciprocity (takoha), and obligation (herenga). It is 

always a restorative or renewal process which cares for and protects the natural world. 

Kaitiakitanga is not one which compromises the rights or power of the natural world in pursuit 

of human self-interest. Kaitiakitanga is a well-known concept in NZ particularly as a result of 

its inclusion in the Resource Management Act 1991. The definition of Kaitiakitanga was 

amended in the RMA 1997 to become “the exercise of guardianship by the tangata whenua of 

an area in accordance with tikanga Māori in relation to natural and physical resources; and 

includes the ethics of stewardship”. Doherty (2014) explains what has the greatest influence on 

the Iwi is the environment they reside within.  

 

It is the environment that shapes and influences the language; it is through the environment that 

examples of knowledge are witnessed, experienced, explained, and conceptualised. Concepts 

and ideologies are explained using locally known objects and ideas and spaces. Koru Economies 

acknowledge these explanations of kaitiakitanga because it has status in the Tangata 

Whenua/Māori world view and in Pākehā law. A kaitiaki is also assigned to non-humans in how 

they demonstrate care and protection for humans, thus we must equally recognise that this concept 

is about reciprocity to our nature whānau. For example, the kaitiaki of our tribe is the kaukau (native 

owl). Kaukau warns me when there is something not right afoot, or if I need to take heed of a 

place or person. In doing so, I am obliged to listen and demonstrate my reciprocity through the 

active protection of the ngahere (forest) within which the kaukau resides. Furthermore, 

kaitiakitanga is a personal commitment toward how one behaves and interact with the natural 

world. 

 

Tuawha: Te Mauri o te Kaingaki 

Four: The power of the cultivator. 

 

Kaingaki recognises our role as cultivators of the land and water. In this life principle is the 

skills and protocols that we use to provide what we need to survive I runga te mata o te whenua 

me te wai (on the land and water). To cultivate is to care, that is when we are kaingaki, we do so 

without damaging our natural environment. The koru is adaptive and resilient, however, in its 

growth, it does not take from the natural world without giving something back. Kaingaki 

(Cultivators) provide for the needs of the people. When we are kaingaki, we tend to our mara 
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whetengi (barren gardens) e kore e papato (Which will not become hardened if we tend to 

them).  Therefore, to culutvate is to care likewise to care is to cultivate. Kaingaki work with and 

care for the land and the people. 

 

Tuarima: Te Mauri o te Oranga Tangata 

Five: The power of well being.  

 

In this life principle are the multiple ways that are available to meet human welfare. Te mauri o te 

oranga tangata relates to the needs of people to have warm, healthy kāinga (homes), shelter, 

clothing, and nutritious food. Fundamentally, it is our need to be safe and secure in how we live 

our lives. When te mana o te Ao Tūroa guides te orangatanga (human welfare), it focuses on what 

are the approaches which provide for these basic needs that do not result in harm to the natural 

world. 

 

Tuaono: Te mauri o te mutu te moumou 

Six: The power of not being wasteful 

 

Mutu te moumou (Stop being wasteful) as a life principle always works toward a state where 

nothing goes to waste. When there are situations when wastefulness cannot be avoided, like my 

native mother would do, one seeks how to turn this waste into something productive such as 

compost for the garden. Furthermore, mutu te moumou embraces the concepts of whakamahi 

ano (to use again). In the context of whakamahi ano are ideas such as to recycle, repurpose, and 

recover. Mutu te moumou is an expression of how to minimise our human footprint on the 

natural world. It is also a call to action to minimise our wasteful behaviour.  

 

The Practitioner in me could not resist the urge to try and provide what could be some possible 

examples of actions which could manifest the life principles I have discussed. I undertake this 

exercise to satiate my own thoughts whilst demonstrating what the possibilities are when one is 

guided by the unfolding movement of the koru. 
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Examples to manifest the life principles of Te Koru 

   Table 2. Possible examples of Koru Economies in action 

 

Life Principles 

Nga Mauri  

Example of possible actions 

Te Whakatinanatanga 

Tuatahi: 

Te Mana Wahine 

• The well-being of women is measured as a key indication of economic 

and environmental well-being. 

• Support women in local community projects which serve the natural world 

and, in doing so, are of service to others. 

• Environmental and economic modelling based on mana wahine, 

the feminine energy. 

Tuarua: 

Te Mauri o te 

Mātauranga 

me te 

Mōhiotanga 

• Environmental and economic education programs constructed on 

mātauranga me te mōhiotanga. 

• Compulsory learning of Māori language and customs about our natural 

world and history in all schools. 

• Waste minimisation education programs specifically for Kura 

Kaupapa, Whare Kura, Whare Wānanga. 

Tuatoru: 

Te Mauri o te 

Kaitiakitanga 

• Healthy bodies of water that enable flora and fauna to flourish to 

feed people and wildlife. 

• Reforestation, rewilding and protection of native forests to increase native 

wildlife habitats. 

• Restoration of wetland ecosystems to increase wildlife numbers who live in 

these ecosystems. 

 

• Decrease and stop the use of hazardous chemicals by the mandatory use 

of alternative toxic free products. 

Tuawha: 

Te Mauri o te 

Kaingaki 

• Local food and soil sovereignty that produces home grown; nutrient dense 

food sufficient to feed everyone in the whānau. hapu, iwi and wider 

communities. 

• Cultivation of the earth which works with natural systems 

and organic matter. 

•  Alternative enterprise, structures, and systems which support the concept of 

‘reciprocity’ with the use of natural resources. 

Tuarima: 

Te Mauri o te 

Oranga Tangata 

• Ecological forms of building which provide dry and 

warm housing 

• Papa Kāinga, co housing and other forms of collective living which include food 

production and access to clean water. 

• Redevelopment and urban design which reflects the unique 

culture of Aotearoa. 

Tuaono: 

Te mauri o te mutu 

te moumou 

• Only bury decomposable and biodegradable material which 

give back to the soil. 

• Accesible facilities for whānau, hapu, iwi and the wider community for 

waste management and minimisation purposes. 

•  Constantly search out ways to minimise waste or where nothing goes to 

waste. 
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Titiro atu ki ngā taumata o te Moana 

Look beyond the horizon 

 

This study is a Tangata Whenua/Māori auto ethnographic account which explores the relationship 

humans have with the natural world in particular the influence of western economics to that 

relationship. I have underpinned my study with te mana o te Ao Tūroa; the power and rights of 

the natural world to establish my view in relation to the nature of existence and therefore being. 

Te mana o te Ao Tūroa is the power of life which emanates from the natural world to enable humans 

the privilege of existence. Humans are consequently subjects to this power and rights. We do 

not have dominion over mana. I have further explained that from this viewpoint there is no 

distinction between the natural world and humans. I refer to the whakataukī (proverb) which 

follows to illustrate this inseparability; 

 

Ko au te whenua  

Ko te whenua ko au  

I am the land 

The land is me 

 

It seems quite simple in my mind to understand; when there is no air, no water, no food, we die 

as do any member of our nature whānau (family). We belong to the natural world; the natural 

world does not belong to humans. We are therefore an inseparable part of the natural world. We 

are subjects to te mana o te Ao Tūroa by virtue of the nature of existence. 

When there is no distinction as I have described, I argue that the natural world is our being, not as 

Heidegger (1965) describes as ‘beings in the world’. Heidegger claims that it is attunement or 

mood which makes the world accessible to humans. Animals do not have this attunement and 

therefore are ‘poor in the world’. Animals only respond or behave to objects that they encounter 

and are not attuned as humans are to the world. These claims of attunement versus no 

attunement seem to also suggest to me that we are somehow superior to animals and indeed 

nature. Therefore, we have the right to subdue and have dominion over every living thing. 
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I refer to Heidigger in this instance because he is considered one of the foremost philosophers of our 

time when considering the nature of being. Needless to say, there are many other philosophers 

from the west before him who claim similar schools of thought. In the ‘world in our being’, there 

is no superiority between humans and the natural world. There may be assigned degrees of 

importance; however, this does suggest that there is a ranking of superiority. Indeed, in our 

traditional understanding of natural order, we are lower down on that hierarchy, after birds, fish, and 

even the mighty kauri tree. Our relationship in the natural world was once one that we abided by 

this view of ‘environmental sovereignty’ which governed how we lived and survived. Te mana o 

te Ao Tūroa is this sovereign power and right. 

 

Ko te mana o te whenua tuatah 

 Ko te mana o nga Atua tuarua  

Ko te mana o te tangata tuatoru 

The power of the land is first  

The power of the gods second  

The power of humankind third 

 

This brief statement is a summary which describes the hierarchy of mana. First is te mana o te 

whenua which also means te Ao Tūroa. This is where mana, the power of life comes from. Tangata 

Whenua once personified and understood and interpreted this mana through our gods. It was this 

understanding of the gods which governed how we as humans behaved. Humankind is last in the 

hierarchy of this power. Our responsibility is to ensure that we abide by mana ki runga te mata o 

te whenua (upon the earth). 

 

I have also referred to the concept of animism which attempts to describe this concept of natural 

relationships. Stringer (1999) refers to animism as objects, places, and creatures all possessing a 

distinct spiritual essence. Animism brings with it a relational understanding of the world (Rout 

2015) and in doing so, connections to the natural world are built and maintained. Georgescu-

Roegen (1971) the ‘father’ of bio-economics argued that the economy must be a branch of biology. 

We are one of the biological species of this planet and as such we are subject to all the laws that 

govern the existence of terrestrial life. 
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In Tangata Whenua/Māori traditional beliefs, I have noted that within the hierarchy of the 

terrestrial life, not only are we one of the biological species of this planet, we were lower down 

the hierarchy then other species.Nevertheless, Mana is in all of us (Iti, 2015) and in all living 

things. Head (2006) claims that mana was lost when the governance power of chiefs disappeared 

in early colonial history. 

 

As a result of this loss amongst other concepts, there was a ‘forgetting of being’ as described by 

Heidegger amongst our people. My counter claim is that mana can never be extinguished as it 

provides us our very existence. Marsden (1975) explains that man remains always the agent or 

channel of mana, never the source of mana. Some of our people may not remember what mana 

means; it does not mean we have forgotten our being or what mana can be in our being.  

Mana is about multiplicity and chaos like life itself. It is for humans to remember and abide by 

this mana whether we have forgotten or not. However, it seems that many humans have become 

disconnected from the natural world. We do not respect or love our mother earth as we should; 

indeed, it is evident everywhere we look that we violate and abuse our natural world.  

Our unrelenting consumerism and consumptive behaviour resulting in the ever-increasing 

amount of waste and pollution to our planet substantiates how our relationships have become 

disconnected from our natural world. We want all the pretty things, and bigger and better things 

(Georgescu-Roegon, 1971) with little or no regard to the adverse impact this has on our natural 

environment. We take our existence from the natural world for granted. We seem to have no real 

or urgent need to have a relationship with our natural world. Certainly, we do not even appear 

to remember that we, as are all living things are subjects to the power and rights of our natural 

environment. 

This disconnection as a result of hegemonic western economic ideology and practices has had a 

devastating impact on the natural world and humanity. We violate the taonga (treasure) of 

existence and mana that te Ao Tūroa has gifted (takoha) us in pursuit of self-interest and 

control. Self-interest in this context are the actions which elicit personal benefit. In my view, 

actions that display self-interest seem to be performed without conscious knowing; one can see 

a simple example of self-interest in the amount of plastic which pollutes our oceans. 
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Self-interest and control are fundamental constructs which both Newton and Adams have bought 

to the ideology which sustains the hegemonic western economy. What I mean in reference to 

control in this context is the power to influence or direct people’s behaviour or the course of events. 

The Newtonian cosmology for example, is one based on the idea of control. Heylighen (2006) 

explains that Newtonian ontology is materialistic. It assumes that all phenomena whether 

physical, biological, mental, or social are ultimately constituted of matter.   

 

If we know all the variables of a system (i.e. a weather system, solar system, and human system), 

their movements and patterns can be measured and predicted. This belief is one where a system 

progresses in a linear fashion which is agreeable to scientific methods of observation, 

calculation, prediction, and control of outcomes. This philosophy is the complete opposite to the 

perspective that I have outlined as a Tangata Whenua/Māori. The western economy has had a 

major impact on Tangata Whenua/Māori, altering the very fabric of our culture and heritage. Our 

traditional culture was not one of self- interest or control of the natural world. We had to survive 

and that required that we lived collectively, drawing on our strengths to contribute to the 

survival of the whānau (family) and our tribal groupings. Our structure was ordered 

hierarchically, however, if a leader did not perform for the well-being of the whole, they were 

replaced.  

However, I also recognise the western economic notion of self-interest and control is very 

seductive; For example in some of our waiata (songs) I hear how we were enticed by the pretty 

colourful beads of the European, the woollen blankets instead of woven flax cloaks to keep us 

warm. In my area, we would trade our lands and women for these items and more. Western 

economics promotes individual choices and self-interest. I often wonder if this may have also 

been a reason for naming us Māori to normalise us so that we too could be individualised like 

the European. I challenge being named a Māori because amongst other definitions, it means to be 

normal or common. Our ancestor’s knowledge in my view were far from normal, indeed in my 

world their knowledge is a taonga (treasured) legacy as my tupuna Rangatira (ancestral chief) 

Kawiti and kaumātua (elder) Sir James Henare proclaimed. However, I do not hold a romantic 

view of my culture. There are many things within our culture itself that I challenge. 
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Furthermore, when I am identified as Māori, I am constrained to the assumptions and boundaries of 

a ‘Māori worldview’ which I may not necessarily agree with. Meredith (1998) notes that ‘Māori’ is 

a political and social construct with its own historicity. Prior to European contact, the word 

māori” simply meant normal or usual. There was no notion of a dominant “Māori” hegemony. 

There was no concept of a “Māori identity” predicated around cultural or national semblance. We 

indentified ourselves through geographical features like our mountain and rivers. We recited our 

whanau (family) and ancestral connections to each other. Our tattoos, carvings, and dialect 

identified who we were.  

There was no ethnic category. I view myself as Tangata Whenua, that is, a person from and of 

the land. I recognise the natural environment and te mana o te Ao Tūroa as central to my 

existence and being. When my children were born, I returned their whenua (placenta) to the land 

as a symbolic reaffirmation of coming from the land. Our traditional whakataukī and waiata 

validate how our culture was grounded in this concept. The concept of tangata whenua opens 

spaces for me to explore what this means in our history and what it may mean for me today and 

into the future.  

By situating this relationship of land and birth, tangata whenua provides a statement that there exists 

a close and rich relationship between the meanings of land and birth which then could serve as a 

basis for a claim of right. In my study, this claim of right as tangata whenua is to uphold our 

relationship with the natural world. When I refer to these definitions, it is to clarify that there is a 

mutlplicity of cultural knowing rather than diversity where we should give more attention. It is 

in these spaces where different, creative and evocative tangata whenua views unfold. Tangata 

Whenua for me is an earth-centred concept and is the term that is a constant reminder of 

centrality of the natural world to our existence and well-being as it is to our wider nature 

whānau (family). 

It is from this view that I explore the possibilities of a paradigm shift with our relationship with 

the natural world which is heavily influenced by western economic ideology. We as Tangata 

Whenua/Māori are also at a crossroads in our history where we need to be thinking about our 

own system of economies in our relationships with the natural world.  
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We do not need to constantly adhere or even adjust to classical western economic philosophies or 

actions. We are capable of creating our own philosophy and concepts which guide how we enable 

other economies to ‘come to us’. We do not need to constantly fit into the dominant norm. We 

can build our own resilience, regeneration and welfare founded on nga papa pounamu (sacred 

legacy of our ancestors) with te mana o te Ao Tūroa to guide us.In my exploration of what 

could be a shift to the western economics paradigm and our relationship with the natural world, 

I have also reflected on ‘alternative’ contemporary economic models such as the circular 

economy, diverse/solidarity economies, the natural step, and permaculture and whether they 

uphold te mana o te Ao Tūroa.  

I have also attempted to discover new geographies that interpret distinctively Tangata 

Whenua/Māori understandings and expressions of how we may restore our relationships with the 

natural world in contemporary Aotearoa/New Zealand. According to Meredith (1998), we must 

remember that dominant hegemonic traditions are not fixed or ahistorical. We must seek 

continuous opportunities and possibilities through counter hegemonic struggles for overturning, 

disrupting, or confronting the status of the dominant hegemony where deemed necessary. 

What I mean as a paradigm shift in this study is when we alter or change our way of thinking about a 

perspective or set of ideas. A paradigm shift is a concept identified by Thomas Kuhn, an 

American physicist and philosopher. According to Kuhn (1962), a paradigm shift is a 

fundamental change in the basic concepts and experimental practices of a scientific discipline. In 

this regard, paradigm shifts occur when the dominant paradigm under which normal science 

operates becomes incompatible with new phenomena, facilitating the adoption of a new theory or 

paradigm. Thargard (1992) takes this notion further to suggest that when a paradigm shift occurs, 

there is a conceptual revolution which takes place. In this sense, there are major additions or 

deletions of beliefs, the reorganisation of concepts, and or the redefinition of conceptual 

hierarchies.  

When I draw from the scholarship of te tauākī o Kawiti and how he states “titiro ki te taumata o 

te moana”, I also conclude that he was pointing toward a paradigm shift to ensure the survival 

and well-being of his people. I also have referred to ‘hangaia te whakaaro’ (build new thinking) 

toward shifting a paradigm.   
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It becomes apparent to me therefore that a paradigm shift is not one which was indentified in the 

early 60’s. I have drawn my concept of a paradigm shift from the waiata tangi of my tupuna 

from the 1800’s and the thinking of my native mother. It is the notion of academic rigour which 

has influenced me to refer to the western claim of the ‘identification’ of the concept of a 

paradigm shift. We are now confronted with a time where western science and concepts are 

indeed being challenged within western schools of thought itself. There is energy for change 

because we no longer can ignore the adverse impact of human activity on our natural world. 

This inadvertently may provide Tangata Whenua/Māori the opportunity to express and reflect 

on what maybe our own paradigm shift in relation to economics and the space it occupies in our 

relationship with the natural world. 

 

I have employed autoethnography as the research methodology and approach for this study. 

Autoethnography has enabled me the opportunity to have my own ethnographic insider voice as a 

means of self-reflection and expression. It also made possible academic freedom as a Tangata 

Whenua/Māori Researcher to plot my own pathway in my voyage of exploration. 

Autoethnography gives me an alternative approach where I did not have to follow specific 

academic theories and approaches such as kaupapa Māori theory (Smith, 1997) which appears to 

dominate the Tangata Whenua/Māori research space in academia. Whitinui (2013) also argues that 

autoethnography can be validated as a ‘native’ method of enquiry. 

 

Autoethnography is considered an emerging approach, however, Tangata Whenua/Māori have 

been doing self-reflection and expression to find meaning about ourselves and our natural world for 

thousands of years. In this sense as a ‘native’ enquiry I authenticate my scholarship on the 

reflections and insights of my eponymous ancestor Te Ruki Kawiti and my native mothers. Te 

tauākī o Kawiti and the life expressions from my native mothers are privileged in the academy 

because of autoethnography. As a result, I discovered as Ellis (2004) described, an approach which 

provides for self-reflection and writing that explores personal experiences and connects as an 

autobiographical story to wider cultural, political and social meanings and understandings. 
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In doing so I also found however that my version of autoethnography was not one where it was 

my own voice which was a part of forming my narrative. The western academic concept of 

‘auto’ is one of ‘self’ which connects to a wider ethnographic space. However, when I express 

from ‘self’, I also am speaking with te reo o ngā tūpuna (the voices of the ancestors). I express 

these voices through the whakataukī (proverbs), waiata (songs), memories and in the expressions, 

which come from my heart. Autoethnography therefore from my ‘native’ view does not just focus 

on the individual because I come from ancestry and intergenerational transmission of te reo me 

ōna tikanga (language and customs) which reside in me, and thus, inform how I see the world. 

 

When I refer to an ‘insider voice’ as Tangata Whenua/Māori there are also many sides to my 

being that influence my views (Losefo, 2014). I come from a culture that has lost so much of 

our heritage. We may be seen as having gained significant traction through the renaissance of 

our language, identity treaty settlements and rights as indigenous people.  

 

However, our heritage and culture remain fragile. Even as we regenerate our culture and 

identity, western economics has managed to enable itself within that renaissance, whether we 

want it or not. When I come to autoethnography I bring with me the collective voices of this 

impact on our people. For example, the voice of grief and anger because of our cultural loss; the 

voice of frustration at my own people who cannot see past a western economic framework; the 

voice of pride and joy at some of our achievements and the voice of optimism and hope for our 

future. I do not consider that I have been self indulgent or have excluded others as cautioned by 

Chang (2007). Although my voice is my truth, it also speaks to others from a collective space of 

emotions and experiences. 

 

The autobiography aspect of autoethnography was therefore not easy for me to navigate. 

Writing from the ‘I am’ as described by Kaimanu (2012) was very difficult and confronting. In fact, 

most of my study was one of anxiety, lack of self-belief and impostor syndrome. I also found 

that it seemed as if I was always in the teaching seat of a conversation, when I spoke about my 

study; yet in my mind, I was student, afflicted by all that comes with being a student. In many 

ways it has been quite a lonely process. Traditional qualitative research worked for me because 

I was within the collective, speaking on their behalf, telling their stories.  
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I did not need to be visible and this worked for me. The only pressure on me was to serve others 

because I had the professional skills and te reo me ōna tikanga. I come from a tribe where 

‘whakaiti’ to be humble is actively taught and upheld. Whakaiti is a complicated value as is the 

processes of how one is to be ‘humble’. It is not simple matter of ‘being humble’ as understood 

in the english language. For instance, whakaiti is where one is always mindful of others, being 

careful not to offend in our words and actions. This does not mean however that one becomes 

meek or submissive, my native mothers lived by ‘me whakaiti’ (to be humble). They did not 

step out of the tribal boundaries associated to their roles and responsibilities. It was always 

about the welfare of others in our whānau (families), hapu ririki (sub-tribe) and hapū (sub- tribe) 

Coming from this background, I had to confront, release and reposition some of the tensions and 

conflicts from my cultural upbringing if I was to unfold my own new narrative. 

 

Autoethnography in this experience was about writing from the heart as a Tangata Whenua/Māori 

Denzin (2006) refers to this as a methodology of the heart, a form that listens to the heart. I found 

this extremely challenging when I began to self reflect and remember. I began my studies with 

reflections of my native mothers and the experiences from which I acquired how to think and 

process cultural meaning. I missed them as I wrote and pined for my mother as I thought through 

my study. On the one hand, it was not a pleasant experience, allowing deep grief to re emerge. 

However, on the other hand, I also really got to think more deeply and critically as well about our 

experiences and the meanings of her korero (words) and actions. Sometimes I also found it difficult 

to find inspiration. I found myself wondering what the point is when as tangata whenua we spend 

so much of our energy confronting western paradigms whiles our own indigenous systems remain 

fragile.  

 

Here I was a native fluent te reo speaker and kaingaki (cultivator) attempting to challenge and 

unpack the impact of economics on our relationship with the natural world. However, te ahikā kei 

roto (the fire within) continued to burn. I remember the kōrero of my tupuna Kawiti and the 

sacrifices that my mother made to keep our living culture intact and I kept going. Autoethnography 

is far from easy; indeed, for these reasons, I have found it to be a much more difficult approach than 

any other qualitative methods I have used in my academic career. 
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He aha te take o tēnei rangahau? 

What reason is there for this research? 

The world is grappling with the decrease in natural resources to meet the demands of the world’s 

populations. As a result of this demand to serve the constant increase in human consumption, 

untold amounts of waste and pollution is created. Capitalism dominates our society. I refer to 

Movahed (2016) to explain what I mean by capitalism in context to this study. At the heart of 

capitalism is private profit- maximisation. Capitalism requires endless growth of production in 

order to remain stable, raise the standards of living, and produce ample employment for the young 

and increasing world population. Mass consumerism is embedded in the core tenets of 

capitalism as an economic system. The higher consumption, the higher production, the higher 

production, the higher sales, and with higher sales, higher profits are generated. 

 There are no market mechanisms under capitalism that provide incentives for preserving the 

environment. Firms are constantly threatened by market competition to cut costs and optimize 

profit. The environment consequently falls prey to the compulsive market behaviour of the 

capitalist mode of production. 

I explain what I mean regarding the domination of capitalism with the situation we are all facing 

with the Covid -19 pandemic. The planet as we all know is amid a coronavirus pandemic. As a 

result, people are dying from this virus. Most accounts in the media are that the virus emerged 

naturally and became stronger through natural selection (Beaumont, 2020). To contain the virus, 

whole countries are in lockdown to try and stop it from spreading. The result of this lockdown is 

having a devastating impact on the Aotearoa/New Zealand economy. This is also like other 

westernised countries. Lockdown has been in effect a quarantine which has confined people to 

their homes. As a result, we have not been able to go out and consume at our own free will. No 

spending has led to the closure of businesses and loss of employment with predictions that 

unemployment will continue to increase. Without consumers, there is no or little money; money 

is the fuel of the economy. What has astounded me is the fear that this has created and the sense 

of loss from many people because access to goods and services such as fast foods and shopping 

is denied; such is the domination of the western economic machine and westernisation. 
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In my view these events provide evidence to substantiate the arguments in this study. Mother 

Nature is ‘giving us a slap.’ We take her for granted; disrespect her for our own conveniences 

and self driven needs. No other animal is suffering or dying as a result of this pandemic, in fact 

by all reports the natural world is flourishing. Yet we still have the arrogance to think that we 

have control. I hear the humbled tones of commentaries such as ‘mother earth resting’ as if this 

virus is to give her a break from us. This is not the natural world resting, this is Mother Nature 

asserting her authority, her power, her rights as our mother; the very source of our existence. 

 

It is also my view that these events will continue overtime until we learn our lesson. Our 

relationship with Mother Nature is ‘dysfunctional’ and we urgently need to change that 

relationship. Te mana o te Ao Tūroa is exerting itself and we are subjects to that power and 

those rights. I have been challenged that nothing will change in relation to basic economic 

constructs. Once the lockdown levels are over, humans will come back harder on natural world 

because the focus will be on saving jobs and rebuilding economic growth. In my view this is 

inevitable, however, what this has done is open opportunities to how we may do things 

differently; how we may contribute to a paradigm shift here in Aotearoa/NewZealand and to 

build local resilience against future international crises.  What this event has also enabled us to 

witness is the positive results of air improvement in our cities as a result of fewer vehicles on the 

road; Animals reoccupying breeding grounds which usually are covered in a sea of people. 

 

Te Ngako o taku Rangahau 

The main point of this research 

One of the main points of my research is that there is a fundamental problem with the western 

economic philosophy. That is the assumption that we control the natural world and therefore the 

natural world is subject to our wants and need. This belief that the natural world exists to serve 

our needs and desires because we somehow have dominion over her is incorrect, outdated, and 

no longer serves the realities of humanity today. My argument is that this needs to change for 

our own continuity and survival as well as the natural world. Fundamental to this change is how 

we have relationships to and with the natural world. The western economic model cannot truly 

shift until this fundamental philosophical problem is addressed. 
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Kei takahia e koutou ngā papa pounamu a ō koutou tūpuna e takoto nei 

Titiro atu ki ngā taumata o te moana 

Do not desecrate the sacred covenant endorsed by your forebears. 

Look beyond the sea to the transfiguration of the future 

 

In accord to the tauākī of my tupuna (ancestor) Kawiti, I have searched beyond the sea to explore 

what could be the transfiguration of the future. The models I discuss in this study are those which 

I have had direct experience as a Tangata Whenua. The circular economy is a science-based 

approach; however, it focuses on changing the ‘cogs and wheels of the economic machine’. The 

circular economy disrupts the linear process of the classical economy of ‘take, make, and waste’ 

by shifting to a circular model based on the idea of feedback of cycles in real-world systems. Its 

goal is to design out waste and pollution and keep products and materials in use and regenerate 

natural systems. 

In practice, it depends on economic development by reducing resource consumption and 

emissions of pollutants, reuse of waste, and recycling of materials (Shi, Xing, Bi, & Zhang, 2006). 

I have referred to waste reduction and ellimination conceptually as me mutu te moumou. We 

learnt to not be wasteful through respecting food. Learning not to be wasteful with our food was 

the platform upon which we learnt the wider practice of reuse and recycling materials. I refer to 

me mutu te moumou because it is a simple way to learn this concept.  

However, this is not a common practice with our children today. I mention this here because the 

circular economy does not perform at this level, that is teching our children respect for food. It 

performs more at the industrial level where economic benefit can still be derived when there is a 

shift to design waste and pollution and reuse materials as long as possible. Needless to say, the 

magnitude of waste which society produces is such that sophisticated science and engineering 

has become vital to managing the amount of waste humans create. At present, there is minimal 

Tangata Whenua/Māori participation and understanding in the CE, although it has grown 

exponentially in popularity around the world. 
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The Natural Step (TNS) is a sustainability theory which is also promoted as a scientific 

framework for environmental management. TNS is based on similar thinking of CE where human 

lifestyles and forms of societal organization are based on cyclic processes compatible with the 

earth’s natural cycles (Robert,2002). The framework sets out the system conditions for 

sustainability and generally how to achieve those conditions. When I initially became involved with 

TNS I found ways to connect this approach to a tangata whenua view. The TNS focuses on 

decreasing the impact of conditions which harm the natural environment. However, Sweden does 

not include in the process the impact of sustainable activities on their indigenous peoples. It is also 

interesting that Sweden did not go into a hard lockdown situation. The people have blind faith and 

commitment to their society because of the high quality of life that has been engineered for them 

through the state. However, TNS has also received positive attention by Māori businesses and 

iwi. The most notable example is the Tūhoe tribe in the architectural design of its eco villages 

(papa kāinga) and internationally reputable award-winning green star rated buildings. 

 

The focus of Decoloniality economies is a term used principally by emerging Latin American 

movements. Decolonality is a consciousness that recognizes the existence of different and 

alternative ontologys and forms of organising other than those of hegemonic European 

paradigms. Decolonality economies are based on a theory that seeks to find a different way of being 

which gives rise to new epistemologies of how we make sense of these different ways of being.  

Autonomous food sovereignty is an example of decoloniality/solidarity economies where small 

agricultural farming can provide for a self-sufficient means of producing food for themselves 

with the surplus being sold directly to market. 

 

Decoloniality/ Solidarity economies are the only approach I have experienced which has emerged 

from a means to resist the oppression as a result of western capitalist economic activity. 

Decoloniality/Solidarity economies provide a theoretical framework which has empowered 

indigenous peoples to ‘take their welfare back in their own hands’ without having to be subjected 

to exploitation and oppression which results from the western economic model.  

In these approaches, I can see direct value to our own situation as Tangata Whenua/ Tangata 

Whenua/Māori in terms of how indigenous people are disrupting the western economy. This 

disruption is in direct response to lack of access to money, corruption and displacement.  
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Although we do not suffer the same dangerous consequences as seen in the Americas, there is 

much we can learn from solidarity and diverse economies as a form of economic resistence and 

resilience. Within each of these approaches are elements which attempt to disrupt the western 

economic model. I have been inspired and motivated by all these alternatives because they all are 

models that attempt in some degree to shift the classical western economic model. In my view 

these models are necessary because what they are attempting is to disrupt the linear nature of the 

western economic model. Linear thinking is a western construct, and, in my view, it is incumbent 

on western thinking and action to fix it. However, these models do not go far enough to shift the 

philosophy upon which western economics is founded. The CE and TNS are approaches aim to 

change the machinery to lessen the adverse impact through engineering solutions. In this sense 

these models are focused on changing the machinery of economics in terms of products and 

services.The science based frameworks and approaches I have discussed are tools from the western 

school of thought to address the magnitude of environmental problems which are as a result of the 

philosophies and actions of some of their European ancestors.  

 

This is not our story; we have our own. We have our own approaches and philosophies; 

notwithstanding the tensions which exist between different schools of thought; the realist in me 

recognises that if our belief is in te mana o te Ao Turoa then there may be advantages to 

accommodate these approaches where appropriate. In all these approaches. Maybe this is what 

Kawiti was alluding to when he declares titrio kite taumata o te moana katahi ka tahuri atu ai. 

When I think of Kawiti as a great strategic warrior, it is these shifts in philosophy and approaches 

which present gaps where we may ‘strike’ to have our philosophies present using our ‘poai 

pākehā’(being westernised) in our favour to transfigure our future. Look toward the change in 

philosophy that comes from beyond the horizon. It is not until people change their thinking that 

we will see shifts to paradigms which are different. 

 

When I began this study, I was not sure where I was going. Autoethnography did not provide me with 

a map to navigate across the stormy seas of academia. It has been my ancestral legacy from within 

me that has been my guide. I cannot shake a sense of anger that indigenous people have been 

expressing the same schools of thought about the environmental crisis and how to address this 

crisis long before these ‘world renowned’ philosophers and technocrats.  
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However, we do not get recognised for our philosophies or ontological perspectives unless it is 

proven through a western lens. As an alternative view or paradigm, I argue that the concept of 

mana was gifted (he takoha) to us by the natural world.  This koha (gift) is a two-way process that 

places a responsibility and obligation to reciprocate not only to the natural world but to each 

other. 

 

Our language was born out of nature when we could communicate and feel the language of the 

natural world; in the voices of the birds, the wind, and the trees. I do not say that we are infallible, 

like most children, we had to learn from our mistakes. However, always we remained connected 

to our earth mother. We may not remember or have the same ability as our ancestors to 

communicate with nature; however, this connection is not forgotten or lost. Mana is always there 

for us to access. The acquisition of the concept of mana is also about how we can internalise this 

philosophy to be a part of our consciousness reflected in our behaviour to the natural world. 

Consciousness does not rely on science and technology. Our responsibility is not to try and 

control mana, but to understand and mould our survival around and attuned to mana. 

 

In my argument for te mana o te Ao Turoa as an ontological view, I also have proposed that a 

Koru Economies derived from the natural world embraced by mana. I have based this approach 

on the koru or spiral movement and patterns. My perspective of the koru is from my own 

experiences and observations as a tangata whenua who grew up in the ngahere (forest) of my 

homeland. The ngahere has many amazing varieties of ferns which grow in many different spaces 

within the forest ecosystem. The spiral movement of the koru I discuss is a part of the natural 

growth of the fern. The koru is a famous national symbol, however, in my expressions, I view the 

koru as a part of the whole of its life story. This plant is very ancient and has survived through 

millions of years of change. The koru pattern of the unfurling new shoots is therefore an 

incredible feature in the continual regeneration and resilience of the ponga throughout the ages.  

 

When I reflect on the koru as a concept regarding economics, I do not see a singular definition of 

economy but the incorporation of many economies. These many economies all give effect to tupu ora 

and therefore ora tonutanga that is survival, continuity, sustainability, and the continuous unfolding 

of well-being.  
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Te mana o te Ao Tūroa only aspires for tupu ora. In tupu ora is resilience, regeneration, restoration, 

remediation and reproduction. Not forsaking my perspective, the koru also has multiple 

interpretations depending on what one is seeking to find. However, the koru in the growth of the 

ponga (fern) regardless of how it may appear from generation to generation or how it can adapt to 

change in the natural environment, always remains a ponga. Indeed, the koru is one of our 

foundational patterns which continue to provide meaning and guidance to our culture today.  The 

koru is not a circle although we can see circles within its spiral movement. When I refer to Koru 

Economies, I mean that it is a concept which accommodate multiple approaches and views 

underpinned by te mana o te Ao Turoa; environmental sovereignty and the continuous unfolding of 

tupu ora and consciousness. The different economic models I have discussed may be 

accommodated in Koru Economies within a focus on our own indigenous systems. 

 

Me aha i āianei 

Where to now 

My intention is fundamentally that this study could contribute, if not evoke a wider conversation 

regarding our relationship with the natural world and the place of economics in that relationship. 

We are in unprecedented times and we cannot continue to live and act as though we are immune 

to the impact of the adverse impact our behaviour has on the natural world. Covid-19 which is 

happening right now is demonstrating that we are not immune to naturally occurring phenomena; 

even in a time of huge technological and medical advances. I started out this PhD voyage with a 

search for natural magic. At this time, we are confronting, I have found it in te mana o te Ao 

Tūroa ki a tupu te koru. It is incumbent on all of us rapua tērā e kore kitea; to seek that we may not 

be able to see, that is a new paradigm which we are yet to discover and potentially what could 

that look like when we are guided by mana. 
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